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Preface
The Air Force Ofilce of Scientific Research is
the extramural research component of the Office
of Aerospace Rmeach, USAF, the research
agency of the Air Force. OAR is commanded by
Ma4 Gen. Ernest A. Pinson, USAF.
AFOSR conducts a grant -%nd contract program
of phenomena-oriented research in those areas of
science related most directly to needs of the future
operational Air Forcm AFOSR's worldwide research program requires an annual expenditure
of more than $a5 million, and provides support
for about 2,400 scientist& They are engaged in
nmrly 1,000 separate research investigations at
more than 200 university, industry and other reeerch organizations. Research is selected for support from unsolicited proposals on the basis of
scientific quality and relevance to Air Force intents. Research is supported in chemistry, mathematics, electronics, mechanics, energy conversion,
general physics, nuclear physics, solid state
physics, astronoray-astrophysics, and the behavicral, biological and information sciences
AFOSR also serves to provide communication
between the scientific community and other Air
Force and DOD organizations, thus helping to
ensure the timely impact of scientific research
activities on the Air Force. AFOSR serves the Air
Force by providing and communicating results of
pioneering extramural research to potential users,
by transmitting needs for scientific information
to the scientific community, by providing -utside
scientific advice and consultation to all parts of
the Air Force requiring knowledge and interpretation of world science, and by in general maintaining and enhancing the Air Force relationship
with the scientific community.
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This report is designed to present the research
programs of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research for the information of the users of Air
Force research, for scientific investigators working in the same or in allied fields, and for the
military, scientific and academic, and Government
communities at large.
It is intended that this report will help provide
ready acces to research in progress as well as that
completed and just beginning to come into the
sientific literature, so that the results of these investigations will become more readily available.
By making use of the list of work efforts, organized in terms of sqecfic scieatific fields, scientists
and engineers in DOD laboratories and various
research and development organizations can ascertain which active AFOSR programs are of interest to them. To obtain detailed information,
direct contacts are encouraged with the AFOSR
staff member listed as responsible for the work
effort of interest.
Research managers in the DOD and other Govermnent agencies will find this report convenient
for research coordination purposes. Contractors
and grante~s supported by AFOSR will be able
to aft how their programs fit into the over-all
AFOSRho tearch program. Those within and outside the DOD who are interested in broad quesside theD oD o reinres
in d
ques3ons on the support of researfh and development
should find this report useful insofar as it provides comprehensive information on the objective, research program, and accomplishments of
AFOSRL
WnuLA J. Palc;,
Eweotie DiPretor.
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I The Role of AFOSR
DR. WMILAM J. PnIcr, Executive Director

During the past 3 years an extensive reevaluation of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
has been in progress within AFOSR and its parent
command, the Office of Aerospace Research. This
examination has been directed toward further increasing the effectiveness of AFOSR in performing its mission of helping to strengthen the
future operational Air Force through .scientific
research activities.
These studies make it abundantly clear that
the Air Force is dependent on science in many
ways. Thus AFOSR is challenged to carry out
its business in such a manner as to optimize the
benefits accruing to the Air Force from scientific
research activities, whatever their nature or
location,
The reevaluation has thus dealt with a variety
of matters including the past accomplishments of
AFOSR, the relationship of AFOSR to both user
agencies and other research agencies, the type of
activities sponsored, and the distribution of research efforts among the various scientific disciplines. Concurrently, we have studied the more
general questions of the interaction between science and technology, and of the changing patterns
in the support of research in the U.S.A., particularly trends in both roles of individual research
support agencies, and in funds available for this
support. We have given particular attention to
the role of AFOSR in light of these various
factors.
This essay summarizes some of our findings,
One central theme emerges-that the current
AFOSR is a highly viable organization. We find
that AFOSR has an important mission to perform, that it has an excellent reputation with the
scientific community as a good research agency
with which to work, that it has a good record of
accomplishment on which to build, and that it has
a competent and dedicated staff to manage the
programs of the future. We believe that any
future increase in effectiveness will come from
careful building upon this foundation.

The Interaction Between Science and Technology
We have been carrying out studies which have
provided us with a large increase in specific information showing how the Air Force has benefited from the AFOSR program. Part of this
material is presented as accomplishments in this
report in the form of individual subject area
papers by AFOSR program managers and
through the summary paper "Relating the Accomplishments of AFOSR to the Needs of the
Air Force." In the course of these studies we have
collected and analyzed information about the interaction between science and technology (1).
We find it is helpful in discussing the interaction between science and technology, as well as in
describing AFOSR and its accomplishments, to
divide research and development activity into two
broad categories, phenomena-oriented science and
technology. In technology, creative efforts are primarily concerned with synthesis: that is, integration of previously existing knowledge components
into operational capability-for example, systems,
devices, processes, methods, and materials. In contrast, phenomena-oriented science is more heavily
concerned with the origins of the knowledge components themselves.
Here both applied science and engineering developments are classified as parts of technology.
Applied science is so named because its goal is
some sort of application of scientific principles.
Thus the name comes from the goal. X phenomenaoriented scientist concerns himself with the elucidation of natural phenomena. Thus his goal is the
study of phenomena, and consequently, it is reasonable to call his activity "phenomena-oriented
science."
As new phenomena are understood, this new
knowledge is made available to the scientific and
technological communities in many ways. However, it. is important to note that the new information becomes known by the peer group in the
world scientific community much sooner than it is
known by other groups, particularly those associated primarily with technology. Important new
knowledge is known to members of the "invisible
college," that is, those researchers active in the particular segment of the research front, well in ad3
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vanoe of any formsJ written publication. Thus new
science forges ahead, relatively independent of an
ambient tsehology,
Similarly, technology usually feeds upon technology, in the presence of an ambient science. It
haa become increasingly clear, especially to the historians of science, that technology events are umually initiated within technology. This means that
usually it is difficult t establish a unique correlation between an important tachnological event and
one within phenomena-oriented science. One wellknown exception is nue-ia - power, and its origin
in the discovery of nuclea- fission. Our study
,hows that one does not usually find phenomenaoriented research producing a new and unexpocted opportunity which then stimulates a new
engineering opportunity. (This observatior is consistent vwith those of other recent studies on science
and technology interaction (2, 3,.;)). Instead, we
find phenomena-oiiented research supporting
technology in many other important ways.
Thus the gross picture is that technology usually
feeds upon technology and phenomena-oriented
science usually feeds upon phenomena-oriented
science. However, at the same time we find that
there is a strong important interaction (almost a
symbiosis) between the two spheres of activity,
It is found that the science-technology interactions leading to utilization of phenomena-oriented
research are usually initiated by perwns who, haying the urgent need for knowledge, search for the
solution through prior research. The scientists who
are consulted also play a very key role on their side
of the dialogue, providing knowledge and interpretation from their field.
The fact that new knowledge originating in
phenomena-oriented research often has implicit in
it important new opportunities for exploitation
means that when these can be recognized on the
research side, great advantages, particularly in
timing, can be realized. This is an imporitknt area
for increased attention by phenomena-orierted research activities, toward the end that initiative can
be successfully taken by the scientist. more frequently.
Our conclusion from these studies is that the
conventional picture, which emphasizes a process
with unique scientib- events being followed in an
orderly manner by applied research, development,
etc., is usually not borne out. Since that picture appears to be the exception rather than the rule, it is
misleading to attempt to elucidate the contribu-
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tion of phenomena-oriented science by studying
this process primarily. In fact, the failure to observe a large number of such cas could lead to a
nonobjective backlash in which the real (and very
important) procem involving the flow of an immense number of items of information across the
technology-science interface is not recognized.
The Role of AFOS$
We have studied the mission which AFOSR
has performed over the yearn, its accomplishments, and the studies which the National Academy of Sciences is making through its committee
on science and public policy, particularly those
studies which have dealt with the definition of the
role of a research agency in a mission-oriented
organization (5. 6); we have assessed the impact
of the growing number of research agencies on
the AFOSR mission (6); we have studied the
analogy between the role of AFOSR in the USAF
and that of other fundamental research activities
in a mission-oriented parent organization, for
example, the corporate research laboratory in a
large industry (7). Particularly, we have studied
the needs of the Department of Defense in view
of the nature of the interaction between science
and technology and the capability of the AFOSR
to support the DOD. These studies have led us to
describe our current role as follows.
One may think of AFOSR as a research institute made up of the AFOSR staff and various
advisers as research institute managers, and the
contractors and grantees performing research.
This institute voncept may be visualized as an
activity which, by providing an interface with
both the scientific community and the Air Force,
improves the interaction between them. Both interfaces are of course very important.
AFOSR is well-suited to providing the required
interfaces. Since it has a well-established reputation in the scientific community as a good research
agency with which to work, it attracts the interest.
of the world's top scientific talent.. At the same
time, staff members of AFOSR have the mission,
experience and techniques requ'red for identifying
DOD problem areas and translating them into
scientific research opportunities or in reverse, in
translating scientific knowledge and understanding into results for DOD users.
In this interface role between science and technology, the AFOSR research institute performs

/

two major functions. First, it accomplishes re-

search, thus helping to colonize relevant scientific
knowledge, and second, it provides communication between the scientific community and using
agencies,
The selection of research areas in which to
accomplish Air Force supported phenomenaoriented research may be motivated by helping
a development group solve certain difficult
- lases of relatively short-term technical problems
"througha fuller understanding of the phenomena
behind them, or as is more common, by seeking
to open new fields of science holding out high
promise for generating new knowledge needed to
help evolve future technologies. The strategy is
to attempt to colonize I those areas selected to be

made by visits, correspondence, special reports,
program reviews, participation in joint task
groups, etc.
Some of the most meaningful coupling activities are those which directly involve the researcik
scientists AFOSR has under contract. We find
that scientists around the country are very able
and willing to participate directly in Air Force
activities in many ways. The article -The A FOSR
Coupling Program," elsewhere in this volume, describes the [-rowing role which AFOSR is playing in communication between science and
technology.
There are other direct roles played by the
AFOSR research support which, although secondary in importance when compared with the two

particularly relevant to the long-term interests of
the USAF. The selection of these areas continues
to be the most important challenge faced by the
AFOSR.
The communication provided by the research
institute is two-way-needs to the research program and scientific information to the users. We
provide this communication by engaging in many
types of coupling activities. For example, part of
what we purchase through contracts and grants
is primarily designed to provide communication.
This part refers not only to the symposia we
sponsor, but also to the connecting-type research
which allows us to keep abreast of a variety of
those scientific areas largely supported by other
agencies, in which rapidly emerging scientific

described above, are nevertheless important. These
include education of graduate students in fields
particularly relevant to the DOD; the providing
of research support which makes it possible for
many consultants for aerospace industries, and
government to keep their expertise: and the
strengthening of U.S. science by having multiple
sources of support available.
AFOSR also provides the DOD with a quick
reaction, program management and procurement
organization for accomplishing special activities
requiring the participation of the scientific cornmunity. Examples include the new scientific investigation of unidentified flying objects, the public reaction studies to sonic boom produced by the
supersonic transport, the DOD Project Themis, a

developments of possible importance to the Air
Force are taking place.
The management responsibility for this coup-

program to strengthen the Nation's academic
institutions, and numerous projects for the Advau.-d Research Project Agency of the DOD.

ling lies with the individual AFOSR program
managers. This part of their function is essentially
an open-ended one-that is, the opportunities are
essentially limitless. It is one in which professional
knowledge and ingenuity have a high premium.
Regardless of the background with which an
AFOSR staff scientist comes to the job, lie must
keep his contacts with counterparts in the Air
Force applied research-exploratory development
community current. Here personal contacts are
Coloahiutg My be described as increauing the hance of lmportent ditsovtry In an area d&eed to hold promise for the Air
acForte by "malaSng the tesperature" of the world's seatren

ttvity In that kield. Tarouh judicious support of phenomena
.riented ;eeareb and othe activities such as Msyposla. the Air
row has helped coloni, the -acvity 'n numerous oee,,-s aras,
with the result that the Air Forte researec ;:-nort.
amplfed by
that suppod by lnon-Ailr Fonn fouds, baag fecte4 -try *Wattu-

rantly

I

the rate of development of Important etlantife areas.

Tbe Choafenge Faced by AFOSE
New knowledge and understanding properly
utilized represent power-the possibility of bringing about effective solutions to some of society's
problems on a timely basis, the competitive edge
of one industry over another, or the defense of
one's country against another with alien purposes.
With the rapidly expanding body of both knowledge and application, the time from understanding

to use has been contitiually decreasing and the
ability of an organization to change accordingly
has become a very important factor.

New scientific research is typically packaged in
terms of scientific disciplines, while society's problems almost always appear in other forms. There-

fore, there are special interface problems of a particularey challenging nature which need to be
worked out in providing effective communication.
Of course, engineers and others with similar
responsibilities must always play a key role in the
required communication; this is well recognized.
However, thb role of the scientific community is
not recognized or understood nearly as fully.
A, a matter of fact, in some quarters there
is still the misconception that "good" science
should be "pure academic research" where the concept of purity implies a conscious and even selfrighteouis disengagement from utility (8).
The primary challenge to AFOSR is to help
assure that the scientific part of this interface
activity is performed in an optimum manner,
Toward this end we are committed to the support
of phenomena-oriented scientific research activities
because we believe that this support brings the
Air Force very direct benefits that cannot be obtained through research which is closely allied
to the end items nor through fundamental science

support -by other agencies. We are. committed to
the unapologetic support of research which is ad-

effectively in catalyzing the very important interactikn between science and technology. For example, our studies referred to earlier indicate that
although new scientific knowledge is disseminated
within the scientific community quite soon after
its discovery, often considerable time elapses before it becomes knnwn to those primarily concerned
with utilizing it. The results of our growing coupling program at AFOSR, which among other
things is aimed at reducing this time, encourage
us that this part of our mission is indeed a fruitful oneIn conclusion, I wish to state that AFCJSR is
managing a research program which is oriented
to meet the needs of the Air Force. WVhether we
are choosing these areas in which to support research or whether we are promoting the all-important dialogue between the scientific community
and those seeking to use science for defense purposes, our ainm is to manage a research program
tailored to meet the
l
1DOD
needs.
AERC

(1) W. J. Price. OAR

mittedly strongly science-oriented. The major con-

Reeearch Reriec V, 10 (19M).
1Q) 'i. Tannenbaum and committee members, "Report of

tribution of AFOSR is that we provide mecek-

the Ad Hoc Committee on Principles of Research-

nisms by winch highly creative science-oriented

Engineering Intoraction"

persons are involved in the Air Force program in
ways which both we and they agree to be mutually
beneficial. We are thus at least partially tapping

Sciences-Natiok

this important

potential

for the

continued

strengthening of the defense of the country.

aNational Academy of
Research Council Materials A4risory Board, -',AB-222-M. July 1W66).
(3) Derek de Willa Price, Teehsoiey and Culture 6, 4

(19m).

(4j Project
15)

In carrying out these activities, we meet two
special challenges of a contin'iing nature. First,
how does one optimize the distribution of our effort

among possible areas of interest?. While the
AFOSR program will always cover a wide spectrum, it is dormirated by those fields clearly relevant to the Air Force. However, a narrow defini-

of Representatires (National Academy of Sciences.
March 1965).
(6)

in it Technology-Dependent Organization." 10th Institute on
Research Administration, Center for Technology

restrict this distribution unduly.

=.6

Harvey Brooks, "Past Achievements and Future Foci
of tU'e Federat Government in Science" (vi.ennial

Convocation Address, May 196).
47) "The Fundnnaentni Research Activity

tion of mission relevance must not be allowed to
The second challenge is to work creatively and

Hindsight (DOD Reports).

"Basic Research and National Goals." A Report to the
Conunitt" on Science and Astronautics, U.S. House

1s

tt and Administration, The American
(AFOSR 65-2691, April 1965).
P. P. Medawar, Eacouanter M52 1965).
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The Relevancy of the AFOSR
Research
to the

and by other parts of the Air Foc. We establish
special studies, as for example the "Seminar Series
on Long-Range Problems of Limited W r" and

Needs of the Air Forcc
Ttfrom
SThe value of AFOSR to the Air Force comes
through the exercise of our capability for providing an effective bridge between the needs of the
Air Force and the opportunities inherent in the
continually emerging frontiers of science. Our
challenge is to help assure the maximum impact
of new scientific activities throughout the wurld on
the future operational Air Force. The relevancy of
the AFOSR research program is a measure of the
degree to which the overall impact is maximized.

the "Workshop on Fundamental Problem of Future Aerospace Structures" to bring into better
focus various parts of the Air Force research needs.
We participate in the formulation of the "OAR 5Year Plan" on an annual basis. We have inputs
the Air Force RDT&E Community through
our in-house advisory committees and through the
many informal visits between AFOSR program
managers and the Air Force user organizations.
Through these and other mechanisms, AFOSR
keeps abreast of the needs of the Air Force. Utilizing this information, the AFOSR program manager matches the needs of the Air Force and the
opportunities present in emerging new science.
Clearly then the AFOSH program managers serve
a key role in assuring relevance.

STho

rThe Relevant Pmogram Is Ph

CoL. IVAN C. ATKJNSCON, DepUty EeOUtiVO
Director

-
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Key Role .f AFO6RL Pre~ollm Mo~gerS

AFOSR is ideally suited to provide an effective
bridge between the Air Force mnd science. On the
one hand our program manager- are in an excellent
position to determine the Air Force needs and to
orient the scientific activities which they select to
meet thme needs. On the other hand, being organized as we are in terms of scientific disciplines
and having the reputation as a good research
agency with which to deal, we attract the interest
and participation of the leading scientists, those
persons who actually have their choice of sources
of funds. Thus we are able to involve highly
creative scientists in activities relevant to the Air
Force and to do this in ways that both the Air
Force and the scientific community agree to be
mutually beneficial,
Guidance as to tVe Air Force needs comes to
AFOSR in several forms. Information as to the
Air Force mission in space functions, limited conflict, strategic offense, air defense, training, logistics, and other areas obtained from such sources
as the document, "USAF Planning Concepts (The
Plan)." and from major speeches of the Secretary
of the Air Force, Dr. Brown, and the Chief of
Staff, General McConnell. Many more specific
4needs are referred to us from higher headquarters

Balanced One

In order to make the optimum contribution to
its mission, AFOSR must have the proper balance
in the various activities in which it engages. The
preceding article discusses the various AFOSR
roles in colonizing areas and in providing comnmunication between science and user% for example.
A variety of activities are equally relevant to fulfilling the AFOSR mission of providing the various elements in the proper balance. Certainly the
main part of our activity must always be placed
on new sciences or new aspects of sciences which
show particular promise for technological application to future Air Forcm operations. This research
attempts to colonize new fields of science holding
high promise for scientific discovery from which
innovations can arise. Results or their possible applications cannot be forecast with any degree of
certainty. The problem is to select from a large
number of possible research projects those which
hold the most promise of scientific progress toward
general goals of long-term Air Force interest.
Another important category of AFOSR activity is aimed at helping development groups solve
certain difficult classes of relatively short term
technical problems through a fuller understanding
of the phenomena underlying them. The initiation
7

of this type of rese&.rch requires a high degree of
SawaruI
of Air Force research needs on the part
of both the AFOSR project scientista and the investigators. However, while the scope of the inquiry is fashioned with theme interests in mind,
the investigators retain a great deal of freedom as
to methods of approach and otherwise bring the
full force of fundamental research methods to
these more applied problems.
To auintain balance, a minor but very important part of our activity must be in keeping abreast
of a variety of scientific areas, largely supported
by non-Air Force agencies, in which rapid an(
significant developmernts of importance to the Air
7'orce are taking place. This is the connectingtype of support. AFOSR does this by selecting; .esearchers not only for the -uality of their work
but also for their ability to provide advice and
information regarding the entire field in which
they are working.
By keeping these various activities in proper
balance, the Air Force will be benefitted to the
greatest degree. This is an area in which there is
a high premium on the judgment and foresight of
the program managers. There are many pressures,
not the least of which being the desire of the program manager to show tangible results, which
cause the program to tend toward shorter range
problems areas. On the other hand, too little concern with utility works against the highly important dialogue between science and technology
which AFOSR provides.
The Rlesnweh-Tecftneeff ICteffUC

A comprehensive discussion of all the aspects
determining relevancy is beyond the scope of this
paper. "Relating the Accomplishments of AFOSR
to the Needs of the Air Force," included in this
volume, is one such broad discussion. I shall restrict my remarks to relevancy of the AFOSR program to Air Force technology requirements.
The AFOSR mission statement includes the
phrase "Supports programs of extramural research d iigned to provide new scientific knowledge and understanding in three areas of science
which offer the greatest potential for improving
the Air Force's present and future operational
capability." Thin operational aspect naturally
brings to mind the weapon system which can be
viewed and/or read about by the taxpayer. However, because of the many steps in the complex
3

procem of conceiving and developing a weapon
system, the role research plays cannot usually be
associated clearly with the development of weapon
systems. In a large majority of caes research
does not jump immediately into a weapon system
but works its way up the triangle route whereby
the complexity of the application increases as you
proceed upward. The apex of the triangle is the
mission. Fronw that point downward are P11 the
contributing areas--the weapon system, operational systems development, engineering developmen t, and advanced development and exploratory
development (including applied research). At the
base of the triangle is research.
Conceptually at least one can determine the relevancy of research for supporting the operational
missions by tracing through the various intermediate relationships. In practice one finds this
approach to be of limited validity; there are too
many uncertainties in establishing the required
relationship. Perhaps the greatest limitation in
developing this methodology is inherent in the
natumre of sciene and technology interactions. We
finid important interactions occurring between
scientific research activities and technology at
several levels of mission development, not just at
the interfac- of applied research with science.
We do, however, find it meaningful to establish
relationships between our scientific research activ
ities and technology whereby technology means
the broad group of applied science and engineering development activities engaged in to bring
about new systems, devices, processes, and materials of use to the Air Force.
At this point it might be wise to point out that
the interface letween the science and technology
is of a different character from those existing
at other par',s of the development process. The
scientific resarch is phenomena-oriented and technology is hurdware-oriented. It might be said this
boundary is where orientation is given to the research results. If a too restrictive policy is applied
to the support of research, this orientation process
takes place sooner, and consequently the benefits
which are to be derived from the more flexible
approach inherent in phenomena-oriented science
will be denied to the Air Force.
Often research results cannot be predited with
certainty. Relevancy cannot be determined with
certainty beforehand inasmuch as pioneering research may open up or colonize a new ares.
Granted that this action is not in the majority o!
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cases, but it is the one where new and unique ideas

sive results before the new area becomee apparent,

are born. These items lead to new concepts and
whole new teclhological worlds. If an old wording
is allowed, these are breakthroughs in the real
sense. Sometimes this procrse has to accrue exten-

but when it does, the scientific community usually
extends its efforts in that direction. Consequently,
a new and unique area is nurtured to the point
where technology can benefit.
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AFOSR Scientific StaDJ
tepaa,,
eAst.
Dr. William J. Priem, Executive Director ( SGR)--- 44801
Co1 Ivan C. Atkinson, Deputy Executive Piector (SRGD) ------------------------------ 44801
Maj. Joseph P. Martino. Asdistant Elxecutive Director. Research Communication- 44875
Lt. Col. Carl S. Jennings Jr., Assietant Ex-

eclisv.
Reeac Operations__ IDJ01
Research
cutive Diretor,
Dr. Amoa 0. Hoaney, Director of Chemical Sciences
45337
(BBC) -------------------------------------Denton W. Elliott, Deputy Director
Dr. Alfred Weissler, Project Siclentist
Dr. Anthony J. Matusxko, Project Scientist
Dr. William L Ruigh, Project Scientist
IL. CoL.Edward T. Walford. Project ldenatM

Dr. Charles E. Hutehluson. ChieS

Behavioral

Selence Division (SRLR3) ------------------ 45045
Dr. Herman J. 3ander. Project Scientist
Dr. Glen Floce, Project Slintslat
Maj. aurenrt 0. Goebdl, Project Scientist
Dr. Robert V. Brown. Chief Bilological Sciences
45042
------Division (t RLA ) .................
Maj. Charles E. Fuller, Project Scientist

Prjetcints
Director
of Mathematical
Andrew'. Fueraier,Dr. Merle Mi.Chrerler
45263
Sciences (SRM) -----------------------------Li. Col. Barnett IL Asins. Chief, Applied Math
45261
Division (SLMA) -----------------------Maj. John Jones Jr., Project Scientist
Capt. Allen Dayton, Project Scientist
Dr. Robert O. Pohrer, Chief. Mathematics Divi45264
slon (SRMM) ------------------------MaJ. John F. Gander, Project Scientist

Dr. Lloyd A. Wood. Director of Physical Sciences
Dr. Milton M. Siawsky. Director of Engineering
45I
(SRP) -------------------------------------4568
-------------------------Sciences (ORE)
Dwight L. Wennersten. Chief, General Physics
LL Col.. Robert B. Kaliseh, Chief, Electronics
45454
--------------------Division (SERP')
4518
Division (SREE) -----------------------.
Dr. Marshall C. Harrington. Project
Maj. Prank H. Zander, Project Scientist
Scientist
Milton Rogers. Chief. Meehanics Division
Capt. David A. Haycock, Project Scientist
4
--------------------------------(SREM) ---Dr. RAlph E. Kelley, Project Scientist
Paul A. Thurston, Project Scientist
William J. Best, Chief. Geophysics Division
Dr. Jacob Pomeranta, Project Scientist
454.
(SRPG) ------------------------------LL. CoL George Stalk. Project Scientist
Maj. Durward D. Young Jr., Project
Maj. Donald L. Calvert, Project Scientist

"Scientist

Dr. Joseph F. Masi, Chief, Propulsion Dvislon
Dr. Erich Welgold, Acting Chief, Nuclear
Physics Division (SRPN)--------4.5581
(P@Rep)----------------------------------D$r. ePn)
....
Wo..f..n..Project.....en t .... 455(1ahscniiin(RP)---------4M
Dr. Bernard T. WSlfson, Project
Scientlst
Maj. Joseph E. G,)rrell, Project Scientist
Dr. Demetrios G. Samaras, Project Scientist
Capt. Donald 11. Lehman, Protect Scientist
Lt. Col. Rsalph W. Conners, Chief. Soild State
Maj. Rumsell G. Langlois, Project Scientist
45588
Sciences Divi.:0on 4SRPS) --------------Lt. Cal. Cornelius J. Donovan, Project Scientist

SCapt.

Dr. Harold A. Wooster. Director of Information
45407
-------------------------Sciences (SRI)
Mrs. Rowena W. Swanson, Project Scientist
Eliot Sohmer, Project Scientist

S(SRL)

Dr. Harvey E. Bavely. Director of Life Sciences
---. 45o4•
----------------------------------

Dr. J. Thomas Ratchford, Project Scientist
Lt. Coi. Itandal .A. Houidobre, Project
Scientist
Max S.4werdlow, Project Scientist
Col. Leon S. Bogan. Director of Procurement
45275
(SRK) --------------------------------------
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cientific community. Members of the b

visitors are:
The AFOS1 board of visitors
pruvides the
executive director with wientific and technical
advice which he m ay employ during the planning,
programing and pursuit of the AFO)R
prof•ram.
The group is composed of eminently qualified,
distinguished
members
of of
thethe
who serve as
scientific
community,
members
OAR scientific
advisory group.
They the
provide
evaluation
a continual
of both
outside
effectiveness
of AFOSR
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upon the
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TheHstor
of F~sRthe

_ •m,

primtary tinision of the Office of Air Research

as "to sponsor, encourage, or take adv antage of, in
any way, all baic research to further Air Force
ends. It is always necessary to keep in mind Air
ws
R
The Air Forse Ofce of S
Force needs, To talk in terms of a program, one
existe
had
It
1955.
officially established 11 Augus
ciny
restgnablyshnd11
forust howe.ert
hadneiste
29must
ask the quedion, what problems need
r&lvito
sin"e 20
uy always
similar form,
however,
~~in
recogniaibly
October 1951, witt. its rooa going back still farther
to the first appearance, in February 1948, of a basic
re.earch organization at Wright-Patterson AFB.
That the Air Force entered the business of basic

-

research when it did was due in great measure to
the determination of the late Dr. Theodore Von
Karman, distinquished Hungarian-born aerodynamicist, who headed the Air Force's scientific
advisory board during the late 1940's.
On 24 September 1949 the Ridenour report ' w,
transmitted to Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg with a
covering
letter from Dr. von Karman, which aaiJ:
The
Air Force should make fuller use of
Thetech
Frca
ta
ouletad makefacilt
us e of
the technical talent and faeilitie possessed
by the ind ustrie s and the u n ivers ities o f 'tsh e
zountry. A small
recurring investment in the
d)Uflt",.later

This office went out of existence in April 1951,
when more basic portions of the program wen
transferred to Headquarters, ARDC, Baltimore,
f
tigoe,
td., lnd ti H eadqu art A

Md-. and ultimately became part of the assigned
HiM -on of t he Office of Scientific Research (OSR),
1qhich was organized as a headquarters staff sec

OSR was mainly concerned with administering
a research program which was largely basic rather
than applied, and which was conducted entire'v by
means of contracts mostly with university sWintists. But, as a headquarters staff section, OSR also
had a supervisory role with respect to other Air
Foro research activities. This role, however.
x s e mo e n p a r th n i p ac c , a d w s
existedeliminated.
more on paper than in practice, and was

support of fundamental scientific investigathusiastic
support
secure of
for•he
the foremost
Air Forceeci•,ntisets
the entions would
ofthe iconrsupport-ofh enforemostoday eins

OSR's research program was planned along the
h traditional
raiinl•etii scientific disciplines,
icpierean
Th•o
and
lines of the

substantially assisted mainly by the Office of
Naval Research and the AEC. The Ai Force

wens originally five functional divisions-chemistr, fluid mechanics, mathematics, physics, and
the solid state sciences--each of which was headed
by a division chief, nsually a civilian, who was
given considerable freedom, in formulating a prograni for his division.
In February 1954, OSR's position in Heedquar.trs ADC was altered. At that time OSR was
stripped of its staff supervisory functions and
dropped down a step on the organizational ladder.
The overall supervision of ARDC research was
now in the hands of a newly establilsed directorate
of research (Headquarters ARDO).
In August 1955, the Office of Scientific Research
became the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR), and was given "center status." meaning that it was henceforth to be regarded not as a
headquarters staff section, but as an agency on
the same footing with such ARDC field organizations as the Air Force Cambridge Research
Center and the Wright Air DevelopmeDt Center.
As a measure of the organization's new-found stat-

of the country; surh men are today being

is clearly faced by problems requiring fundamental scientific investigations. the best resuits in such work can be gec',red by direct
contact bet ween an Office of Air Research and
scientists.
In February 1949, the Office of Air RXeearch was
established at Wright-Patteison under the immediate jurisdiction of the direm'or of re-earch and
development of the Air Ma.eriel Con,,iand, and
was assigned the performance of both basic and
applied research. In performing the basic research,
it made use of both contractural efforts and inhouse work.
On 23 February 1951, Col. Frank J. Seiler, seond chief of the Office of Air Research, described
"niteemroh aX4 Vei'elopes4at In the UiLwtd 11tat"

Itfor of a Ilpwial Commlttot of tb* ScietifI
the ChIM. of'
nag.

12

study or alleviation P'

Air Fotrc-e

Adrisry

BiM to

ftair. USAF,'" tomie N. al4notir, committee et~ir-

OSR itself was organized along these lines. There

weeognavfieuctn&dvsos--ch

-

III
I~m

ure, a general officer., fBrig. Gens. Dun B. Flick-

to the VSAFts ability to perform its mission.",

inger,
w-as orgunization
named its c--=nnauder. The resemblance
to ft field
was further sharpened in
July 1956 when AFOSII mw~ered
its physical connection with Headquarters ARDC by moving
from Baltimore to Washington, D.C.
Officially, the granting of "center status" was
deitignod to heighten the prestige and importance
of researc'h within the Air Force. Some AFOSR
administrators felt. however, that it was really a
step downward, since it placed the contractualI
research agency under-rather than within-cornmand headquarters During the following yetar
AFOSR did, nevertheless, experience a steady
growth in the size and scope of its reserch program.
Concurrently with the creation of AFOSR as
aseparate center, APOSH was reorganized internitlly. This had little effect on the AFOSR
program. The old divisions were, either abolished
and replaced by new directorates. or else directorates were superimposed upon the old divisions.
The rewearch prograznsa continued as before. although in sonen

The word mnission is used here in the nonmilitary
sense, and the
ernphasis smus be that set forth
in M)0) lDireutiv-e No. 3210.1,to"Policy
on Basic
Research,- of 19 June 1952, which states:
To provide the
foundation far the
technin'j. is cif war,emential
the DOD must aseure that
basic rmearh is adequately supported in all
areas where the presence of knowledge. is important to the military effort 1 * igemq
in universities, non-profits 'amay be ofa
kind which does not have specific aimts but
holds promise of some ultimate military
application.
This dirvNctive tonfirmed the role of the DOD
in sponsoring basic research in relation to the Natio~nal Scienee Foundation Act of 1950. The tinphasis, in this selection from the basic doctiments
responsible for establishingr the Air- Force program of contract-supported basic research, has
been on thle nature of the researrh to be supported,
rather than, the mechanismis for administering
threm research contracts. The fundamental pasWt is thAt

ases uinder different men. The
same general internal structure s
tandsotoday.

of the Ridenour mport of September

AFOSR's new center status wap

acc-omppnied by
increased support. The rganization's
budget Iamost doubled from $13.9 million in fiscal
year
1956 to X9i million in fiscal Year 1959. The
larger
budgets permitted AFOSR to fund not only more
projects but also more

e•Wpensive ones, whom. cost
at one time had been prohibitive. Thus,
the
AFOSR program during the late
nIM'spotneb
a variety, a quality. and a park that it
lac ed in
the earlier years.
h
t
A major revied
w
of thc Air Force basic research
program was set forth i-r the Stever committee
report insued in June MS. This was a bele
committee asked to reexamine the findings ribbon
of the
Ridenour commit'the re
of some
eairt 9 yearsearlier.
The chairman was IT.
weyford
Stever. associate
n at MIT, and a forner Air Force chief scien-

tist (1956-5-().

A small fraction--say22 or 3 percentof

the
research
and
derelopn;ent budget of thet Air
Frcn shlorild be ronsis.0nt1v aoicyned fora
the
research in broad g1nerl
fields on prhhslta:
which. without being directed toward

specific
goals or applications are of poential interest
to the Air Force.
The following statement, by a committee
of
university and industrial rp arech cientistsg
is repsentati.e of the concluitons which have
been
reached by theiast
majority of those individuals
and groups both within and outside of
SAF,
Ut
who have given serious thought to the
place of
basic xplo
research
i
in the ttSA F:
iorreThe Air
should continue a.d expand
its support. of explort
r esearch, originating in the ideas of workingswientihts. hsupo
at
its in-house laboratories sand through

the Stevewr committee said, "The Air Force
has
a mission to sponsor and support exploratory
research. In this way the Air
Fee re with
ensthe

-

tracts, Mich as those administred by the conAir
Force Offic of Scientific Research. The
Air
Fosi e annt t rely upon other governmnental

other serviclthe payment for research of general

interest, to the miitary. Thisentures theestaboishb
most of efective lines of communication
with all
of the scientific
fmunity
of the covntry, much
of which will fally but inevitably contribute
o

agencie Nuch as the National Science Founda-

s

tion. or onther parts of the
of
Aiepartnient
Drefense. nor upolnongovernmental agenciet,
to provide for its emhis neleds and
pntorest8
in
ciense. Neitiorpan it rely entiely on rtiaitrh
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I(ARDC),

*and

which grows out Of its Programs of applied
zaticix &part from systems development. T1hus;
resafrch and developmnent.'
"ERD, (still including AFOSR), wall detached
In late IX05 Lnd early 19W, ARDC. underwent
from ARDC, renamed the Oftice of Aerospace Rean extesibtve reorganization. This reorganization
mearch, and established as a separate operating
was designed to itscrease, the effectiveness of ARDC
agency with the procedural functions and responsiopeiratiots; by delegating certain management
bilitieg oifsu Ijor air command. AFOSR was now
fawdtious from Headqluarter ARDC to a group
an integral pairt of an orgatnirttitn devoted exof functionally organized diviions (The ARDC
clusively to research.udrOR
clite
wlic, fr hemos part, weenwaFollowing its ropiainudrOR
sorbedf by or subordinated to the divisions, had
AFO8'& began A period of internal reali"Pem#nts
been organized ementially along geogirophic rather
that created the present scientific directorate arthan functional lines, although AFOSR had been
rangeanent. Policies adopted during his period inAft example of a strictly fuINcional Organization
cluded long-term funding of girants and coantracts
even under the old system.) One new division that
which tended to provide more stable support for
emerged was the Air Force research division,
investigators. and the AFOSR postdoctoral rewhich included AFOSR, the European office
mearch progfram.
the aeronautics.l research laboratory,
Later policy changes placed increasing emphasis
the Air Force Cambridge rwmarch laborson relating AFOSR research to Air Force technotoriwes-the four organizations in ARI)C engikg*d
logical problem-, and on making this research
in basic research. Basic research in the Air Punrrs
more readily av-ailable to applied researeh and
was thus now concentmated in one ARDC divisionl.
development scientists in Air Force laboratories.
The Air Force's research and development
Systlenat ie coupling was effeced to provide a two'activities underwent another broad reorganization
waY interchange of information between the
in April 1961. The outstanding feature of this reworldwide scientific commiunity and Air Force
organization was the combination of ARDC
laboratoryv and field development units. AFOSE
(minus AFRD) with those elemeats of the Air
projeo~ scientists functioned directly in bringing
Materiel Command engaged in syvstems acquisition
outside scientific conipeterice to bear upon special
and related procurement functions to form the new
and often urgent operating problenis, and also in
Air Force Systems Command (XF-SC). Had
helping to uncover those problems susceptible to
AFRT) been allowed to remain with AFSC, itSsotinbthaplcinofsetfcrserhr
oisinbthaplcinofcetfcrsachr
reerch functions would undoubtedly have been
research methods.
overshadowed by work on weapon systems.. The
OAR's overall accomplishments were officially
Air Force decided. thlerefore. that it woiuld be
recognized in 1966 writh the presentation of the
aveitsownorgniheathir fr bsicn-*rchtG
heathir
asc rserchtohav
or
i~ on rga,Air F'oree Outstanding U-nit Awnrd, in which
l~ssiteon General 11elenee. NA11-AROPC kud Group. "A
hr tecommittee anGeneral Sdeleam Relanng to LmSg
by0
ang.Keletifie and Teebnfal Treads of Intern'. o the. United
States Aft fores (known ex th -Woods Efol ROPIWL'~ 1918.
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AFOSR shared R% a eompjmenet. The award was
made for th period of I April 1%;4 to 31 MLarch
19.
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AFOSR Chrooleg

i

Febrwury I98--------------Fobwruyi

Applied Research Section (later Reserch Section), Engineering
Division, Air Materiel Command established.
1969------------------ Office of Air Remeh, Dite-tor of Research and Development, AMC

established.
January 1960----------------.-October 1951-----------------

Air Research and Development Command established.
O5•.-fice of Scientific Research. Hq. ARDC, established with Col. Oliver

03. Haywood as chief.
Col. William 0. Davis named chief of 0511.
Februarzy 1954------------------ q. ARIDC reorganized. OSR put under Directorate of Research,

~September

1,9PAS---------------

August 1955----------------January 1966 ------------------March 1956-------------------

commanded by Col. Don D. Flickeager.
Air Force Office of Scientific Research established as a separate center of ARDC with Brig. Ge.m Don Flickenger as commander.
Col. Adolf P. Gagge assumed command of AFOSR.
Brig. Gen. Hollingsworth F. Gregory designated commander of

AFOSIL
July 1956 ------------------AFOSR moved to Washington, D.C., from Baltimore, Md.
Septem~ber 1958 ----------------- Congress passed Public LAw 84--934, permitting all Federal agencies

I

engaged in basic research to support their programs through a system of grants to universities and nonprofit inmtitutions.
Vorember 1958---------------- Brig. Gen. Benjamin 0. Holzman assumed command of AFXSBR.
January 1960----------------.-Air Force Research Division, ARDC, established.
Januam
190---------------Col. Adolf P. Gagge named commander of AFOSR,
October 1960---------------.
Dr. Knox T. Millsaps became executive director of AFOSB.
April 1961------------------Office of Aerospace Research established with AFOSR as a component.
September 1963 ----------------- Dr. William J. Price named executive director of AFOSR.
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AFOSR Research Program
The AFOSR research program includes about
1,0(.t separate research efforts being performed at

any one time at university, industrial, not for
proft, and other
research organizations. This seetion of AFOSR Research,contains:

Fluid Physics
2.7.1 Plasma Physics
2.7.2 Magneto Fluid Dynamics
2.7.3 Structure of Gases and Liquids
2.8.0 Theoretical Physics
.2.8.1 Quantum Mechanics
2.8.2 Relativity and Gravitation
2.9.0 Cosmic Ray Physics
Chemistry
3.1.0 Analytical Chemistry and New Techniques
2.7.0

3.0.0

1. The AFOSR scientific area code, a list of

3.1.1

those areas of science in which AFOSR supports
o3.1.3
thosearc.

Seach

2. An explanation of the research program data
elements found in the separate listings of scientific
efforts.
3. A description of the scientific program of

AFOSR scientific directorate, outlining its

3.2.0

3.3.0

scope and research objectives.

3.3.1

Theoretical and Structural Organic
Chemistry
3.3.2 Synthesis and Properties of Organic
Compounds

4. A list of all AFOSR research work efforts
current as of the beginning of calendar year 1967,

broken down by scientific area code, and arranged
alphabetically within scientific areas by principal
investigator's last name.
AFOSR Scientific Area Code
1.0.0

2.0.0

Mathematics
1.1.0 Algebra and Foundations, Analysis
1.1.1 Algebras
1.1.3 Mathematical Analysis
1.2.0 Applied Mathematics
1.4.0 Statistics and Probability
1.5.0 Theory of Numbers
Physics
2.1.0 Elementary Particle Physics
2.2.0 Nuclear Structure Physics
2.3.0 Atomi' and Molecular Physics
2.4.0 Low Temperature Physics
2.5.0 Solid State Physics
2.5.1 Theory of Solids
2.5.2 Growth, Preparation and Synthesis of
Solids
2.5.3 Structural Characterization of Solids
2.5.4 Mechanical and Thermal Properties
of Solids
2.5.5 Electronic, Magnetic, Optical and
Electrical Properties of Solids
2.5.6 Interaction Effects in Solids
2.6.0 Field Physics
2.6.1 Electromagnetics
and
Electron
Physics
2.6.3 Optical Physics
2.6.4 Acoustics

Chemistry: Diffraction and Optical
Methods
Radiochemical and Nuclear Methods
3.1.4 Electrochemical Methods
3.1.5 New Instrumental Techniques
Inorganic Chemistry
3.2.1 Theoretical Inorganic Chemistry
3.2.2 Synthetic and Descriptive Inorganic
Chemistry
Organic Chemistry

3.4.0

3.3.3

Organic Chemical Materials

Physical Chemistry
3.4.1
3.4.2

Chemistry: Structure of 'Matter
Chemistry: Interactions of Matter
and Energy
3.4.3 Principles Governing Chemical Ileactions
3.4.4 Surface Chemistry
3.5.0 Chemical Kinetics and Mechanisms
3.5.1 Homogenous and leterogenous Ch,,mical Reactions
3.5.2 Energy Effects in Chemical Reactions
3.5.3 Chemical Reactions of Condensed
Phases
3.5.4 Kinetics of Fast Chemical Reactions
3.6.0 Chemical and Rhcological Properties of
Materials
M6temials
3.6.1 Chemical and Physical Properties of
Pure Liquids
3.6.6 Chemical and Physical Properties of
Crystalline Inorganic Solids
4.0.0 Environmental Sciences
4.1.0 Astrophysics
4.1.2 Astrophysics
4.2.0 Atmospheric Sciences
4.2.1 Meteorology
4.2.2 Atmospheric Optics
4.2.3 Aeronomy
4.2.4 Ionospheric Physics and Propagation
4.3.0 Terrestrial Sciences
4.3.2 Seismology
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5.0.0

Diolegial Science.
5.1.1 Ecology
5.2.1 Genetics

8.5.0
8.6.0

Immu3
ntoloy
10.1 mmunlogy8.8.2
5.2 Patholo1gy
3.5.1 Microbiology
5.8.1 Molecular Biology
5,6.2 Biochemnistry
&.0.3 Biophysics
5.7.1 Physiology
5.7.2 Pntwrmacology
6.0.0 3ockis' Sciences
6.2.0 Economics
6.3.1
fLearning Procsse

8.6.1
8..
9.0.0

82.0

8.4.0

PlasmaidyGaminaic
8.2.4Plasadynmie'Scientific

Mechanics of Solids
8.3.1 Structural Mlechanics
8 3.2 Environmental Material Mechanics
Engineering Chemistry
8.4.

8.4.2

PrpellntsAFOSR

TIherznophysical Properties of Propellants

20

Foundations

Psych(,metrits

Mechanics of Fluids
8.2.1 Fluid Dynamics (CunthaUuum)
8.2.4

8.3.0

Theor..tical
Sclences

T'ychophysiulogy
8.8.1 Engineering Psychology
6.8.2

Generation and Propagation of Waves
Solid State Eiectronics
Quantum Electronics

8.8.7 Gee- and Aztro-Eleetronics
Information Sciences
9.1.0 Information Systems Research
9.3.0 Concepts of Machine Organization
9.4-0 Adaptive and Self-O, 4aising Systems
9.5.0 Information Szxt:r2ý
n and Olasefication
9.6.0 Transmission of Information
,
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The AFOSR research program in the mathematical sciences is designed to create a fundamental body of mathpmatical techniques for broad
scie2tific and technological application. The program also is designed to systematically exploit the
newer advances in mathematical sciences and in
specifically Air Force oriented problem areas.
The program is managed by two divisions, applied mathematics and mathematics. The major
program objectives of the directorate are divided
between them. Theiri functions are often complimentary. For example, basic advances in mathematics are subsequently further developed with
explicit concern for their possible Air Forceoriented applications. On the other hand, Air
Force interest in some contemporary applications
of mathematics results in specific emphasis in the
direction taken by the fundamental portions of
the directorate program,
The program supports the research investigations of some 300 mathematicians, applied mathematicians and other mathematically oriented
scientists by selection, together with some 225 research assistants under a program of approxiimately 165 grants and contracts. Contracts and
grants under the directorate program may have
one or more senior investigators. When a grant
or contract has several senior investigators they
usually work independently in the associated scientiaie area.
The staff of the directorate consists of seven
technically trained people, the majority of whom
are Air Force officers with prior experience in
both the systems and operating commands of the
Air Force.
To assist the directorate in its operation, two
independent evaluation groups have been established. One group of some of the Nation's most
outstanding mathematicians and scientists meets
to discuss the overall scientific and fiscal aspects
of the program. The second group includes some
of the most mathematically knowledgeable civilisan and military personnel in the Air Force. The

m
yro
iAirtheForce
primary
concern
this group
relevance
of
research
and of
results
to the is
and the
interrelationships that exist between science and
technology as applied to Air Force problems.
One of the primary products is i-esearch publications. Our current productivity rate is approximately one research publication per year per mathematician supported. That is, approximately 300
journal articles per year. On this basis, the unit
cost. per publication is roughly $12,000.
The research program of the applied mathematics division is somewhat. larger dollarwise than
that of the mathematics division, a reflection of
the importance attached to Air Force interests.
The program of the applied mathematics division
covers a broad spectrum of interests and applications of mathematics, in almost all areas of direct
Air Force interest. It covers the contemporary
problems of "classical" applied mathematics as
well as the strictly contemporary developments
in applied mathematics.
Approximately 30 percent of the applied mathematics budget supports research in contemporaty
areas of "classical- applied mathematics. These
include mathematical techniques in the areas of
fluid mechanics, magnetohydrodynamics, kinetic
theory, relativity theory, elasticity theory, and
plasticity theory. The range of Air Force-oriented
problems to which such results apply include for
example, those relating to the "sloshing effect"
of the fuel in the tank of a rocket, the characterization of the behavior of structures under the
various forces to which they are subjected, the
characterization of boundary layer flow and of
baryclinic (weather) flow, and the effects of aerodynamic heating on the surface of aerospace
vehicles.
An additional 20 percent of the applied budget
supports a subs antial program in control theory
designed to create mathematical models to simulate and in turn to control a physical process.
Considerations include the development of mathematical techniques for the proper idemnification
of a plant or process, and its solution. That solution involves the detern.instion of functions which
represent the optiraal ctntrol for the process, with
respect to criteria such as the time, energy, or total
cost involved. In cases where such optimal control
21
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is physically unrealizable, the proper solutions of
such problems involves the synthesis of suboptimal
control solutions. These investigations employ the
advanced techniques of modem mathematics, eg.,
of mathematical analysis, functional analysis, and
the calculus of variations. This program in control
theory is the Nation's largest and most important
such program.
A third portion of the research program of the
division concerns the mathematical aspects of svstern theory, including circuit, communication, information, and automata theory. It receives approximately 20 percent of the division's budget,
A substantial portion of the research funded in
this area involves the more abstract developments
in modern mathematics, e.g., in algebra., topology,
analysis, probability theory and statistics, precisely as they apply and can be extended to the
above-stated areas. Part i 'ular concerns of this program include automatic (computer) analysis and
synthesis of networks, signal design and processing, coding, and stability theory.
An additional 15 percent of the budget. supports
a wide-ranging program in computational analysis, an area of applied mathematics of increasing
importance since the development of the general
purpose, programed, high-speed digital vomputer. The program emphasizes the development of
techniques to provide usable, i.e., numerical solutions to problems arising in the other sciences and
in engineering. Important subdiv-isions of the program include the areas of numerical analysis, approximation and interpolation theory, and mathematical programing. An important consideration
is the development of techniques for the automatic
formulation of optimal procedures, for the computer solution of problem-. The nature of error
propagation in long period numerical integration
is another important aspect of this program.
A portion of applied mathematic's program
concentrates on reso-arch in celestial mechanics
and orbital dynamics. An important emphasis
here is the development of complete, general
mathematical theories to govern the motions of
celestial bodies, both na ur-l and-artificial. Specific research directions include L concern with
the problems of satellite and cislunar trajectories.
the problems of reentry. rendezvous, and of space
rescue.
Also supported are a select number of research
seminars and symposia, designed to provide a
forum for the exchange of the latest research re-
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suits and ideas among scientists, and to help bridge
the gap between contemporary mathematical theories and their contemporary application.
The research program of the mathematics division emphasizes the physically oriented areas of
mathematical analysis and functional analysis,
probability theory and statistics. Approximately
60 percent of its budget supports research in analysis and functional analysis, the mainstream of
hard-core mathematics since the rise of modern
science. A principal objective of this support is
the qualitative theory and solution of ordinary
and partial differential equations. Contemporary
research in these directions includes the theory of
generalized functions, different approaches to the
theory of differential operators. problems in function spaces, specific techniques for strictly nonlinear phenomena, continuing concern for the
local and global behavior of solutions, and the
many related techniques borrowed from the calculus of variations, the theory of integral equations, many phases of topology, and the improved
"abstract generalizations" of functional analysis.
Many results are phrased in the appropriate conventional terms of establishing a proper mathematical model, i.e.. a well-posed differential
equation, to characterize physical phenomena, and
corresponding. the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the resulting characteristic solution. Such
determinations are essential to the subsequent successful numerical computation of the solution.
Other significant modern directions in analysis
are also part of this program, and include the
theory of quasi-conformal mappings, Fourier
analysis. harmonic analysis, and potential theory.
An outstanding feature of the program is its establishment. of major coordinated group efforts at
many of the Nation's leading research centers. In
particular, the program in the qualitative theory
of nonlinear partial differential equation.- is a
dominant and striking part of the contemporary
mathematical scene.
An additional 30 percent of the mathematics
division's budget supports fundamental research
in probability theory and statistics. The program
in probability theory is noteworthy for its emphasis on the contemporary "analytic" aspects of
probability theory and their application, and the
proper qualitative characterization of general
stochastic processes. Results help provide general
probabilistic frameworks for the characterization
of many physical phenomena and on occasion the
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analytic characterization of important applied
problem areas, e.g., problems of mathematical
physics and problems in coding theory.
The program in statistics employs contemporary mathematical bases, e.g, of finite fields, projective planes, for the realistic design and analysis
of statistical experiments. It is also noteworthy
in its emphasis on the modern concern for more
realistic statistical techniques, i.e., leading to
meaningful statistical decisions, outside the context of the older "testing of hypotheses" approach,
The results are, e.g., phrased in terms of nonparametric methods, decision theory, and life
testing.
A portion of the mathematics division's budget
supports a number of special division programsOne of these is an unique research monograph
program, to encourage the synthesis of modern
research results in a form amenable to the user
of mathematics, i.e., to encourage the writing of
research monographs to bridge the gap between
the professional journal article in mathematics
and an understandable and useable form of the
results. Another is a program for the support
of intensified, i.e., longer term full-time research

by individual mathematicians, sometimes as pert
of an intensified research year at a leading research center, to concentrate on a particular area
of mathematics. The last of the special programs
provides for the generous encouragement and support of research symposia and conferences. The
division makes special efforts to include such support for conferences in the more abstract areas of
mathematics, e.g., topology, algebra, and geometry, which are not part of the division's
continuing rei .ach program, but nevertheless important, in that some developments in these areas
may aid specific Air Force problem areas or the
application of mathematics to such areas. The
division supports an annual program of full-time
research visitors to the Institute for Advanced
Study, Princeton, N.J. It also supports the distinguished instructorship program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and will support
the newly established comparable program at Yale
University. Both programs attract the most promising of the Nation's younger mathemati-4ians, and
serve to keep the division abreast. not only of
emerging areas of mathematics but of emerging
younger mathematicians.
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The phys"i1 cienees program is dirided into
four general subject areas, being in order of
magnitude solid staie, general physics, nuclear
physics, and geophysics. In ew'h of these general
areas, research fields are selected of special importance to the future Air Force technology, based
on studies made by the physical sciences staff and
advice from a wide variety of Air Force and industrial engineers and scientists.
. The staff comprises six Air Force officqrs and
eight civilians of diverse experience in research
and development, both in research performance
and in research administration. Each is responsible
for %election of individual investigations to be
funded for support, and provides supervision and
monitoring of the progress and quality of the research being supported. The total program cornprises about 330 projects having an annual obligational rate of about f2t million, iinlaading investigations managed as agent for the Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Most research investigations require several
years to carry through to completion, and in the
physical sciences program there are several large
continuing group investigations, such as the National Magnet Laboratory, which have been
created with the idea of stimulating research in a
given field believed to be of special Air Force interest. In consequence, only a small fraction of the
total program each year can be completely new
starts. As a result the staff gives continuous careful crutiny to the productivity of the sponsnred
investigat ions, as well asto the timeliness and probable value of the results to the Air Force. By
terminating support of selected investigations at
the earliest profitable time, a viable prrogm has
been maintained, with a reasonable number of new
investigations being undertaken.

gaiions into the nature of solids, and has continned to be especially concerned with the rather
bewildering variety of charaeteritics and behaviors of solids arising from the cooperative interactions of the atoms in the crystal latticks. In
single atoms, electrons in the various shells, or
energy levels, occupy discrete energy states, which
determine their chemical and physicml (nonnuclear) characteristics. When atoms are in large
arrays, as crystals, the presence of neighboring
atoms causes the discrete energy levels of the single
atom to be expanded into energy bands, which
extend throughout the crystal. Thus the electrons
exhibit behavior characteristic of both the atoms
and the crystal, and even more importantly the
bands are drastically modified by the presence of
only traces of impurities. In addition, electrons
interact with crystal lattice ribrations, which
further modifies their behavior.
Because of these complex interactions. crystals
exhibit their astonishilig range of properties.
such as superconductivity. mnagnetism of several
kinds, solid state lasering. conductii .1, senniconduction, insulation, ferroelect ricity. optical propertiessuch as metallic lustre, color, and transparency.
and transition temperatures of various kinds.
Many of these are beginning to be understood, and
as a result an i|nereasing number of practical applications have been made. It is toward such study
of the fundamental physics of crystals that the
AFOSR solid state program has been mainly
directed. In addition the problem of the gross
mechanical characteristics of crystals receives attention, although it has not yet been possible to tie
these to th' more fundamental leel of electrons
and phonorw of the crystal. Such questions as
precipitation hardening, lattice defects of various
types aund their migration, and surface characterstics and their effects are the subject of active
invtigations.
Tir WATIONAL WAOGNT LAWlOAWT*BY

research program is the National Magnet LaboraThe research program managed by the solid
state sciences division aims at fundanmental in-

tory, at the Massaehusetts Institute of Technology.
This laboratonr im presently unique in the world,
29

being dedicated to the perforinance of research in
high
magnetic fields. Large spatial
volumes field
are
available for ei periimen•s at
continuous

st-rMCONDrcrivrrY

strengths up to 2,00,000 gauss, and in more limited
volumes up to 250,000 gause. Effort is constant to
rais thene linmits to higher levels by research on
magnet desi.- Because understanding the be-

physics is the phenomenon of superconductivity.
qoth magnetism and superconductivity are almost
surely quantum medanicatl phenomena on a
macroscopic scale (macroscopic here means involv-

the properties of the crystals, this
o
i
research,
for solid
enormously valuable
investigators
are
faming
to it instate
steadily
incred-

cooperative manner). It ia urious fact of observnd
ration that these two phenomena appear to be
mutually exclusive, with most metallic crystals. ineluding cotrpounds as well as elements, exhibiting

Shavior of electrons incrystals is the keyt

t

ing numbers to make their experiments,
The reaon for "he value of high inagetic fieds
in solid state research lies in the fact that electrons
interact with the magnetic field in their movements
through the crystal lattice and in their transitions
among the electronic energy levels and bands of
crystals. Varying the field results in chanes in
eletrical, magnetic, and optical properties of
crystals which when studied permit deduction of
various fundamental char.cteristics of the crystals
and testing and improvements of theories on the
physical laws governing these and other propertiee
An astonishing discoverv recently made may be
cited which provides an example of the usefulness
of the magnetic field in solid state research. Indium
antimonide is a semiconducting crystal in which
absorption of light causes electrons in the lowest
energy level, or ground state, of the crystal to
be excited into its conduction band. This is knoIn
as photoconduction. If the crystal is placed in a
magnetic field, the conducting band splits into discrete levels, which are at various energy levels
sbove the ground state. To excite an electron from

A
major unsolved problem in solid state
A serond
,odmarunoedpoemnsodste

ng a large number of crystal atoms acting in a

superconductivity at low enough temperatures.

Magnetic properties in contrast, seem to he exhibited by a much more select group of metallic
crystals. The highest temperature at which superconductivity has so far been observed is lRO K.,
with several examples at or very nearthis tempera.
ture being known. Itsees Possible that this might
be a fundamental upper limit for sulp.rconduction,
although there is no knotvn reason for this to be
so. The lowest possible temperature for a transition to the superconducting state is not.known, be.
cause of the difficulty of performing experiments
below 0.010° K.. but the number of material., discovereew which become sulercondueting near this
tenilrature is ve-ry large.
Not only i?ýsuperconductivity of great scientific
interest in investigating the behavior of electrons
ii metals, tbut it is of considerable practical
interest hecause high magnetic fields can be
maintained at no energy cost by superconducting
solenoids. Indeed commercial 100 kilogauss snpercoilducting magnets are on the market at present for scientific use. Applications of such magnets
for shielding against energetic particles in space
and for obtaining magnetohydrodynanmic power

the ground state into one of these levels, it is neces-

Ihx.h from conibust ion and from nuclear fusion are

sary to provide exactly the amount of energy to
match the difference between the given level and
the ground level. This takes place when a photon
of light of the proper wavelength is absorbed. It
has been recently found at the Magnet LAboratory
that a laser beam of photons which have too low
energy to excite the electrons of the crystal in this
manner, nevartheless does excite them, but to levels
at energies corresponding to t-wice the photon
energy. It thus appears that two photons are being
simultaneously absorbed, a phenomenon never
previously observed or even considered as a poesibility. Excitations corresponding to three photon
energies have also been observed.

tinder active industriai development at present.
It is a curious fact that the application of a
magnetic field lowers the superconducting transition temperature and also the amount of superconducted current which can be carried, and ill is
true that a sufficiently high field has been found to
destroy superconduction-in almost all supercon.
ductors to o.010° K. Certain compounds such as
niobiumO3)-tin and vanadium(3)-gallium, however, at a low temperature retain the superconducting property even at the highest steady field tested
in the National Magnet Laboratory. Recent experiments at this laboratory have shown that
niobium(3)4in retains a useful current carrying
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capacity in the superconducting state in a field of
170 kilogautss. It may be possible, by inserting a
superconducting cmil inside one of the large copper
c-oils; to push the upper limit for steady fields up to

*

sros.td
ie
S0uperconuore kliarebig
Supeconuctrs
re einggivn srios sudy
for electrical application, as, for exramplo,, it is
believed proba~mle that with existing research
knowedge anundegroud spercnducing
we tansissin
V for ,00
-ats wuld
ror
tuetechnology
be cheaper than prIesent oil-insulated copper lines,
ones i f wich
USCat.presnt.carring350
megawatts. InI addition, if resonant cavities or
waveguidess of txt-remely high Q are desired, su
perconductors may be usewd for the walls. Model
superconducting ý-avities hav-e already been tested
in an exploratory research project for the Stanford University Mark III Linear Accelerator (a
laboratot'-; which also pioneered the very-highpower klystron tube development). Use of superý-unducting resonant cavities will permit approxinmae doubling of the energy which electrons can be
giver, in the accelerator and also inerease the duty
cycle by tenfold or greater.

An additional, and perhaps practically valuable
*

*

effect of supereonductors is the so-called Josephsoit effect, which is the ability Of superconductiniT
electrons to tunrell through nonsuperconducting,
or norinal, material. This has been exploited to give
an extremely sensitivn miagnetometer. since magnetic lines of force may pass through a normal
material inito the interior of the superconductor.
gix-iti rise to induced currents in the superconductor. Fluetr'ations in magnetic fields of radiofrr-quency may he sensitively detmced by such a
dev'ce.
The
prgra
FOS insupeconuctvit is
not. aimed at the, production of devices, but at the
fundlairental undertNdn
I
ftepitoeoi
ink luding the exploration of new superconducting
matkerials. It is perhaps not an exaggeration to
claim that more thtan about half of a!! known superconductors have been diseovered in the last 6
years through AFOSR-sp-in-iored research at the
AFOSR Institute fer the Study of Matter at. the
I-iersity of California (Sati Diegol. Not only

Physics of Partices and FlWds
The nuclear physics div-ision of AFOSR hag
continued all evolutionary process through the l&as
eeayarwhhhstundtepoamfo
the now more traditionol aspects of nuclear physics
;nto invaitigation~s into the wore fundamental
questions of physics. It has been AFOSR's philosophy that., based on past history, the most revolutionary impact of physical research on Air Force
is likely to) come in the loing run from
ral
e
ocpsaiigfo
eerhit
the most fundamental questions of physics. W~hile
n n xet
ocm
pwt
e
dalk
E=nic" every few months, nevertheless it seems
self-evident. that. the most. drastic redirections of
th
-ores,
of both rcience and technology result
from the discoveries on the most. fundamental
levels. Certainly the technology of t6s Air Force is
tdydrastically different from what anyone
migh~t have imagined 20 years ago at the end of
World War II, due in1great. part to fundamental
physical discoveries which were made both before
and since then.
TMRIA

HSC

TEOrrCLivic

AFOSR programn ill superconductivity, but there
is major support of the theoretical itudy of the

The largest program operated by this group,
which presently comprises a civilian chief and two
highly qualified Air Force officers, is the theoretical p)rogram. The core oi this program is a group
of four p)rojrcts wvhich support the major part. of
the theoretical physics performed at Stanford,
Princeton, Harvard, and Berkeley. Together with
CalI Tech, t hese univYersit ies a re the lead inrg centers
of theoretical physies research in the United
States. In addition other sm.aller but important
theoretical projects are suipported at. about 25 other
uiniversities and research institutes, h is the nature
of the theoweical physicist to wish to derive from
k-now.n principles the same number-s which the experimentalist obtainis by his measurements, %nd
te
oofrhtadpeitterslsfxei
meats not yet miade. The tools of his trade are the
theorems and methods of mathemnatics, which are
applied to the mathematically expressed laws and
principles of plwsi'-s to obtain new relationships
rn'ý new~ lawsexpressing the experimental observations of physics. W~hen observed phenomena can
be explained and nummea
cl valuft calculated from
a limited body of fundamental principles, the

pheunomenon.

theorist considers themi to be "understood."

isexperimental work an

j

itupottItit part Of the
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ELEMENTARY PArTIrIC•S
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•

Probably tl.e area of theoretical physics which is
most. exciting and fast moving at present is elementary particle physics. It is to produce, and study
elementary particles that the great accelerators
have been constructed by many nations. in these
accelerators a bewildering varie!y of new particlehas heer created, merely by causing collisions of
high-speed protcns or electrons with the nuclei
of target atoms. In such vollisions, 'a portion of the
energy of inoeion of the high-velocity !articre ;s
changed into new particles which possess measurable map3 (and frequently charge,) as well ac r
host of other characterist ics. If the energy is sufficiently high, even the protons (or perhaps a neutron) mav be converted into strange new particles
of freater mass, which undergo F.series of decays
to other elementary particles, leading eventually
back
to a larticle,
proton s(or
perhaps
ncutron).
siva free
except
the aproton
and Ail
the masoleo-

invariance" holds in elementary particle interactions. It is a long-accepted principle of physics
that bhe laws of physics are invariant whether
going forward or backward in time. As an example
suppose thit the swinging of a pendulum is
photogral)l -'d on movie film. It the movie filin is
then projec d. it is found that the film may he run
either forward or baikwandl witd the inotion of the
pendulum is observed to be the same. It is therefore not possible by watching the movie to deduce
whether time is being run forward or backward
in the projection since the equations for the
motion of the pendalum are the ainne. Thus the
equations of motion are said to be "time reversil
invariant."
It is firmly established that the quantity known
as ('T is invariant, where C, P, and T stand for
certain quantum mechanical operators. C is the
charge conjugv:tion, P the parity, and T the time
reve.,sal operator.
was once believed
that
in anv
elementary
particleIt transformation
and
decay
C

tron (and the neutron, if it is in an atomic nucleus)
have fleeting existence.
tver
Tile f~eoretical physicist attempts to discover
Sthe rules of ature.whiet govern these changes and
tc predict the characteristics of new particles
Swhich are. subsocuently discovered by experimentalist.. Needless to say, predictions which cannot be
Sproven by experiment do not lead to acceptance
of theory. Astonishing success has been rochieved
in characterizing particles and in sorting out the
transformations allowed by nature and those not
allowed. A few years ago a brilliant prediction
by Gell-Mann of Cal Tech and Ne'eman, then at
Imperial College (London), now at Tel-Aviv Uni-versity (and an AFOSR principal investigator),
was made of the particle called the "Omegaminus." They gave so detailed a description of the
Omega-minus that search of Brookhaven Subble('chamber film qtlici,2 revealed two clear examples
of the particle. By ant application of group theory,
"itwas found that the properties of a particular
"groupcalled SF-3 were especirlly suited to classifying a substantial fract ion of the known particles.
This led to a great flurry of activity in exploring
higher symmetry groups such as SV-6 and 0"-12
(or "P twiddle 12," as it is now universally
known), but progress thus far has heen slow in
obtaining a completel) satisfacto ,- relativistically
invariant classification scheme.
One interesting aspect which has lately received
attention in the pr•ss is whether "time rever-sal

13, and T were conservrdl i.e., each operation. when
applied
all the particles involved in tane interaction. has the same value after as before the
change. However, sre years ago, it was found
that P was not conserved in certain weak interactions (specifically in beta decay, a common type
of radioactivity), which was surprising and dieturbing to the physicist.
It was then thought probable that when P was
not conserved there was a corresponding violation
of (' conservation such that the combined operation of CP was conserved. However, in one now
well-established transformation, the decay of the
kaon of zero charge into a pair of pleas (one positire and one negative) it was found that CP conservation was slightly violated. The smallness of
the violation was even more disturbing to theorists
than a large violation would have been, because it
cails into question whether the violation arises in
the strong, weak, or electromagnetic interactions,
or even in a new postulated "super-weak" imeraction. The decay of the eta particle is known to
proceed by eleht romagnet ic, interaction, and if that
is responsible for CP violation, there would be an
asymmetry in the energy distribution of the
charged pions produced in the decay. (The eta
particle, by the way, was discovered by an
AFOSR-sponsored investigýator, Pevsner at Johns
Hopkins, several years ago.) The recent news
stories reported that such ant asymmetry had bee
observed by- a Brookhaven group, but still more
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recent and more extensive work at. CERN showed
none. Thus it presently appears that the CP violation may not he in the electromagnetic interaction,
The importance of these experiments, which have
all been suggested by theorists, is that if CP is not
conserved, and yet the combined CPT operation
i, conserved, then there should he a related violation of T conservation. This would be most sub""ersive of p)hysical theory. On the other hand if
T is conserved and CPT is violated, this would
destroy most of the existing theory of elementary
particle phyics. An experiment to make a direct
test of T invariance in electromagnetic interactions is in preparation by Fairbank in an AFOSRsonlsored investigation at1 Stanford, da%.ribed
more fully in a following discussion by E. Weigold. One may hare some appreciation of the
importan-e of these quiestions of reflecting that
Einstein's demonstration that E= me3 in effect
overthrew other conservation laws, in certain instancees at least, namely, conservation of mass and
conservation of energy. His discoveries must have
seemed at least as remote from practical affairs
at that time as these questions seem now, but
with the accelerating rate of progress of science
and techmology it is possible and perhaps likely
that understanding of these very fundamental
matters will produce rapid though presently unpredictable practical results sooner than is now
foreseeable. This somewhat sketchy discussion is
intended to give somne notion of the "hottest"
problem on the most fundamental levels of
physics, and the parlicipation of AFOSR in
research to solve it.
FIEL

TFHEORY

Another less rapidly moving but important area
lphysics is gravitational tield theory
of teoreicalexperimental
to quantum theory. The
relationship
including its
special theory of relativity announced in 1905 by
Einstein set forth the principles governing the dynamies of rapidly moving bodies, from which Newton's laws of motion emerged as special cases for
low velocity systems. Later in 1915 Einstein announced the general relativity theory, which gave a
relativistic description of the dynamics of bodies in
gravitational fields. When quantum mechanics was
developed in the lte2f"s, it was an obvious and
rapid development to originate relativistic quanturn mechanics, and with the rise of accelerator

physics, very satisfactory descriptions of a wide
variety of phenomena were obtained using the
theory. Thus, except for certain questions on the
research frontiers as illustrated above, both the
special theory of relativity and quantum theory
are truths essentially beyond question.
With the general theory, the situation is quite
different. This gigantic concept, almost untestable
and untested, still stands apart from the main
body of physical theory, and yet is so extremely
fundamental in its treatment of space, time, and
gravitation that scientists have been disturbed
and baffled by this apparent lack of connection.
One of the problems is the testing of the general
theory. Einstein cited three phenomena which he
regarded as tests of the theory: (1) the bending
of starlight in paths close to the sun; (2) the
shifting of spectral lines toward the red in spectra
of massive stars: and (3) the precession of the
perihelion of the planet Mercury. The first of
these is measurable only at the time of total
eclipse, and then only inaccurately. It has been
shown by Schiff, an AFOSR-sponsoreC investigator at Stanford University, that the second may
be explained without recourse to the general
theory, using only the special theory and the
principal of equivalence. The third is a small effect
(43 seconds of arc per century) bat it has been
found to agree quite accurately with the predict ion of the general theory. It is thus the only satisfactory test of the validity of the general theory.
It should be added that relativity specialists hold
different points of view among themselves, and
many regard the principle of equivalence, which is
merely a statement of the experimental observation that gravitational mass and inertial mass are
exactly proportional, as being a logical consequence of the general theory. Thus they regard
this as being in effect a completely satisfactory
verification of the theory. On tfle
follo ta the
e
nec
ot
des
otherihant
other hand, it doe not necessarily follow that the
principle of equivalence could not be a consequence
of some alternative theory of gravitation, although no such theory has been seriously prop
,
probably because the general theory of relativity
is so elegant. and complete.
The fundamental importance of the theory,
regardless- of the relation of the principle of
equivalence to it, is such that considerable thought
has been given to further experimental tet. Two
new tests hav- been proposed and designed by
AFOSH-slposored investigators (Schiff and Fair-
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bank at Stanford), which are based on the behavior of gyiosopes in the gravitational field of
the earth. It has been deduced from the general
theory that a gyroscope moving about the earth in
a polar orbiting satellite will exhibit two types
of precession of its axis caused by the gravita-

understanding of the general theory equations. It
is quite possible to postulate a "graviton," with
a role perhaps analogous to the photon in electromagnetic interactions, and which would be a kind
of quantum of the gravitational interaction. The
nature and the characteristics of the graviton

tional field of the earth. A superconducting gyroscope has been designed which is expected to have
a drift rate less than 0.01 second of are per year.

emerge from the theoretical deductions, which
might, tell the experimenta lists where and how
to look for this "particle." Since all particles in

This must be housed in a magnetic field free space.
to shield it from the earth's magnetic field. If
successful this will be a substantial advance in
gyroscope technology, and will permit the testing of the general theory. A second experiment is
also being prepared which will use the nucleus of
the helium isotope of atomic weight three as the
gyro. This will also require the use of magnetic
field free space and may be done on the earth's

motion have associated with them a characteristic
wavelength the concept of the graviton inunediately suggests the posribility of gravity waves,
and several experiments have been and are being
studied or conducted in a search far them. Thus
far, no evidence of their existence has been experimentally observed.

surface, using the rotation of the earth itself, instead of the orbiting satellite, to carry the gyro
about the earth. It is also of interest to note thF4,
if an electric field is applied to the Helium-3 gyro
system, and precession is found to ensue owing to
this field, it will prove that the neutron has an
electric dipole. This will establish that time reversal invariance is violated in electromagnetic
interactions with elementary particles as discussed
earlier. These experiments are in preparation under AFOSR sponsorship (1), and offer interesting illustrations of how fundamental discoveries
and problems lead to advances in practical technologies, which in turn makes possible further
fundamental advances.
One aspect of gravitational theory is most
strange, namely that while all other physical
phenomena, when discussed on a fundamental
level, require recourse to quantum theory, the
general theory of relativity has no clear connection with or apparent need of quantum concepts.
Even magnetic fields have been discovered recently
to have quantized flux. One cannot help having a
suspicion that the position of the general theory
with respect to gravity may be analogous to that
of Maxwell's equations with respect to electricity
and magnetism, which also required no resort
quantum -"oncepts.It was not until the discovery
of the electron, the special theory, and much later
the quantum theory, that the reasons for the
validity of Maxwell's equations were understood
on a more fundamental level. It is thus natural
for relativists to become engrossed in attempts to
quantize gravitation, in order to seek a sirailiar
34

Generial Physics

The program of the general physics division,
as the name suggests, is a diversified research program in many fields of physics of importance to
the Air Force. It is administered by a staff cornprising three civilians and one military officer,
and has an annual expenditure rate of about $4.8
million per year. including ARPA fund-. The
major portion of the prcram deals with atomic
and molecular physical phenomena, including
quantum electronics. Other aspects include investigations in plasma physics, both in the laboratory
and with astrophysical techniques: space physics,
including ionospheric and astronomical studies:
statistical mechanics and studies of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics: and quantum optics and coherent radiation.
S

INTERFEROMETRY AND COHERNCE

One of the exciting investigations which has
had a major impact in modern optics is the BrownTwiss stellar interferometer, located in Narrabri,
Australia. The ordinary Michelson stellar interferometer
ser
gathers the light from a star at two
parate apertures, and by a system of mirrors
brings the light together so that an interference
pattern is created. This is physically similar to
the interference pattern when light passes through
two slits, creating interference fringes on a screen
behind the slits: the narrowr the slite, the sharper
the fringes on the screen. Similarly, the Michelson
type of Stellar interferometer cauves the light from

S
*

*

t

the star to interfere such that fringes are produced,
with their sharpness depending on the apparent
diameter of the star. In practice, a Michelson interferometer la-s not been found very useful, because
all but a very few stars are so far away thatt it
is not possible to get the two light-gathering apertures sufficiently far apart so that stars appear
as other than point sources. The reason for this
is that the base line distance between the two
apertures must have a ratio to the light wavelength
of the approximate order of magnitude as the
ratio of the distance to the star to the length of
the baseline. When the baseline is made this long,
there is sufficient variation in the optical path
length owing to thermal and mechanical disturbances, that clear fringes cannot be formed. Brown
and Twiss, two radio astronomers then at Jodrell
Bank, England, discovered & way to avoid this
problem by a radically new approach, of such
basic importance that it has created an entirely
new field of research, not only in optics, but in
radio technology as well.
This consisted of gathering light from a given
star on two large mirrors some distance apart. and
focussing it upon photomultiplier tubes. The electrical outputs of the tubes were then multiplied
together so that the fluctuations were correlated
against each other. While it is a well-known fact
that stars twinkle, owing to atmospheric effects,
it is not these twinkling fluctuations which are
measured! Instead it is the fluctuations due to the
basic coherent characteristics of the light from a
weak point source. If the star being observed is
ivery far away, the light arriving at the earth
fluctuates in intmnsity, in such a way that the fluetuations at. one point of observation are exactly
the same as at another. The light is then said to
be completely coherent. If a nearby star is observed, and the two points of observation are
sufficiently far apart, then it is found that the
fluctuations are not identical at the two points,
becausie the light is only partially coherent. The
degree of incoherence may be measured by crosscorrelation of the intensity fluctuations measured
at the two points. This means that the star no
longer appears to such an intensity interferometer
as a point source, but instead has a measurable
diameter which can be computed from the degree
of incoherence. The Brown-Twiss Interferometer
at Narrabri, sponsored by AFOSR, has mirrors
A4 feet in diameter, mounted on a circular railway
such that they can be separated as much• as 600

feet. The Australian location was selected because
many more stars are within range in the southern
hemisphere than in the northern. By cromcorrelating fluctuations over a 100-megacycle
bandwidth, the atmospheric scintillation is a
negligible fraction of the total, and introduce. no
error.
The importance of this discovery lies not so
much in the astronomical data which will be obtamined on the 100 or 200 stars which the instrunent
can resolve, although it is quite true that the msuits are of enormous interest to astronomers, and
particularly to those astrophysicists concerned
with the nuclear processes by which stars derive
their energies. Instead it is the wholly new outlook
of the behavior of coherent and partly coherent
light and the wholly new 6eld of quantum statistics of radiant sources which is being developed
to understand and explain this beha-ior. Practically, there is of course an obvious extension of
the theory to radar observations of objects too distant to be resolvable by conventional techniques.
It is more than mildly astonishing that what now
seems an obvious extension of quantum theory of
electromagnetic radiation so long escaped attention not only of optical physicists but of radio
physicists as well.
LtSHS

This remarkable expansion of the horizons of
the properties of light is of enormous importance
in laser theory, for of course lasers produce light
of a high degree of coherence. Fundamental papers
on laser theory were published several years ago
by two AFOSR-sponsored investigators: A sendclamical treatment by Lamb, and a quantum mechanical treatment by Glauber. These papers dealt
with the mechanism of the stimulated emission
phenomenon, from their respective points of view.
Lasers have two characteristics of both scientific
and practical interest: They produce light which
has a high degree of coherence, and the light has
very high intensity, which if desired may be
emicted in extremely short. pulses. It is the latter
property on which practical interest has so far
mostly been centered, although it is the coherence
property which is responsible for the highly collimaved nature of the laser beam, that makes poesible the practical use of the high intensity. It is
the coherence property, however, which suggests
the potential use in communication, with the first
35

obvious idea being merely the modulation of the

thus adding to the intensity of the wave

mxtremely narrow spectral line, as in radio transmission of information. Indeed an AFOSR-sponotred investigator, Holahauser, has shown how to
use amplitude modulation of laser beams in a
prctical way, and beat frequency studies with two
independent laer beams have been made by other
AFOSR-sponsored investigators as well, including Siegnman and Mrnde]. While not perhaps casually avidenA, it is a fact that all these wnulations
and interference effects, like the Brown-Twims experiment, involve quantum mechanical fluotjiations, including the stimulated emission procres
itself and the spectral line width of the ewitted
radiation. The Brown-Twise ideas essentially
opened the door to these new concept5s.
Masers, both optical and microwave, operate because certain atoms have transitional probabilities
for certain of their electronic energy levels such
that an "inverted population" of electrons can be
produced. This requires that energy can be easily
absorbed by or "pumped" into the atom such that
electrons are raised to a high energy level, and then
drop into an intermediate level which has a natubilityam
rally low p
normal ground level. With such atoms, given sufficiently rapid pumping by optical, radiofrequency, or even chemical means it is possible to
elevate and temporarily store a large percentage of
the ground state electrons in the higher energy,

buildup of intensity is extrinmely rapid, and by
h"ring a small hole in one nirroror havng it only
partially silvered, the pulse of light is allowed to
leak out as the laser beam. Purses of enormous intensity may be generated, which when properly
focused will eveen punch holes in diamonds, simply
by vaporizing the diamond. Continuously operating lasers of lower intensity may also be made by
eontinuodily pumping suitable atoms, which emit
their spectral line (or lines) at steady intensity.
It is clear that to obtain a laser beam of a desired
wavelength, it is necessary first to discover atoms
(er molecules) which have the appropriate energy
levels as described above. These are readily investigated by studying atomic and molecular spectra
since each spectral line is only a manifestation of
the energy difference between two levels, and the
line intensity is related to the probability of transition between these levels. Because of the great
practical interest in masers, both microwave and
optical, there has been a substantial increase in
spectroscopic research, in which the AFOSR pro-

hnis

-s

is well represented. Indeed AFOSR-sponsored rearrh has played E major role in the de
velopment of laser technology, since not only has
much of the theory of laser action been developed
as discussed above, but many of the laser crystals
nave been produets of the solid state program. In

meta-stable level. These energized atoms may be
either in the gaseous, liquid, or solid state in vanioas masers which have been made. In nearly all

addition the knowledge of rare earth element
spectra gained by the late Professor Dieke of
Johns Hopkins made available many of the

masers, it is necessary in practice to have them in a

dopants used in laser crystals under AFOSR

resonant cavity, in the instance of optical masers,

sponsorship.

or lasers, consisting of two plane mirrors at each
end of the cylinder containing the energized atoms.

tmiMMULBIm

FocUSFA AN grATSTICAL 3rHNIC6

When the mirrors are made parallel (called Q-

switching), light is then reflected back and forth
between the mirrors, making possible a standing
wave optical field pattern in the laser material.
The presence of this field influences the transition
probability for the electrons in the excited state to
return to the groumd state, by giving off their
stored energy as light quanta. Depending on the

An important program in the AFOSR general
physics research is the theoretical program on nonequilibrium processes. Heisenberg once termed the
understanding of turbulence "the aristocrat of
physics
ob
tuse
"ts intra
t It
physic problems" because of its intractability. It
might one have been more appropriate to apply

phase and intensity of the electric or magnetic field
of the light quanta traveling back and forth between the two mirrors, the transition probabilities
are raised or lowered in such a way that the tran-

this accolade to nonequilibrium processes, for
turbulence is only one example of such proceseses,
but this is no longer true, for in recent years
theoretical physicists have succeeded in reducing

sitions are stimulated or inhibited in just such a
manner that the newly emitted photon is in phase
with the standing wave train between the mirrors,

this aristocrat more to the level of at most the
upper middle class. To quote the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences (2):
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"The more complex problems of the fundamentals of irreversible statistical mechanics have
been attacked successfully only recently by Prigogine and colleagues at the University of Brusadls. The understanding of the nsture of the appreach to equilibrium developed by tilrý Prigogine
school represents a contribution to the statistical
theory of matter comparable'in importance to the
work of Gibbs.
Commenting to AFO.SR on this remarkably
statement, Professor PrigOgime
ompliuintr
said that "this development was only possible
through the continuous support of the U.S. Air
Force," which was from AFOSR through the
European Office of Aerospace Research.
The understanding of all physical processes in
the final analysis must discuss the behavior of the
individual particles involved in the process. In
flui phsicsthi
reqire disussng te mvementidofhmoleculhs, inqplasmadphysicsgofhidnsvan
mentofmolculs,
i plsmaphyicsof onsand
electrons, in nuclear physics. of nucleons; ia elementary particle physics, the various ordinary and
I2
strange particles
involved. If the system of particles is in macroscopic equilibrium, then the details
of the particle behavior niay usually be discussed
using a rather simple kind of average behavior,
known as Boltzmann statistics. The proper use of
this body of theory leads to the equations of equilibriurn thermodynamics, thus providing a microscopic understanding of vAhy the laws of therinodynamics hold. When any physical or chemical
change, takes place. however, ordinary thermodynaicshas
othng o sa reardng te rtes
of change, nor does the ordinary statistical mechanies. The reason is that the kind of avenaging
procssesdevlope
byBoltmannand6ibb is
not successful in systems which are not at equilibrium, except on a microscopic scale at best. Thus
new kinds of statistical approaches have had to be
developed, and since 1935 advances in the understanding of nonequilibrium processes has proceeded at an accelerating rate. The basic theory is
known as the N-body problem, which must take
into account the rate processes of the mechanical
interactions between the many bodies involved,
transport processes, and hydrodynamnic processes.
The AFOSH programn in this field sponsors, in
addition to Prigogne, a number of other outstandbig theorists, including Lebowits, Siegel, Lieb, and
Watson.

RADAR wrrine or nix iolowxSm AND riAwrr

Oemjrpoetnwwrdfmu
smn
ow oldfouisaOnmao rj
aged by AFOSE for the Advanced Research Projpcts Agency, called the Arecibo Iouosphcm-c
Observatory, located in a natural bowl near
Arecibo, P.R. This observatory 'isreally a gigantic
radar, with a reflecting dish 1,000 feet in diameter,
and with the 480 megacycle radiofrequency feed
suspended about, 500 feet above the dish, which
ress on the earth in the bowl. Unlike most radars,
the emitted beam of radiation is steered by moving
hl h
ihrmisimbl.Ti
tefe
novel arrangement was first worked out by an
AFR scettSetnadpristeig
abu20frmtevtilinlldecos.T
acopihtshedhmutavaspril
surface instead of the usual parabolic surface, and
the feed must be a line feed, instead of the horn
feed (quasi-point source) of a parabolic reflector.
The problem of this novel feed has led to an interesting practical advance. in antenna design, which
must, be mentioned as an exanmple of how scientific
research leads to unexpected practical side results.
The original feed is a tapered rectangular tube 90
feet long, having slotted openings spaced along
each side. The radar signal at 2.5 megawatt peak
power is pulsed into the feed, and by emerging
from the slots as it passe down the feed, illunanates the dish such thai the phases of the waves
ieflected from the different regions of the dish
combine to produce a plane wrave upward parallel
to the feed. By pointing the feed in different directos h emi tee ntedsrddrcin
In the early operation of the dish, it was disappointinglr revealed that the arrangement was only
about 40 percent efficient in geting the radiation
energy into the beam, as compared with about 00
percent efficiency of a parabolic reflector with a
simple horn feed. Further analysis and experimentation has led to a new design which can be readily
made to give an efficiencýy above that of the parsbolic antenna. It seems possible that this discovery
could lead to major changes in future antenna
designs.
The design of the observatory was; dictated by
the requirements for studying the ionosphere
which is done by sending a high-intensity pulse
through the ionosphere, which is assntiailly transparent to 430 megacycle.. The radiofirequency field
causes the electrons and ions to oscillate in syn-

chronim with it, and asa result of this movement
they reradiats, since they are accelerated charges.
A portion of this energy arrives back at the dish,
and is measured by it in phase and amplitude. The
interval between tim time the pulse is originally
broadcast and tUm time the returning radiation
is received is a measure of the distance, since the
signal travels at the finite speed of light. The analysis of the phase and amplitude of the signal yields
the concentration and temperature of the particles
at tLtat distance. Thus the ionosphere may be
mapped in a broad region above the observatory,
It has been found that charged particles move in
clouds across the ionosphere, and their characteristics are studied, along with their diurnal variation.

Because of the high power of the transmitter,
radar astronomy of the nearer planets is possible,
and the rates of rotation of both Mercury and
Venus have been accurately measured. Mercury
was previously thought to have only one face to the
Sun, as the Moon has to the Earth, but has been
established to rotate in the retrograde direction
(opposite to the Earth's rotation) on its axis once
every two-thirds Mercurial year. The radar reflection characteristics of the lunar surface are also
presently being mapped for NASA.
Because of the large area of the dish, it has the
greatest sensitivity in the world for receiving signab from space. The most interesting part of the
radio spectrum is the 21-centimeter (1430 megacycles) line emitted by hydrogen, which is received
from very distant galaxies among other sources.
It has been possible to true the surface of the dish
sufficiently so that about 600 feet of the diameter
is effective for receiving this wavelength. A suitable feed is being designed and birlt for efficient
reception of this frequency, and , ien this is in
operation the observatory will bec. e first in importance among the dishes in the wA Id for radioastronomy.

processing and interpretation of the structure of
the earth, and exploration of sites at a number of
locations around the earth.
The basic problems of underground explosion
detection are the detection of the seismic signal
of the explosion in the background of seismic noise,
and then the analysis of the event to determine
whether it was caused by an earthquake or an explosion. If the explosion is large, then neither oi
these is difficult, but for very small explosions the
signal may be lost in the noise, and small earthquakes are so numerous that even for identifiable
signals the uncertainty of interpretation is large.
The enlargement of the signal to noise ratio can
be promoted in three ways, by moving the observing station close to the explosion (which is possible
for the Nev'ada test site but not for others), by loeating the observing station in regions with the
minimum noise level, and by using arrays of seismometers and processing the signals so that advantage can be taken of the directionality and
coherence of the seismic signal. It is of iaterest to
note that in the past summner the center of the
Greenland icecap has been found to be an excellent
low noise area, to the surprise of most seismologists. This was learned by an expedition organized by the Arctic Institute of North America,
supported and flown in by the Alaskan Air Cornmand from Thule Air Force Base. A second site
of good qual ity is a station near Aheche, Chad, in
the center of Wfrica, where a station is operated
under bstpervision of Rocard of the University of
Paris in cooperation with Anderson of Columbia
i niversity. Both sites are far from the ocean, a
well-known source of seismic noise, much of which
has been shown to come from waves on certain
beaches. Another investigation by Bradner of the
Universitv of California at San Diego has ineluded ocean bottom measurements at many points
in the southern and central Pacific Ocean. at
depths as great as 14,004) feet. It does not appear
that the ocean bottom has low noise characteristics.

Geophyska•--$Jam=gy
The AFOSR geophysics division, comprising
one civilian and one officer, operates a basic research program in seismology on behalf of the
Advanced Research Projects Agency, as a part
of the underground nuclear test detection program
of ARPA. The AFOSR program comprises about
40 projects mainly carried out by universities, and
includes research in instrumentation, seismic data
38

Rolevance
The preceding discussions by no mnians include
all the interesting subjects in AFOSR physical
sciences research, but are only a sampling of the
program. All sponsored investigaticos are basic in
nature, for it has been standard practice to refer
applied research investigators to the appropriate
laboratories of the Air Force Systems Command's

research and technology division. In selecting pro-

plsals for support, the physical Sciences staff has
attempted to choose the most original and important research which its experience and imaginatioji leads it to believe will be fundamental to
future Air Force technology. Importancm is
measured by an assessment of how much underStanding of the physical phenomena being investigated is likely to be gained if the outcome is suecessful. Probability of success is also a factor
which is weighed.
The question is often asked as to why the Air
Force, or even the Defense Department, operates
a program of this type. Why should not the National Science Foundation be the exclusive Federal agency to support basic research? There are
undoubtedly reasonable arguments on both sides
of the question, but it should be remembered that
the Air Force on balance benefits from its involvement in the basic research activity of the Nation.
The more connection the Air Force has with basic
rese-ch, the more interaction there is between
the Air Force and scientific thought and scientists.
The Air Force is the largest consumer of basic
knowlaige, because of the vastness and complexity
of the technology used. Research and science also
benefit from interaction with defense technology
and its needs, and each reinforces the other. While
basic research is beneficial to the general level of
national technology, it is essential to Air Force
tecehnology, which rapidly assimilates new discoveries and usually applies them far in advance
-

of commercial exploitation, in order to maintain
the most. advanced level of aerospaee technology.
It is rare that a given basic research discovery
can be demonstrated as having been taken directly
through applied research, and technical and operational development to hardware. Instead, there is
a complexity of movement on all fronts, froin very
fundamental research to perhaps only a slightly

improved gadget, which are all important, with

each reinforcing all others. If any of the move-

ment is lacking, then all are affected, and technological progress is slowed in producing new and
complex systenms
It is strange to a scientist that managers will
often ask for a prediction as to what will be
the effect on future developments if basic research
is diminished, or even discontinued. This is asking
what will be the eifect ofthelack of an idea which
no one has yet conceived. This can be answered for
a certain number of ideas in the past originating
from basic research, but even there it is not usually
possible to trace an explicit chain of events leading to an important system of hardware. From
such history, it must be concluded that innovation
must be continuous in any technological organization. It is the opposite of stagnation, and stagnation is fatal, whether it be in military, commercial,
or any other enterprise. Innovation only comes
from ideas, and in technologies, ideas come from
basic research activities more than from any
other.
It has been the aim of the physical sciences
program to strive for the novel, the original, and
the fundamental. While such judgments are far
from infallible, the record of Air Force participp.from in
the re cord ofre Frce hatcpetion in the really new research ideas hat been
exceptional. It is the prime objective to keep it
that way.
uwcus
41) See also the aper Intthis volume by E. Weigold
"Observational
General Rulativity" or the
paper entitled Tests
"Freno ofQuantized
Flux to a Free
Procession Nuclear Gyro." by Faithnk et al.. it
the Proeedings of the OAR Reovare ApplMmi•oaa
,
Coaferen•,. 5 Apr 19M, Office a? Aerdrpace
Research.
et)
par.
t 2, p. Research
a t the NatonaUl
Academy ofb
ofscioene.
Sielene" National
0ouncil, Wash-

ington. D.C. (1968)
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The directorte of chemical scienees, with an annual budget of approximately $3.3 million, sponsots basic research in areas of chemistry o
Simmediate and of long-range interest to the Air
Force. The funds are provided by congressional
appropriation, via tie Department of Defense, and
the Office of Aerospace Research. As a report- to
the taxpayers-our stockholders--the directorate
of chemical sciences each year prepares "(Chemistry Program Review." This document, which is
available upon request, gives inany interesting
statistical and timely scientific details about our
program.
The directorate of chemical sciences has six
senior scientists, one military, who select and manage the program. Each of our approximately 150
research efforts generally has a 4-year active life
span with the funds being made available for conseciutive 2-year periods. The average cost of each
research effort is about $25,000 per year, although
they range from $5,000 to$165,000.
The chief investigators and their unsolicited
proposed research programs are carefully selected,
Scientific merit, probable return per dollar in Air
Force areas of interest, and the investigator's infectious enthusiasm and dedication for his proposed research play important Inks in the selection process.
The chemistry research program consists of a
balanced re-?arch effort of a fundamental nature
in chemistry and closely related areas (1) as a
foundation for meeting the more direct and varying needs--recognized and unrecognized--of the
military, and (2) research iii specific recognrized
areas where the aim is discovering new understanding that will open the way both to new
science and to satisfying defense needs within a
foreseeable t imespan.
The first includes selected research in the basic
disciplines of chemistry which are likely to produre inforrmation leading to new or improved materials and their applications to military structures,
military powerplant; military armaments, and

military communication systems. Crucial military

exist in limited war or in global war.
Present military problems and undoubtedly those
of year 2000 involve structures, powerplants,
armaments, communication systems, and people.
The disciplines of chemistry relevant to these
military objectives and our program include the
following.
Syntheaks, usually according to a rational plan,
is the construction of complex substances by the
combination of simpler ones. The projected construction of a molecule of a substance must be by a
design, a sequence of steps, some of which may
never have been performed before. The projected
in accordanc
plan of synthesis must be fashioned
with analogy and theory, since simple trial anod
Dr. Anthony
effort.
error is too costly in time and
of this
section
later
a
in
staff
3. Matuesko of our
report discusses organometalfic chemistry and
gives a clear picture of the problmas and successe
of synthesizing new substances containing carbonmetal bonds and at the same time points out the
Air Force stake in this exciting area of chemistry
Stirutural chestastre ait d physicn pro permte
are important in all areas of our chemistry prothemmolecule
of
ctreas
am. Therunt in all
molecule
the
be
may
structure
of
gram. The unit
or crystal, or it may be part of a molecule, e.g.,
t group of atoms, or even a single electron or a
single atomic nucleus. The qualitative understanding of chemistry is almost always in terms of
structural units. When a chemical reaction occurs,
it is the changes in physical pcoperties which permit the chemist to decide which structural units of
the molecule have changed.
The following is quoted from the Westheimer
Report, "Chemistry: Opportunities and Needs,"
published in 1965 by the National Academy of
Sciences:
The more we know about the molecular
structures of chemncal compounds, the more
readily we can transform them in predictable
ways and the more readily we can understand
transformations that we cannot predict.
Nothing less than a "total" approach serves
for the kinds of problems that are now being
attacked: every possible measuremeut that
can yield a clue is required. This manner of
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approach to molecular structure. has led to a
marked change in chemistry,

stand the elementary processes in a sequence or network of cooperative and competitive steps. For

The tools that have made this change poesible include new searching equipment for
detecting and measuring spectra of various
kinds: Infrared, microwave, radiofrequency,
ultraviolet, visible, Raman, Mossbauer, X-ray,
nuclear, magnetic resonance, electron-spin,
Sresonance, nuclear quadrupole, and masw
spectra Furthermore, electroanic digital computers have been especially useful. We can
now achieve rapid and detailed characterization of physical properties, many of which
either were completely unknown 10 years ago
or could be determined only with precision
lower by several orders of magnitude than is
now attainable. The new information on
structure has led to development in theories
of intermediates in reaction mechanisms, of
g•lonetrical and electronic structural units, of
spectram, of stereospecific synthesis, of biological activity, and particularly of electronic
binding and chemical transformation,
The modern experimental chemist has a laboratory full of sophisticated electronic gear. The cornputer is fast becoming an essential tool for both
the chemical experimentalist and theoretician.
Other important tools and emerging techniques
(in addition to those mentioned above) on the exploding frontiers of chemistry in which our program is involved includc: Molecular beams, shocktube chemistry, high-pressure techniques, vapor
phase calorime.try and vapor phase chromatography, high-energy lasers.
* * * we are not yet able to predict what
new chemical and physical phenomena will
be found. * * * we are only beginning to
know what properties of a molecule and its
environment we need to find to follow its
reactions; and we are almost totally ignorant
of the nature of chemical structure and transformation under extreme conditions of ternperaturo, pressure, electric and magnetic
fields, and combinations of these. (Westheimer report.)
mer report.)o
Chemical dynamics, a mtajor ares of our research
program, is concerned with such questions as: How
do reactions occur? What forces drive them? Why
are they so fast, or so slow? Most useful reactions
do not take place in a single simple otep. The basic
task in the study of chemical dynamics is to under-

example, the reaction between hydrogen and chlorine to produce hydrogern chloride is not simple
but is a complex network of elementary steps and a
chain of reactions. Some of these take place thousands of times until the chain is broken. Innumcrable chains conistitute the process. Chain reactions
occur in flames, explosions, burning of propellants,
and in the making of polyniersWhat is the velocity of each -eparate elementary
step in a network of chemical reactions? What is
the nature of the mechanical and chemical energy
transfers that are taking place during the reactionI Obtaining and understanding the answers to
these kinds of questions are important to the progress of chemical dynamics. Dr. Alfred Weissler of
our staff discusses the energy matter interface, its
place in the AFOSR chemistry program, and its
relevancy to Air Force in this report. G. C. Pimentel (University of California at Berkeley) under AFOSR sponsorship discovered a method of
making the first chemical laser using the reaction
between hydrogen and chlorine, described by Dr.
William L. Ruigh in his articl, "Rapid Scan Infrared Spectroscopy."
Chemical reactions take place in solids, in liquids, and in gases. Surface chre-istry involves
chemical reactions at interfaces separating two
states of matter. These latter reactions at interfaces or heterogeneous reactions are of extreme
importance to the Air Force, to the chemical industry, and the science of chemical dynamics. For
example: Corror.kn ind -.rack propagation of
metals, synthesis of , ýgh-octane gasoline, manufacLure ef nitric aci :
sulfu•ric acid, of ammonia,
of butadiene for .. nietic rubber, and namerous
other chemicals. ,,3 st of tha* processes are still
not understoid.
In heterogeneous catalysis, chemical reactions
take place between molecules of a liquid cr gas
that are adsorbed on a surface. The substances
formed are then replaced by aew molecules of the
reactants. "Dirty surfaces'-that is, surfaces on
which there are unwanted foreign substances-have stymied fundamentai work on catalysis until
recently. Ultra-high vacuum is now making it
possible to work with "atomica",y clean" surfaces.
One fine new tool for studying n'oleculas on surfaces is the field-emission microscope. Using this
instrument technique, Gert Ehrlioh of General
Electric is studying for ub the kinetics 0f the ad-

so

S I

sorption of hydrogen on much sszniccnductc: ouifaces as germanium,
Another important surface chemistry area is
electrochemistry, which deals with reactions that
take place at the interface between solutions and
electrodes when *an electric current peasse through
the solution. The chemical dynamicists are fascinated by electrochemnical processes and reactions,
not only beca~use of their inherent importance, becauze they proviso precision tools for the study of
many other kinds of chemical reactions. Electrochemists have made available a large variety of
measurements for application to practical as well
as research problems. Electrochemical dynamics
plays an important role in both military and civilian economy. Batteries and the electrochemical industries, fuel cells and communication systems,
illustrate the importance of the interconversions of
chemical and electrical energy and the increasing
technical importance of the field. Both in the past
and in the present our program has given careful
attention to this important chemnistry research
area.
Many of the better understood chemical reaclions take place in solution where the reacting substances are dissolved in liquids. A study of a variety of reactions by dynamic methods in solution
have led to an ;imderstanding of reaction mechanismns and have suppl ied the ideas and generalizations essential to tche successful practical ;ynthesis
of oxpmplicated
For exampiAe,
M. be
E.
•. •compounds.
ofther
no onyiheret
bcaas
iporanc,
Kenny (Cese Inst. Tech.) synthesized phthalocya~ninosiloxane polymers and D_ Scyferth
(MIT) devised a new w'--thud of generating the
subsequent synthesis of fluorinated cyc'opropane
derivatives. Dr. Matuszko Utscusees the iontributions of these in-ostigators to cur progrmi.
Many reactions tab-ý place in steps with the forination of transient ineemztediatee. These shortlived substances are consumed al1most as fast as
they are formed. Some exist in solution for time
intervals as short as a billionth of a second. Free
radicals are examples of these substances, which
were being studied in our program in the 1950's
by F. 0. Rice at Catholic T'anversity, H. P. Broida
at NBS, and G1. C. Pimentel at Berkeley using the
matrix-isolation. techniques. Out of these resarches grew the DOD million-dollar-plus NBS
Free Radical Program headed by Dr. Broida.

in syntheses of new substance, understanding of
kinetics of reactions, the understanding of niolecular rearrangements and of reaction mechanisns.
Several of our investigators are exploring 'Liii
promising research area. For example, P. Skei!
(Penn State) is studying C1 , Cs, and other single
atcmn species as synthetic agents and Libby
(UCLA) hopes to add single atoms of carbon in
high vacuum to clean surfaces of solid carbon
crystals (diamond). Growing such crystals should
be a natural for a manned orbital laboratory.
Accompanying each chemi"al change there is
also an energy change. This phunoxnenon and the
energy content of each individual chemical species
and the energy level of each of its electrons are
also of primary importance to the chemical
dynamicists. Note Dr. Weissler's discussion of
photochemnistry radiation chemistry in this report.
Solids are the principal components if all military structures, inilitt~ry powerplanAs military
armaments, and military communication systems.
The chemical behavior of solids has been importent in modern technology for a long time. The
serious work on the chemistry of solid state, however, has not been commensurate with the importance of the subject. Why? Have the AXRPA interdisciplinary laboratories been highly productive
in solving significant military problems associated
with materials? Ts neglect of solid-state chemistry
by ARPA laboratories, as well as the general
neglect
of the to
subject,
is so verycrbo
diffihih vcuu
lea because
sufacsit ofsold
cult? Is it because of the lack of vision of its
imotortance or the lack of funds for its support?
Although chemical reactions in solids are more
difficult to study than in any other medium and
the problems are exceedingly complex, our program does contain numerous research efforts
involving solid-state chemistry. Much of the
fine work recently done in solid-state physics
actually lies in the overlapping area of chemistry
and physics. Progress to date in understanding
the solid state has been made primarily by
physicists who are concerned with the description
of those properties of matter that are not sensitive to the nature of the particular system-that
is they are concerned with mathematical descriptions of isolated units. Future progress is more
appropriately in the hands of chemists because
they are concerned with system -sensitive aspects

In an attempt to latch on to an exotic new fuel
the study of transient interediate-s has opened
up rich new areas of chemical science important

of matter-that is, with units of matter in a real
environment, even though many such problems
now seemUimpossible.

It has often been said tkA.,t the crystalline state
and the gaseous state of matter are well understnod and that very little i5- known about the liquid
toh iudstate.ei
chmsince thae gienrldasofe ourenprostothe. Wiui sttin
c have
h givneomortetican
alydy
chemistry,
forp
gmm.Dentn W.Elliott discusees "Liquid Structure" as well ms "Why should the Air Force be
interested in the structure of liquids?"
Even a short discussion cti basic disciplines of
chemistry importanmt to the Air Force must include
theoretical chemistry. Ali aspects of chemistry
already discussed is the concern of theoretical
Tchemistry. Our past program, our present pro
gram and our future will be concerned with
theoretical chemis;try. I wish to quote from the
theoretical chemistry panel report prepared for
the Westheimer committee:
The theoretical chemist. invents, tet.
and develops new theoretical concepts and
new theoretical methods, he applies theories
already established to newly discovered chemical phenomena, be relates different chemical
phenomena and data by examining the connections among them required by theory; he
provides a theoretical framework for discussion of data; he tries to qualify; he tries to
predict. Above all else, he tries to understand.
The ultimate theoretical treatment. is soel
in terms of the laws of nature, but this is
rarely achieved, the most valuable chemical
theory often falls far short. of being a set. of
inviolate mathematical dleductionis from phv-s.
ical principles.
In chemistry, theory and experiment interact strongly itnd contnul.Wh
nwpnomena are discovered, thfieory is iised in order
to uni1(ertanid and organim'etI. da5ta, and to
relate the data to What is, iklreatnv k-nowvn. In
the next stage, the orgmnnixat .11 pr'ovides
guidance for now experiments. "r~ctn
the results of new experimpznts is it firal stage
of theory. an eal
.d ishi- teorv apvl
tive.o for~d
eign-eithat
Valn
T ehe nolefory eIs iihecrigeemy
h
n
p'Fechnofoldg
tisoies
Chremiecaul
therendy
prouctof
ld 1 .~rie, (lueica thrmoynlanues w-i.. for decades the province of the
theor'.nical chemist, but todlay it is a major
rrsourt-e of hIje engineer. Counsidered in this
lighit, mitern -statistical mechanics and quaziturn mechanics can be confidently expected to
evolve, into everyday tools of future engineers.
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Even today, theoretical chemistry is playing
a dynamic role in technological research.
This brief treatment of synthesis, structure, reacheiostr,srandstheoruicalchemidssltryns
aelliuacinshueaemiudsoidsoltions
ae. lectrutrative of chemical disciplines likely to produce,
information which will serve as a foundatior. fcr
the varying needs of the Air Force. It is illustrafive of the consideration of the first part of our
program in chemistry.
The consideration of thle second part of our programn are the specific recognized areas, as previously suggested, wvhere the aim is discovering flew
understanding that will open the way both to new
science and to satisfying defense nieeds within the
foreseeable tirnespan. Here, we are concerned with
the chemistry in extremes in environment, such
as high pressure, high vacuum, high and low tentiperatures. We are concerned with radiation effects
on substances, novel synthesis of certain kinds of
substances, and with novel or improved techniques
for sensing and measuring minute corteent rations
and chemical changes taking place. We are concerned with an inproved unrlcrstanding of the real.
nature of selected SUbstances of scientific and military importance.
This second part of our programa may he illustrated by a series of queries which plague the
minds of our investigntors:-..
How does the form, structure, and stability of
a~ polymer change with the degree of crystallization (Flory---Stan~ford) ?-0
At room temperature at presures from 10-20
atmospheres, what is the nature of the solvent
action of liquified gases such as carbon dioxide,
amnionia, and noncarbon flourides (PeacockBirmingham University)?
How can one pure species, of the nitrogen atomis
contalined in the upper atmosphere be prepared
in the laboratory? What is its chemistry when it
reacts with other su:)stances? (Lichten and Roffman-Boston U7niversity) ?
is the nature of germanium-carbon, tincarb~on, rheniutn-carlbon bonds? How do you syustlicsize substanices containing these bonds? H-ow do
these bonds react chemically (Stoieý-Bristol
University) ?
What are the steps in the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide decomposition? Why does it
take place so rapidly? Can a radioisotope labeling
techniique be used in answering these questions
(Edwards--Brown University)?

Whpet kinds of molecules will efficiently absorb
the harmnful effects-to living anid nonliving substances-of ultravielet light or high-energy nuclear radiation (Hammond-Cal Tech)?
How do you synthesize triple strand polymers
wsith frequent ties between strands which may be
thermally stable (Butler-University of Florida) I
How can flame spectrometry aind gas. chroma-

University) who operates the AFOE3R quantum
chemistry pfagram-now starting its tLunrth year
with over M~' active participants at liot:!e and
abroad.
How can electrochemical tezliniques, such vz,
po~srographic and electrodlepos:It~on methods, be
used for the separation and determination of such
metals as ?ironium., hafnium, tantalum, niobium,

tography be used to make ult rasensitive und selec-

titanium, and

tive detectors for the detection and analysis of
* vapors and gases, including toxic ones (Winefordner-University of Florida) ?
*
What structural changes take place when
selected substances such as semiconductor riaterials are subjected to pressures up to and over 2
million pounds per square inch ( Kasper-General
Electric) ?
How does one synthesize compound-, of transitron metals--such as iron, cobalt, and nipkel-with
nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur? What will be
their structure and chemistry (King-l-niversity
of Georgia) ?
How can the structure-and thus the ehemistnv-- -f minute single crystals of uniknown-i sub-)
stances he determined bv X-ray diffraction and
oomputer techniques (Gougoutas-I1a rxard) ?
What is thec nature of the solid solid reaction,,
of onium, stilts with amine complexes of cobalt,
nickel, chromium and copper, etc., at elev-ated
temperatsrey
teprtrsand high pressures as revealed by
techiniques (Wenldthermoanalytical
use
of
the
landt-University of Houston)?
'What really happens to all thme energy in an
exothermic chemical rejwction fromi a molecular
ppreiabl amont hs
iewsinc
poin of an

no

ot
oprec
iabl a orn hin nxp
poit. ofevi dewusinefuan apl
yetuefu
eei mae
fo proulson r i exlosives (Bair-Indiana Vniv-ersity)?
How canl thle mainy quiantumn chemistry electronic computer programs, which are so expensive
in scientific mnnpower and dollars, be inade available to other inv-estigators wvho need the same pro.
grain as at step in their oviv researches? At partial
answer is provided by Harrison Shull (Indiana

rane earth metals such

as scandium?

C'an novel nonaqueous solvents, for example, aceto nitrile, be used, for these separations and determtwtitionq (Oliver-University of Massachu.,tts) I
Is it possible to get a better understanding of
the chemical structure of oxide glasses such ats
alkali-alkaline earth aluminum-silicate systems,
using irradiation techniques, by a systematic study
of localized defects states in pa -allei with the same
systems in crystalline form? Will the study be
more fruitful by varying thle chemical composition
(Mackey-Mfellon Institute)?
How can I build at device which will accelerate
neutral molecules to a high speed, each molecule to
have the same. energy content, ir. order to test current thoories of inelast ic collisions and to morr
profoundly understand the nature of gas--phase
cheinical reactions, as well as the nature of gasliquid and gas-solid collis-ion processes 'Wharton-lUniversity of Chicago)
These are examples of questions whic-h our
ijiivestigatcrs are attempt ing to ans'-7er.
cemsr
The answers may open up whole new areas of
--a-iemie and will und'onbtedly al~swer qiiestioims
oArFreitrss
rlvn
*Th
atml siicsuhspy.c.chmtrY til .41Illatileniat ics, amssunle a v-ery great. signifi-

m military affairs. O nly on
In ce t li
"I
tho bmasis of these sciences van oie. reliably arid
Objectively e~-ahmate the iewv principles which
govern differeit forms of military material."
("S'cience apud Terhnoloqy in t'ontomypomry
`[Var.- Soviet Maj. Gen. G. 1. Pokrrovsky.)
Why should the Air Force suJppoL-t basic research iii chei'mit ry? Thle answer is simple and
short: It pa~ys-
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In this directorate two divisions, biological
sciences and behavioral sciences, have a broad
charter to support studies in these fields of potential Air Force interest. However, since these programs are small, both in reelmtion to others in
AFOSR as well as in the Nation as a whole, only
a limited number of areas can be selected for support. This selection takes into amcount areas
judged to be of particular long-range interest to
the Air Force, and the pattern of research support
already available in the military and in. other
agencies such as NSF and NIH.
The life sciences directorate provides the Air
Force with a "window on the universities" by
selecting carefully projects for support proposed
by investigators who can also give authoritative
technical advice to the Air Force on critical life
scince problems as they arise. Air Force acquaintance with foremost scientists and knowledge of
current scientific achievements are accomplished
by the directorate's lending support to research
symposia and national and international scientific
meetings.
In c.he biological sciences division a decision was
taken, at least 10 years ago, to emphasize certain
aspects of research on the nervous system. At that
time, the most effective way of accelerating this
field seemed to be to give support to key European
laboratories which were still having difficulty rebuilding after World War II. It now seems fair
to say that the regrowth and vigor of neurobiology
in Europe has been significantly affected by
AFOSR's program and has led to a fuller exchange with American scientists both through
travel and exchange of scientific workers. Studies
in neurobiology are now showing close support of
relevance to Air Force and NASA technologies,
Some of the areas inolved are: Sleep; brain
waves as indicators of states of alertnem; hensory
physiology of vision and olfaction; nature of
membranes; endocrine studies relevant to toxicology; tolerance to stress, and to behavior. Other
areas, such as photosynthesis, biochemistry, im-

munology, and molecular biology ar

-

It

on the

borders of current military interests in exploratory developments and may well find direct applications within the next decade.
The orientation of a significant portion of the
biological program to studies relevant to problems
of living in the tropics and other stressful environments is now underway. Now that research in the
biomedical sciences has expanded so greatly in the
last decade, it becomes even more important for.
AFOSR to look critically on how its small program (ibout $1.7 million) can have the maximum
impact on research problems that are of Air
Force interest and which need special emphasis.
In view of the military strategic situation, it
seems clear that problems of limited warfare
are likely to be of continuing importance. The
reorientation toward problems in the tropics
is intended to contribute to these problems.
While a well planned order of priorities is not Yet
at hand, it seems clear that problems of epidemiology, and environmental physiology will rank
high. Ecological -tudies of environments should be
an important aspect of these interests, and can have
meaning not only for medical problems but nutritional, economic, and sociological problems as well,
all of which are now becoming a part of the larger
problem of developing nations in which limited
warfare is a potentiality.
Continuing studie- on the nervous system are
emphasizing those that help to gain a comparati'.
analysis of n,-rvous mechanisms underlying motor
and sensory systems in animals, The appb i cations
of this knowledge will be in the bionir, and in
studies of automata and control syvstems&
Our program has included from its beginning
the support of studies in ethology, a name given
in Europe to the study of animal behavior with
emphasis on behavior in natural conditions. This
area is now expanding in the United States where
the approach is findý::g application to problems of
bird-strikes by s ircraft. It is anticipated that such
stucties can also lead to significant findings useful
in the control of animal vectors and reservoirs of
diseases.
The life sciences directorate will increasingly
emphasize research of an interdisciplinary charfe-

DI

ter iii the general area of the biological sciencebehavioral science interface.
The behavioral sciences division concentrates its
effort on support of basic research that promises to
contribute to the solution of problems of human
adaption and performance that arise from the
operational requirements imposed by Air Force
mission assignments. Basic behavioral research
findings provide the foundations upon which may
be built technological developments to improve
personnel classification; training; leadership;
morale, communication; man-machine systems;
adaptation to exotic environments; decision and
information processes; work under stress; target
location and acquisition; teamwork; and managemeat of large orgs izations.
The disciplines supporting this program are experinmental, physiological, and social psychology;
sociology; political science: anthropology-: and
computer science.

Specifically, research projects are being supported on complex dec'1siomnaking; short- and
long-term memory; perception under adverse

-

ness; communication with foreign populations;
and behavioral compensation for stressful situations.
Increased relevance to Air Force needs is being
achieved by concentrating effort. on problems concerned with human inputs required for the orderly
development of aerospace capabilities.

*0

Studies have been and are being conducted on
sleep and arousal, and on optimal work-rest cycles.
Basic cnnd~iins nf psychophysioegcail adaptation to fatigue and to environmental stress are being studied.
The behavioral science* division is rrsponsivc to
guidance from Department of Defense and Headquarters UtSAF ns to areas of need to which basic
research can be most relevant in current and future
applications of findings.
In the areas of strategy and concept development there is a growing need for refined forecasts
of future military environments; for improving
planning processes; and for developing better
methods for translating pluiis into functioning
organizations, systems, and strategies. Research in
these areas has been undertaken in response to Hq.
USAF guidance. Particular emphasis is being
placed on studies appraising military, technological, political, and economic factors in both Communist and non -Communist countries. Such studies
include: Appraisial of world situations likely
to affect warfare and military strategy during the
next 15 to 20 years; projectd assessments of the
capacities of U.S. science and technology to coni ribute to systems development for future needs;
elaboration of concepts for the employment of
aerospace forces: forecast of the long-range capsbility objectives of the Air Force throughout the
spectrum of support. threat, and conflict; and
identification of capabilities inherent in the Air
Force for achieving national objectives.
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and an experimental test of Einstein's
curved-spac

Director

The directorate of engineering sciences selects
and supports phenomena-oriented research the
Air Force needs (1) to reduce the level of empiricism in the development of both hardware and
software, (2) to extend the understanding of the
behavior of -imple physical systems to more cornplex physical systems, and (3) to discover or to
create new principles and concepts to be used as
building blocks for developing generic solutions to
engineering problems.
The directorate consists of three divisions, electronics, mechanics, and propulsion.
Research in electronics is carried out under the

joint services electronics program (JSEP), under

interpretation of gravity.

Two topics in bioelestronics are electromechanical simulation of biological processes to improve
the biological specimen's capabilities, and analog
analysis of biological subjects to enhance electronics design. Interest in and the importance of
bioelectronics is steadily increasing.
Communication sciences studied under this program include system theory, information theory,
control and feedback problems, network and circult considerations, pattern recognition, artificial
intelligence, data processing, linguistics, and
threshold logic. The common trait of these fields
is that they may be treated as a study of the correspondence between two sets of data. In this scheme
inputs and outputs from an unknown network
might be the data sets so that the notion is quite

which 11 universities receive Army-Navy-Air

general. Communication science, within this
framework, focusses on the general properties of

Force support, and under the smaller electronics

the correspondence and the attendant transfer

program which serves as a catalyst for aspects of

functions.

JSEP. Included here are information, communica-

The mechanics division is ma;nly concerned

Lions and electronic engineering sciences, in response to mission requirements of better sensing,
transmitting, ranging, receiving, processing, information display, and controlliag of related
equipment.

with the motion of a body through a medium, and
the laws relating this motion to causes and effects.
One such area of study is the external and internal
flow phenomena involved in the design of advanced low- and high-speed aircraft missiles and

Studies are conducted in systems in which the

space vehicles. These studies are directed toward

individual electrons and photons play the dom-

providing a more thorough understanding of tihe

ainat role, including basic physics studies such as

mechanics of continuum fluid motion. Included are

the measurement of critical opalescence with laser
beams as a test of theories of phase transitions, the

the effects of temperature, viscosity, pressure gradients, compressibility, entropy, and gravity on

extent of the equality of electron and proton
charge, relation between inverse Faraday effect
and Raman scattering, and determination of
plasma instabilities from the computer analysis of
particle trajectories. Other areas are electromagnetics, quantum electronics, electro-optics, electroacoustics, solid state electronics, and electrodynamics.
Environmental electronics involves theoretical
and experimental investigations of phenomena associated with the earth, atmosphere, ionosphere,
and outer space. Research topics include an experimental determination of the constancy of the Newtonian gravitational constant, an experimental
test of the Freundlich cosmological red-shift hy-

the fluid motion. One goal of this research is better understanding of hypersoic flow phenomena
ate
d withnsgot
wings. for phenomerassociated with slotted wings for potential hypersonic high lift-drag ratio wings
A second major focus of the mechanics division
is boundary layer research. This concerns the layer
of fluid or gas adjacent to a body moving through
a medium, and way be thought of as laminar or turbulent. Solutions to laminar flow can be obtained
for some conditions by usually straightforward
conservation equations. In turbulent flow, the
number of variables outnumbers the equations
now available. Other arms of interest are the stability of the boundary layer and the time-depend-
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ent displacement of the external flow by the
boundary layer in hypersonic flow.
When the motion and the structure of the fluid
interact, the problems beancte those of aerophysics.
In this area AFOSR has played an important role
in stimulating and supporting much of the understanding underlying hypersonic fi;!ht, for example, and has provided the bulk of the support
at times in aerophysics. Aerophysics is the study
of the mechanimns of vibrational and rotational
relaxation, of dissociation and ionization, of radiation of energy, and a determination of the relevant relaxation times. These effects bear on ohservable properties of fluid flow, such as shock
wave thickness, and are studied by both the fluid
dynamicist and the physicist. Here also are foend
chemists and aerodynamicists using flow phenomn•s to identify complex and intermediate reactions, and using this knowledge to compute flows
in nozzles, through shocks and around bodies.
There are important areas of fluid mechanics
where the particulate structure of the fluid must
be recognized in any technologically helpful theory
of its behavior. The aerodynamics of flight at altitudes above 50 miles and the behavior of instruments for measuring airspeed and ambient pressure at such altitudes are examples which are important from an Air Force point of view. At such
altitudes the distance traveled by molecules between collisions is comparable in size to some of
the aerodynamic features of the vehicle, with the
result that events on the molecular scale -ause
the flow to deviate significantly from the iontinuum behavior. For these reasons a portion of the
program is comprised of research on the mechanics
of intermolecular collisions, the mechanics of collisions between molecules and solid surfaces, and on
the analytical techniques rquired for the prediction of flows dominated by these events.
Structuraflow
ecdaniesnit concerned wiet
h the

Structural mechanics is: concerned with the

static and dynamic behavior of structural cornponents of mhieles under varying aerothermodynamic conditions in flight. AFOSR r-esarch is
providing new and improved theoretical methods
of stresses, deformations, and stability
ofanal
of structures. Also of interest are problems in the
areas of dynamic stability, vibrations of structures,
the ifeet of random vibrations, aeroelasticity,
wave propagation, and fatigue. Great advantages
are to be gained particularly from better understanding of tII fatigue mechanism leading to improved decigns or improved nondestructive means

!

for detection and measurement of the progres of
fatigue damage in metals. The program also consaiders the mechanical response of structural materiuls to environmental conditions and includes the
fundamental understanding of materials derived
from subjecting them to low pressure, high-speed
impact, temperature extremes, different gaseous
environments, and triaxial stress under high
pressure.
The propulsion division supports research in
the detailed mechanisms, physical and chemical
processes of release, transformation and transport
of energy. Included are the interrelated effects of
combustion fluid dynamics, magnetohydrodynamics and heat transfer phenomena in gas, liquid, and
solid and hybrid systems. Research efforts in this
program have a direct relation to air-breathing,
liquid, solid, and hybrid rocket combustion, and
mageutoplasmadynamics related to release of energy by nuclear fusion, generators of electric power
and mechanical thrust.
AFOSR has also provided important portions of
the research in the area of supersonic combustion,
both detonative and diffusional, rocket combustion
instability phenomena, plasma acceleration, magnetoplasmadynamic power generation, and in high
temperature plasma behavior.
Fundamental studies n're selected for the exploration of molecular and atomic sources of
energy so as to provide new information leading to
increased Air Force capability in chemical propulsion. Investigations of thermophysical properties
provide precise data on the structure, spectra,
thermodynamic, and transport properties of solected molecules that form the reactants or combustion products of present and future chemical
propellants. Chemical kinetics concerns the rates
and mechanidsms of reactions involving light energetic
p a eimolecules,
h o tob understand
so
f c e processes
i a ok taking
t p o
plaw in the combusion of chemical rocks prope
About 40 percent of the propulsion division program is devoted to research on problems associated
with interaction of plasmas with electromagnetic
fields. The program is oriented toward generic
phenomena found in efforts to build a sound basis
for exploratory development of controlled thermonuclear reactors, MHD electric power generators,
and plasma accelerators. This research area is divided for administrative purp
into high tamperature plasmas; low temperature, low density

°7

plumes; and high density partially ionized plasThe general problems that occur in almost
every can are related to the description and understanding of instabilities, conductivity, collision
probabilities, charge exchange, and other physical
properties. In addition to this, research is being
conducted on the parameters describing laminar
and turbulent flow of plasas.
This research program is designed to cover the
most important problems in magnetoplasmadynamar.

mmic.

m.0

Research eoncerned with the thermodynamic
properties of chemical species is important for
solid rocket propulsion and is studied from both
a theoretical and experimental viewpoint. Coinbustion dynamics of solids involves the studies of the
complex processes taking place in the combustion
of solid propellants, the understanding of which
is essential for rational approaches to propellant
formulation and rocket design. One of the particular approaches most studied under this project
is that of acoustic, or resonant instability.
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Information Sciences
Di&. Htow A. Woor-n•, D;rector
and RowzNa W. SWANSON, Project Xcienti*f

•l

The information sciences try to apply the qcientific
method of inquiry to an understanding of all
=5systems.
the factors that go to make tip paths. Perhaps the
most obscure is the one man has spent the most
time on--the one concerned with an understanding of himself, how he thinks, how he comes to
understand, how he learns, what he wants his goal
to be, and why. Perhaps the least obscure is the
comparatively new route being paved by modern
technology. Man has harnessed the computer and
many other machines, complex concatenations of
many components, to sense and process signals
that he knows about but cannot see or hear or
touch.
Information science may he this generation's
contribution to science. It is invading this discipline and that, extracting an idea here and an
equation there, and it is beginning to weave the
pieces into a pattern. It is beginning to show features dealing with the acquisition and coding of
information, the communication process, and recall of information, and how information is and

with information science problems as it did from

an awareness of the directorate that problems in
many diwciplines are basically information problems. Thu tasks within the program are: (1) infer_.ation y4y•ies research, (2) information identification and classification, (3) transmission of
information. (4) adaptive and self-organizing
r re--+rett, and
(.4 ) language and !inguisti,(6) theoretical foundations of information sciences-,
These tasks do not encompass all of the information sciences, nor could they form the given budget.
Several major areas excluded concern studies of
materials. hardware componmnts and ass-emblies,
structure and behavior of biological systems, and
large-scale man-machine and time-sharing interactions. Most of the excluded areas are included
in other AFOSR and DOD programs.
A further remark my be appropriate with
respect to inclusion and exclusion. Given $1 million
and a mission-for the directorate, to help assure
the timely impact of information science on the
future operational Air Force--selections have
been made which are identified with technological
problems of Air Force interest.
Inoseasytm

uorI

Itformation systems research looks at the struc-

can be used.

ture and operation of entire systems or of units

The selection of areas and projects for funding
is a prodact of many factors. The directorate has
turned its attention tc studies in depth of some
of the fundamental principles that must be explowed and undersuxood to advance basic concepts
of information representation and processing. At

within a system viewed in the framework of the
entire system. Efficiency and effectiveness of methods and tools for the input. throughput, dissemination, and use of information are principal topics
for investigation.
Information systems abound. They are used for

this stage in the evolution of the information

document control, data control, logistics, manage-

sciences, tlese studies fortuitously are often efforts
of one person or small team.s. Though this is a
familiar pattern in science. it must be remembered
that this is but one pattern in science.
Emphasis in the late 195' Vs with a much smaller
budget was on such iibrahy-oriented topics as
indexing and classification and the applicability
of machines to informanion center operations.
Gradual shift to the present program has resulted
as much from an awareness of engineers, psysiologists. physicists, psychologists, mathematicians,
linguists, and philosophers that they were dealing

ment and command, and intelligence within militarv and civilian contexts. Many existing systems
are based on ad hoc planning at d have suffered
explosive. unanticipated growth. Frequently
mechanization or other changes have been introduced to alleviate some information processing
difficulties, hut the effects are usually for from
optimal.
Questions must be asked about systems in the
abstract. What are possible information flow pattents? With what configurations of men and
machines ctan each be achievedI What is the match
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between pattern and purpose of the astem What
effect does the environment have orn the system?
Who feeds the system? Who uses it? Who could
feed it or use it ? What are the tradeoffs for a given
system for a given purpose?
Questions must be asked about existing systems.
Existing structures and operations must be quantitatively and realistically analyzed. The effects of
perturbations must be examined in the abstract
and tested in simulations and in ongoing operations. Live data under perturbations are invaluable but difficult to obtain.
Systems research is slow-producing research.
There are many variables, and they are difficult to
isolate, control, and test. They pertain to the behavior of men as well as to machines. They must,
however, be studied, which means that ways must
be found for studying them.

lems pertaining to classification are included in
this task. Descriptor structures for document systems are frequently related to other aspects of
total system organization and operation. As
methods are perfected for mechanizing useful indexing procedures, new xpproaches to input,
search and retrieval can be explored and ineorporated in sv4,ens. Work with natural language
may also lead to abstractions pertaining to syntactic and se•,atic structures in language. Rules
that characterize the prw-s nust de-cribe procedures by which machines can learn from experience and can adjust or adapt to new inputs. How
pitterins are coded also bears on information content and information loss in their transmission.
The possibility exists that models for characterizing patterns will also describe concepts represented by clusters of word descriptors.

Information Idenfiflculon and Classification

Transmission of information

The problem of selecting appropriate descriptors of information and organizing them into a
structure was originally thought of as a library
problem. L is still a crucial problem of information service activities handling the technical document literature. Conventional library classification schemes are not readily amenable to frequent
and major modifications of narrow subject areas
which must be aocessed in specificity and depth as
research expands knowledge of them. Conventional library indexing practices can similarly not
readily accommodate to current requirements for
many terminological access points to the subject
content of documents.
The problem of identification and classification
has, however, been aggravated by a technology
that has produced computers and sensors. Machines
that can read printed and handwritten characters
and can look at maps and photographs need
instructions to tell them how to recognize a pattern and how to differentiate one pattern from
another. This raises the question of how to describe
a pattern. Whattare the information-bearing
parameters in a line drawing, in a letter of the
alphabet, in an aerial photographI Are the bits
that are significant to a human significant to a
machine? Can roles or algorithms be developed
than can give machines the intelligence to identify
patterns they haven't seen before and to separate
signals from noise?
Projects9eocned with bothcategoriesofprob-

Many mechanisms exist by which information
is transmitted. A simple organism can have a
multiplicity of sensors for orientation in and
adaption to its environment. Man has mechanisms
within mechanisms compounded by his higher
animal abilities of perception, awareness, and
thought. Phyrical systems display order, a balane.
ing of cause and effect, and adaption that suggest.
other mechanisms.
Living systems present a. challenge to man's
understanding of information prressing. In
packages smaller than he can fabricate, complex
process.,s oýcur that he cannot yet model. What
are the algorithms for seeing, for hearing, for
remembering, for forgetting, for integrating one
bit of information with another, for making quanturn jumps in thought that lend to creative synthesis? How arm impulses sensed, sorted, coded transmitted, stored, recalled, evaluated? How are judgments made and decisions reached? How do
organisms communicate with each other, and, in
particular, how effectively does man communicate
with man? Inquire into information transmission
mechanisms ranges from studies of interactions at
the suclcllu!ar level to those among men and het ween men and machines.
This task principally sponsors connecting
research. However, other slonsors are not nrrssarily concerned with infonnation scien(c objectives that seek isolation of infornat ion-bearing
parameter
models of information prooessing

Prjcscnendwt1ohctgre
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mechanism's, and techniques for improving commurMjation processes. Since the range is broad and
the budget is small, only a few proiects can be
supported. They highlight the difficulties that
are inherent in attaining information science

Sob~ctives,
Adaptive and self-organizing systems
Man, the, information processor, intrigues man,
the chi-,uit designer, and man, the model builder.
MMan's nervous systems is a fascinating structure,
its operation a. subject for conjecture. Some of
man's sensory systems, his eye, his ear, are better
understood and offer existence proofs to the enginear. Beyond what man can see are processes he
calls perception, consciousness, and thought. Will
"hB be able to find neural networks or molecules
he can associate with these processes? Where and
how is experience stored to provide for memory

and recall?
Man and lower living systems embody principles
of structure and perfxmnance which far surpass
equations that he hrca been able to formulate and
hardware he has been able to build. Man has
repeatedly built machines exceeding his own physical capabilities. But, except to minor degrees, he
has not yet built devices he can work with as
extensions of himself in the way that he can work
with other men. He has not built machines he can
send into hostile and adverse environments that
,cnreport. back to him selectively and reliably the
informationwhich
he would
want
He. has
machines
record
vastto know.
quantities
of built
dat
about the physic-al universe, yet feq machines can
dbostngi the
pysiguniverant
fro mthe
cn
d istin gu ish th es ig n ific a n t bits
b its f ro mn the res,
r e s t.
In information science terms, research to understand and model the dynamic processes of living

knows compound composition and structure, but
what is the explanation for memory? Optimum
results over the long range can only come from
el". cooperation across the range of disciplines
that contribute pieces to the puzzle. The generalist
and the specialist are both needed in the various
fields, and they must be able to exchange ideas.
Science is becoming one again as it simultaneously
increases in specialization.
Language and linguistics research
L
Language
consists of groups

of symbols
arranged according to a set of rules. Viewed this
way, "language" includes both the languages peop e s e k a d al s n h t c s m o y t m . S
pie speak and all synthetic symbol systems. So
language is viewed in this task.

a
systems is variously t
d a
the field
s offad
adaptive
atizin
inteince
teied
pie and
ndself-organizirtg
systems,

Language is a tool. It is a device for representation.
Information science
frrpeetn
with itsmuse
ocps is concerned
eainhp
n

and when the construction of hardware is involved, bionics. The term cybernetics is sometimes
used. i.ecause these systems incorporate control
and fetback mechanisms that adjust their perrnc owardsptivei
syotems mayprodu
Research on adaptive systems
r ray
produce
sftiacular results over the short range, but such
results can only be a first and grorss approximation
to what the long range holds. ThI mechanical eye
or hand, the computer that voices the words

forrppresenting concepts, relationships among
concepts, models for automata, and instructions
for processing devices.
Natural language
proved tractable with
difficulty. Structure orhas
syntax has been amenable
to modeling, but the number of grammatically
correct sentences that can be meaningless is for
practical purposes, indefinite. Major emphasis is
now on semantics, to elicit rules for recognizing
meaning and generating meaningful sentences. Resear•h on natural language was originally spon.

"-Bravo!-"or "Come age.in ?-, the tracker that finds
a target embedded in noise go part of the wky.

-IVS

Mechanical devices with more and higher level
features of human intelligence and adaption could
teach and train man. Machines might not only
help accelerate learning, but could also be used to
stimulate and enhance man's inventiveness and
creativity if more were known about his memory
and thought processes. The equations by which
mane discriminates, makes decisions, integrates disjoint bits into a whole greater than the sum of its
parts can be successively approximated. It would
be shortlsightedness, however, to consider fi..,t
approximations as more than precisely that.
Engineers, mathematicians, and perhaps administrators, tend to get carried away with the potential prospects of the intelligent machine. It is
error to ignore data bases. The neurophysiologist
knows something about the nervous system, but he
has a lot more to discover. The psychiatrist and
psychologist know something about behavior, but
only a little something. The molecular biologist

sored (not by AFOSR) to develop procedures for
rnachine translation. Machine production of trans-

lations, indexes, and abstrazts, and other machine
manipulations of natural language text are requirements if achievable, because man's capacity
to assimilate bits of information is limited. As
document volume increases, automatic methods
that intelligently select the significant bits appear
mandatory for efficient handling of information,
SResults are slow in coming because the data is
large, large-scale projects are expensive, and perhaps creative ideas are few.
Work on synthetic or artificial languages can
be roughly subdivided into work on machine and
programing languages and work on languages for
representing concepts and procedures simulating
intelligent processes. The directorate program has
*
not included much programing language research,
An area of directorate interest is in translators and
compilers which make machines accessible to nonprogramer scientist and manager users.
Language for game playing and theorem'proving suggest approaches to the representation and
association of concepts that may be approximations to characterizing thought processes. Considerable progress has been made, some under
AFOSR sponsorship, on languages for problemsolving procedures. Enough may now be known
about some languages for automata to permit generalizations on useful procedures that can be accomplished on computers.
Theoretical FPundations of Infomation Sciences

*

i

Most of the studies in this task concern developments in symbolic logic. We were not thinking of
the new mathematics called for by von Neumann
to describe intelligent activities when we estab
lished the task. Our sponsored projects in multi-

valued logics increasingly suggest this U A,possible
route. Since the McCulloch-Pitts logical calculus
of 1943, procedures have been sought for expresbig such "ideas immanent in nervous activity" as
learning and recognition and the ability of automata to function reiably under duress, with unreliable component%, and with incomplete information. Space flight and hostile environments now
impose requirements on logical elements of adaption and self-repair.
Automata theory is another route for building
intelligent systems. The use of algebraic methods
to describe the language and behavior of automata
may lead to machines that are both fundamental
sad behavioristically simple. Combinatorial algebras may give useful models for information retrieval systems. Techniques for simplifying proof
procedures offer possibilities of eliminating exhaustive enumerations that are time consuming
and can exceed machine capacities. Questions concoming algorithmic unsolvability and other problems in recursive function theory (the theory of
computibility) are amplifying notions of constructibility, decidability, consistency, and completeness.
The logic models supply formal approaches that
can be applied to problems in the structuring and
processing of information and language. The precise descriptions of automata are models of realizable networks and define bounds on their performance. Automata are beginning to be assessed for
the solution of natural language problems. However, it is expected that applications to information problems will await further examination of
such questions as complexity, equivalence, and the
behavior of automata with and without restrictions on time and space.
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Relating the Accomplishments

of AFOSR to the Needs
of the Air Force
Dr. Wn.LL-x J. Pnic, Executive Director
-uaaAxt G. A8HLzy. Physical Sciences Administrator,OAR

W

Joserx P. MAirno, Assitant Exeeutive
Directorfor Research Communicatio-t

MA..

Recently AFOSR conducted a survey designed
to trace the utilization of scientific research coming
from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
program. The results of this survey are of broad
interest in that they help develop a model of
interaction betw,-en science and technology, a matter of great importance in the transfer of technical
information. Equally significant, these results help
underline the key role wl-ich a science-oriented
activity can play in -!nport of a technologydependent, miision-orieaý ,d parent organization
(Q..2) and at the same ,i;ie they provide further
insight to AFOSR and 3t her managers seeking to
optimize the effectivenes6 of this type of research
program.
General Accomplishments of AFOSI
It is generally recognized that trbc ;k FOSR progr'ni h9s been succesuful over the Nvrt in helping
provide the broad scientific base, as wIvel as the
scientific and teehinical manpower, ,!'cded by the
Air Force. For example, we have always had a
high degree of payoff on our research investment
measured in terms of the quality and quantity of
the research results coming from the AFOSR suppolrt. A bibliography of these results, including abstracts of the articles and reports, is published by
AFOSR (3). A close examination of these publications shows that this AFOSR accomplishment
alone demonstrates very good value received for
the money expended.
The scientific importance of the work which
AFOSR has supported can be established in vari-
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of AFOSRnumber
as by noting
ous ways such
supported
researchers
whothe
have
been ýý.mong the
leaders in the continually emerging important
fields of science. The quality of the work. as well
as the AFOSR role as an alternate source of funds
for creative scientific programs, can also be appreciated by some statistic on our own prposal
activity. We support only those proposals which
pas, vigorous screening for scientific importanr,
competence of the investigators, and potential importance to defense. We receive many thousands
of informal proposals each year, Currently each
year about 2,500 of this much larg-.r group of informal proposals become formal proposals and
only less ihan 500 are finally supported.
AFOSR is also playing a significant role in
technical education. At any given time our research program is providing at least partilsi support for the doctoral research of more than 1,000
graduate students. The overall importance of this
support is quite substantial but hard to measure;
however, it can be appreciated hy recognizing that
these students are among the top strata of the Nation's graduate students and they are receiving
their education in areas particularly relevent to
the DOD. This can be illustrated by the following
example. A recent short course on the "Status of
Modem Control Systems Theory" at UCLA
utilized a total of 10 guest lecturers who presented
specific topics to the class. Of these 10, four had
received their Ph. D. degrees as a result of AFOSR
support, one had received direct support from
AFOSR, and an additional three had received both
Ph. D. and postdoctoral support from AFOSR
grants. The two remaining had received support
from other Air Force agencies. Much of the material presented by these lecturers was hased an the
results they had obtained under AFOSR sponmsrship (4).
Thus the impact of the AFOSR research support on scientific research and education is generally recognized. However, it is realized too
seldom that the Air Force is benefited directly by
this admittedly science-oriented activity, both because the talents of very capable scientist-ý are
brought to bear on scientific fields holding panrticular promise to the Air Force, and what is perhaps just as important, the Air Force support of

W

scientists provides theme persins chanuels by which
they can contribute more dimeitly to the defense of
the country through consulting and similar
activitieL
Me.. Died 3
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AFOSR has played a primary role in colonizing
many scientic fields that are very important to
the Air Force. Some of these fields are:
Turbulent boundary layer research.
Blunt body hypersonic flow,
Hypersonic laboratory simulation.
Plasma dynamics.
Shock-tube techniques.

Quasi-optice.
Collisional phenomena in ionized gas
Quantum electrodynamies.
Statistical mechanical studies of microscopic

nmterialo.

Materials studies by application of EPR,
NMtri and Mobfttuer effect.
Precipitation Hardening.
High-temperature X-ray techniques
Structure of polymers.
High-temperature chemistry.
High-pressure chemistry.
Chemistry of the upper atmosphere.
[adder-type polymers.

Combustion research on high-energy fuels and
oxidants.
Combustion instability.
Supersonic combustion.
Structural materials for high temperature and
other reactive environments.
Mass transfer cooling.
i

Magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion.

Electric propulsion.
Interactions of ultra~sonic waves in metals.
HIgh-temractio
fultrearncrwaesr iProbability
rHigh-temperature arm roearwh
Rarefied gas flow,
Fluid physics.
Cosmic ray physics.
Seismology.
Masers and lasers.
Crystal growth.
Compound semiconductors.
Superconductivity.
High magnetic field research.
Very low temperature physics.
Cryogenic pumping.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Millimeter and submillimeter spectroecopy.
Ultrasoft X-ray spectroscopy.
Microwave spectroscopy.
Field ion emission microscopy.

2.

Chemical kinetics.
Energy transfer phenomena in molecules.
Rapid scan infrared spectroscopy.
Chemistry of photographic processes.
Structure of liquids.
Orbital and celestial mechanics.
Nonlinear dynamical systems.
Nonlinear partial differential equations.
Automata theory.
theory and mathematical statistics.
Optimum control theory.
Sampled-data control systems.
Statistical filtering theory.
Theory and application of digital filtering.
Nonlinear circuit theory.
Computer design of electric networks.
Pattern recognition.
Statistical approach to information theory.
Man-machine interfaces.
Information retrieval.
Error correcting cotes in information theory.
Cybernetics and information theory.
C4omputer languages.
Biological lens studies including compound
eyes.
Research in instructional technology.
Simulations of international relations.

f

Role of RNA in memory.

significant contributions in instrumentation

visual perception.
Prisoner of war strew research.

and techniques for studying and mar'yzing
seismic sources, for discriminating between

Biological rhythm.
Gas chromotography for identification of
bateria.
Nervous and sensory physiology.
Performances of organizations under stress.

"elsewhere (4•4-)

Since these acpomplishments are documented
and axe not the primary con-

natural events such as earthquakes, and nuclear explosions, and for pointing the way
toward earthquaka prediction (9).
High magnetic field research at the
AFOSR-sponsorai National Magnet Laboratory at the Maichusett Institute of Technology. Research at NML is stimulating an
entire new branch of science. Started in 1960,

ibideration in this paper, they will not be reviewed
here. Illustrations of these activities include:
to which
Probability and statistics,

this laboratory is rapidly adding to the mi"portant understanding of the striture solidsi
in several hitherto unreachable aspet, is

AFOSR prog7.um5 have made outstanding

stimulating research with high magnetic fields

contributions, not only to better understanding of these fields, but also to such Air Force
interets as communication theory, decision
theory, war gaming, reliability theory, and
meteorological forecasting (4,5).
Improved education and training methods
research. An XFOSR-sponsored conference
in 1958, and publication of the proceedings
(6), provided the impetus for subsequent
rapid progress in the field. Them and other
AFOSR activities have had very significant
impact on teaching machines development
and on military education and training techniques in general.
Fat chemical reaction research. Important
_nZreM.es in understanding, including the
development of a greatly improved rapid scan
slaectrometer for the infrared region, have
not only opened up important new areas for
fuller knowledge of many fast-chemical reactions but have also led to the exciting
development of chemical lasers (7) and new
space flight instrumentation,
Visual pereption by moving obsuervers.
Studies stimulated by AFOSR have led to
important productive research activities in a
previously neglected area. Through study of
perceptual fumttions in dynamic situations,
including rduced or distorted perceptual
cues, important human capabilities and limitations can be identified (8).

throughout the world, and is already making
several important direct applied contributions
to the defense effort and to technology in
general (l0).
Combustion research, which has been continually supported by AFOSR, has had broad
impact on such important areas as fuels and
oxidants for high-energy missile propulsion,
and combustion stability in operating rocket
engines (11,1i).
Hypersonic research, including hypersonic
facilities studies, is a broad based program in
which AFOSR has played a key role. Of
course, its overall impact on Air Force operational systems is widely recognized (13).
Low-temperature physics reearch which,
made possible by fundamental understanding
of the nature of absolute zero, and further
stimulated by the goal of designing an experiment to check Einstein's Theory of General
Relativity, has established both through
theory and experiment the principles required
to make improved gyros and magnetometers
(1).
Information handling and retrieval studies
including man-machine interface preblems
Nvere pioneered by A1rOSR. This field of research, which is growing rapidly both in
importance and breadth of support, his
already led to the computerized management
control data systems in use by various Department of Defense agencies and currently being

Seismology research. Technically managed
by AFOR and funded by ARPA, this program has colonized research in this area of
vital imporlance to solid earth geophysics.
,rovided many unique and
Ttis research I

adopted by other governmental and nongovenimental organizations (15).
The large AFOSR activity in providing comrmunication between the scientific community and
the Air Force using agencies--through symposia

specifically designed to bring new science to users
thrnnu h oral and written state-of-the-art reviews,
by AFOSR.spowiored consultants traveling to
Air Force installations, and by other related
AFt)OSR programs (14,16, 1, 93)-is also making
imposmrt identifiable contributions. We know also
that many scientists supported by AFOSR are
performing consultation for DOD in-house and
industrial activities under non-AFOSR auspices.
It is Ywey significant that AFOSR support helps
these persons achieve and maintain their expertise
while they are continually helping the DOD in a
imyriad of direct ways. For example, Project
Jason, a long-standing group which has continually made in-depth studies for the DOD, has
always included several AFOSR-sponsored scientists. In fact, Dr. MI. L. Goldberger, Project
Jason's chairmin of long standing, is supported
by AFOSR in theoretical high-energy physics.
Finally, we have always believed that there are
many other instances where the research results
coming from our program have directly benefited
the military forces, in terms of specific applications. Although many of these uses were known
to us, and some have been documented elsewhere
mg(e-), we also believe that there was a large
amount of specific utilization of our resarch
about which we had little or no information,
Since the dissemination of the results from the
research program can take place in many ways
spaced over a long span of time-through reports
of journal articles, through prewenta~ions at
scientific meetings, and particularly through any
one of numerous less formal channeU- -the research results receive wide distribution, and may
be used by someone totally unknown to tho research scientist. The diversity in the methods of
flow of infornation is at the same time a source of
great strength in the research program Pnd the
primary reason for the existence of the problem
in tracing the specific utilization of research. Even
in cases where the user has to make some vatact
with the author, there is often still little feedback.
For instance, an AFOSR contractor, Dr. D. A.
Calahan, then at the rniversity of Kentucky, devised a computer program for designing electrical
networks. The user could specify the desired network characteristics, and the computer wouie then
design the network, including component sizes and
places in the network. lie sent card decks cantaining the computer program to nearly a hundred

'a

people who requested them. Even though Dr.
Calshan received feedback from a number of
rtreipients it was still not possible to point to
specific weapon systems which benefited directly
from it, even though it actunily was a major step
forward in design technique.
Furthermore, even in cases where the research
scientist does learn of an application for his research, he tuay not always inform the sponsoring
agency. The application typically does not come
until several years after the completion of the
research. The research scientist may now be receiving support from a different agency. He may not
even realize that his sponsors want to learn of
applications of his work. So the small number of
cases where the scientists learn of applications of
their work is further reduced in relaying word
of these applications to his sponsoring agency.
the Curnt Study o Specid Apl~kodons
In order to obtain wrore objective data, AFOSR
recently embarked un a number of projects to
obtain informaton about how basic research results
hnology, and how this proce
di
t
e
em might be improved. In one of them projects
we attempted to reduce the number of failures to
report known applications, by directly asking our
researchers if they knew of applications of their
research.
A brief one-page questionnaire was sent to a
small sample of scientists who had been associated
with AFOSR in the past. The intent was to collect
a body of examples of applications, which would
then be useful in drawing conclusions about what
kind of research results get use, what they get
used for, and the channels through which they
get used. The analysis of the questionnaires is not
complete (a partial analysis and compilation has
been made (f4) ), but some interesting information
has emerged from the study. In particular, we ohtained over 100 grood examples of applications of
research which AFOSR has sponsored.
We found that the utilization came about in a
wide variety of ways. These were broadly categorized Ps "weapon systems", "instrumentation",
"
design .echniques", "manufacturing methods",
and the remainder which we-re simply grouped as
"other". Some of the examples are given below,
as well as some additional information obtained
from the questionnaires.

Three examples of weapo.-n system applications
will hie vited, two involving a missile application
and~ orie alt aircraift appl~licatiton.
One missile application wats conceerned wit~h reentr~y vehicle design. One oif 1114. designt ptviblems
of reentry vehicles is to assure (lhat they are unistable inl all but the noyse-first attitude. If a reentrv
were Lapable of stable flight in stnic o~ther att it ine,
and reentered in that attitude, the heat shield.
which is thickest onl the nowe, would ofler insuificient. protection aind the vehicle would burn up.
One of the early niodel reentry vehicles for ballistic missiles was designed to be unstable in all but
the nose-first attitude, in atmnosphere of normal
density. However, it was found that the vehicle was
stable flying tail-first in rarefied gases. The comnl~n designing thle vehicle found that for some
ykairs AF()SR fintd the Office of Naval Researeh
had s;ponsored research in rarefied Maaerodlynamivs at thfe University of Cal ifornia at Berkeley and
other p~laces and that thi results of this research
were directly applicable to their problem. The
comtpan~y was ab~le to mnake it,* of the re-sults of this
research to redesign the reentry vehicle so that it
was no longer stable in fihe tail-first attitude. even
in rarefied gas flow.
Th~e aircraft aopplication inv-olves so-called favornlble interference. D~r. Antonio F~erri, AFOSRt
contractor at Pob.-techinic lIntitvte of B~rooklyn.
has dleveloJped a theory known as -thrre dimensional interference effeqcts'% whieh shows that by
prooptrly jIosit iimiin~g proulnher-ann'es on an aircraft,
or even crest ing lprotltilerllitces where necessary,
tho iiirtloi (list trbkances from one ran be caused
to interferp with the airflow disturboance of the'
efeits hat oul othrwie
othe. utvneelng
woud oherise
cncein~
othe.outeffctstha
aicrat jrfortane. Tis oil
heo(ele~riots
rept wvas applied by (Thniunian Aircraft Co. to
design the air inlet .for tlte F11F-lF aircriaft. re
* sulting it a voniderabettle increase in the laitier
available front the jet enigines. Dr. Fierri wast a
consultant ito Grinntnatn duringa the dtesign of this
air-raft.
Finally, we find that Kaltinans linear filter
tlteorv. developed utnder %F(151 suppo~rt itt 1959
utiden't. a ,'ottract (ittitledl "TIne Studyl of Nottlinear
Mechanlic-S", is finding bro101d applivation in the
tand navigation sysientis '-urretttly being
4l0iS ri
* emtployed for USAF aitd NAMA spacev launchesA.
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A sizeable share of the applications turned out
to) be in the field of instrumtentat ion. Iin wone camse
AFOSR was supporting the work in order to obtain the new test instrumenift. In other cases, an
instunaztentat ion techinique w4as dekehopetl by a research scientist who was looking for something
else, but who reitlized file significance of what he
had discovered.
A striking example of research directed toward
a new instninient is the wave superhester hypersonic wind tunnel, at Cornell Aeronautical Laborntorv, AFOSR researech at Cornell University,V
Cornell Aeronautical lAboratory and other places,
dlesigned to providlc fundarmental understanding
of hypersonic flowv and of methods for producing
htboraýtory simnulationt, evolved this concept of this
tIxe of winid tunnel. IFOSR.,-upporttd CAL for
tile design and fabrication of a pilot model wave
superheater. intesided to demonstrate' thle feasibiliti- of obt ainnga ('(lntimuons; stream of high-tentpcrnturt. air. With the sucevssful demonstration
of thle pilot nmodel, the presently used full-scale
wave superheater was designed and b~uilt, with
initial suppo~rt fronm AFOSR, and later support
fromt other agencies. This device has proved to be
of tremendous importance in design of reentry
i-ehicle.;, since it pirovidles anl opportunity to test;
full-sized reentry vehicles, at reentry speeds and
templeratures. at Much~ lower cost that; for a missile
Ijight, and with intucli motre' de-tailed tinensirettettts
taken of hlint shtield, behavior. The tunnel has aIready been used for several fulfl-scýale tests oif developmenetal reentry vehicles.,
AFOtSR supiportedl two) porgranis of phenomena-orietited rescatrch in the infrared properties(f motlecuiles ait high temperatutres with rea."onable
expectationt that utfilization mtight Ile achlieved if
the researcht wvre successful. This research, aceouianrSaivRsac
h
pihdpiaiya
itne ofnein-tvR~w
iedlatoipbat
rato arvdid,
plishel
panNA .Oeofhe
tre tboh10
grains was for research inl thle tea' of -band niodel~s
to repre'sent the transmittfance of infrared bands
(of molecules at high tenmperature&. Front it evolved
cpctecitniques which were quickly apspc
pliedl to the4 prolblenl ofi determinling thle conietitratiot iof water vapoir it t asupersonic ntozzle and the
determninatiion of CN): coitcentrat ions in shockhteated gases.- 'The othler researc pnrairrain w-as to
detertmine the tettllwratuttr di-dribtution in a hot.

&as from measuruments of the infrared spectrum
of the gas. Results from this program led to a
method for calculating spectral transmittance in
an applied research program for NASA. This applied research program combined the results of
the two basic research efforts and produced a
method for predicting the radiant heating of the
base of ihe Saturn rocket. Further, the results of
this basic reserch have been applied to calculation of the radiance from a missile plume.
An example of instrumentation which arose
fromt research originally aimed at other purposm
involves the use of superconductivity in metallurgical analyses. AFOSE has continuously supported
a major fraction of U.S. research in superconductivity, together with the Army Research Office
and the AEC, which supportcd work on superconducting magnets. The intent of this research
program. at a number of universities, was to gain
morm understanding of the phenomenon of superconductivity. Among other things, it was learned
that the presence of minute traces of impurities,
imperfections, and lack of homogeniety in metal
samples can alter the superconducting behavior of
metals to a measurable degree. This fact has been
put to use by at least one aircraft manufacturer
as a nondestructive testing technique for the analysis of new titanium alloys for aircraft structures.
Another example of an unexpected application
came from Butler's search for understanding of
the alternating intra-inter molecular chain prop.
agation mechaiiism for the formation of linear
polymers from nonconjugnted diene monomers.
This theory led to the concept and synthesis of
ladder polymer,. A polymer derived from this
process hats shown excelent potential as a floeculating agent with tin capability of converting
surface water to ptotable water, and the Army
is using this material in it portable unit for water
purification which is awaiting adoption by the
Army Medical (Corps.
Still another example is that of the blood-glucose measurivng instrument, Dr. H. V. Malumsadt,
of the U niversity of Illinoi.N applied for AFOSR
sUlpomrt for reearch in the field of spectrophiotometric titration procedure& In these procedures,
the concentration of some chenmical in it solution
is determined by adding another chemnical which
will neutralize or otherwise react with 0.-", hemical ito be mesirel. The neutralizing rhemical is

added slowly and continuously until just enough
has been added t4) comnpletely remove from the
go

solution the chemical to be measured. The endpoint of this process ibsignaled by a change in the
color of the solution. Since the amount of neutralizing chemical which has bieen adde to the
solution is known, it is then possible to calculate
the amount of the chemical to be measured which
war originally present. The drawbacks to this procPss are that it is time consuming. and the exact
time of color change (endpoint) is often a matter
of judgment, since the solution may be only faintly
colored well before the endpoint Dr. Malmstadt
investigated the use, of photoelectric devices for
determiining the endpoint, and succeeded in devising techniques which allowed determination of
the amount of certain metals present in a solution, with much more precision than had been possible before, lie then turned his attention to other
materials, including glucose in blood. He found
fltat a modification of the procedure already used
on metals could be used for determination of blood
glucose. and that the entire process could be automated using a combination of commercially
available instruments. The process he devised is
much more rapid than those previously used, it
used a less expensive chemical for addition to the
glucose solution, and its precision is considerably
higher. The method has been adopted in a number of hospitals and clinical laboratories.
Design Techniques
Another important category of applications was
that of design techniques. These covered a wide
range of subjectN, from differential correction of
orbits to design of solid propellant rocket engines.
It the case of correction of orbits, S. Hlerrick of
U'CLA. with AFOSR support, has developed
theories of differential correction of orbits. His
theories were applied by Aeronutronic to the design orbit of the Mercury capsule. ln this case, the
application of the research result arose from the
fact that Dr. Herrick was a consultant to AeronuIronic Division of Phil,-o.
P1.1). Me"orma,,k, of the University of Dublin,
under AFOSR sponsorship, was doing research
on the effects of vibration on stability of ýQmbustioni ill the engine, lie presented his results. at an
A.FOSR-.sIltosored symponilxiunt which was attended by specialists in the field of combustion
dynamic.s. Personnel from Rocketdyne, who were

concerned with design of a medium-sized rocket
engine for NASA, were present at tIhe meeting.
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Thiey revogntized that Mc~ormack's results provide'd it solutijon to a p~robIlemI of combilustionl instabilit% which had arise during tests of the
N.%SA eniginec. They apl-lied his results succes'sfully. and elintinated theisaiiv
Aýnother ex::mplht involves t~he design of a restartaihle solidl propellant rocket. Under the
direction of D~rs. N. W. Ryian and A. D. Baer, at
the Univers-ity of lUtr~h, a concept had been originated regarding the relation between ignition

sponsored research on the effect of stirring during
freezing on the purification of materials.
Two fui-ther examples show where phenomenaoriented research at the University of Illinois resulted in improved manufacturing methodl for
-emniconductor (levit'es. Smudie% of diffusion in
heavily doped silicon and germanium provided
valuable data for the fabrication of devices, particularly integrnted circuits, by the diffusion method.
Similarly, basic studies of semnic~niductor surfaces.

teniperat~re and initial temperature of a solid
prop~ellanit. S'ome I line a fler publication of their
reit, hvattended a symlposiumn and heard a
paper presei-ited by an industrial group which
related that their coiu-ept had been applied sucVe~sfully. The concept had made possible a significant redir'tion in the number of low-temperature
test firings, requiredl during development of a restairtmihle engine.

have been of importance to those concerned with
the reliability of semiconductor devices.

ManuactuingMethds
ManuactuingMethds
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The mtanufacturing inetlimis which had resulted
from time application of AFOSR research ranged
from niethods for producing a few ounces of lowdlefect materials to methods for prodioling tonnagL' quantities of high-purity nI.Iterials.
'rwo examiples of small-scale mniiufaicturing
methods both involve solid state electronics.
AFOSR-'upported researchi at Westinghouse onl
dendritic grow-th of seiiiicoidiictors, resulted hin ai
detailed understanding of the nature of the J-ndritic growth mechanisin and led to methods for
pi-oihiiing high-quality gernmaniunm and silicon
rib-i~on,i fori mitsiii I rimsisitom-s, Similarilv. AFOSRsponsf~(redh ie-,rchi at Staniford I nivei.sit3- has led
to nmcanu for jit luctimn of large, relatively defect
free, sapphire cr~ystals which are in great diemand,
for use a., subst rates for integrated circuits.
Two otheir examuplesý iiivolve large.-quantity pr~o(Ilctiil if iaei-alsforappictios rquiing
diugh (li
aegre
o pu
fl oity.
caFS-sonso
red reng n
itg e atgreei
poumi iersity.
on chemicalo
rea-

j

serhaoumi

*
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-estyolceia

t 1(111 iii le ta il thanme of at high jut ensity, arc
has led directly to a process for producing 'ura niuns monocarbide, a p~rocess which is superior to
those previously used, and which has bee-n used
in-oinmmer'Ciall-, producing ITC in niany-ion lots for
use in nuclear reactors. Another example is a process for producing tonnage quantities of highpurity alumuniuini, which grew out of AFOSH-

Other Applications
After the ex~amples were grouped into the categories, described abhove, we were left with at collect ion of di1spa rate examples which could not be categorized easily. One of these will be cited here
because wve feel it has considerable significance.
rs. Tiffany and Kikuchi were working at the
niversity of Michigan in 1955, under a jointservice funded Project -Michigan, which was inv-cstigating infrared equipment. They wanted to
investigate a phenomenon called electron spin i-esonance in certain solid materials. Because of the
pressure on Project Nliehigan to produce hardware, it was difficult for thew. to get support. for
this investigation, as it wvas considered too "basic".
They applied for and received AFOSR suipport to
coinlme their investigai ions. In the course of their
research they studied various crystals including
thie ruby. Almiost incidently, thiey- observed thatthe~ r-ihv had properties which would miake it usefill in ininiwruive ampnllificat ion. They grasped thie
significance. of t heir- observations, and made the
tc.itsavailable to other,) who developed the ruby
as thle basis for thle first priet ical sol id state maser.
In addition to the direct applicat ion of research
results to weapon systems. or to means for desigu11g, testing or mianufac-turling weapon systerns.
any other hemiefits of mtservice-sponsored basic
resei --it prograni were illutrated by this sum--ey-.
(ec
Coim,tiltat
14)11 with aerosplace inaiafm
urefWtiiVI
is an
iniportant example wvhichm demtonst rates how
AFOSR-sponsoJ researN-h is t i n-nitted directly
to iisers. While sonme certainly would have been
involved in these activities ev~n without AFOSR
suppolxrt, soinein ade the lmsitive statement that it
was IN)SR support that mamde themi Interested
enough in Air Force prohdenis to he willing to engageq in these ac-tivities.
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Summary of Findings
The examples cited above illustrate some of the
fhiidngs of our tinestigation of applications of
AFOSR-supported research. Analysis of the finding., is not compnjlete. and additional efforts are beirng made to gcM more examples. ]lowever, based
on the information we do have, we have already
reached soie conclusions.
First of all, it is abundanay clear that much of
research we have sip
the phenomena-orienie
ported has had a significant impact oiliii(iy
technology. Our success iU- finding utilization
through this r'urvey shows us that a large aniount
(of such information could be accumulated.
Second, we find that research is often applied
quite rapidly. Although much of the utilizotiu,
wtfich we discovered in this surýey came ffron, restilts produced in the first 10 years of our 15-year
hiitory, we are already seeing important utilization of the la:t 5 years of research results. (learly.
one does not have to wait until research results are
condensed into the Wooks to be. taught to tb,.- next
generation of engineers before it is utilized.
Third, since the interactions bridging scientific
research activities with technological utilization
occur in many diverse and important ways, any
Ss:pvlfic study of the R&) mnanagenient process
very immust recognize the possibility of missing
portant facets of this interaction. On the one hand,
examples are found where phenomena--oriented research provided the key idea fromi which application proceeded. On the other hand, we lind mnany
m.,re cases of utilization where highly essential
undr-tandiiig and other support wits provided
technology activities in a large variety of wa-s
which usually are not even mentioned when tie
crigin of application is being discussed.
Fourth, the phenomena-oriented research leading to die applications which we are finding was
not generally started to support the specific prllpism for which it was tilt imately used. Rather, it
was initiated by the A F)SP.lproject muanager who
selected it because it slupplXortCd the overall prograntm for which lie was reslisible ant!, as smuch,
mnet appropriate standards of Air Force relevance
and scientific promnise. As new knowledge ind
understanding grew, related technology progreased along with it. In other words, we tire finding a large amount of utilization of rsc-aich of the
type which is typically llerfortmet in universities,
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under the sponsorship of capable agency program managers.
'Fifth,we found that one of the important roles
byorganizations likeAFOSl is to supper-formiedI~(rii~toisiekO~its
i
sear
he
port phienomiena-oriented reerhin lahoratoneps
(such as indastrial laboratories) whichl are sometimes reluctant to conduct research not dire.tly
rhtttl to their technical prograi. Tis sUpport
permits investigators in such labo-'tories to pero.,
ouaie plienonieforn a thorough investigation
luion O approach instead of stopping when they
ha-e enough infornation to meet the specifications
on the dtevelopieient program which brought it
problem to light. The additional information thus
afiied often turns out to be very useful in solving
or sidestepiig a more complex form of the same
problem in a later development progran.
Sixth, (our findings conirmn tle widely accepted
belief that carefully desiud special purpos sympcsia ind sientific meetings, and other means of
csmmunicating wsitich proilvide opportuitieas for
personal contact, are very important channels for
transsmin;sion of research results from researcher to
user, and equally important for transmission of
needs front the user to the researcher, thus assuring
their dynamic and positive interaction to forestall
the usual time hipse of years as when reli',nee is
eft solely to publicatio.
Conclusions
We are quite pleased with the results which
*'ir. They have conhave come out of this study
tirineti our e:'rlier confid-, & thiat the research
which AF()S•S
has slponsored has been of grvat
bentlit to tihe Air Fob'e, "andit) the other military
ser :ices.
The contribution to our knowledge of the way in
which pheoninena-oriented science and technology
interaict Is Ja-ticuilarly signitiant in tlit it brings
the interface role served hrv AFOSR into clearer
fetus both from tile standpoint of its importance
and its finmciion. lbis in eist nding is vital in
choice of researti' areas for coloiiization andt in the
conduct of activities designed to provide effective
inleraction btwIN;een phenonienut-oriented scienee
and te,.hiology. Fturther siAtdy of those successful
techniques for selecting research in the past is providing additional insight into ways of furtlher
optniizinig the resarch management procedures
used in the future.
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Mathematical Sciences
Automata Theory
Lr. COL. BARN rr

R. Aoi.;s

The development of the digital computer heraided a new era in science and technology and has
had an impact on all phases of modern existence.
It is used as a tool for computation and as an integral part of systems development ranging from
automobile production to guidance of space vehies. Yet there are sev'ere limitations on a comnputer's capabilities. Although there have been
many technological advances, such as the design
of sIn

ofsmaller components and better memory tech-

niques, the fundamentals have not changed in the
past 25 years due to a lack of the related mathematical formulism we call automata theory. However, results of the AFOSR-supported program
in automata theory promises to lead to a wide
range of new theoretical advances in computer
technology.
Automata theory began in 1939 with the classiciil work of Shannon on switching circuits. The
theory of sequential machines, where time plays an
essential role, was established in the McCulloch
and Pitts paper of 1943. Thereafter, theory developed slowly because
no mathematical formalism
was available.
Almost concurrently with the theory, digital
computers were developed. These are finite state
sequential machines. The approach to the construction of computer hardware was the intuitive one.
The engineer, confronted with the problem of
realization of any particular sequential circuitry,
and knowing how many registers, words of memory. etc.. were required in the past to construct
similar devices, used his experience and ingenuity
to connect the chosen components in the most advantageous manner. Frequently, after the machine
was in operation, a considerable redundancy was
discovered. WVhole blocks of components could be
eliminated without in any way impairing the desired operation. Even thoough there were a number of techniques for dealing with nonsequential
circuit design, it was an art to which long experi-

ence in practical problems was the sole initiation.
The situation was similar to that existing in classical mechanics before the introduction of the Hamilton-Lagrange methods. Obviously, what was required in sequential machine design was a canonical representation furnishing a technique by which
a complete set of irredundant equations characterizing the desired system could be obtained
almost mechanically. In addition to the immediate
design application, such schemes could constitute
a general structure theory of sequential machines,
leading to a really profound understanding of
finite state sequential systems in general.
1962, the first basis of an algebraic theory of

finite sequential machines appeared. It established

te the needed
needed mathics
t theory
theoryhof
of
that
mathematicsa wass the
finite semigroups, and the one new idea, that of a
relative measure of the computing power of finite
machines, was introduced. This was a key to the
decomposition of finite machines into a natural set
of irreducible component machines.
The algebraic theory of machines came to the
attention of AFOSR even before publication. An
evaluation of the theory indicated that it was based
on sound mathematics, and had the potential to
develop the needed mathematical formalism. Two
goals
were envisioned: First, to furish an autogosweeniind:Frtofnshnaumatic, programable technique for minimal physical realization of finite-state machines: and second
to pro-ide fundamental understanding of the
essential notion of finite state systems in general.
A wide range of applications was anticipated. Machines could be designed automatically by computers without human intervention. Special purpose computers, such as those required for onboard
space vehicle systems, could be realized with minimum weight and cost. Many systems with finite
state representations, e.g., long chain molecules
and biological systems, could be studied carefully.
At the very least, the research would yield more
efficient programing methods which should save
more than the cost of the investigation. Based on
these factors, a research program in automata
theory was initiated.
The algebraic theory of machines is a complete
structural study using algebraic methods, in par-
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ticular, those of the theory of groups. This allows.
for the first time, the application of the enormous
fund of sophisticated results of classical and meodern algebraists to computer engineering. The most
elementary use of the theory is to construct, given
the input-output relation desired, the minimal
finite state machine realizing this relation,
To understand the ideas, we need a few definitions. Machine A is sa;d to divide machine B if
and only if any calculation A can do van 1w dmtv
by B, possibly aided by memoryless input-out put
codes. A semigroup is a set of elements closed

tion (k-tuple) of elements such that two different
configurations correspond to two different states.
On2e this assignment is made, the diode logic of
the hardware is uniquely determined by the sequential machine Y. In general, the next state of
each binary element is dependent upon both the
present input and the last state of all the binary
elements. In thiis arbitrarily bad state, we may
measure the complexity of the diode logic by saying that there are k! dependencies. In general, de.
4k'
pendencies of the order of 4k are onsidered ex-

under an associative operation. Semigroup A

cellent, using the foregoing techniques.

divides semigroup B if and only if A is a homo-

However, using the algebraic theory of ma-

morphic subimage of B. i.e.. intuitively, if and only
if A is algebraicly simpler than B.
The initial observation is that machine A divides

chines. J! is decomposed into a series-parallel network of prime machines, where the product of the

machine B if and only if A's semigroup divides
B's semigroup. Here we have an engineering prperty which is difficult to establish equivalent to an
easily verified algebraic property.
A machine is called prime if, whenever it divides
a series-parallel (loop-free) network of other miachines, it divides one of them. That is, a machine is
prime if it can never profitably be loop-free constriicted out of weaker ones. In view of the stringency of the definition, it is not cleari that any
prime machines exist. A very long algebraic construction and proof shows that there is, in fact.
an infinite number of them and gives a complete
characterization of the prinmes, It is well knowin
that any integer can be represented as a product
of the primes that divide it. For example. theninoher 20 is divisible i.,nly by two primes, 2 and 5
and can be expressed as 23 and 52. It is amazing
that a corresponding fact is true forthe much more
complicated set of computing machines. This construction immediately allows solution of the state
assignment problem for a wide category of eases.
Suppose an engineer wishes to realize in hardware a given N state sequential machine N (i.e.,
the abstract logical formulation of the circuit).
Assume that flip-flops, cores or any other binary
elements are the basic memory objects.
In the literature, this is the sole case treated. It
should be noted here that the approach via the
algebraic theory of machines leads to a method
equally applicable to n-ary elements for any n
greater than I.
The engineer proceeds to select an integer k such
that ill is equal to or greater than N. H, then assigns to each state of the machine N a confignra9'

number of states of the component machines is
equal to the number of states of the original ilia
chine J[. States are assigned to the component
machines arbitrarily. This operation. through the
connc..ting codes of the decomposition, autoniatitally induces a state assignment for MV.'Now, it is
clear that we can number the component machines
I to q, Fo that. in all, between the Ph machine and
the input to the network there are no more than i-1
intermediate ,-ichines. The logic of the 1st machine wilt depend only on the binary elements
which realize This m-achine, and the logic of the ijh
machine will deF.mnd only on its binary elements
and the i-I machines which precede it. Consequently. the number of dependencies isfthe order
k2
k= . (approximately.)
of 1+2-- "
Thus, in this application, the complexity of the
machine .11 is reduced in the ratio 8: 5.
In general, the theory of machines can be regarded as a theory of optimum coordination of
phase spaces, where phase space is the set. of states
of machines whose outputs are the same as the
current state. In fact, the precise notion of what
is meant by the term "physical theory" is Just a
transparent coordination of the phase apace over
which the theory operates. Problems in mechanics.
for example, ],ad directly to the correct choice of
generalized coordinates, aind the seven integrals
of motion are seen to correspond to the first machine and the machine deconplosition of phase
space. It is in the case of discrete phase. spaou
where the techniques of differential equations a'-e
not applicable that important breakthroughs are
anticipated using this algebraic theory.
A new method for generating Boolean func-

tions has been developed. A fixed simple ahelian
group machine M is used, and any Boolean function B can be realized by M with the aid of astorage sequence depending on At and] . This nroans
that one finite state machine can be used to realize
"all Boolean functions involved in a given operation with only a storage unit required for each
Boolean function. This could lead to significant
new techniques in the optimization of design 4S
computer components.
A system for determining semigroup isomorphsms (equivalences) has been programed to
Project MAC. The program required 20 seconds to
find an isomorphism of the cyclic group of order
12 with the direct product of the cyclic groups of
orders three and four. Decomposition of semigroup of order 64! has been achieved.
A study of the application of the theory to biology has been initiated. A state input model for
metabolic processes has beer. developed whereby a
semigroup can be found underlying a given multienzyme system. The theory proves that the semigroup of any enzyme system can be represented by
a system of simpler components. Information theorn indicates that the components which are biologically significant are those known as simple
non-Abelian groups (SNAG's), all others being
insufficiently adaptive to maintain vital functions
in the fluctuations of environment to which living
organisms are subject.
This program represents the first application of
nonlinear mathematical modes to biology. There
are considerable implications for medical research
inherent in the theory, in that it provides insight
into pathological processes.
Work has been started, using the techniques of
the theory of machines, to attempt to clarify the
theory of elementary particles.
The pioneering aspect of the algebraic theory of
hines, wcuits
mach
which to a large extent as sponsored by
AFOSR, will be concluded by bringing together a
inBoen
number e;f investigators, whose results in various;
aspects of automata theory and applications will
be discussed. The proceedings of this conference
will be published and form a cohesive reference
for future research.
There are three major aspects for the continuing
research: (1) Pure research to develop a complete
structure in the theory itself: (2) immediate applications to computer sciences, languages, and
related fields: and 43) use of the theory as a tool

frr better understanding of biological and physical systerms.
with the support of the algebraic
(oncurrenr1
(structt ce) theory 4f niIfties research, the applied mathematics division has funded other approaches to automata theory. These include the
reliability of sequential machines, the synthesis
of time varying sehqutential circuits, linear sequential circuits, error correcting codes and nonbintry
switching and logic.
There are two approaches to the effects of errors
in sequential machines. One is to assume that the
machine has somehow arrived at the wrong internal state and then the effect of these errors is considered. The second is to consider the effects of
errors on the inputs, In this model. one specifies
input words which may be in error by giving an
error relation on the class of input words. In the
investigation. Imth intemal errors (incorrect state
transitions) and external ervors (inputs which are
not received properly) were considered. One result
was obtained by the study of the class of automata
whidc correct a prescribed set of input errors. It
was found that there is an exchange between the
error correcting capabilities of a machine and the
time necessary for correction.
Another part of the program is to develop a
general theory through which any linear sequential circuit can be analyzed and synthesized. In
particular, the investigation is concerned with the
characterization and design of stable circuits,
where any error, input vanishes in a finite time,
and quasi-stable circuits, where input error produces a perpetual 'at constant response. These circuits, which are singular, have been largely ignoted in the past. but can be used to advantage in
error correcting and detecting systems. Techniques for constructing minimal forms of linear
modular sequential circuits and for singular cirhave been developed very recently.
An examination of the problem of minimization
of Bookean functiozs
proeg
ucin
through graph theoretical
methods is being pursued. It may be that this approa-h to inimal synthesis is preferble to existingalgorithms.
In most automata, the logic is two valued, based
on binary switching theory. There appears to be
considerable potential in multivalued logic for
automata, so the development of nonbinary switching theory is another area into which the program
in automata theory reaches. Ternary algebras have
ten dexVel,,Opd and synt!esis t-chniques for mini-
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mum srovt ternary switching circuits were derived

integral equations: and dynamical systems with

in the context of available technology. Efforts are
now underway to establish design techniques for
nanb;nary cellular airays as well as for nonbinary
nonlinear sequential circuits,
AFOSR has thus developed a broad based pro-

uncertainties
Optimum control problems have occupied the
attent io of researchers for several yea rs. Methods
used for their solution have included those based
on the -alculus of variations and on Pontryagin's

gramn on research in automata theory which en-

maximurz

compuses both the truct•ural and the programing
approaches. There are, necessarily, overlaps and
interchanges between these approaches and between antomata theory and other areas such as information theory and biology. These interchanges
are encouraged with the objective of advancing the
frontiers of all the involved sciences and their
eventual application to the needs of the Air Force

upon the work of Krein who established conditions
for the existence of linear functionals which trnnt,-rm given elements of a normed linear space into
given points on the real line, and which, in addition, have norms of value less than or equal to a
constant L. When the conditions are used to define
a minimum value for L. a minimization problem
is defined. The application of Krein's work to auto-

and the United States.

matic control optimization problems has been made
by several scientists.
The solution of optimum control problems requires that the desired result be a development
of design procedures for the ccntroller of a manu-

Control Theory
MAt. JoHN Joxt,

Jr.

mathematics under strenuous development by
AFOSR to help obtain solutions to problems
related to high-speed aircraft, aerospace vehicle
systems, and advanced space systems.
The starting point for these theoretical developrents were based upon the assumption of a mathematical model of the system to be controlled in
one form or another. Although the main objective
of nearly all control problems is maximization or
minimization of a certain specified perfonuar.ce
index, their complexity and the methods of
approach depend on the forms of the assumed
mathematical model, in particular, the form of
the
system equations and the associated contheints.
Moaitst ostraints.
Most of the recent researdh efforts in control
theobt have been devoted to problems involved
in obtaining solutions to adaptive and optimum

principle. Another approach is based

facturing facility which optimized that plant's
performance in some sense. The cost of control or
of deviation of the plant's state from the desired
state is expressed as a cost function and this cost
function is to be minimized. In addition, constraints on the operation of the plant are also
present. A group headed by Leondes at VCLA
is investigating such a functional analysis upprnach to control problems for linear plants. The
cost functions and constraints correspond mathematically to norms of linear functionals defined
on a normed linear function space. The output of
a linear system at a specific time T is related to the
input time function by a convolution integral.
This integral is a linear functional which transforms the system weighting function into a real
Humber, the output. Each new input time function
defines a new functional. Thus, the control system
optimization problem corresponds to a ma*Ienmatical problem of finding a linear functional
with minimum norm which satisfies certain conIn order to completely solve the problem, one
needs to find the functional and the type of norm
which corresponds to the physical problem being

control problems. Theoretical investigations on

solved. The control signal must be formed as a

optimum and adaptive ýontrol have ten carried
out for the following classes of systems: dynamical
systems governed by ordinary differential equations; distributed parameter dynamical systems
governed by partial differential equations, integral
equations, and functional differential equations:

function of time or of the state variables physically available for measurement. The controller
must be designed for either open-loop or closedloop control of the plant.
During the last decade, control theory has
advanced quite rapidly. This is due largely to the
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fact that control engineers have been called upon
to deal with increasinglyv'implex
'
systems. As the
problems becotti more strinjent. the theory of
optinitl control ývstenis has received increasing
attn'~tson by eagiaeras and amaheniticians. illsttoricallv, the optimal control probleml arnSe first
Ias the 'tinke optiaiii
controI pr'dmlein. the pn'roblem
of bringing Sof*e cotipmients of the system state
vectorc to desired states from a given set of initial
states as quickly a, 1 )saible. while satsfying cerlain constraints on thle means of controlling the
qystem. Since then, a large number of research
papers have appeared on various other types of
optimal cont rol problemsas weli as on time optimal
control problems and the theory of optimal control
has reached a rather high level of development.
The optimal way of controlling a given systerm
with respect to the given criterion of perfonrance
will be called the optimal control policy. Optimal
control policies nmy be given as a function of
"state" of the control systems or as a function of
time. In the former ease, they represent a closedloop control of the system whereas in the latter
they represent an open-loop control.
A way of controlling the system in some nonoptimal way for the given criterion of performance will be called a suboptimal control policy.
There are several reasons why one must consider
suboptimal policies. First, because of the scale
and complexity of systems it may be impossible
to solve optimal control problems exactly even if
optimal policies are assumed to exist and in certain cases optimal policies may not even exist,
Alo. if optimal policies whose existences are
assumed are too comple.x either from the standpoint of analysis or engineering implementation.
then various approximate solut ions of the opt imal
control problems must be considered. Original
complex problems may, on the other hand, be
sufficiently simplified to allow exact solutions. In
any case one desires good suboptimal policies to
approximate optimal policies.
Another fact which must be considered is that
rarely are criteria of performances designed to
include all pertinent factors in optimal system
designs, thus it is necessiary to consider not only
optimal pmlicies but suboptimal policies to allow
engineering and fr economical consid-rations in
the construction of systems.
The problem if optimally ctintrulling a class
of linear control systems which are disturbed by
random noise and the prndability distribution

function of the noise is known or where the distribution function is known only as a member of a
griven clahs of distribution function.t, is known as
a stochastic control problem in the tirst case, and
as an adaptive control problem in the latter case.
Another example of an optimal control problem
is that of de-ig-ning a syntem such that certain
components of tile system Mtate vector follow
some desired or given functions of time as accuratelv as possible during the control period. One
may refer to desired functions of time as desired
trajectories and actual or realized functions of
time produced by the system as actual trajectories
of the systems. Optimization problems consist in
choosing control vectors and other system parameters at the disposal of system designers in such a
way that some given criterion of closeness of fit
is minimized for given desired trajectories and
realized system trajectories.
An important result used in control theory is the
Pontryagin maximum principle introduced in
1956. An especially appealing feature of this principle from the control system designer's viewpoint
is its utility in establishing certain properties of
optimum controls with a minimum of mathematical manipulation.
Iet us consider an example of the maximum
principle applied to a lunar hovering mission. Assome that a space vehLicle is in the terminal descent
phase of a lunar mission and is descending vertitally. We desire to program the thrust so that the
vehicle will achieve zero terminal Nelocity at some
specified altitude, say approximately a few hundred feet and with a minimum expenditure of fuel.
Once this terminal condition is achieved, the vehicle can hover by applying a thrust acecleration of
one lunargravity g. Such a mission permits inspection of a lunar surface and subsequently aiding in
the choice of a landing site if so desired.
It has been shown for this above problem that
there is at most one switching during the descent
and that the switching is from "off" to -on." That
is, the optimal thrust program consists of either
full thrust from the initiation of the mission unti.
the desired hovering altitude is achieved, or a
period of zero thrust or free-fall followed by full
thrust until the desired hovering altitude is
achieved. Because of the relative simplicity of the
optimal thrust program, it can he synthesized by
developing an appropriate switching function.
Development of a switching function consists in
determining a relation such that if the thrust is

'

turned on when this rel'ition is first satisfied, and
left on, the desired terminal condition .rm
achieved.
Te optimal thrust program is then implemented

namical systems governed by nonlinear ordinary
differential equations, results pertaining to local
controllability in Kalmanas sense have been obtained by Ie" and Markus. Also, they have estab-

bysnigthe altitude and velocity during descent

lished a relation between complete controllability
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principal investigators John Ragazzini (now dean
of engineering, New York University) and Lotfi
Zadeh (now head of the Department of Electrical
Engileering, IUniversity of California, Berkeley).
SThe
program was extremely successful. It provided
the fundamental theory essential for the use of
digital computers in guidance and control systems.
Specific applications have been made to the design
of digitally controllod airrraft iiltereept svA.enxs
('SACE). guided missile control systems, and
trajectory and rpndezvou,'control of space vehicles.
It. should alo lhe noted tlhat both the oil industry
and chemical industry are prolific userq of sampied-data control systems and the results of this
program are used extensively there also. Although
the theory with its manyfold applications was
extremely significant. its greatest achievement was
the development of trained researchers in theory
and design of control theory. These people have
all had and are still having significant impact on
the development of the theory and it- opplication
to aerospace as well as other enginering problems.
These are E. I..Tury, now professor, University
of California, Berkeley. R. E. Kalman. now professor. Stanford U-niversity: .J. Bertram, now responsihle at IBM for development of the next
serie-s of advanced scientific computers: H. Friedman, now professor. New York University;
A. Bergen. now prof,-or, University of California, Ierkeley:. P. Sarachik. now professor.
New York U niversity: G. Kranc, now professor,
City University of New York: G. Franklin, now
professor, Stanford University: B. Friedland, now
dirt-'tor control group, General Precision Corp.:
J. Sklansky, now at RCA and contractor of ASD,
Wright-Patterson AFB: W. Nelson, Bell Telephone laboratories. This program in sampled-data
systems at Columbia University was quickly supplemented by support of its first research associate
"toreceive a degree, E. I. Jung at the University of
California, Berkeley. He sub.equently has contributed signfificantly to discrete system theory,
most recently in the design of a rendezvous radarD)octoral students t rained in that AFOSlU program
are now playing significant roles in industry: one
example is in developing stellito communincation
vytems at Comsat.
Anotherearly proWram wason time-varyingsysteins with John Truxal at the Polhteclaie Instit ute
of Brooklyn. This program pi'rtieularly stinmulated the research in adaptive --,ittrol systenms and
many of its develapments and results were ap-

plied in the design of the adaptive autopilot for
thie X-15 aerospace vehicle. It. also led to considerable fundame~nal research on sensitivity or the
effects of changes in a systemrs parameters.
AFOSR was elso a pioneer in the support of research in nonlinear sysitenms. The largest and most
successful was the support of the Research Institue nf Applied .Mt.icno BIAS). (Oser 100 technical papers and six books resulted from this program.) The program hnder the direction of S.
Lefshetz and J- La-Salle emtpha~ized the math'matical aspects of nonlinear systems and the application to design of control systems. Important
additions to basic theory resulted from their study
of stability of nonlinear systems, in particular the
use of Liapunov's second method. When they began the study there were relatively few mathematicians in this country acquainted with the method
and even fewer- scientists and engineers who realizedhow it could beapplied. This was in sharp contrast to the situation in the Soviet Union where
Liepunov's second method was the P rimary tool
used in solving linear and nonlinear stability problems of all types. Today. Liaptnov's second method is being used in the United States. It is a standard topic in the training of control engineers and
is being applied by the aerospace industry.
Also at RIAS an AFOSIR sponsored program
under R. E. Kalman (trained in the Columbia
group) with R. Bucy. made extremely significant
discoveries in developing and applying statistical
filterin theory. The theoretical results were obtained by a new look at the similar problem considered by Norbert Weiner in the theory of signal
detection and aircraft course prediction. One of the
theoretical results was to show that the simple
mathematical operati-an of taking an average, and
other operations of za similarly simple nature, can
be employed in a large number of cases to obtain
statistical performance that f optimum, or close
to it. Such operations are easily realized or closely
approximated by simple devices constructed of
standard electronic eomponents. In situations
where the use of digits) computers is indicated, the
simple, averaging type of operations make very
modest demands on computer speil. memory
calpcity. and arithmeti, capabilit ies.
One direct application of the theomtical results
is now occurring at Patrick Air Force Base. Here.
Republic Aviation is studying the rdesign of
devicw to predit missile impact points: the previots design was quite elementary and unsophisti101

rated with a rather poor performance index. Tm-

Unfortunately. the mathematician has not de-

proved designs. using a proper Iralatne of analog
computer and digital coinpuler techniques. will
yield clo-e to theoretically optimum performance,
high reliability, and, what is ;wrlhaps most imapr-mive, will cut coots by about A2 mi!lion. The
capability of the theory to wilve the point-of-inapact. problem lit., aheady I,-rn zaiply di-nuorstrated by its surreh in a related ar-a, that of the
point-of-inten'ept jtAhleni solved iII the Discovern series of noseton, interretls,
Further applications of the theory have been
made to the problem of estimating position and
velocity on board a lunar orbiting vehicle. Studies
of this problem, based on the research supportetd
by the Air Force, have been conducted by NASA
at the Ames Research ('enter. Other outgrowths
of the theory have been applications to the general
problem of astronautical guidance. Direct application of the theory has been made by Autonetics for
the Navy to optimize the performance of their
ships inertial navigation system (SINS).

veloped methods for handling such propositionsthe best advice that one can give for situations of
this type is to advise tite coliCernid iilit idual to
follow the --old and reliabhW' gnmhler's nile, i.e..
irrver btt agzainst a winner' *
Fortunately, not all events of man, nature and
wsience exhibit such singular nipredivtalble
characteristics as depicted by the example cited
above. Hence, the mathematician has been able to
develop mrethods for t ran forning extremely large
classes of what seem to be strictly unpredictable
events into predictable events. These methods form
trie mathematical disiciplines generally referred to
as probability theory and mathematical statistics.
These disciplines have found important applications in such different fields of endeavor as agriculture, criminology, -conomics, engineering,
medicine, psychology and sociology. They have
proved their worth tc tile Air Force thro'igh extensive use in many areas of Air Force interest,
including communication theory. decision theory,
war gaming, reliability theory and meteorological
forecasting.
Pierre Simon deLaplace (1749-1827), generally
considered the father of probability theory, gave
the following elementary definition of probability:
"Ifan event cart result in n equally likely outcomes,
then the probability of such an event Eis the ratio
of the number of outcomes favorable to E to ae

Probability Theoy and
Mathematical Statistics

total number of outcomes. Obviously, this defini-

Coincidenes*. in general, are great stublingt
blocks In the way of that clam of thinkers who
hare been educated to know nothing at the theory
of probablitry: that theory to which the most
glorious objects of human research are !Adebted
for the most glorious of illustrations,
'TOha ALMds pe
R
rge
•'fle Murders in the Rue M1orgue "

The world we live in confronts us with events
that are not strictly predictable yet we are required
to make what we hope will be favorable decisions.
For example, just about anyone would be willing
to wager in favor of the proposition that the stm
will rise tomorrow. However, what assurance does
one really have to guarantee the occurrence of such
an event? To justify the act of the sun rising
tomorrow on the basis that today was a Ieautiful
day to visit the beach or that the sun has followed
tihe same habit since the dawn of recorded history
is no real as.sira•tce that we will be hblssed wby
thal
event tomorrow.

lo0

tion is somewhat
restrictive
nature
does not
oaeutl
ec in
inete
tei
full and
potential
of
begin to adequately describe
modern probability theory.
Fortunately, it is much easier to show what probability theo4ry does by examples than to try to define and explain probability theory per se. For.
even though probability theory is a distinct and

separate discipline of mathematics, it is clearly
a branch of analysis and in a narrow sense a
branch of measure theory. Its most rudimentary
parts, and probably those parts that are most.
familiar to the vast majority of people, find their
origin in combinatorial analysis. In fact, combinatoriel analysis affords us with a good elementary
example of probability theory. For instance, what
is the probability of drawing thrert red balls from
an urn which contains four red balls and three
white balls? According to Laplace's definition, we
would like to know the ratio of the number of ways
we can get three of the four red balls in the container to the total number of ways one can pick

t

three balls (of either color) out of the container,
Now them are four possible ways to get three red
balls out of the container while there are 35 peasible ways to pick three balls of either color. To
demonstrate this, suppose we number the balls one
t through seven and let the first four be red and the
rTwhere
Srenmaining
three white. There are four ways to
choose the numbered halls ome through four taken
three at a time, while there are 35 ways to choose.
the numbered balls one through seven taken three
at a time. Finally, the desired probability is seen
to be 4
35
Because we shall make use of the theory dewonstrated by this example, let us develop it further.
One could just as easily have asked for the probability of getting none, one or two red balls drawing three balls at a time from the container. Simple
calculations show that these probabilities are 1/35,
12/35 and 18/35, respectively. To further aid developing our example, let us associate some conmmonly
used names with the concepts that we have been
discussing. The number of red balls appearing in
the sample (in this example the sample, or more
specifically the sample size, refers to the set of three
balls drawn from the container) is a quantity
whose value is determined by the results of the
random selection of the sample. It is usually referred to as the random variable. With each possible value d of the random variable RV (again. in
this example 0, 1,2, or 3 are the possible values that
the random variable may assume) we associate the
probability P(Rl'=d) that the value d will oc
cur. A mathematical expression which gives this
probability is referred to as a probability distribution function or simply a distribution function,
In this example the distribution function happens
to be a discrete probability distribution function.
It is often helpful to have a mathematical formula
that expresses these probabilities as a function of
any given value d in the domain space (the space
of all possible values d can assume) of the random
variable. To this end, let the total number of balls
ia the container be Y (here N is generally referred
to as the population size). suppose that the population contains r red balls (here again the r red
balls ceuld represent any special event we wish
to single out, e.g., detective transistors, improperly
tempered turbine blades, below-standard mixing
valuei, etc.) and (N-r) non-red balls. Further,
suppose that the sample size is s. We wish to find
an eflicient way of expressing the distribution of

the random variable RV. In the above example
N-7, r=4 and a=3. A straightforward calculation gives the distribution function
(r, )(N-r. i-d)
)
A,
(
P(RVT'd) (
(a, b) stands for the binomial coefficient
a.
(a. b) =
a and b are integmrs and a!= 1''2-3 -. a. The function (%) in this example is a•n-etinrs called the
hypergeometric distribution (N. r, s).
With the aid of this example we shall now give
an acceptable definition of mathematical statistics
as well as shed light on how inextricably mathematical statistics and probability theory are related. Modern mathematical statistics studies
r-.ethods of drawing conclusions about a populat ion on the basis of data that ordinarily is collected
from only a sample of the population. To clarify
the relation as well as to make a distinction between mathematical statistics and probability
theory, consider the following problem.
Suppose that a field commander is interested in
the percentage of a boatload of bullets that conform to a specific quality standard, e.g., how many
bullets can be expected to misfire. Obviously, he
would not want to fire each bullet to ascertain the
number of bullets suitable for combat use, so he
chooses a random sample for examination. Suppose
that there arc N bullets in this shipment of which r
are below standard, that s of them are examined
andthat/Hl'of those examined arebelow standard.
Note how this problem corresponds to the previous
example. Recall that we calculated the probability
that RY, the random variable, will assume one of
its possible values d to be (4). This is a typical
result of probability theory.
Such a result stops short of giving the field cornmander a usable answer. Obviously we need r in
order to compute (#), but if we know the value
of r we do not need to make any inspection. Actually, (*) gives only the probability that RI'
will take on various values, while the field commander will observe (luring combat the actual
value of RV. Hence, the problem is not to find the
distribution of RM knowing r, but rather to drmw
some con( fusion about r after observing 1?1*. This
iLa statistical problem: to draw a conclusion about
a population on thk basis of a saniple. From the-s
examples it appears as though statistics and probebility work in opposite directions. Indeed, proba-
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bility theory investigates a known population in
hypothesis for it was felt that that theory was
derive distrilhit ions related to a sample
inadequate to describe many of the problems artsing instatistical :tvestigtions.
from thi population, while, as we have just seen,
statistics investigate the observed sample in order
The researci ',jectives of AFOSR's program in
to draw conclusions about some unknown feature
probability the, v and mathematical statistics are
of the population,
to discover new theories and to develop techniques
In the5 above example there is in the probability
which will uitimately yield new and improved test
methods for scientific, engineering, and managemodel a quantity (i.e., r in this example) generally
nient problems wrought by our pressing national
referred to as a parameter. Knowledge of f'le value
of this purameter completely specifies the distribudefense interests.
tion. Statistics is intensely concerned with developA substantial portion of AFOSR's mathematics
ing methods of drawing conclusions about
support is for major projects in bome of the aboveparameters on the basis of the observed i alues of
mentioned areas. It includes group efforts at many
random variables whose distributions depend on
of the leading research centers as well as singular
the parameters, Although statistics depend heavily
efforts performed by outstanding research personnel at both leading universities and aerospace coron probability theory to specify the distribution
corresponding to various values of the parameters,"' porations.
it goes far beyond probability theory in order to
A major group effort at the University of North
"deal with the more delicate questions that arise Carolina under the leadership of 0. E. Nicholson,
when the fundamental distributions. are not comnJr., A. Barlntte, R. C. Rise, I. NI. Chakravorte.
W. Hoeffding, and N. L. Johnson has made outpletely specified.
-The dia:iplines of mathematical statistics and
standing contributions in mathematical statistics,
probability theory are far more extensive than
the design of experiments, communication theory,
the above examples indicate. Although the study
nonparametric inference, and tle design or analyof distribution functions, random variables, and
sis of lnultifactor multiresponse experiments under
s.mpling methods are central topics of consideras
various models. Three major achievements of this
tion for the advancement of these disciplines, they
leading group are descriled here. Each achieveare by no Žtandard the only topics of importance.
ment has made its singular contribution, Im, it
Any attempt to list. all of the areas (if .urrrent
mathematical eloquence, useful application, or exresearch interest is doomed, for the subject n..-tter
ceptional future potential.
of these disciplines is growing at a spectacular
The first o: these results is significant primarily
rate-a rate which is resulting in a flow of new
becase, of its mathematical eloquence and it
research results with which nosingle article of this
demonstrates the outstanding research caliber of
nature can adequately describe. However, some
the personnel involved. R.C. Bose and S.S. Shriksubjects of current research interest deserve to he
hande created a sensation in the mathematical
-mentioned. These subjects of research interest v.re:
community by establishing the falseness of one of
Leonard Euler's (1703-83) classical conjectures.
limit theorems, stochm, *ic processes, Markov procEuler conjectured that there do not exist pairwise
esses, estimation theory, the test of statisticai by"pothesis,parametric and nonparametric statistical moatural number). Recall chat the Latin square is
ai qaei
httl
O]
ntrlnme)
analysis of
the analysis
tions in'the
of variance
variance, mid
the iransformadesign and
a prime tool in certain experimental designs. To
t
h
s
n
eillustrate
further what ai1atin square is, consider
analysis of experiments, decision theory, multithe following example. Suppose wve wish to comstage decision procedures, sequential analysis.
pare effects of five types of bombs delivered by
imultivariate analysis, multiple comparison ýests,
five types of aircraft flown by each of five pilots.
information theory, communication theory, reliaFirst we make a 5 by 5 •qumare array (i.e., a matrix
bility theory, and operational analysis. They all
consisting of five rows and five columns) matching
have one fling in common which is to aid mankind
time pilots iigainst the type of aircraft flown in
in one way or another in his selection of the approsuch a way that each pilot flies once and only once
priate course of action to be followed in real world
in each aircraft. We then make this configuration
events. For example, decision theory was develinto a Latin square by amsigring the types of
oped to replace the theory of testing statistical
bombs to Ile droplpd at random in such a way

"order to

Smethods,
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that each type of bomb is used once and only once
by each aircraft and each pilot during the experiment. Now the Latin square is a practical experimental design when dealing with small sets of
events but the labor of analysis rapidly becomes
excessive as the size increases. This labor is considerably less for a particular type. of Latin
squares, orthogonal Latin squares. The results of
Bose and Shrikhande outline ways of developing
an infinite number of orthogonal Latin squares of
sizo 4t+ 2 thus disproving Euler's conjecture while
at the same time giving to science an improved
method for solving real significant problems.
Another contribution which has proved to be
of considerable use involves error correcting codes
in information theory. R. C. Bose is the world's
foremost authority on error-correcting codes. Recall that information theory is concerned with the
reliable transmission of information in a cornmunication system. Discrepancies between the
transmitted and the received messages occ, and
are generally attributed to noise. The central
problem is to assure that the transmitted and received messages are as nearly alike as possible
commensurate with time, cost, and operating procedures. A logical solution to this problem is to
invent an error-correcting code-a short errorcorrecting message transmitted with the original
message--which points out errors and corrects
them. Bose and his colleagues have made singular
outstanding contributions in this direction. However, the kernel of Bose's results is a real mathematical achievement apart from its obvious
applications. Hi, results prove that error-correcting codes and fractionally replicated statistical
designs are in essence the same mathematical
problem, thus accelerating advancement in both
subjects by opening avenues of cross-fertilization,
Bose and the group at the University of North
Carolina are currently working on methods of
devising rules for obtaining check digits for checking message sequences in such a way that. errors
which are more likely to occur can be corrected or
detected with the least amount of checking. Such
results will find extensive use in modem digital
computers as well as space communication.
The third achievement of the group is significant.
not only because of its contemporary and unusual scientific importance hut also because of its
exceptional future potential. W. Hoeffdirig considered tests of simple and composite hypothesis
for multinormal distributions. In particular, he
258-6588)
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showed that the Chi-square tests of simple and of
some composite hypothesis are inferior to the carresponding likelihood ratio tests. In addition, he
demonstrated thar. certain Bayesian tests share the
same properties of a likelihood ratio test. The outstanding feature of this research is that it abandons the currently used device of analyzing infinitely close alternatives to the hypothesis being
tested and uses for the first time the theory of large
deviations in deducing optimal tests. Jerzy Neyman says of these research results: "* * *
Hoeffding's paper goes further than merely proving the superiority of a particular test. In fact, it
is my expectation that his paper is the first section
of a new and a very important chapter in the
theory of statistics." In addition he states, "' * *
Hoeffding's paper clearly indicates that the potential of the device of infinitely close alternatives as
a means of deducing optimal tests is already spent,
and that it should be replaced by some other more
effective device, and 'probabilities of large deciation' seems an excellent promise." The results of
this research are also of considerable interest to
the user of statistics.
Another outstanding research effort in probability theory and mathematical statistics is under
the leadership of J. Wolfowitz at Cornell University. Wolfowitz' primary fields of study are mathematical statistics and information theory. His
current research interests are directed toward improving the existing theory of generalized maximum likelihood estimators in several important
respects; e.g., finding relatively weak sufficient
conditions for the existence of asymptotically efficient estimators, developing routine methods for
finding generalized maximum likelihood estimators, and obtaining significant results for the multiparameter case. Hc is also investigating some
aspects of information theory; e.g., two-way channels, estimation of the exponential error bound as
well as problems connected with Markovian chan
nels, fidelity criterion, and sequential decoding.
Space, or more precisely, limited space, will only
allow us to single out several of the outstanding
achievements of Wolfowitz and his colleagues be.
ing supported by AFOSH.
In a joint research effort. Wolfowitz and Kiefer
laid t he foundation of the modern theory of design
of regression experiments. Recall that in regression analysis we distinguish between an independent variable and a dependent variable. We assume
that corresponding to each value of the independ-
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eant variable is normally distributed and that the
mean value of the dependent variable is given as
a function of the independent variable; e.g., a
polynomial expression. Regression analysis techniques give us a method for determining the variance of the dependent variable as well as the
parameters of the function expressing the mean of
the dependent variable; i.e., in this case, the coefficients of the above-mentioned polynomial.
Wolfowita hs also made outstanding contribu-

trations under diffusion equilibrium. Specifically,
he studied the fluctuation of component cell concentrations.
Hoel at the University of California at Los Angales has made substantial contributions to the
classical theory of linear regression. He has worked
on the pioblem of optimum design for polynomial
regression and on the problem of determining the
effects of correlation on interpolation and extrapolation by means of polynomial regression. He

tions to information theory. C. Shannon originally
formulated and conjectured many of the results
that are now termed information theory. The definitive development of this entire area: the mathematics of information theory, on a rigorous basis
has been accomplished for the first time by Wolfowitz. The results are summarized in a recent publication ("Coding Theorems of Information

has obtained optimum designs for both one and
higher dimensional polynomi al regression and for
trigonometric regression on the sphere.
In conclusion it seems appropriate, indeed necessary, to include the research accomplishments
and directions of K. L. Chung of Stanford University. Chung is one of the country'.;, if not the
world's, outstanding probabilists. H(o- is one of the

Theory," J1. Wolfowitz; Springer-Verlag). There

principal developers of the theory of Markov proc-

he describes and proves most of the known existence theorems of information theory. He treats
various types of information channels, e.g., general
discrete channels, channels with memory and without memory, channels with stochastically determined states, etc.
Recently Professor Wolfowitz has given a new
and very sweeping method of solution for the
problem of asymptotic efficiency of estimators.
His method solves the problem for all classical
cases and many other problems for which no solution has ever been given,
Space limits us to singling out only a few re-

•ses (for an excellent example of a Markov processee "Theory of Markov Processes," E. B. Dynkin, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961). Chung's current
research interests includ& the study of boundary
theory for Markov chains where sudden exits to
infinity are possible as well as the study of probabilistie potential theory and the application of
probability theory to the extended Dirichlet problem for multiplying superharm,,anic functions.
This article briefly describes the important disciplines of probability thuory and mathematical
statistics in an effort to convey sonr, feeling for
the subjects, what they involve, how they are re-

suilts for detailed analysis although there are many

lated, what they can and cannot. do for us, end to

equally outstanding research projects in SRMM's
statistics and probability theory suppart portfolio. We shall give brief mention of only a few.
For example, at the University of Minnesota there
are several noteworthy projects. Professor Orey,
while working on potential theory for recurrent
Markov chains, introduced the idea of a Martin
boundary for recurrent chains. Professor Rubin
has made substantial contributions to the general
theory of multivariate birth and death processes
in which the stochastic interaction between the
various states (st.ges of a disease, different employment groups, etc.) can be represented by a
single fundamental parameter. He developed a
method of estimating this parameter from the observLd fluctuations in time of the "densities" of
individuals in the various states. He also made contributions in statistical mechanics concerning the
fluctuation of colloidal and gas molecule concen-

point out some of the significant achievements of
the past few years. Reliability theory is becoming
an important area of consideration for the Air
Force and national defense. It is common knowledge that the development of missile and space
technology has brought about substantial progress
in the practice of reliability and reliability growth
analysis. This work has stimulated activities in
many directions, including the development of
more sophisticated failure distributions. Mathematicians have not extensively cultivated the problem of the statistical estimation from test data of
parameters such as empirical descriptions and optimizations of reliability growth during engineering development programs. or the formulation of
explicit probabilistic growth nodds based on onsite statistical descriptions. The nexat logical step
is to stimulate a definitive development of the
nathematics of reliability theory.
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Nonlinear PartialDifferential
Equations
SI)r.

Ronaer (i. Pona~za

The qualitative theory of partial differential
equations is an impo--tant part of contemporary,
physically oriented mathematics. AFOSR supportb a major research program in this area, ineluding efforts at many of the Nation's leading
research centers by leading research mathematiclans. A special feature of this program is its concern for the solution of quasi-linear and (strictly)
nonlinear equations.
Generally speaking, all phenomena of our
"•plhysivai environn~ent r'an he described mathemaitially. This description can take the form of a
differential equation. Consequently, and in this
context, the so-called mathematical model of any
physical phenomenon is a differential equation.
The differential equation itself is simply a stated
relation between certain physical observables or
rel)resentation-s of them and the changes which
occur among them over a period of time. It is a
mathematical expression which, in its "statement,"
relates the mathematical representations of the
observations,
The solution of a differential equation is another
(second) mathematical expression related to the
first, which describes a single one of the observables, explicitly, in terms of the others. The difference between an ordinary differential equation
and a partial differential equation can be simply
stated. The former includes a single independent
observable, and a single dependent one which
varies (in some way) with or dependent upon the
independent variable. On the other hand, a partial
differential equation includes more than one independent observable with which a dependent one
varies. This simple difference, which can be described as a mathematical difference involving
independent and dependent variables, has a significant physical counterpart. That -ounterpart is
an important dichotomy in the manner in which
physical phenomena can be viewed.
In the first ease, a physical process is viewed as
being composed of elementary particles which,
while they may change position in a space-time
framework, are themselves unaffected in the process. The process is described by an ordinary differential equation. It is the classical description of
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Newtonian mechanics. A contemporary example is
the description of the path of a ballistic missile in
which time is the independent. variable and the
distance traveled is the dependent variable.
The alternate description of physical phenomena is exemplified by the field theory in physics, in
which physical processes are determined by field
quantities which depend not only upon time but
upon three additional independent space coordinates, or a total of four independent variables. It
is the classical description of electromagnetic phenomena and optics. A contemporary example is the
description of the vibration of a membrane or a
portion of the surface of an aircraft. The vibration
of a two-dimensional membrane is described in
terms of time and two additional independent
space coordinates for a total of three independent
variables; the dependent variable is the displacement or distortion of the membrane from its point
of equilibrium or rest.
Another major and important classification of
lifferential equations is according to their linearity or nonlinearity. When the dependent variable and its derivatives (i.e., mathematical expressions for the change of one observable with respect
to another) occur to the first degree or power only
in a differential equation, and not as higher powers
or products (with one another), the equation is
termed linear. Otherwise it is termed nonlinear.
A reasonably important class of nonlinear partial
differential equations is termed quasi-linear. A
quasi-linear equation is one in which the highest
order derivatives of the dependent variable are
linear (and by implication other derivatives or
parts of the equation are not).
Generally speaking, linear and nonlinear differential equations and mathematical methods for
their solution differ, often to a marked degree. And
again, the physical phenomena which give rise to
each, which may be termed linear and nonlinear
phenomena, also differ, again often to a marked
degree.
The formulation of a differential equation as a
mathematical model for physical phenomena, and
the invention of techniques for its solution, first
occurred (more or less) with the invention of the
calculus, and a formalism for treating mathematical variables and the observable changes of one
variable with resoct to another (the derivative
of one variable with respect to another).
Throughout the years mathematical concern for
the ppe)l~r formulation and solution of partial
107

differential equations has continued. While a general theory or perhaps a body of theory was
created for the solution of ordinary differential
equations, comparable developments for the solution of partial differential equations did not occur. The interest of mathematicians in the latter
problems never waned, was on occasion directed
to the fermulation of general theories, and on
occasion directed to the study of specific equations,
in particular as the latter arose in physical contexts. But an appropriate overall framework for
their formulation and solution was not evolved.
A dramatic change began in the latter 1940's,
with the development of the theory of distributions or generalized functions in the ,ontext of
the modern theory of topological vector spaces.
The distinguished history of mathematical invention is characterized by certain broad and general trends, one of which is most often attributed
to the mathematician D. Hilbert (1862-1943). It
is to generalize and simplify. Mathematicians,
faced with seemingly intractable problems, often
generalize and to the mathematical outsider enlarge their problem. In a manner of speaking,
they consider not one problem but an entire series
of somewhat similar problems, simultaneously.
Again in a manner of speaking, the essential and
major difficulties, in this fashion, become clearer,
As one result, the initial and intractable problem,
in its individual and intractable context, is solved
in a broader, clearer, and more simple context,
stripped of all but its essential features.
The price which a mathematician willingly pays
for this is "abstraction," the creation of new areas
of mathematics which seem, again to the mathematical outsider, to be further and further removed from the physical problems which initiated
the original concern. That impression is naive and
incorrect, For the reward of this activity is the
solution of not only an initial physical problem
but of a wide range of physical problems. Since
they all can be solved in a single new (and adnuittedly abstract) contect, they can be solved thus
more simply.
A distribution or generalized function is what
the lptter words imply, a more general type of
mathematical function which includes the older
type and definition of function. (A function is a
mathematical expression involving mathematical
variables). In its older context, a generalized function is a certain type of functional (which will not
be defined here).
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A topological vector space is lagain) a generalization and an abstraction. Its earliest and most
primitive forpbearer is tile space of elementary
analyth geometry. Extend such a space to a vector
space: extend the properties of the "real line'
coordinate system to, ,imply, tontimiity in space
(i.e., a topological space). The end results, in very
unmathematical terms, is a topological vector
'Ipce.
The solution of a paitial differential equation,
by a generalized function solution in a topological vector space thus initiated, in 1950-51, one
of the most dra,mani( developments 4 modern
mathematics.
"IVhathas happened in this area since the initial
breakthrough includes, more or less, the definitive
and complete qualitative solution of partial differential equatmns with constant coefficients of arbitrarily high order.
Qualitative solution refers to the formulation of
precise mathematicci models, differential aquations, which have a solution. (A mathematical
expression which includes variables and derivat ives need not necessarily apply to the given or any
physical phenomenon, nor have any solution).
That solution must be unique (mathematical characterizat ions of a physical phenomenon may be too
general, and include a wide range of similar
physical phenomena distinguished by detail overlooked in the initial mathematical formulation).
Furthermore, that solution must be stable. The
latter phrase is an important one in particular for
all physical applications of the equation and its
solution. It involves the following considerations.
Applications of mathematical results to physical
phenomena involve quantitative measurements:
i.e., numbers. If the initial quantitative measurements, or judgments, which resulted in the formulation of the differential equation were, somehow,
inessential and in a manner of speaking divorced
from basic, major, stable quantities, relatively
minor changes in their numerical values often resuit in major changes in the numerical values of
the solution, and render that solution valueless
for application to problems of the real world.
An important point and one worth repeated
emphasis: Unless the qualitative theory of partial
differential equations is mathematically established (mathematically proved) in all these particulars, the numerical calculation of the solution,
which very often is achieved by use of a modern
high-speed computer, will involve the following:

(I) if the solution does not exist, the computer
may "spin its wheels" endlessly in attempting to
Valculate it: (2) if a solution is not unique, the
computer may single out one (incorrect) solution
or combine the data fruin a range of -dut ions and
render the results meaningless: or. (3) if the solution is not stable, slight fluctuations in the data
result in inaccuracies in the solutioni which again
render it meaningless, and make it necessary to
begin all over again in formulating the problem
toobtain a correti .solution.
A partial differential equation in contemporary
notation appears as J)u=O, where 1 is a differential operator and ,u is the dependent variable
referred to previously. A contemporary probleIn is the search for properties of 1) or rather of
its associated characteristic polynominal which are
intrinsic, in the sense that they are more or less
equivalent to properties of the solution. The first
complete results are due to I. Petrovsky. Among
other results, he proved that the existence of analytic solutions for the above equation is equivalent
to a certain condition on the characteristic polynominal, for differential operators with constant
coefficients.
TL.Schwartz, the creator of the theory of distributions or generalized functions, pointed out that
these. two conditions were equivalent if u were
assumed to be a generalized function. The exploitation of these ideas.in particular, by L. Hbrmander
but including a number of other mathematicians,
has resulted in the more or less definitive solution of systems of partial differential equations
with constant coefficients of arbitrarily high order:
in particular, the qualitative establishment of thep
existence and uniqueness of their solutions,
This rather su-prising statement would have
stretched the credibility of most mathematicians,
some '25 or less years ago. Nor is that the extent
of progreAs in these direct;ons. The important
"solution of linear elliptic differential equations,
and still more recently of quasi-linear elliptic
differential equations, is to all intents and purposes
essentially complete. Similar powerful and
abstract methods in modern analysis, functional
analysis, and topology again proved surprisingly
effective. This is illustrated by just. one series of
developments,
AFOSR sponsored a summer seminar in applied
mathematics, held at the University of Colorado
iin the summer of 1957. At that time, the theory
of linear elliptic differential equations was ap-

proaching its essentially complete solution. At
about the same time, E. DiGiorgi and .1. Nash
independently achieved significant breakthroughs
in the solution of quasi-linear elliptic equations in
divergence form. The successful extension of their
results, in particular through the intimate conne-tion between lhepdivergence form of the equation amd the calculus of variations, wasadoaxinant
feature of the AFOSR Symposium in Differential
Equations at the University of California, BerkeIcy, in April 1960. The still more recent solution
of quasi-linear elliptic equations in the more directly stated nondivergence form has been essentially achieved by 0. Ladyzhenskaya and N.
Uraltseva, two Soviet mathematicians (1964), and
by N. Trudinger. a research assistant- under the
AFOSR group program at Stanford University
(1966).
Other research directions in partial differential
equations evidenced at the Berkeley symposium,
and their subsequent development, were examined
in depth at the Symlposium in the Applicat ions of
Nonlinear Partial Differential Equalions in
Mathematical Physics, in New York City, in April
1964. Their importance, and the extent of the
mathematics division's commitment to their continued exploitation, cannot be overemphasized.
An interesting historical perspective of these
developments is provided by the following observation. In an era (the last 230-25 years) now being
called the golden age of mathematics, the developments described above: i.e.. the solution of partial
differential equations by generalized functions in
the context of topological vector spaces, is thought
by many mathematicians to be the single most important physically-relizable development in all of
mathematics.
To such ends, AFOSR encourages and supports
major group efforts, coordinated and relatively
large programs, at leading research centers in this
country in this research area. These include the
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at
New York University, the University of Minnesota, the University of California at Berkeley, and
Stanford University. This is the most significant
national program by any Federal agency in this
research area. It is also interesting to reflect that
all of the AFOSR European program, oontracts
and grants administered through EOAB. include
investigators making significant contributions to
this same research area.
Recent AFOSR research projects include L.
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Nirenberg of the Courant Institute. one of the
world's foremost authorities in these development.s. His most recent research interests include
a refinement of the theory of singular int zrals
of A. Calderon and A. Zygmund, precisely as such
techniques can be. applied toestablish the existence
of solutions of partial differential equations. His
investigations also include consideration of abstrct differential equation.i in a Banach space. In
conju ,i-tionwith S. Agnion (Hebrew University),
he is wrnsidering certain convexity inequalities.
employing the techniques of functional analysis
and complex function theory. A third major direction i-, his consideration of the stability of difference schemes for the numerical calculation of the
solutions of partial differential equations, in conjunction with P. Lax. A fourth is the study of nonelliptic boundary value problems. He has obtained
and is continuing to obtain significant results in
all these investigations,
K. 0. Friedrichs of the same institution, in conjunction with P. Lax, is examining certain symmetrizable systems of partial differential equations, part of a continuing major research concern
of the investigators. He is also continuing to investigate the formulation of well-posed problems
in mathematical physics: i.e., the proper partial
differential equation model for physical problems.
His recent published results in these areas include
the development, of theories for the solution of
arbitrary; i.e., not specifically elliptic. parabolic,
or hyperbolic. but general, partial differential
equations, related boundary value problems and
conditions which guarantee the unique generalized
function solution of sunh equations. He has also
shown that many problems of mathematical
physics may be expressed and solved in terms of
the theory of the symmetric positive systems so
developed, although in many cases the result will
not be simple.
J. Serrin of the University of Minnesota is continning his research in the calculus of variation.s
and the solution of partial differential equations,
in particular as the two areas are related. His recent publications concern various aspects of the
calculus of variations. In particular they include
an elementary method for obtaining an a priori
estimate which can be used to solve a Dirichlet
problem (i.e., a boundar3y value problem for a
partial differential equation) under exceptional
boundary conditions. A series of three papers on
quasi-linear aind nonlinear second order elliptic
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partial differential equations extends the techniques of Nash and DiGiorgi (above) and .r.
Moser. to describe the general behavior of the solutions of such equations, In particular. he examines
the a priori majorization of solutions, the nature
of removable singularities, and the behavior of a
polsible solution in the neighborhood of an islated singudarity. There are rmarkable diffecnr,..
in the latter behavior, as thev concern nonlinear
versus linear partial differential equations.
J. C. C. Nitw.hl of thesame institutian is investigating the structure of the solutions of general
nonlinear partial differential equations, by examining the structure of the solutions of the highly
nonlinear minimal surface equation. He has established the possibility of formulating and solving
Dirichlet's boundary value problem for partial
differential equations in a convex domain under
unusual boundary- conditions. With these results
and the determination of a new general maximum
principle, he has been able t examine questions
concerning the removability of isolated singularities. He has established some results concerning
the nonsolvability of Dirichlet's problem in nonconvex domains. He has further investigated certaiii imiplications, of nonlinearity upon the behavior of the solutions of certain quasi-linear
elliptic equations and parabolic equations. These
results relate to those of R. Finn (Stanford UIniversity), H. Jenkins, and D. Aronson, all with
AFOSR support. A final principal concern is the
numerical solution of elliptic equations by differenc. methods, including a number of related problems in the theory of polynomial approximation.
M. H. Protter of the University of California,
Berkeley, has continued his extensive examination
of partial differential equations, as generalized to
partial differential inequalities. He has, in addition, continued his research to establish upper and
lower bounds for eigenvalues of elliptic operators.
In conjunction with H. Weinberger, a number of
applications of the maxinmum principle for elliptic
partial differential equations have been examined.
Their recent results include the solution of certain
elliptic inequalities, which in turn relate to the
solution of elliptic equations. He has extended certain of his earlier results on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of hyperbolic equations.
and succeeded in sharpening the results on asymptotic decay, in particular when the hyperbolic
operator is sepcialized to the wave operator.
T. Kato of the same institution has continued
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his related invektigations concerning many different. aspects of the theory of linear operators, in
Banach spaces, with general types of spectra. An
important applier'lon relates such results to partial differential 1werators and singular integral
sperators. Smie of his mast recent, results concern
the similarity of perturbed and unperturbed
'operators in general contexta. He is also continuing hit,, rosarh in nonlinear analysis. By employrig the methods of functional analysis, he is able
to examine abstract. (ordinary) differential equations, with specitie altention to the application of
such results to the Navier-Stokes equations and
other nonlinear equations of mathematical physics. Other recent results concern the singular
behavior of singular equations; i.e., equations
governed by special in particular nonlinear
criteria.
H. 0. Cordes of Berkeley has been concerned
with the establishment of so-called zero order a
priori estimates for solutions of elliptic differental
equations. He has also continued to examine the
generalized Fredhos n theory of partial differential operators. Particular directions here include
major aspects of the theory of singular integral
operators, of linear partial differential opeartors,
of the nredholm properties of the oblique derivative and related problems.
b. Gilbarg of Stanford University is contins
ing his previous research on nonlinear elliptic
in fluid dynamic Reand on problems
equations
centh dhevestablisments
oindcate
that ma
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equations hold for a wide class of nonlinear equat1ions of divergene form, which class is similar th
ut, distinct. from elliptic equations. He intends to
extend his preliminary results in these directions
to formulate a theory of nonlinear equations of
divergence form, analogeus to the existing elliptic
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theon,. Recent specific results concern boundary
value problems for nonlinear elliptic equations in
n variables, examined under different ellipt~city
hypotheses.
R. Finn, also of Stanford, condiiueti to pursue
the research interests referred to above in onjunction with Nitache's work. Questions Meating
to the struciture of niininial surface6, and, more
generally, of surfaces of constant mean curvature,
are imuportant for the resolution of many associated questions Meated to the solution of partial
differential equaations. In addition, he is interested
in extending his prev-ious results on problems in
the theory of partial differential equations as they
specifically relate to problems of hydrodynamics.
These investigations includ questions
p
on the existe.nce, asymptotic behavior, and of the singular
perturbation related to the etterior stationary
problem for the Navier-Stokes equations. He is
particularly interested in the possibility of obtaining stationary solutions as the limit of nonstationary ones.
The foregoing discussion is representative of
the research program of AFOSo in this area. It
is by no means exhaustive. The important research
investigations of many illustrious mathematicians
working in the same general and related directions
under the four major group efforts described
above have not been included, nor have the important research in vest igations of many other
illustrious mathematicians working in the same
area tiunder other contracts and grhints of the
mathematics division.
This article or similar articles could not be
exhaustive,
astricted
even in relatively
research
areas of the division's program. No special signifihnuce Shouldhe
pro
ached to the inclusion or exclusion of the research work of any individuals,
nor to the chronological order in which the items
chosen for discussion were presented.
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Magutic Resonance Spectroscopy
n
SWhen
DwxosrT L. WzwrAmNrr

The historical roots of magnetic resonanc
spectroscopy are buried in optical, infrared and
ultraviolet spectroscopy and in the magnetic
cooling (adiabatic demagnetization) experiments
conducted in the 19-20's. However, the main branch
of magnetic resonance spectroscopy comes from
critical experiments designed and accomplished
by Stern and Gerlach in the early lID0's and in
1988 by I. I. Rabi, one of Stern's many distinguished students. These two experiments demon-

nate. one of the ribbons by intercepting its path.
the RF loop is unenergized, the uninter-

cepted beam ribbon will enter another magnet,
experiencing an opposite deflection due to the
reversed gradient of this magnetic field and reach

the collector, usually a coated. hot-wire detector
(with shield) and produce a measurable signal.
When the RF loop is driven with a megacycleper-second signal tran•verse to t.he stati- wi-agnetir
field direction, frequencies can be found for which
the beam intensity measured at the collector decreases or vanishes. Additionally, the beam can
be "refound" if the collector is moved to a position
at twice the deflection distance from the axis of
the infstinient produced by the first magnet alone.

strate, respectively, space (laboratory coordinate)

So evidently, the RF frequency has reversed or

quantization and energy state quantization. The
Stern-Gerlaeh experiment is an example of the
detection of space quantization as measured for a
single valence-electron atom, silver. The experimeat verifies the quantum mechanical prediction
that such an atom has a net angular momentum
vector which assumes one of two possible directions, up or down, relative to a magnetic (or electric) field direction, and secondly. that there is
in addition a net deflection up or down in a
magnetic field with a high gradient, or rate of
change of strength. With properly shaped pole
faces there is a large change in the intensity of the
magnetic field at various points in the space between the magnets. The two patches of silver deposited duplicate the slit outline approximately
and show the predicted separation into roughly
equal numbers of atoms deflected up and down
corresponding to the orientation of the various
atomsý angular momentum vectors. The second experiment by Rabi combined two oppositely arranged magnets with an intervening cylindrical
electrode to permit introducing a radio frequency

"flipped" the angular momentum vector direction
of the beam in the central region. This is a demonstration of quantum state selection quite different
from the space quantization of the earliest SternGerlach arrangement. In other words, the atoms
in the beam absorbed microwave energy and reoriented their spin vectors to that of a higher
energy state.
This, then, was the state of magnetic resonance
spectroscopy just before World War II. It is true
that microwave spectroscopy's first experimental
finding, the inversion spectrum of ammonia, had
been made in 1934 by Cleeton and Williams, but
the field was largely dormant because of instrumental electronic difficuities and hence the uncertainties in observed data.
At the end of the war, magnetic resonance research based on electronic and radar advances
gave significant improvements, particularly instrumental versatility and stability. The types of
instruments multiplied and diversified. Th.0 mea.urement techniques developed iii the mine family

field at right angles to the direction of the static

with atomic beam magnetic resonance spectros-

magnetic field.
In simple tenrms, an arrangement of oven, slit,
and vacuum chamber produced a thin ribbon of
molecules or atoms which progressed through a
magnet splitting into two ribbons dependent. on
the right or left random orientat ion of the angular

copy were microwave spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, and electron spin resonance.
P. Kusch (1) in tracing the history of magnetic
resonance investigations reports that the atomic
or molecular beam magnetic resonance method "is
to some degree the parent of almost every tech-

momentum vector of the incoming pwrticles. In
the central region a half-slit or knife edge elimi-

nique of modern spectroscopy-the nuclear magnetic resonance method, microwave spectroscopy,
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optical pumping, parainagnetie resonance (ESR)
and still other spertroiseopic uriethods.As cain be expected, echcl of the (*xperinlental
techniques has pirticulatr strengths for certain
lw-isiu.
iau-icjetri-Acopy
lypiem of
flwered and reached full maturity firnt by trans-

discovered independently in the United States and
1'SSR just after the war, uses a very homogetious magnetic field in the thousandis-of-gauss
region and radio frequencies In the megacycles-perse~cod range, It. is useful for delermining nuclear
mioments. nuclear spins. nuclear quadropole (elec.

ferring War'o W~ir 11 electrontie

trivt muomnents, nuclear-lattice coupling in crystals,

techniques

with

vitl, wil.v niuderate further
iutiagiliAtiolt it
development.
This techniqu -vas particularly appropriate tu.
and u~sed for a -de v-ariety' of investigations of
molecular structural or geometric configuration
studlie-. A mnore dletailed rev-iew of this area is coyered elsewhere in this volume. A po.sibly more.
elegant description was offered by It. C. LonguetHiggins (2) in his introduction to the first session
of the 19th meeting of the Faraday Society at
Canibridge, in 1955, where hie said, "microwave
spectroscopy provides, in fact, the most accurate
method for determining the geometry of simple
molecules, and is becoming increasingly useful (to
the chemist) as a tool for measuring internal barriers to internal rotation."
Additional developments included adaptatirn
,)f the heavy water, 1-IDO, microwave oscillator
as an inexpensive frequency standard by AFOSR
contractor Y. Beersof"New York University in the
late 1950*r for an urgent Navy need. The shortterm frequency stability was about 1 in 10' with
much less auxiliary equipment required than the
ammonia or cesium atomic clocks of that period.
It.is interesting to note that microwave spectroscopy is an ahsorption process, where energy is
absorbed ;in exciting low-lying states near thme
ground state at ordinary temperatures. The inverse process, stimulatioui of energy release by
excited molecular states in returning to tile ground
stlate, p)rovides a mechanisim for controlled, coherent oscillation or amplification. This is obviously
the maser. AFOSR helped support the work of
Charles Townes through the joint services eleetronics progrmi and. later, on the application of
the inaser to the amplification of radio astronomy
microwave signals, and a test. of this low-noise
temperature device on P' radio astronomy dish at
tite Naval Reserch Laboratory. This effort was
nuade with the encouragement and app)rom~l of the
Navy in sort of an inverse pros to that involved
in Yardley Beers' research on the mediumn-accurancy clock mentioned earlier.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy wa4

hucleac spiin-latt ice relaxation times, and-by m.Icoat ion-molecula r bond lengths. bond strengths,
aind geortetry. It it; a, particularly sensitive tool
for determining structural and local molecular
environments relating to hydrogen atoms in molecuilf- so rapidly became a uweful tool that mo-ed
fromn physics to chemistry.
Electron spin resonance (e~sr.) or electron paramagnetic resonance as the Oxford group natmed it,
followed hard on the heels of n.m.r. This spedtroscopic technique deals with resonance phenomena
of unpaired or spin uncompensated electrons in
molecular ions, free radicals and transition element atoms. Since lthe magnetic dipole moment of
the electron is nearly equal to that. of the proton
with a mass of one eighteen-hundredthis as much.
strong magnetic fields and higher radio, really
microwave, frequencies are required to observe electron resonances. Typically. lthe lpanuileters air
10,000 gauss fields and gigacycle ( 109) f requencies.
Such research efforts were conducted frequently by
an association among scientists of different disciplines. One of the more productive groups supported by AFOSR was at Washington University,
At. Louis& Studies there (3) were accomplished
jointly by physicists and chemists with the sometime participation of life scientist. Separate
chemical -and life science programs are supported
now by sponsors other than AFOSEl.
This sort of transition of a tool from one scientific discipline to another raises management or
administrattive problems for a governmenit sponger. In p.m.r./e.s~r. research, the interdisciplinary
trained groups "'measured" and interpreted almo.t
anything that gave a good signal, initially. This
was understandable as the early development peniod of* a new technique is an appropriate time for
proof of the experimental stability and sensitivity
of the equipment by all possible means. In addition, lthe validity of simple theoretic models first,
was subsantiated along with the various selection
rule's of quantum niechanics- that had grown tip in
the art of optical spectrosealpy. Soon atpoint. was
reached when proposals were being received by

also supported widely by AFOSRt. This technique.

federal monitors where there was a serious ques113
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lion as to whether requests for sponsorship of new
instrumentation and research support was reaching "cookbook" or engineering handbook phase.
Such propa" came in considerable numbers from
recent Ph. D.'a trained under the initial groups
and from other scientists in related endeavors. Tho
program monitor then had a real problem in selecting, from this point, only those specific proposali
actually falling within his scientific areas of
responsibility.
In 1957 General Physics accepted its last proposal to manufacture or wind a strong electromagnet. The art. was at a stage that even with the
availability of graduate students it was more eco-

ment under AFOSR support included a significant
theoretical improvement. It was the finding that
liquid solutions of normally crystalline materials
could be used to average away anisotropic hyperfine couplings for free radicals and thus provide
clearer data from the simplified or uncomplicated
splittings to calculate the magnitude of theelectron
wave function at the nucleus. This was of great
significance to both theoretical atomic and molecular physics and reaction rate chemistry, particularly to the direct measurement by e.s.r. techniques of reaction rates by identifying the relative
concentrations of the molecules and molecular ions
where the reaction goes on in solution. Physical

nomrical in real project dollar costs to buy a
ready-built magnet. In this atmosphere, the fields
of p.m.r. and e.s.r. reached hfll maturity around
1958. With hundreds of investigations underway

biologists had used electron transfer mnehanisr's
with free radical intermediates in their theoretical
models of many life processes at molecular level.
ESR now provided a technique for identifying

in the 1950's, it is difficult to rank major advances
even among the modest fraction of those programs
of atomic and molecular physics supported by
AFOSR. Representative advances can be found in
each of many group researches,
For instance, James Burgess became interested
in the theoretical models for the complex interactions occurring among magnetic vectors and
during his doctoral program at Washington
IUniversity. He developed the first applications of
density matrices to spin resonances there, then extended the density matrix work at Stanford, again
with AFOSR support, to include application to
spin couplings--a more complex situation. Its
solution was required before the full potential of
exs.r. could be used in interpreting comnplex spectra
being obtained as instrumental sensitivity was
increased.
G. Pake, former physics advisory group member and contractor, as•esses (4) the A.s.r. studies
of free radicals conducted by S. i. Weissman and
associates as having one of the more importantly
significant impacts on physics and chemistry of
the late 1950's. This group, which started with
ONR support and was then AFOSR supported
"from1958, predicted and discovered1 the techniques
of measuring and identifying the hyperfine splittings of the electron resonances of ftee radicals;
that arise from nuclear hbypert.ne interactions with
the unpaitvd ee•-etrwn. This proved that interinediates in reactions eo,.dd be identified and additionally that minute amounts of rare or impurity
nuclei down to about I part per billion could be
quantitatively identified. A further acciplish-

some of the simplierones, particularly photo sensitive processes. Additionally, some animal tissue
studies were made by the Washington University
group (5). Here minute samples of human liver
were btifained hy nonsurgical, needle biopsies and
tested in glucose solution for e.s.r. Large signals
were found to indicate a form of jaundice where
operative pr-edures would be of help to the
patient.
Tremendous improvements were made in the
pIstwar period on atomic and molecular beam
magnetic resonance techniques and instrumentation starting about 1950. These were based on two
fundamental dis'overies. First was the Lamb shift
in 1947, that the displacement of the resonance
point of a bound srate energy level due to ra-diative corrections (lid not follow the Dirac predictLions. The sec*)nd was Kusch's verification in 1948
that the spin magnetic moment of the electron is
O.01 peri•net higher than expected, 1.0011 Bohr
mignetons.
ihese two advances allowed the full
six-figure accuracy of experiments to be applied to
precision energy state measurements and identification using atomic or molecular beams. Two such
studies can be cited to support this thesis.
The IUniversity of California, Berkeley, has ia
large AEC-supported program in fusion and fission research. One grn ) under Nierenbcrg and
ShugArt identified the first atomic paranieters of
the transuranie element plutonium-2319 ftw AEC
in 1957. Others have followed. Parameters such as
unclear spin, magnetic moments, quadropole momeats and hyperfine structure separation tf many
transuranic olememts have been measumed. From
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1958 to 1964, AFOSH supported a users program
on these facilities at modest cost. The program
desalt in a large part with the atomic eharacteristi,'s, spin, moments, and fine structure of the radioactive isotope series such as copper in the Cu 61
and Cu ti7 atomic weight series (6). Copper 63 and
Cu' 65 are the stable isotopes normally found in
the abundanco ratio of 2-to-i respectively. Two
thing•; were sought, the physical data then4shlves
:as a check on atomih, aliti uitlealL phys.,ics. thitorY of
4trnuture and properties. and additionally, verificatzoii that atomic beam magnetic resonantce
neasuremer.s could be made on all five of the
radie'ivri-e species including the two with half
lives of less than 10 minutes. All of these objectives
"were met during the planned program which
actually was completed nearly 1 year ahead of the
original time estimates.
The second example is taken from the atomic
beam magnetic re-sonance studies which are part of
the Rughes and Lamb project at Yale University
supported by AFOSR. This is a very subtle study
of the foundations of elementary particle physics
and quantum mechanics. It concerns muonium, one
of the three lightest atoms which are hydrogen,
muonium, and positronium. The heaviest of these
three is atomic hydrogen consisting of a proton and
an orbital electron. Muonium is next with a positive mu-meson nucleus and one orbital electron.
The third and lightest is positronium consisting of
a negative electron and its antiparticle, a positive
electron, orbiting about each other. Positronium
was discovered in 1953 at MIT and has been inve.stigated quite thoroughly by a scorm of groups
under various sponsorships including Ceneral
Physics. In brief- positroniuni has now become a
chemical prooe in recent times with AEC the
principal supporter of related research. MLuonium
has had more interest to physics but has proved
'nore stubborn in yielding its characteristics. It
i-,,osts
of a postive muon, p,, wh-ch has 207 times
the "weight" of an electron. Its combination with
an eleactron is hypothesized to result in a "light
hydrogen" atom equivalent with properties scaled
from hydrogen where the pron in hydrogen is
1836 tim.es the mass of the electron. There are other
interesting points: In positronium, the positive
and negative electrons are ant iparticles to eacl
other and anhilate each other to produce intensgamma rays; the electron and ;,- are not antipartieies and do not annihilate each other; the g" has a
magnetic moment 3.18 times that of the pioton;

and, last, nuclear physics has established that A- it.,
self is unstable and decays in 2.2 microseconds into
a position and two neutrinos have various enrrgieo up to, 52 million electron volts by a weak
interaction mechanism without cornservation of
parity.
The subtlety mentioned earlier consists in using
these properties in the designI of an atomnic beam
Ctf
lmneni to get unequivocal data that: (1)
Measurements are made on muonium atoms, not
something else: (2) that hyperfine energy level
splitting-s consistent with a "light" hydrogen atom
are induced; and, (3) tle decay products (positron
and/or neutrinos) are identifiable and give c,)nsistent statistics.
The first two objectives were met in 1960 (7) by
a users program on the Nevis Synehrocyclotron at
Columbia. -' pion-muon beam was filtered through
a carbon pion absorber with j- enteritig an atomic
beam resonant chamber equipped with 5 scintillation counters disposed around a reaction cihamber
filled1 with pure argon gas. A static magnetic and
a tranverse microwave field are also provided. In
operation, counters 1 and 2 indicate coincident
arrival of le, counter 3 measures loss of *- front
the "through" munon eam. Counters 4 and .5 with
a proper absorber identify positron, e, arrival and
delay times at right angles to the original beam.
A separate microwave resonant circuit identifies
the muonium atom and the hyperfine-structure
level vparation at 4463 megacycles per second. The
argon gas acts as a target for the p, also furnishing an electron to form the (gPe-) atom when the
muon slows sufficiently to capture one. Further
buffer collisions provide the necessary time to avoid
wall collisions before the decay into a posit ron and
two neutrinos. Experimental refinements produced
measurement; on approximately one nuonium
atom per second.
A popular version of th research appears in
reference 8 along with the results of recent experiments on rmuonium chemistry which detail reartion measurements with molecular oxygen, 0,;
nitric oxide, NO; and nitrogen dioxide, NO2
Hughes speculates that a rich field of muonium
chemistry is now open for explorat ion.
With the preceding recital, one view of the recent. course of magnetic resonance spectroscopy has
been presented. From the frequent reference to
"user" programs it is apparent that many experimnents now require access to extensiue. expensive
facilities as the frontiers of this class of bpectro115

scopic experiments are planned and accomplished,

forts now supported by the General Physics

It is also fair to say: (1) That emphasis has moved
bark to optical and IR spectroscopy using the laser

Division.
During the time that Gordy has been supported

as an intense radiation field generator; (2) that
p.m.r. and e.s.r. have moved to solid state sciences

by the Air Force 50 young scientists have received
the Ph. D. degree under his direction and about

and chemistry for present studies; and finally (3)
that as the body of scientific knowledge of magnetic interactions grows so rapidly as it does, few
practitioners in one scientific discipline can do or
follow the related progress in more than one other
discipline. Such is progress and the natural change
in viewpoint as to what are the present frontiers
in science,
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Spectroscopy in the Millimeter
and Submillimeter Region

of the Electromagnetic Spectrum
Di. .MasirLL C. Ha1,.i'm-ro.;

Research in microwave spectroscopy by ALFOSR
and its predecessor organizations began in 1953
when the field of short microwaves seemed particularly attractive because of the gap which existed between microwaves and the infrared. It was
suspected then and subsequently shown that this
spectral range was to be extremely fruitful in a
variety of ways.
The earliest contract was with Walter Gordy of
Duke University. lie and his associates were pioneers in many aspects of microwave re-earch and
have contributed papers in the field continually,
This group is, in fact, one of the more prolific ef116

an equal number have gained from I to 3 years
of additional experience in postdoctoral research
in microwaves. Essentially all are now in positions
where they contribute directly or indirectly to the
country's defense. Some of them have been sup.
ported by AFOSR in their present locations. Thus,
AFOSR in supporting the research at Duke has
had an important influence in expanding and extending the field of microwave spectroscopy in all
its aspects--in equipment and techniques, in
data and theory, and in important applications in
science and technology.

Spectroscopy has had a long and successful history in the formulating and testing of ideas of the
structure and behavior of matter in its various
forms. Yet until a few decades ago, there was a re-

gion in the middle of the electromagnetic spectrum
which was largely unavailable for spectroscopic
research. This region lay between short radio waves
and the far infrared. The first fruitful work in the
region appeared in the middle thirties with the experiment%of Cleeton and Williams (1) of the spectrum of ammonia. However, the lack of convenient
and powerful equipment prevented further exploitation of the method until about 10 years later. The
extensive activity in microwave radar during

VWorld War II for the first time led to the development of suitable methods and instruments.
Since
that time the field has expanded rapidly, and now
the gap between microwaves and the far infrared
regions of the spectrum has been closed.
The microwave region of the electromagnetic
spectrum lies between the far infrared and the
conventional radio frequency region. In wavelength, this is from about 0.5 mm to .30 cm and in
frequency from about 600,000 Mc/s to 1000 Mc/s.
This region extends over approximately eight octaves of the electromagnetic spectrum. In contrast,
the visible part of the optical region covers only
about 1 octave.
Since the microwave region lies between radio
waves on one side and the far infrared on the
other, this field may be considered as an extension
of either of the adjacent regions. There are, however, reasons for treating microwave spectroscopy
as an independent subject. The devices for gencrating, transmitting, and mea.suring microwaves

are different from those used in ordinary radio
work, such as vacuum tobes, coils, resistors, capacitors., etc. bhis, the development of specialized
eq1uipment in the past several decades has permitc1d elosing the gap in spectroscopic methods bei ween those of short radio waves and the infrared.
extended obOptical methods have i.ontinuahly
serrations toward the longer wavelengths of the

tational spectra of molecules are particularly
amenr.ble to microwave techniques. Stark and ZeeYoan effects in rotational spectra have been obuved only in the microwave region. The methods
id results developed in these studies have had
,,de application in) scienoe and engineering.
The chief instnment used by Gordy is the fuicrwave spectroscope. In its simplest version this in-

1-1;Iniliillinieter re.•ions, bumthere is a practical limit
to use of optical elements, such as gratings, interferometers, awl detectors in pushing lower into
thi infrared region of the speetm-i. O(. the other
hand, some progress has recently been made in
extending the laser into the infrared. For instance,
Gebbie (2) et. al. report work on the CN line at
o.377 wrn. However, there are still gaps in the laser
region because the device is not, in general, tunable.
Consequently, it !tesnot at present provide a pracrical source for absorption spectroscopy. Efforts
rrav soon be. fruitful in overcoming this deficiency,
The millimeter and subnnillimeter range is partii'drnly interesting becau.se in this range many
a tors, inolecul es, and ,rvstals have sharp, strong
Spectral lines that now earl be measured with high
resolution and precision. Thus, information is
found whivh usually cannot 1e ascertained hy ohservations in any other region of the spectnirm, for
instairwe, constants which determine the spectra of
niolecules, and of solids or molecular crystals. Ro-

rtrument consists of: (1) A tunable somrce of
electromagnetic radiation; (2) a frequency meter;
(3) an absorption cell and associated equipment
for introducing the gas to be measured; (4) a
detector of the radiation; (5) an amplifier; and
(6) an indicator.
With this equipment measurrmmernnt were first
made in the centimeter rangt of waveleng'hs.
Later the wavelength attained was tior'ened to a
few millimeters.
Ifigh resolution microwave spectroscopy now
has bken extended from the 5 mm region down to
a wavelength of 0.43 nun or a frequency of 6, 1,472
Me/,set. This has enlarged the range available by a
factor of 10. Specially designied crystal harmonic
generators energized by klysrrons provided the
energy, and erVstal diodes wetr used as detectors.
Klystrons were preferred to other alternative
-ourees oi microwave radiation because they provide niarrower hrnrrdwidth at-any one setting. One
ekssential requirement in the equipment was the
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the frequency of the microwave
to seep
wability
-elam -ontinuonsly througlh a range of frequencies.
Thus, narrow absorption lines could be revealed.
Several ranges of frequencies were provided by
iusing the differunt harmo nies produced by the
crystal g-nerator. Determination of the frequency
was miade by comparison with the standard signals broadcAt by station WWV of the l.S. Butreau of Standards. Thus, standard frequencies, aIccurae to at least eigit, significant figures, were
obtained by multiplication via a harmoni. chain
from the inegaeyle or kilocycle, frequencies of the
Bureau of Standards station. Early measurements
at i)uke in the range 4 to 2 mm were made with
multiplier and detector crystals in coaxial mounts
with K-band klystrons which had a 1.23 em fundamental.
In an effort. to extend the range below 2 nnn the
size of the. crystals was reduced and they were
imounted directly into the wavegifide.
Subsequent diesigns and methods have remained
substantially tho same since that time but waveguide sizes were redluced as the wavelength region
was lowered. Better crystals and improved klystrons also permitted extending the range to 0.77
mm and later to 0.43 amm. Further work now in
progress may e. .,nd the range to 0.3 mum or below.
A wide hand of frequencies may be covered in at
single sweep of the klystron because useful energy
is available from ninny harmonics above the cutoff
frequency of the wave guide. (Harmonics to the
20th and higher are often employed.) In a molecule under considei-ation the lines may lhive frequen, iea which fall into an approximate but not
an exact harmonic series. The klystron harmonics
ion the other hand, ire. exact iiunltiplel; of the
fundamental frequency. Hence, two of U e meleeular absorption frequencies may be displayed
with different harmonics by sweeping the klystron frequency over a small range, The spacing
of the lines permits calculation of certain molec-ularconstants. Ambiguity is avoided by meansuring die line again with another hatrmonic. This
method is superior to that in which the generator
of the energy is eilii ,yed only with its fundamental frequency-. For the shorter waves suitalble
sources are not available, but in the ranges in
which they are, the high total power which they
often provide is not advantageous. For high-resolution spectroscopy one must avoid the broadening
of the spectral lines which would ari.e because of
saturation of the sample. Furthermore, it. is not the
11il

total power thie is Important, hat the power wit h II thl bandwidth reqtmred for the ineasuriteient.
For this reason, a generator of reasonably short
wavelengih is chosen aid so arranged that its frequency may be swept• continuously through a
selected range. The crystal harmonic generator
then provides iiany harmonics, each of which is
swept in step with the frequency of the generating
klystron.
One byproduct of this research has been an indirect measurement of the velocity of light. Certain
molecular constants of HC3 " had been evaluated
from data obtained with a precision grating V").
The results were expressed in wavelength units:
the limit of error involved was comparable with
that, for the velocity of light. Professor Gordy and
his colleagues measured the same constant in frequency units of error still smaller. Thc ratio of the
two values of the constant provides a new evaluation of the velocity (of light. Fhis is 299,792.8±:0.4
kmi/sec. The result is in agreement with and is of
accuracy comparable with the best values obtained
by more direct methods.
The millimeter range of the spectrum is a good
one for measurements of the Stark effect. This is
the splitting of the spectral lines into components
due to an applied electric field. Tile observations
provide measurements of the electric dipole memnents of the molecule. At the wavelengths emaployed here, the Stark effect is easy to explore with
electric fields of moderate strength. The apparatus
needed involves a special absorption cell. Two
types of cells have been devised.
One type consists of a length of standard waveguide fitted wich a conducting strip in its center.
The strip is held in place by insulating spacers.
Measurements are taken with and without Lit electrie field between the center strip and the walls of
the waveguide. In 1948, Gordy proposed a parallel
plate, cell (7) for use with horns so designed as to
lend
the beani of microwaves through the space
between the plates of the cell. To providc a focusing effect Teflon lenses were installed in the horns.
This type of cell is sometimes called a "ifree space"
absorption cell. The cell and horns are enclosed inl
a vacuum chamber with suitable arrangements for
introducing the gas to be measured. This second
type of cell was found to yield more accurate
values.
An adaptation of the free-space absorption cell
makes it suitable for the study of free radicals and
other unstable species of which the molecular con-
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stants are difficult to measure. In this case., the
gaseous free radicals are produced by a glow discharge in a chaln•n
r bwlow and connected to ihe
cell. Other unstable molecular species have been
meas'ired with this arrangement also. A lmodification of this arrangenu.nt has been constructed to
s'study unstable species at higher temnirnat urea. The
free-space cell is place'd in a metallic enclosure of
which the tempe,rature ran be raised. Measurements have been made on such unstable species as
AIF.
Another modification of the -quipment permits
measurement of absorption spectra of collimated,
high-temperature molecular bearns which traverse
the radiation path.
This method has been partic.larly valuable for
the measurements of the molecular constants for
the alkali halides. The samples are heated in the
oven forming a beam which traverses the cell.
Measurements of these high-temperature nioleeular beams in the wavelengths region between about
4 and 0.89 min have yielded results which cannot
be achieved by observation of spectra in the optical
region. Furthermore, the method is superior to
that in which the cell containing the sample is
heated as a whole because under such an arrangement the absorption lines would be broadened by
the Doppler effect and by pressure.

Gordy's laboratry in microwave techniques down
to 0.4mm. wavelength will be helpful. For example, they have shown that solid-state detectors and
harmonic generators are practical at these short
wavelengths for measurements on the absorptions
of atmospheric gases in the shorter millimeter
wave range of the spectrum. The results will be
useful in designing equipment for communication
at these short wavelengths.
Microwave spectroscopy also contributes to the
study of certain aspects of liquids and solids, particularly the measurement of closely spaced energy
levels in paramagnetic substances, and the structure of certain crystals.
Since 1955 this group has applied its methods
to the study of radiation damage in critical biological matter, such as protein and nucleic acids
(ENA and RNA). This work has influenced the
initiation of many investigations employing the
same techniques in medical research centers. The
results with the nucleic acids DNA and RNA
have been most significant (5). Modified forms of
these molecules may eventually have applications
as memory storage units, or circuit elements, in
computers or other devices. Such applications must
await further information about their properties.
Since 195.), Gordy's group has also applied its
methods to the stud" -f radiation damage in

The microwave spectrograph is particularly well
suited as far as resolution is concerned for the

simple organec substances which are used in making synthetic plastics and fibers (e.g. teflon). These

study of molecules containing atoms of which there
are. several isotopes. The lines of such molecules are
separated soiwell in most cases that there is no
overlapping, For example, the two nioleculej O'
(C121S'2 and 0('11"S234 may easily 'bV distinguished.
In this case the two molecules differ only by haying sulfur atoms of atomic weights of 32 and 34
respectively. The concentrations of the several isotopic molecules in a gas may be determined (1uantitatively from intensity measurements. Thus, the
method is valuable for the study of isotopic
mixtures.
Identification of unknown gases is possible.
Thus, methods of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of mixtures of gases have been devised to
complement those of infrared spectroscopy.
Wherever it can be applied, nncrowave speetros4copy is superior because of its greater resolving
lwer which permits definite identification and
S
accurate intensity measurements.
For possible future applications in radio, radar,
cr missile guidance, the pioneering efforts of

studies led to the wide usage now made of the techniques for radiation studies in the laboratories of
chemical and electrical industries. The increasing
potential for exposure of materials and human
beings to ionizing radiation in the space age makes
the solution of such problems relevant to the present space effort.
Other applications have been found. One is the
stabilization of a microwave oscillator by coupling it to a spectrum line. (6) It appears now
to be possible to stabilize the frequency of a klystron oscillator to much better than one pat. in a
million. There are obvious advantages in having
stable oscillators for frequency comparisons, and
for indirect measurements of time and distance.
The results of this research have in general increased the store of pre&:-ie information about
sizes, shapes, and properties of atoms, molecules,
and atomic nuclei, primarily from their interactions with microwave radiations. The review artieles cited in the bibliography list papers in whkch
data and interpretation are presented. In some
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cases, the information was supplementary to that
derived from observations made in the optical region of the spectrum, but for many molecules the
data could not otherwise have been found.

The research program is directed toward four
general major problems associated with the detection and identilication of underground nuclear explosions. These are (ai) the nature of tile source
and its mechanisms for generating seismic wave
energy:, (b) the propagation paths including the
crust and mantle of the earth: (c) the receiver site

(1) C. Eg. Cieeton and N. l. Williams. Phys_ Rer 45,
2.3.5(1934).
(t) H. A. Gbbie. N. W. B. Stone and F. D. Findlay.
Nature 252, p. 685 (1964). Also, G. W. Chantry.
H. A. Gebbie and J. E. Chamberlain. Nature 20s

or sites including instrunments and arrays for
signal to noise enhancement; and (d) data iailysis
techniques for the detection, identification, and
source location of seismwi signals.

More recently, significant contributions have

dlVCS.

(3) W. Gordy, "Proceedlngs of the Eighth European Congrew on Molecular Sptetrnscopy." p. 129 ff..,

Copenhagen (1951).

(4) W. Gordy, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, p. 668 1948).
(5) t. A. Patten and W. Gordy. Nature 201, p. 361 (1964).
(6) W. W. Smkth, J. I.. Garcia de Quevelo, R. 1. Carter,
and W. S. Bennett. J. Appl. Phys. IS, p. 1112 (1947).

been in the areas of improved traveltime curves,

refining the accuracy of locating explosion
sources, and in establishing large arrays, serving
to enhance the signal-to-noise

ratio of smaller

events.

From these has come the realization that the

Also, J. L. Garcia de Quevedo and W. V. Smith,

J. AppL PAys. 19, p. P31 (1948)

Seismology
WILIA"
--

. BAT

A program of basic research in seismology,
funded by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense under tile
VELA UNIFORM program, has been scientifically monitored and administered since 1961 by
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research through
its geophysical division.
In that time 46 resea Ih efforts have been iitiated through grants and contractsý with leading
universities and research institutions in the United
States and abroad. The program's objective is to
improve the capability to distinguish seismically
between nuclear explosions and natural geological
events.
Research efforts have been applied in areas of
identification techniques, data processing, array
cot.figuration, deep-hole and ocean bottom detection, instrumentation techniques, magnitudeenergy scale relationships, noise studies, earth
seismicity, explosion and earthquake source
mechanism studies, crustal studies, and theoretical
studies.
The entire research program through the end of
1965 is summarized in the AFOSR publication
VELA UNIFORM Research in. velsw+ology
(AFOSR 65-2667), published in January 1966.
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mantle, especially the upper mantle under the
source or receiver sites, cannot be assinad to be
layered, homogeneous, isotopic, etc. The upper
mantle can now be visualized as a corrugated surface Nvith large horizontal variations in teml)erature, density, compositions, and pressure at a given
depth below a given geographic region. Thel efore,
to accurately locate a seismic event the source cor
rections have to be known as well as the propagation paths corrections, and azimuthal variations
in the stations corrections. The source corrections
caused by the corrugated variation in the upper
mantle means that the complicated regions of the
world have to be calibrated to determine their
source corrections for the upper mantle.
Regional variationts for the Aleutian Islands are
were calibrated by ARPA's Project Long Shot
during the fall of 1965. This underground nuclear
explosion confirmed that the upper mantle has
large regional variations that affects the accuracy
of source locations and the distortion of seismic
waves propagating through these regions. Therefate, since seismology provides the most direct and
accurate data for irterpreting the structure of the
interior of the earth, AFOSR's basic research programs have made contributions in deisloping
techniques to refine this interpretation.
Seismic techniques provide the only readily
available data on the mantle of tfie earth (depths
greater than about :30 kmn.). From knowledge of
the velocities of propagation of P and S waves.
attempts have been made to infer interior prclperties such as chii'tiieal compositions, density thermal properties, temperature, cxystal structure and

orientation, and creep rate. To provide satisfac-

tory interpretation of this seismic data, results

and foreign research and governmental organiza-

tions. These projects were Blue Ice, described else-

from high-pressure temperature research must be
utilized along with theoretical considerations. Recent results from experimental seismology have
shown that this data, in addition to seismic velocities profiles, can provide other information such
as density and anelasticity. These determinations
when combined mi ih elastic properties are provid-

where in this volume, Early Rise, and Infrasonics.
Project Early Rise was another in a series of
mummer seismic field experiments designed to
understand and evaluate the method by which
seismic energy is propagated and modified by the
inhomogeneities in the crust. The project consisted
of a series of forty 5-ton chemical explosions

ing an approach to make a direct estimate possible

detonated at a fixed shot point repeatedly occupied

for the composition and temperature profile for
the mantle. There is a possibility of using seismic
anisotropy to determine crystal orientation within
the mantle. This reopens the question of phase
changes to explain the various discontinuities axisting in the upper mantle.
Recent improvements have been made in longperiod instrumentation for recording the longperiod surface waves and free oscillations of th2
earth. These improvements have enabled seismologists to refine their interpretation of the earth's
interior and to develop two new independent parameters, density and anelasticity. Density bears
directly on the problem of determining the comnposition of the earth. Anelasticity has important
bearing on the problems of temperature and
phase changes in the mantle, and may even be appropriate in explaining long-term deformations of
the earth.
These lateral variations in the crust and upper
mantle are now well established. New results.
especially from surface wave data, indicate that
regional variations extend in the mantle even
deeper than 40o kmi. The gross features of the
mantle, such as low velocity zone and sharp uppex
mantle discontinuities, seem to exist on a worldwide basis. Extra details differ for geographic regions. ARPA's worldwide calibration program,
such as Project I ong Shot, will provide the basic
data to refine our interpretation of selected geographic regions. These. new results will aid in the
accuracy of locating and identifying events. These
results are from basic research in seismology being
conducted at California Institute of Technology,
Columbia University, University of California at
Berkeley, Southern Methodist University, and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
In addition to the basic research program in
seismology, AFOSR was responsible for three
specialized projects for the Department of Defense, each of which demonstrated a high degree of
coordination and cooperation with many domestic

and fairly centered in Lake Superior. Two shots
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were fired each night at 0330 and at 0430, under
the overall direction of the crustal studies branch
of the U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the
Interior, Menlo Park, Calif.
Thirteen seismic radial arrays emanated from
the shot point and uniformly covered the entire
North American continent. The seismic field
parties occupying each of the arrays was composed
of seismic recording crews from universities and
industry as well as the USGS. Of the 13 radial
recording line, 10 were under the direction of the
AFOSR geophysics division. The seismic experimental field methods required that each team move
out radially from the shot point after each successful night's shooting. There were a naximum of
only 20 nights of shooting which precluded reoccupancy of the same stations for more or hopefully better data.
The shooting program involved the use of the
U.S. Coast Guard cutter Woodruah. A special
underwater demolition team was assigned to the
Woodru.sh for loading and firing of the explosive-a nitrocarbonitrate compound. The exact time of
detonating each shot was recorded electronically
on records which also contained WWV time
signals. Communications between the shot point
and all field teAms were made by single sideband
radio systems and by rapidly changing telephone
networks. Two of the seismic profile lines in north
and northeast Canada required the use of pontoonequipped aircratt and experienced Canadian bush
pilots to place the teams in the remote areas where
roads do not exist. Experience gained in charge
compositiin aid optimum depth location of the
charge from previous summer programs has resulted in the best overall extensive seismic program
rver conducted under the VELA UNIFORM
project. Usable data has been obtained by nearly
all participants out to the extreme limits of their
planned traverses. From the analysis and conmpilation of these data will undoubtedly be produced
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the most comprehensive seismic velocity and structure analysis maps of the North American continent ever known. The results will be compiled by
the USGS and will be issued as USGS technical
reports.
Project Infrasonics is a joint program with the
geoacoustics branch of ESSA and supported by
ARPA, in which two infrasonic array stations
have been established in Bolivia and in Peru. Several source mechanisms, natural and artificial, on
or under the surface of the earth, are known to
excite acoustic, acoustic-gravity, and shock wave

as a "quiet site." In real life such seistnin laboratory
locations free of background noise, far from cultural noise source, yet strategically located with
respect to the world's major seismically active
areas, simply do not exist. However the search
for the best goes on. Prior to the present decade,
seismologists had to be content with observatories
located in close proximity to educational and
governmental institutions for both technological
and financial support. This changed rapidly early
in 1961 with the inception of the Advanced Research Projects Agency's VELA UNIFORM

in the troposphere.

project.

Recent research has shown that these acoustic
gravity waves are directly correlated with such
source mechanisms as earthquakes, tornados,
meteors, volcanos, and solar particles impinging
on the ionosphere. Even explosions in the atmosphere, if large enough and near enough, will be
recorded by infrasonic equipment. This interplay
of acoustics gravity waves with other geophysical
phenomena in the troposphere and ionosphere is
opening up a whole new area of geophysical
research. Thet station at Penas, Boliva, operated by
San Calixto Observatory, is conducting experimental research on the interplay between earthquakes recorded at the seismic station and acoustic
gravity waves recorded by the infrasonics station.
The station at Huancayo, Peru, operated by Instituto Geofisico del Peru, will conduct research to
determine interaction of acoustic gravity waves
with the preturbations detected in the ionosphere.
In addition, a grant has been issued to Brown
University for Dr. Dave Harkrider to conduct
theoretical research on acoustic gravity waves,
Such research will cover the type of source models
to represent the artificial and natural source
mechanisms, investigate the applicability of plane
stratified atmospheric models, and calculate the
effects of viscosity, winds, thermal gradients, and
gravity,

Project BleIce
MAa.

DrRwAiD

D. YoUoG, Jr.

Seismologists the world over are eternally in
quest of that magic set of conditions best described
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Artivities under the project ranged from basic
theoretical research to seismic instrumentation
design and development. Under this charter the
entire earth's snrface was considered the laboratory for investigation for the best seismic recording locations. It is fairly safe to state that no part
of the free world was excluded from investigation
for the quietest possible location for seismic
studies. Concurrent with these worldwide background noise studies a large number of research
programs were instigated in universities and research institutions in this country, Canada, South
America, and Europe. AFOSR alone directed over
50 research efforts in basic research in seismology.
The state of the art of recording instrumentation
was greatly stimulated and many new techniques
and processes for data analysis were evolved.
Simultaneously the theory involved in interpretations of seismic data was advanced by orders of
magnitude.
The cumulative results of such massive efforts
in the science have advanced seismology to the
present state in which the detection and identification of seismic events is limited only by the natural
seismic background noise mixed with and masking
the incoming signal. A unique application of this
new knowledge is now manifest in the design and
installation of the large aperture seismic array
located near Miles City, Mont. This 525-element
array was commissioned in the late fall of 1965
and has been operated fairly continuously since
that date.
LASA, designed as an experimental model of a
large seismic detection array, was not necessarily

designed as a prototype for future array design.
However, it was immediately evident (from other
studies also) that arrays such as LASA offered
powerful methods for time series analysis of incoming signals with resultant marked increase
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signal to noise ratios. With the o0j,1ctive of
loc-ating the, quietest feasible sites for p)o-sible
iIduplication of the instrument. cluster concept of
tk, Montana 14ASA systeh,, IFOSR was directed
by ARPA in February of 1966 to take another
look at the seisminc noise level of the interior of
the Greenland icecap. Several such studies have
been performed by si&oiuic field teains Inithe irtervxening years since 1961. A review of the data
collected hy thesze tepi,,,
did not gener:ute a great
111Amount of enthusiasm for another icecap investigation in Greenland; however, several unique
innovations made the new survey interesting and
worthwhile.
The field effort, code named Project Blue Ice,
had a distinct, technical advantage over the of hers.
The project was to be placed in the very center
of the uninhabited cal) with the latest and possibly
the best event detection seisometers and recording
instrumentation and know-how available in the
seismic community. The original Blue Ice plan
was to move into the center of the Greenland
icecap as early as IXpsible in the summer of 1966
.and establish the station in sufficient time to permlit
at least 1 month of data to be recorded before the
arctic night made later occupation too hazardous.
The station was to he cloAed in mid-September
and rewcupied in the early spring of 1967 for a
week to 10 days of additional recording. The
project would end with a final 2 weeks of recording in .July 1967 which woudd provide a 12-n'onth
s
iasonal
snipling of background noise on the
icecap.
Field operations began in March of 1t960 when
the Arctic Institute of North America in Washington, D.C., was awarded a contract to esta'lish
and operate a base field camp to support the
seismic program. The exact location was n,,t initially important but was to be selected such that
maximum distance from all sources of cultural
and natural noises would be obtained. This part
of the operation was under the able direction and
leadership of Ralph Lenton, of the Arctic Institute of North America, who effectively put the
camp together from a plan stage to full operation
in less than 6 months. The site of the seismic
station was arbitrarily (fart picked at latitude 7's
N. and longitude 40° W.
Air logistic support from Thule, Gr•enland, to
the interior of the icecap was provided by Headquarters Alaskan Air Command from Ehnuendorf
AFB, Alaska, using ski-equipped C-130 Hercules

aircraft operated by t' i 17th Troop Carrier
Squadron. The initial fl, in required that the lead
aircraft depart Thule with adequate survival gar
for the initial landing on a unprepared open area
of the icecap.
The lead airciaft could not make visual surface
contact at the dead-reckoned coordinates of 78'
NS.-400 W. A break came when the abandoned
British 1952-54 North Ice Station was sighted thru
the cloud cover. The site-selection aircraft then
flew under the low cloud cover approximately 14
miles and upon landing established the Inge
Lehrnan Station at 7706'548" N. and 39O11, W.
These coordinates were verified by 50 theodolite
sunshots and are accurate to ± 1 km. This location
error is considered within the acceptable limits
for event detection studies.
The initial touchdown was accomplished on 19
July 1966. The camp nucleus then consisted of one
skid-mounted trailer and six scientific personnel.
This landing praty was rapidly augmented to a
full station complement of 10 and approximately
60 tons of camp and scientific gear. Approximately
eight. misions (round trips) were required for the
Hercules C-130's to establish the basic (.imp. This
was completed in 6 days without serious incident
except. for the loss of one engine when a propeller
dug into a sastrugi ridge. The aircraft was airborne
again with a replacement engine changed on the
icecap within 72 hours.
The seismic array consisted of four downhole
short-period seismometers located at the center
and apices of an equal angular triangle as illustrated. A three component short-period surface
station completed the instrwnentation. The base
camp consisted of two 20-foot-long skid-mounted
trailers positioned to provide an 18-foot covered
vestibule work space between them. One trailer
served as a cook, messing, and recreation facility.
The other housed four personnel, the scientific
recording equipment, and also contained a shower
which doubled as a darkroom. A Janiesway hut
extending from the vestibule served as a
dormitory.
The exact thickness of the ice at the site is not
known but from available data appears to be approximately 2.8 km. The terrain is monotonously
uneventful and devoid of animal or plant life.
Drilling began as soon as the minimum requirements of the base camp installation were satisfied.
The instrument hole depths were predicated upon
the depth required to reach an ice density of 0.83.
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This was found to occur at each instrument loottion at a depth of approximately 180 feet. All
instruments are therefore approximitely 180 feet
below the surface. The holes were core drilled
which permitted excellent density/depth control,
The upper portions were cased with an 8-inch
fiberglass pipe down to depths of 60 feet. The
lower portions of the holes were unsupported and
show!d no visible evidence of closure during the
first 46 months of operation. Drilling was accomplished bya portable ski-mounted Acker Hillbilly
powered by a Perkins diesel engine. Selected cores
were depth logged and encased in plastic bags for
additional studies. Instrumentation, operation,
and maintenance of the array was accomplished
by personnel of the Geotech Division of Teledyne,
Inc., Garland, Tex.
On 17 August 1966, the Project Blue Ice site
was officially dedicated as the Inge Lehmann Station. The name was selected to honor Di. Inge
Lehmann, a noted Danish seismologist, who has
performed considerable seismic research in the
United States. Dr. Lehmarnn presently resides in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
There were a total of four independent scientific
measurement programs under the project. The
seismic program was accomplished under a joint
activity arrangement between the Danish Geodetic
Institute and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research. Dr. Eric Hjortenberg of the Danish
Geodetic Institute, Copenhaga|,, Denmark, worked
in colloboration with Dr. Eduard Douze, the
Georech/AFOSR contractor in processing and
analyzing the seismic data.
The seismic instrumentation was a packaged
"suitcase" system assembled and field tested by
Geotech. The short-period down-hole instruments
were Geotech model 20171A moving coil seismometers designed to operate in shallow holes at
pressures up to 500 p.s.i. and at tilt angles as great
as 10 degrees. The instrument is capable of longterm operation at temperatures up to 1200 F. (490
C.) and demonstrated satisfactory operation at
bottomhole temperatures encountered at minus
33.20 F. It has a natural frequency response adjustable from 0.75 to 1.05 hertz and a natural
period adjustable from 1.33 to 0.95 second. For
Blue Ice the period was set at 1 second. A threecomponent surface seismic station was installed
2,250 fee. to the NNW (3260) of the base camp in
a vault approximately 12 feet below the surface.
All cabling was accomplished using REA PE23, a
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six-pair telephone cable suitable for direct burial.
This is the same cable used in the Montana LASA.
Available weather records of the area indicated
no lightning protection would be required and an
uneventful summer validated the decision to hliminate the protectors. Recording was accomplished
on a battery-operated Geotech 14-channel IRIG
slow-speed analog tape recorder. This recorder has
a capability for continuous operation for 33 days:
however, the speed was adjusted to 0.03 inches/
second for a 7-day operation. Two tapes were flown
out on each biweekly resupply air mission. These
were continuously processed during the summer
by the Geotech division which permitted the data
analyst to recommend different gain settings and
adjustments via rado contact with the site upon
receipt of each tape. Each of the four vertical
down-hole seismometers were operated at dualgain levels. The surface vertical were operated also
at a dual level, but because of channel limitation
the two horizontals were recorded at one gain level
only. The remaining two tape channels were used
to record station timing and WWV. This method
of recording requires minimum power and magnetic tape but it is limited to dynamic range of
35 db (peak-to-peak) on each channel and a total
peak signal range of 50 db (peak-to-peak) on each
channel and a total peak signal range of 50 db
(peak-to-peak) using dual-level recording. The
upper data frequency limit was 5 hertz.
The magnetics measurement program was under
the supervision of Johannes Wiljhelm of the
Danish Meteorological Institute in Copenhagen.
Wiljhelm maintained a magnetic laboratory located adjacent to the base camp in which he
recorded daily variations in the earth's magnetic
intensity and declination. These data were supplemerted by data from several fixed observation
sites in an array projecting east and west of the
base camp.
A third program involved the measurement of
the specific activity of the cosmic-ray-produced
Si 32 One ton of ice below the 6-meter depth
(from the pre-hydrogen bomb testing era beginning in 1953) were collected and flown to Thule
AB for analysis by scientists from the University
of Copenhagen. The purpose of this investigation
was to check whetheror not the fallout of naturally
produced Si 32 is influenced by a continental effect.
Comparison with a similar sample collected at
Camp Century, 500 km. west of Inge Lehmann
station, should give the anr wer to this question,

"
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which is important for the possible use of Si 12
for dating of ice.
For the fourth program, selhcted ice cores were

spectra increases rapidly for periods greater than
1 second and shews peaks at 2.8 and 4.5 seconds.
The expezted e.0 second microseism peak coamnon

preserved for crystallographic studies by person-

at continental recording stations is seen at Inge

nel from the 1.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratories in Hanover, N.H.
In addition, daily synoptic weather observations
•were recorded on precipitation, wind direction and
velocity, barometric pressure, temperature, cloud/
sky conditions.
Initial analysis of the data has been direzted at
determining the natu!e and character of the seismic background noise. It was obvious from the beginning that the noise level at this particular location was especially low. As each new hole was cornpleted they were immediately instrumented and
adjusted for maximum gain. Gains were rapidly
increased to as high as 106 but were leveled off at
approximately 1 million, which was an order of
magnitude higher than anticipated. With the cornpletion of the entire array, it became obvious that
this wa.s an unusual seismic. environment: there
was no evidence of noise due to ice flow, cracking,
wind, and other expected sources.
Power spectra of the vertical seismographic
data show that the noise level at the 1 cps detection
interest frequency is slightly less thn,- 1 mnu 2/cps.
This is true for down-hole rerticals as well as the
surface vertical instrumint. The power in the

T
Short Period

Lehn.enn only when major storms are active in the
North Atlantic. The power peak at 2.8 seconds is
always present but is noted to change in value as a
function of time. For periods less than 1 second
the spectra decreases rapidl3 . The surfaca instrument is sensitive to wind noise at these short periods but the down-hole instruments showed little
response to summer winds as high as 35 knots.
Ueasurement of the coherence of the noise within
the four element array shows that for periods of
less than 1.6 seconds the noise is apparently
unc)rrelatedt
Yo check this particular result of the spectral
analysis the power spectra of all four seismographs
were summed at the. 1-second Feriod. The power
was increased by almost exactly a factor of four
indicating absence of noise correlation. This suni.
ring was done to eliminate eother possible causes
for low coherence. For example, the low coherence
at 3.5 seconds as seen by the notch in the power
spectrum, could be caused by averaging of the 2.8
and 4.5 second spectial peaks which are due to
seismic phases traveling at different velocities and
quite possibly from different directions. Le., ocean
waves generated noise from the east and west
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coasts of Greenland. Much work remains to be done
with the station data but low noise quantities are

0 is the Newtonian constant of gravitation, c the
speed of light, Xl the mass of the gravitating ob-

arayquits apparentBecause of the uniquely low background noi•e
assmeiated with the Project Blue lee data, it was

ject, and r the distance from its center. Even at the
surface of the Mm this parameter is only of the order of 10-l, while at the surface of the earth it is

decided to continue manned operations throughout
the winter until sumner of 1967. Logistic opertions began inmmediattly to prepare the station for
the 4 months of isolated winter operations. On
15 October 1960, four station contractor persotnel
were rotated into the Inge Lehmann station to operate the array during the %inter period. A rudimentary emergency lighting airstrip was hastily
installed to provide for any emergency evacuation.
Seismic event reports are issued daily by radio
to Thule and relayed by teletype to the USCGS
at Rockville, Md., for inclusion in the standard
ESSA seismic event bulletin. A new crew will
operate the station until mid-1967.

roughly la t Thus the avaiiabhlt gravitational
fields are extremely weak and the Newtonian
theorj can be used to a high degree of approximation.
There arc, hotwever, three well-kiown tezts of
the theory: The gravitational red shift, the deflection of starlight by lhe sun, and the precession of
the perihelion of the orbit of Mercury. The first
of theso "tests" was shown by Einstein(l) to be
independent of the formalism of general reintivity and to follow directly from any theory consistent with the well-established (2) equivalence
principle. The deflection of starlight passing close
to the sun has been measured and the results, al-
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General Relativity
Dr. Ernest WF

D

AFOSR has supported studies in gravitational
physics for approximately a decade. Although
theso studies have not loomedi pronminently in the
nuclear physics program, the investigations Lave
;went both interesting and varied. They have. for
instance, dealt with cosmological solutions of Einstein's equations, efforts to quantize. the general
theory of relativity, studies concerning the gravitarional collapse of stars as possible explanations for
the behavior of quasrs. and efforts ;o test the genenol theory of relativity experimentally.
Although the general theory of relativity has a
clear conceptual superiority over Newtoniian gravitation, it has been difficult to establish the experimental superiority .f the theory. In this re:Qpcct it
differs markedly fro im the special theory of relativity, which has been amply verified by experiment within its domain of validity. In order to
verify the general theory, phienoniena nutst be observed in moderate gravitational fields at high
speeds (in terms of the velocity if light) or in
"stronggravitational fields at moderalt speeds. The
relevant gravitational parameter is
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though not completely consistent, are in rough
agreement with the predictions of the general
theory of relativity. The situation is better with
to the third test. The observed precession
of the perihelion of the orbit of the planet Mercury
Vragrees with the predictied value to within 2 percent.
O.)n the other h.and, Dicke(3) has proposed that the
precession of the perihelion of the inner planets
0.01dd in part Ie( due to a very omall flattening of
the sun.
In order
f to emnedy this paucity of observntional
evidence, a new experimental test was proposed by
L. 1. Sohitr and W. M. Fairbank of Stanford's
Department of Physics. Some years ago, Schiff
(4), under AFOSR sponsorship, showed that a
perfect gyrosc-ope, subject to no external torques
and orbiting the earth in a satellite, will experience
an "anomalous" precession with respect to the
fixed stars as it travels around the eatLh. For an
orbit of moderate altitude, the predicted shift of
the direction of the axis of rotation of such a gyro4cope is only 7 secolnds of are per year. A measure,nent of this pvecession, which arises ;,s a result of
the earth's ninss "distorting space,-time" in its
|eighlimrhood, would provide a test of the general
theory of rehvtlivitv essentially equivalent to, but
more sensitive thall, the deflection of light test. A
serond munch smaller ainonialous precession (of the
order of (.t5 second per year) is due to the difference, ar'cording to Einstein's theory, between the
gravitational tipl'ls of a rotating and nonrotating
body.
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Williani Fairbank and his colleagues IV.
Hamilton and F. Everitt have been working for
sometime, torward a g.ro-cope that will be able to
detect these very small rates of precession. This
work, supported b' AFOSR, is now rapidly progressing toward the point of being tried in practice. The gyroscopeiunder construction should be
capable of being read to 0.01 seconds of arc and
should have a drift rate due to all external torques
of less than 0.01 second of arc per year. The
experiment should give a completely new check
to the general theory of relativity.
The techuical problems are enormous and can
only be solved by placing the gyroscope in a satellite, where it is possible to reduce the effective
gravitational field sufficiently to reduce the
support torques to the required level. To reduce
the drift from the gravity gradient torques, which
exist oni any noi spherical g)yroscope whether it is
ini a satellite or oni the surface of the earth, it is
necessary to have, the gyroscope as perfectly
spherical as possible. This, unfortunately, presents a severe readout problem since normal readouts require knoising the position of the axis of
rotation with respect to the ball. For a perfectly
spherical ball tile moments of inertia of all the
axe.s of the ball are equal and it is impossible to
anticipate about which axes 'he gyroscope will
spin.
Fairbatik realized, however, that the so-called
london
oniotent could provide a unique way of
solving this readout problem. Loptlon's (,5) theory
of superconductivity predicted that a spinning
Sulpercondultor would spoontateously develop a
magneti, mumomuent
of 10u'. gauss along its axis of
spin, where . is the frequency of rotation of the
body. The existence of the London moment was
demonstrated in 19(4 by Bol and Fairbank (6),
supported by AFOSIR. as well as by Hildebrandt
(7), and by King, I lendricks, and
(Rorschach (8).
The London iomomint is very small and to achieve
the required readout accuracy, a superconducting
iagetomilter with a sensitivitv of 10-+1guaess wtlx,
developed at Stanford (9). This would allow an
acc.uracy in readout of 0.1 Second of arc for a
sUtperconduc.tinig ball spinning at a frequency of
4.oGO radians lier second (38,0(O) rev/minute). The
sensitisity can be increaswl to at least the required
I.01 second of rtc by averaging over a year or by
reducing the noise temperatutire in thle amplifier
to liquid helinm temnperatures,

Since external magnetic fields would interact
with the London moment causing, a precession of
the gyros&cope touch larger than the desired level,
all external magnetic fields must be excluded from
the vicinity of the gyro. This has been made
possible by another unique feature of superconductors also predicted by London. HIe suggested (J) that the flux in a superconducting ring
might be q-uantized in units of 4 x 10-- pauss amn
due to the long-range order in the momentum of
electrons. In 1961 Deaver and Fairbank (10) at
Stanford and Doll and Niibauer (11) in Germany,
discovered that the flux trapped in a superconducting rinn was indeed quantized, but in units of
2 x 10-' gau.ss cln•-. This factor of 2 is due to the
pairing of electrons in a superconductor and it
provided a very substantial vemffication of the
theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (12).
This discovery made po,,ible for the first time the
attainment of regions in v'hich the magnetic field
is truly zero. Deaver and FalA'ank observed that
the flux trapped in the hole in a small superconducting cylinder is zero if the cylinder is made
superconducting in a nmagnetic field of such size
that the flux in the hole of the cylinder is below
half a flux unit. Thý Stanford group has used this
unique properly of superconductors to design a
zero magnetic field facility (9) in which the ambinet magnetic field will be less than half a flux
unit. An experiment where it is desired to obtain
zero mnawLetic field can therefore be surrounded by
a superconducting shield, placed in the zero magnetic field facility, and then cooled below the
transition temperature of the shield. When the
magnetic shield becomes superconducting, it will
trap no flux and inside the shield there will be a
region of zero magnetic field.
The actual gyroscope will consist of a very
hioiutueneoiis and spherical quartz ball. 1.5
inaches in diammeter and coated wit a; thiu la yer
of niotiiuni. The hall. electrostatically sipported
across a supporting space of 1.5 thousandths of
an inch. is spun ill) in st•rut un when in the superconducting state by helium gas jets. The entire
gyroscope is surrounded by a superconducting 4inch ,liameter spherical maagnetic -hieli frontl
which the last quanttuni of flux has beeni excluded.
The supercondicting hoop F file readout magnetoateter (9) introduces-. : * itlly no losses inthe holl. '[he gyv ,toopeat:i: :45l are nutatle
o.duhti
an itegral part of a quartsz telescope, which will
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be used to comnpare the axis of the gvyro'.ope with i the same. direction. This can he achieved either by
the position of the stars. Both tihe telescope and
optical linniping or by 4-ooling them to 0.01' K.
gyro will Ie operated at liquid helium temperain the held of 100 kilogana.. The magnetic field
ture. The citmplete satellite experiment, supported
produced by the polarized lie' nuclei, although
by NASA after initial AFOSR support, will
an order of magitude smaller thav that produced
include four gyroscopes, two checking the larger
by the superconducting gyro discussed previously.
effect due to the satellite's motion around the earth
will have its direction monitored by a detection
and two for checking the earth's rotation effect of
circuit basically the same as that used for the
0.05 second of arc per year, The experiment will
superconducting gyro. Modifications are introbe kept cold for more than I year by approximately
duced into the detection --ireuit in order to prevent
75 pounds of liquid helium,
it producing a magnetic disturbance which can
If the gyroscope is at rest in an earthbound
react significantly back on the He' nuclei. (These
laboratory, the earth's rotation carries the gyromodifications are discuised in some detail in refscope through the earth's gravitational field, and
erence 9.) The HOe gyro, approximately 0.2 inches
the magnitude of the first "anonlolous" precesin diameter, is shielded by a carefully constructed
s.on would be roughly 0.4 second of arc per year,
superconducting mat,,netic shield .1.
inches
rather than 7 seconds per year. However, due to
in diameter. Even if care is taken to eliminate all
support torque problems, none of the existing
ferromagnetic materials, it. is estimated that the
gyroscopes are anywhere near sensitive enough to
magnetic field (dle to the lie, nuclei and reflected
carry out an earthbound experiment. At this stage.
from the spherical shield back on the nuclei will
the Stanford group revived the well-known idea
have a disturbing effect equivilent to somewhat
that a spinning nucleus is a gyroscope which
less than 10-1" gauss. Therefore. the apparatus
suffers none of the usual torques caused by the
presently under construction will not be sufficiently
necessity of supporting the gyroscope against
perfect to perform the relativity experiment, the
gravity forces. However, there is one serious difmiexpected drift rate being of the order of 0.07
culty with a free precession nuclear gyro, and that
second of arc per dlay.
is the overwhelming toii1ae due to extenal magAlthough the apparatus will not be sensitive
netic fields. Since a nuel, us is very light and proenough to perform the relativity experiment, the
duces a relatively large msagnetie field along its
nuclear gyro will make possible a new important
axis of spin, a very weak external field can make
test of one of the fundamental symmetry laws in
the nucleus precess at a high rate. For instance,
physics. This symmetry law. the principle of time
a HeO nucleus wi!' precess at a rate of 24,000
reversal invariance, has been considered valid for
radians per second per gauss if the external
all the interactions found in physics. Recently,
field is at right angles to the lIe magnetic moment.
however, high-energy experiments (13) have
Calculations show that in order to do tihe relashown that time reversal invariance may be viotivity experiment with a Ile' nuclear gyro, the
lated in the weak interactions or in the electroexternal magnetic field would have to be reduced
magnetic interactions. Now a nucleus with a nonto at least 3 x 10-1 gauss. Previous attempts to
zero angular momentum, such as He,, will have a
make free precession nuclear gyroscopes harw
permanent electric dipole moment only if the
failed because of the iinlmsihility of making the
principle of time reversal invariance is violated.
ambient magnetic field sufficiently small. The dis.
(For a simple classical argument demonstrating
covery of quantized flux has suddenly changed
this, -see Schiff, 1.4). However, should He3 have
all this.
an electric dipole moment, a strong electric field
The Stanford group under Fairhank and supapplied across the gyro should cause the He3
ported by AFOSR has designed such a free prenuclei to precess. The Stanford experiment,
cession He' gyroscope.(9) It is necessary that the
pla,med by Fairbank and Hamilton,will he a direct
relaxation time of the HIe- nuclei he longer than
and extremely sensitive test of the principle of
a year. This ran he s4tisfied by diluting pure
tine reversal invariance.
liquid lie' in 10, parts of the completely nonmagIn conclusion, as Fairbank(9) has said:
netic He'. The lie' nuclei must also le polarized
* * * te see that the basic discovery of
so that essentially all their spins are pointing ;n
one of the fundamental properties of super-
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conductors, the property of macroscopic flux
quantization, has led to the possibility o;
making a truly zero maj ietic field region and
a readout such that a free precession nuclear
gyro can be made which in principle has very
much smaller drift rates than any known manmade gyroscope and which is unaffected by
linear accelerations. The peculiar properties
of a superconductor with respect to a mnwgnetic field developed along its rotating axis
and the associated perfect magnetic shields
give rise to the possibility of a gyro in space
which is more sensitive than any existing
gyroscope. These two •yroscopcs in urn make
it possible for the first time, a test of the
equations of motion in Einstein's general
theory of relativity, and a new test of tile
fundamental symmetry law of time-reversal
funvaiame.l%
mety
have co
tmerullsweverplP
ianvaance. So we have come full sweep, a
fundamental experiment makes possible a
practical application, which in turn makes
possible a still more fundamental experiment.
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Cosmic Ray Physics
MAJ. JOS'PH

E. Gonna.L

Cosmic rays were discovered in 1912, but little
cosmic ray research was rccomplished for the next
two decades. Then as man's knowledge of nuclear
physics increased and better scientific instrumentation lecame available, research in coeLic ray physics substantially increased. During this early
period, most research was directed primarily toward the determination of the composition, origin,
and energy spectrum of the cosmic rays. These
areas are still under study today.
In recent years, however;,osmic ray research has
received additional emphasis 'because of its relstionship to other scientific fields. For instance, the
Air Force and NASA desire to know the cosmic
ray hazard to manned space flight. High-energy
physicists wish to use cosmic rays to learn more
about the elementary particles. (Indeed, many of
the elementary particles were first discovered in
cosmic ray research.) Also, the cosmologist is
interested in cosmic rays as a means of providing
information useful in the formulation and verification of cosmological theories.

AFOSH has supported cosmic ray research
since 1952. During this time the funds allotted to
cosmic ray research have increased from approximately $1.50,000 per year to $650,000 per year. Ini-

tially support was limited to projects which used
cosmic rays for the study of elementar)y particles.
However, after the launching of the first. manmade

satellite additional funds were allocated to support
reearch in the space environment aspects of cosmic radiation. Today the AFOSR program supports research in most areas of cosiaic ray research
that are of relevance to the Air Force and of current scientific interest.
Perhapsthe best way to indicatethe contribution
of AFOSR-sponsored cosmic ray research to man's
knowledge is to discuss bricfly the work of a few
of the scientists supported in the AFOSR program.

One group at the Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies at the University of Chicago has
been supported for many years and has made

valuable contributions to science. This group is
directed by John A. Simpson and has been inter-

ested primarily in the low-energy components of
cosmic radiation, i.e., particles of less than 1 BeY.
Initially the Chicago group was interested in

obtaining data on the neut-on intensity in cosmic
radiatiou. Instrumentation was carried aloft in
high-flying aircraft and also placed in ground
laboratories at various altitudes and latitudes. The
ground stations ranged fron. Chicago to Huancayo, Peru, and were later expanded to include Fu.ropean stations and shipboard Vtations. The neutrcn detector used was designeIl by the Chicago
group and was adopted as a standard detector for
worldwide measurement in the International Geophysical Year.
Starting in 1959 this group entered the satellite
program by placing scientific instrumentation on
NASA satellites. The direction of research also was
modified toward obtaining charged particle Tp',tra and fluxes encountered in orbit. This program
has led to several major accomplishments. One was
the careful mapping of the earth's outer magnetic
field as opposed to surface measurements of the
magnetic field. By establishing that large dif
ferences exist between geomagnetic coordinates at
ground level and those in the outer field, it was
possible to clear up mbny seeming anomalies that
had existed in the data on cosmic ray intensity
distribution,
Another notable accomplishment of the Chicago
group was the gathering of the most definitive
data known on the cosmic radiation associated with
the giant solar flare of 23 February 1956. That
produced the fifth and largest major increase in
cosmic radiation since the first observation of this
phenomenon in 1142. Extensive data were taken
from all the ground measurement stations, and,
because of an alarm system developed by the researchers, they were able to release a balloon that
re-rched 90.000 feet, over Chicago to gather data
during the time of intense cosmic ray activity,
The insight gained by the analysis of this solar
flare data has led to a greater recognition of the
solar contribution to primary cosmic ray flux. For
example, it was determined that the Forbush decrease (a sharp intensity and spectral change in
cosmic radiation that occurs during magnetic
storms) is of solar origin. It had previously been
thought that this decrease was ass.iated with
the earth's magnetic field in some way. As this
example suggests, cosmic ray research often produces important. new knowledge about other related fields. In this case the cosmic rays serve as a
magnetic field probe anti the data obtained have
direct application on radio conmmunication studies
and space vehicle guidance and radiation hazards.

The most recent accoinplishmentsof the Chi2ago
group concern thy experiments placed aboard four
satellites: Interplatietary Monitor Platform ITT
(IMP-III), Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
11 (OGO-IT), Pioieer 6 deep space probe, and
Mariner IV. The instruments placed aboard these
spacecraft are obtaining information as to thecomposition and abundance of cosmic rays. This information is proving to be of great value to many
areas of science. For example, Mariner IV, looking
for trapped radiation near Mars, determined that
the magnetic field of Mars is less than one onethousandth the earth's field.
Another group that has produced bignificant resuits under AFOSR sponsorship is at the University of Rochester under the.direction of M. F. KapIon. This group has collected data from balloons
and ground-based equipment and has been concerned primarily with the high-energy components
of cosmic radiation. (This is the part of the cosmic
ray spectrum of most interest, for the study of
nuclear interactions.) The early work of this group
helped establish the fact that light element nuclei
(lithium, beryllium, and boron) were present in
the cosmic rays. Whether the light elements are
primary cosmic rays or are produced as fragments
from nuclear interactions 7s still not known.
In recent years the Rochester group hats been
studying the energy spectrum, the composition,
and, where possible. the isotopic structure of the
charged primary cosmic rays. This is accomplished
by using balloon and satellite-borne lithiumdrifted solid-state detectors, scintillators, and
('erenkov light detectors. The charge composition
is a very useful parameter since the existence of
rare components such as H2, He'. Li, Be. and B are
used in formulating models suggesting the origin
of cosmic rays.
Also of importance is the work done by the
Rochester group in the detection of high-energy
primary gamma rays. By means of a gamma ray
telescope carried aloft by balloon, it was found
that very few, if any, high-energy gamma rays
were emitted by the Crab Nebula, a celestial body
that could conceivable be a source for such radiation. Their experiment yielded the lowest value for
an tipper limit on the high-energy gamma flux
from that nebula.
The AFOSR cosmic ray research program has
included several foreign projects. One such project
is the partial support of a cosmic ray laboratory
on top of Mount Chacaltaya near La Paz, Bolivia.
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This mountaintop laboratorv is the highest such
facility in the world (17.200 ft.) and is located
wvitl~in four degrees of the geoiarugnetic equator.
Since the laboratory is accessible Year round and
the wind velocities are rather low, this facility is
quite suited for cosmic. ray research. AFSOR has
supported research directly at the laborator an
cosmic ray intensity variation studies it, addition
to supporting a lagrge experiment conducted there
by a group at MIF under the direction of George
('lark.
The intensity variations research under Ismael
Escobar collected data for several years on the coumic ray intensity as well as temperature and pressure data taken by radiosionde equipment. Those
data supplied evidence that the source of daily
variat ions in cosmic ray intensity was due to extraterrestrial effects.
The MIT group established special equipment
on Mount Chacaltaya to study extensive air showers. (A shower of particles is caused by a highienergy cosmic ray particle interacting with the
atmosphere and producing a cascade of many secondary particles that impinge upon the earth over
a large area.) The eq'uipment consisted of an array
of symmetrically arranged scintillation detectors
connected to a common recording station. This airshower array was the highest elevation array ever
established. The results of the data obtained from
this array showed that the structure of air showers
at this altitude varied markedly from that at sea
level. This led to a much better undt-rstanding of
air-shower (levelopment and how elementar~y part ieies interact at extremely high energies.
This air-shower experiment led to another experiment called the Bolivian Air Shower Joint Experiment (BASTE) which had the primary objeclive of gathering data on the high-energy gamma
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high energy gamma rays are hard to detect but are
of interest because they are uncharged (unlike
most cosmic radiation) and are therefore not influenced by interstellar magnetic fields. They
should travel directly from their sourre to the
earth. Hence, if their arrival directior, is obtained,
the direction of the source of the cosmic rays can
be determined. Also, since the production of highenergy gamma rays is likely to cwcur only under
very special conditions, the source of such rays can
tell something of the nature of stellar processes.
Another reason gamma ray astronomy i.,ay be of
val is that it could provide information about the

h

center of our own ga laxy. Optical telescopes cannot view the center of our galrxy bheause of the
grell amlount Of interstellar dust which makes, this
region opaque to visible light. High-energy gammm
rays, however, can penet rate this dust.
The. BA.SJE experiment is still in progresss and
the data is being analyzed. Results thus far indi-ate that there are air, showers of low liunwictntent that appear to be produced by primary
gamma rays. A search is being made to determine
if these shomers arm prmduced by gamma rays
emanating from certain regions in the celestial
sphere. The results of this exeriment will be of
great value to cosmologists and other scientists.
Thother foreign research project supported by
AFOSR is a Ijroject located in Australia which
is under the direction of C. B. A. McCusker. This
experiment has the purpose of investigating extensive air showers. One part of the experiment
is de-signed to study the core of the air shower.
A 60-square-mueter arrm
of 60 plast iv scintillators.
is used for this purpose. The results thus far indic(te that the core of an air shower varies according
to the type of primary particle which produceis the
shower. A primary proton will produce one concentrated area of secondary shower particles with
a diminishing number of particles extending outward from this central point. However, a primary
cosmic ray deuteron will break up into two partickes upon entering the atmosphere and will produce a shower pattern of two concentrations of
secondary particles. Indeed, of the primary parLi
vle is an iron nucleus one would expect that Ithe
core of the -hower would contain approximately
56 concentrated areac of secondary particles, each
as a result of the 56 niu-leons in the iron nucleus
being torn apart upon impact with atmospheric
nuclei. These results of the nature of air shower
r e s w a s fi r st p u bl is h ed b y t h e Sy d n ey g ro u p a n d
co
coewafispulhdbyteSnygrpad
other groups throughout the world are confirming
them.
The second part of this experiment is a study
of shower size and ener-gy spectrum. The largest
air-shower array in tie world is being constructed
in Australia tr; !tktect showem produI-I by partivies of a 1020 eV. (IUN) billion billioni electron
volts). 'This artry of detectors will be spread over
lin area of 100 squarv, miles. It is anticipated that
an upper- limit may be found for cosmic ray particles and that these exteinely high-energy partidies will originate frost. certain areas of the
celestial sphere, since particles of this energy are
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not much deflected by magnetic fields. The results
of this s.vperime~nt will be of great scientific value
and they will be, unique, for no other array of this
size is uider construction or even contemplated
at this time. In addition, this array will provide
aunique facility to calibrate other air-shower
eperimkents suchi as those that detect the radio
emnission, (Zerenkov light, or scintillation light, produred by anair shower.
The precedingr examples of AFOSR-sponso.-ed
cosmic ray research do not, of course, give a cornplete picture of the work being accomplished by
these grops. In a report of this scope, it is inpossible tomientio all those supported by AFOSR
who are contributing to scientific knowledge in
general and to the Air Force mission indirectly.
AFOSR program has made unique and valuable
contributions to the knowledge of cosmic rays and
to the related fields of spave phlysics, elementary
particle physics, astronomy, and cosmology.*Without Air Force support, there is no doubt that
knowledge in these fields would he significaintly
less than it is today.

Theoretical Elementary
Particle Physics
CAr'r. 1)o~x.uD R. Lmxm

For the past. 14 years, the Air Force has played a
significant role in the support. of scientis~ts working
in the area of elementary particle physics. lInitially, the primary emphasis was experimental
elementary p~article physics; but in the early
sixties, due to increased costs in the accomi-Aishment of experiments and relatively stationary
budgets, emphasis shifted to a program primarily
involving thfeoretical efforts. Today, the subjects
of thi-se projects range over t~he spectrum of topics
on te freirnt
f eemenaryparielephyics
on tesfoea
r
ncf el m nayh.tce
h sc
reserch.is
The purpose of this article is to discuss inI a
broad manlier the main avenues of research in elenientary patcepyisadt
iee
pes of
work completed or p~resently being pursued by
AF(*SR grantees and confrar! ýe> 2, these areas,
The text is divided arcordinp' to tne rAbudls of
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approach to the elementary particle problem;
namely, quantum field theory, S-mnatrix theory.
and svmnietr~y principles or the algelhraie appruach. Following a brief description of each particular approach, an example of work in that area
9sltnsred by AFOSR is descrribed.
The goal of t~ieoretical particle physics is to
formulate a theory to account for and classify the
proliferation of elementary particles which have
been experimkentally detected in the past 5 years.
The problem of finding a. single theory to explain
the propet-ties of and to account for the 100 or more
elementary particles is pursued by the methods
mentioned in the previous paragraph: Quantum
field theory, S-miatrix theory, and symmetry principles. To be absolutely correct, one cannot ilk the
strict sense call any of these a theory, because none
has succeeded in doing more than yielding an understanding of some small area of theoretical particle physics. Furthermore, they are not mutually
exclusiv e, but. overlap in many ways.
The three main approaches described above have
as their foundation the principles of quantum
mechanics and special relativity, neither of which
.seems to be challenged by experiment to date.
Within this framework, the desire is to fihid atunified description of the four types of interactions
which are responsible for the physics of the elementary particles and their properties. These
interactions are classified according to their relative strengths: strorg, 1; electromagnetic, 10',
weak, 1.0- 14: and gravitational 10"'. Primarily,
effort. is centered on the development, of a theory
of the strong and weak interactions, since quantum
electrodynamics seems at present to be an adequate
theory for the description of the elect romiagnet ic
interaction, and the gravitational interaction is
too weak to be considered of importance at. this
stage of investigation.
Quantum Field theory
The use%of the concepts of relativistic quantum
fedtheory to describe the strong andl weak interactions has its background in the success of quanturn elect rodyniamics. Quantu ml elect rodynamics
the quantumn version of the classical field theory
of elect rotnagnet ismi. It ascribes to thle elect routagnetic force. Th-' photon is a particle of zero-miass
itself in the photon, the carrier of the electroniagnetic force. The photon is a particle of zeroHl-mas
aind the electronhagnetit- interaction or force is lorng
range.

i
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The application of quantom field theor, to
describe the strongly rind weakly interacting partic;"- is accomplished through tnalogy with quanturn electrodynami,.s. The theory is based on a numberofbasic"matter-fields" todescriLethe particles
and their interactions. These basic fields are then
raised to quantum status by means of certain
mathematical relations and from this, the particle
interpretation emerges just as in the case of the
photon. However, the force carrying particles are
massive and as a consequence, the short-range
character of the strong and weak forces is obtained.
The concepts of quantum field theory are used in
Maryland
and G. ..iinberg
manyUniversity
different -"
problems.
Recently,
Sucher of
Colut bia
U niversity studied the long-range
f

Casimir and Polder conerning van der Wal.
forces is independent nf the detailed dynamical
models for the individual interacting systems.
However, due to the binding of atoms by elect romagnetic interactions, thers is an exponential
term in the expression for the interaction energy
which may dominate the interaction potential for
many atomic radii before the r-' terms become of
importance.

acting between pairs of particles, at least one of
which is neutral
spinless(I,(i.e.,sppotedin
it has no angular and
hiswor
onlntu).
art
lar the
mionentum).
This work
(1), sunported
in part
by
nuclear physics
division
of AFOSR,
was

th empirical results of one experiment to predict
the
results
of another,
while making
learningassumptions
about the
various
interatctions
without

pursued to establish whether or not such longrange forces are presently observable in particle
physics. It turned out that forthe particle physics
problemtthey considered, namely the long-rtinc
p
ce
problem they c-msonsiderednamelthe long-range
efor
force between K-mesons, the long-range effects
were not detectable. However, another interesting
result was obtained from this work concerning th,
long-range forces between two neutral molecules,
called van der Waals forces&which determine the
macroscopic properties of matter such as surf3ce
tension, viscosity, and solubility.
The first. quantitativ, theory of van der Waals
forces was advanced by the German physicist.
Fritz London, in 1930 (2). In this theory, a particular dynamical model is assumed and the intermolecular forces arise from the electrostatic interaction between two dipoles. The energy of the interaction turns out to be proportional to r-o and the
force to r-, where r is the distance between the
bodies. lxndon's approach is not valid at large
separations due to the neglect of the retardation
effects in the interaction between the two nautral
systems. The retardation effects were first considered by the Dutch physicists, It. G. B. Casituir
and D. Polder in 1948 (4). Casimir and Polder
found that, at relatively large distances, the interaction energy and the force are proportional to
r-, and r-'. respectively, in contradintion to the
london expressions.
rThe more comprehensive quantum field theory
valh-ulationtofSucher audFeinbergyielded a more
general result. Their work proved that the result of
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quantum field theory approach. The aim is to rely

concerning their nature beforehand. Experimental
quantities, such as cross se':ti-ms, are used to learn
about the properties of the interactions and to deduce their nature. Of course, the hope is that this
black box" approach will ultimautely give the clues
development of the correct theory to describe
the elementar:.- particles and their interactions.
One technique employed to carry out the above
program iq the use of dispersion relations. Dispersion relations (4/) had their first applications
in optics, wher-e through such a relation, the index
of refraction is related to the absorption coefficient
of a given medium. Similarly, in the description
of a particle scattering fron a scattering center,
one cim utilize the wave character of the particle to
relate the scattered wave to the wave describing
the particle before interaction with the medium.
This is called a single-dispersion relation. In t959.
the single-dispersion relation was extended to a
double-dispersion relation by Stanley Mandlestaem, who was a member of a theoretical group
sponsored by AFOSR at the University of California, Berkeley. This work made it possible to
consider more complicated particle interations.
c ons ere comlcte taticle intectn
It is also interesting to note that these saie tehniques have applications in the propagation of
radiation in the atmosphere, shieldingl problenW
and electrical systems.
One theoretical physicist who has played an important. role in the development and application
of dispersion relations in particle physics is Marvin Goldberger who i:s principal investigator on
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an AFOSR contract at Princeton. The Mandlestam dispersion techniques permitted Goldberger
and his associates to relate such thing as scattering amplitudes of certain physical processes to the
absorption amplitude,; of related processes. These
results allowed many inferences to be drawn conceming the properties of the interactions. Accordingly, such topics as the electromagnetic structure
of the nucleon were studied exhaustively.
More recently, dispersion techniques have been
used in conjunction with the algebraic approach
to the elementary particle problem.
SSymnwfry

rI~nclples

umnerous symmetry propertme of the elementary
particles. 'hie existence of families of related
strongly interaiting partir-iy, rharg rmultiplets
and supernultiplets, as well as mam splitting rules
within the families have been predicted and verifled by experiment. Selection and intensity rules
for the production of the particles and their decays through strong interactions have been derived. However, some of the most recent and important results have been obtained 1y combination
of the algebraic method with dispersion techIliquts best known as the algebra of currents.
The use of dispersion methods in the study of
symmetries was first developed (5) in 196A-65 by
G. Furlan (Institute of Physics-University of
Trieste) anid S. Fubini (Institute of Pbysics-

The symmetry principles approach embodies the
attempt at finding algebraic principles and ap-and
proximate conservat;on laws as an aid to discoverofton de a r nea FOst grat and
to at relativistic formulation inlater extended
was
ing what the correct elementary particle theor
dependently
by Furlan
S. Adler, W. Weisi.rger (0), and
may be like. The experimentalist classifiesparticles
S. Fubini, G.
and C. Rossetti (7). Reand particle resonances into a multiplet structure
(similar toatomnic spectra muhtiplets) accorlingto
some consert-ed quantum property like parity. This
data permits the theoretical physicist to identify a
possible mathematical group to represent the invariance group of the underlying dynamics. Once
this is accomplished, results which can be verified
byexperiment are calculable.
The algebraic ••kethod involves the use of Lie
groups and their representations. Lie groups were
developed in the 19th century by the Norwegian
mathematician Sophus Lie. The basic concept, the
group, ig defined ,as a set. of operations possessing
the property that any tivc, of them performed in
succession are together equivalent to another operation belonging to the set. A representation of a
group is a set of numbers and a rule of transformation of these numbers such that each operation
of the group pr•ulunhwia wllned
transforination of tlhese numbers. With these two basic ideas,
tthe tkeoretical physicist, aided by the work done
by mathematicians on group theory, is prepared to
apply group theory to physical problems. This is
possible since tile laws of quantum mechanics require that whenever a physical ohject has a symmetry, there is a well-defined group of operations
that prewerve the symnetry. and the possible quantuau states of tihe objec't are then in exact corres.mtldenie with the representations of the group.
The algebraic approach has been very successful in permitting the elaboration and prediction of
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a
cently, another application of these methods to
higher synmetry schemes has been pursued by (.
.egre, S. Fubini, and J. D. Walecka (8) in collahoration. Walecka is a member of a theoretical
group at Stanford University which is sponsored
by A.FOSR. Many other applications have occ"urred in the past year also.
The impact of the current algebra approach in
elementary particle physics has been particularly
signifiant in the theory of weak interactions and in
giving t he physicist a deeper understanding ,)f the
syinnin ry properties of elementary particles. The
scheme is based on a postfate which was proposed
by MumryvGell-Mann (9) and (an be used to derive
"sum rules" involving only experimental quantities. The first application of this new approach is
(fle to Adlerand Weisberger;) whoderived a sum
rule relating the weak interaction ratio of the
renornialized axial-vector and vector-coupling constants of /-dtevay 4toexperimental quantities aplwaring in liiitii-itucleoitn -atterintg. The result is in
excellent agreement with the experimental value.
Further, Futbini, Furlan. and Rossetti (7. 16) have
obtained relations between the isscalar and isovector anomalous moments of the nucleon anti the
corresponding photopion production amplitude.
The-e relatioms also are in.xcclkntag-rcnirnt with
the experimental values. In addition to these resuilts, many other interesting applications have
been completed or are in progress.
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Crystal Nucleation and Growth

duLjie&
In the area of nuclation, the effect of electroiagn.lit
4irring during solidification has been
demonstrated as a practical meas of uhieving an

homogeneity atl increase in the physical proper-

ties. In the area of atomic kinetics several new
telhniqnes have been devised for investigating the
dec
e be en depise for n esianinte

difference between the possible atomicmechanisms
during growth from the melt (2, 3). In the area

niade of the effect of an electric field on the redistribution of solute atoms during freezing and a
technique propose" for measuring the effective

ionic mobility of solute atoms in the melt (2, 3).
In the area of controlled fluid flow, it has been

shown that by application of electromagnetic energy to a liquid melt, both the melt temperature
and its motion may be controlled. An analysis was
made on the influence of correction on the redistribution of solute during the freezing process and

a consistent mathematical formation developed
(2. 3). In the area of interface morphology control, two dominant principles that determine par-

Since the early 1960"s AFOSR has supported
theular interface morphologies were postulated.
%elected programs to study the process of crystal
`•m~e experimental support. for these postulates
nucleation and growth; techniques of purification:
was also determined. (4). In the area of physical
mechanisms of impurity segregation, and density
imperfections several mechanisms for disclocation
and distribution of impurities; techniques for
generation during crystal growth were postulated
formning precisely known compounds and strucand experimental support found. Sophisticated
ru ral imp erfection s of cry stals. T h is b ro ad p ro -. X-ray
x c ntechniques
e t 3 are
.7 being
.I h developed
r a o h for
s more
qii
gram has as its objective better understanding of
exat ing tests (5.6. 7). In the area of phase equilithe crystal growth mechanisms and techniques
bra, slidification techniques were developed for
in order to advance the science and develop the
deter,.4 iniig the partition coefficients. tielines and
technology" for making materials witis the opti.
liquidus surfaces in multicomponent systems. In
mum microstructure for certain desirable physical
the area of property and perfection studies they
properties of materials. In the past, much of the
have been able to show that a high probability
work in the area of crystal growth was empirical
ezists for the rearrangement of dislocation tangles.
and a few scientists became experts growing carat slip-plane intersections in a metal, to a lower
energy array resembling a twin. This has considselected crystals for their owf use.
eain
t
erable significance relative to the fracture
stres
AFOSR has supporteda program with William
of metals and to the estimation of stress from
A. Tiller, Stanford University, from 1961, first at
basic data (8).
Westinghouse Researih Ia.boratories and later
The product of the above studies has been
Stanford University. This program, entitled
large-ly st-ieritifiv tint-eri'taading bu has e.ltrib"Crystallogenics," ,tanrs fo.r crystal genesis or the
kited to the beginnings of some practival appliesbirth and growth of -.rystol,,. Progress has been
tions of the freezimig process to (a) ingot structure
made in the area of nizleation, atomic kinetics,
control, (b) preparation of large polymer single
olute manipilation, controlled fluid flow, intercrystals. and (r) the ultra purification of water.
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It can be predicted froin the study of the frtenJug process coupled with electromagnetic stirring
of molten metals and alloys that improved ingot
struture, improved ingot yield, and lower production costs through well controlled and automated
processes will come about and replace the soimewhat backward ingot prtice and foundry technology existiihg today.
Another product of the freezing process was a
method of growing i-.rge single crystals of selenium, an elemental semiconductor which fails to
grow at adequate rates uider conventional laboratory conditions. The selenium molecule in the
liquid has polymer-like properties, and whatever
the method of crystallization, the experimentalist
must deal with the fact that the molecules in the
liquid medium ahead of the crystal may be in the
form of chains of varying length, and varying
degrees of kinkiness or in the form of closed rings
of eight selenium atoms. In order to grow a single
crystal, the interface must be able to select the appropriate molecular entity length from this melange. At room temperature the selection process
is sluggish, and the crystal grows slowly. To
speed up the growth of single crystal selenium a
different approach was taken. This process involved the use of pressure and higher temperatures
in a closed system. After extended experimentation, it was found that a pressure of about 5,10)
atmospheres was needed. At this pressure and a
temperature of 342°C. the researchers were successful in growing a single crystal of selenium of
about 1 centimeter and 10 centimeters in length.
These crystals are of ample size that slid state
scientist: (9) now have a material with which they
can perform reproducible experiments and controlled measurements of the electronic structure
and the semiconducting properties of selenium,
A program under the direction of F. P. Jona,
International Business Machines, had as its objective improving the fundamental understanding of
the various mechanisms that are at work when a
crystal grows from the vapor phase by way of one
or several chemical transport reactions. This
work is divided into equilibrium studies, vapor
transport stuudies, atid surface st udies.
The specific valor-growth systems chosen were
ZnS-!, Si-Ift'l and Ge-I or Ge-lr systems. In
addition, considerahle effort wax e.pended to
simpler, solvent-free vapor--growth systems such
as Ge-GaAs and Si-Si. A simple method was dereloped for the determination of chemical equiiibria
lb I
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that in%olv-ý, weightless niefiremenn-. The meth
od was tested successfully on the Ge-I s*ysteml and
then used to elucidate t he (rc-br system (10l The
equilibrium behavior of the Si-HCi system was
elucidated from published thermodynamic data
and found to explain satisfactorly a number of experimental facts (11). Also studied was the equilibrium in the Ge-Ga-I system which is used for
the growth of heavily doped epitaxial layers (12).
Kinetic measurementF of the transport, rate were
carried out in the system ZnS-I and the effects of
temperatur?, pressure, and geometry were investigated. Diffusion-controlled vaportransport theory
was tested successfully and the onset of convective
effects demonstrated (.3). Vapor-transport theory
was confirmed also by the experiments with the
systems Ge-Ga-I, which provided useful rules for
thegrowthofheavilydopedgermanium (14).Further confirmation of vapor transport theory was
provided by kinetic measurements in the Ge-I
system, whereas some surface effects were detected
in the Ge-Br system (15).
The interaction between diffusion limitations
and surface effects was elucidated theoretically,
and orientation-dependent growth rates even deinonstrated experimentally (16). However, all attempts at measuring the dependence of grnwth rate
upon supersaturation failed. No experimental
technique was developed that would allow measurement of both temperature and thickness of a
substrate growing under surface-limited conditions. Consequently, quantitative studies of the
effects of poisoning agents upon the growth rate
could not be carried out. Since the study of measuring the dependence of growth rate upo'. supersaturation failed, their direction was cha-.,•.-d to the
nature and crystallographic characteristics of
semiconductor surfaces and to the measurement of
this chemical reactivity. For the former study, a
new display-type low-energy electron diffraction
(LEEI)) equipment was used to develop techniques of preparation of atomically clean surfaces
(17). The crystallographic characteristics of several semiconductor surfaces were elucidated (18)
and this led to a study of the nature of surfaces of
semimetals.
A program under the direction of A. C. Beer at
Battelle Memorial Institute studying high-mobility low-melting-point group III -V compound
semiconductors has been supported since 196).
These investigations have provided:
Reasonably conclusive identification of the
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residual defc.t in GaSb as a type of antistructure, e.g., Ga atoms in Sb sites.
Development of special techniques which enable preparation of GaSb crystals having an
order of magnitude lower conceittration of the
residual acceptors, with large increases in the
hole mobility,
Achievement of relatively uncompensated
n-type crystals of GaSh exhibiting a roomtemperature mobility of 6,300 cm '/volt-see., a
value substantially larger than has been reported elsewhere,
Elucidation of scattering mechanisms in the
above n-type material, which illustrate the importance of effects arising from the subsidiary
conduc.ion band, including screening of Coulomb interaction,
Analysis of electronic scattering in moderately doped InSb which revealed the influence
of electron-electron interactions and the nonparabilicity of the conduction band.
The success achieved in growing single crystals
of GaSb from nonstoichiometric melts now permits
production of improved GaSb with electrical properties superior to these previously attainable,
The ability of improved GaSb should also increase its usefulness in device applications. For
example, interesting studies are appearing regarding acousto-electric properties of GaSb.
H. Steinfink at the University of Texas has been
studying crystal chemistry ot the systems rare
earth-groups V and VI elements. The aim of this
effort is directed toward the correlation between
crygtal-chemical parameters and the physical behavior of the materials. An initial step to study
the connections existing between structure and electrical conductivitv was carried out with the intermediate phases of LaTe : (19) and NdTe , and the
solid-solution series existing for this composition.
It was shown that the stoichiometric 1 : 2 composition has the highest electrical conductivity and
that it decreases as the tellurium concentration
decreases. A detailed X-ray structure study was
made to see what relation exists between the
changes in the structure as the tellurium is removal
and the physical behavior. The first step was a
precise structure determination of the stoichiometric compomition and involved the measurement
of three-dimension X-ray diffraction data. This led
to the ambiguous assignment of the rare earth ions
and of the metallic ions in the structure. It was
shown that one of the crystallographically inde-

pendent tellurium atoms displayed interatomic
contacts which could be reconciled with an essentially metallic-type atom and the other tellurium position were filled by an atom with ionic
characteristics.
The analysis of three-dimensional data obtained
from a crystal with composition of NdTe i.a (20)
showed that the tellurium deficiency was created
by the statistical omission of the metallic-type
tellurium atoms. Thus, the removal of this type of
atom explains the observed decrease in electrical
conductivity and also explains the observed decrease in the "a" and increase in the "c" lattice
constants.
At the Virginia Institute for Scientific Research,
J. F. Kirn has been studying methods of crystal
growth fo. elements on which little work has been
done. Crystals of the alkali metals, sodium, potassium, lithium, and rubidium have been grown by
the Czochralski technique both under high vacuum
and in purified argon. Rubidium crystals have also
been pulled under a blanket of oil in an effort to
reduce strain on the crystal seed by means of
buoyancy. A tnchnique for growing alkali metals
to specific orientations has been developed.
Cobalt has been deposited epitaxially on large
surfaces of cobalt substrate by the reduction of
cobalt sulfate solution with hydrogen. Previous
problems of random nucleation have been overcome
by control of pH, agitation, and the addition rate
of the reducing agent. Areas as large as 1 square
centimeter have been achieved free of spurious
growth. Twinning still remains to be a problem,
but with some modifications to the equipment the
twinning may be overcome.
E. F. Cart at the University of Maine is studying ordering of molecules in the anistropic phase
of liquid crystals. The primary objective of this
investigation is to obtain a better understanding
of the effect due to external electric and/or magnetic fields. The most significant contributions
thus far have been determination that the degree
of molecular alinement which can be obtained in
the anisotropic liquid phase using an external
electron field is the same as that which can be obtained using a magnetic field. This comparison
was made with fields of such magnitudes that the
molecular alinement was saturated. A comparison of the electric and magnetic fields by producing molecular alinement shows the presence of
another alining process which is a function of the
electric or magnetic field. This process is not asso137
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ciated with the anisotrophy in the electric constant or the permeability. Although this new proee.s .annot be justified theoretically, the experimental results show that it can be described by an
"empirical equation involving the electric and magnetic fields. Serious consideration will be given to
the possibility of obtaining molecular alinement
in the solid phase by cooling from the anisotropic
liquid phase in the presence of electric and magnetic fields.
At the University of Idaho, E. F. Sieckmann has
been studying color centers in single crystals of
alkaline earth oxidles. Single crystals of the alkaline earth oxides are difficult to produce synthetically because of their high melting points and are
not found in nature due to their chemical reactivity with water. Sieckmann has been able to produce
single crystals of these substances and has measured the refractive indices of CaO and SrO in the
visible spectrum at six different wavelengths (El).
Attempts to produce coler center in these crystals at room temperature by means of X-rays have
not been successful, but he will attempt to radiate
the crystals at liquid nitroger. temperature in hopes
that color centers can be formed at the lower ternperature. Electrolytic coloration of crystals of
CaO)has been successful, and an optical absorption
band thus prodii-ed centered at about 6,500AO has

matrix and the precipitate is constant, supporting
the topotactic nature of the exsolution. This is further substantiated by the close similarity of the
oxygen packing in the MgAl2 O, and -Ga2) 3 struetures (24). The novel approach to topotaxy has
been the study of tihe react ion of single crystals of
6-Ga1O3 (grown to I on size) with MgO in var;-,us
selected orientations to form the spithel Mg(arO.
s
isnatione
of the p itieo single
This is also an example of he preparation of single
crystals of complex oxides by subsolidus solid
state reactions.
AFOSR programs in crystal growth have provided the scientific community with new knowledge making it possible for researchers to grow
single crystals of known composition to perform
experiments.
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program of research on the electronic properties of
InteractionsfUlrsoi
of Utrasnicmetalsusing ultrasonic techniques (5). AFOSR
Waves in Metals
sponsored the program at Brown [TniverSity. Because of the pioneering nature of this research,
Morse and his collaborators mande important practical contributions toward the development of axperimental procedures and design of the necessary
In the past decade a considerable effort has bee
electronic equipment needed for generating, regp
puiit forthin tHe
1 fieldl Of sl-'aepkJysic, to i."lating ultrasonic waves, and detecting their interve-KZgate the dynamic. properties, of conduction
actions with the electronic structure of metals.
electrons in inetals at very low temperatures. Fro
A part fromt the adtivi~y in the physics department
the point of view of fundamental physics, experAFOSR also spoiisored a group under the direction
imental investigations under carefully controlled
of R. Truell in the Applied Mathematics Division
environmental conditions are essential to the deat Brown U~niversity. In 1956, the measurement of
ve~lopment of a refined understanding of the defatigue iii metallic structures was begun using the
tailed interactions of the.se electrons with the host
methods of ultrasonic attenuation. In the accoonionic lattice of the mnetal. Apart froin this primary
plishments that followed, Truell and his colleborapurpose it is not difficult to envision the impact
tom-s developed a scheme for measuring the degree
which such thorough invetstigation might have on
of fatigue and predicting the fracture and probable
the successful predicrP,)n of macroscopic transport
failure of aircraft structures.
properties of metakls of alloys,
Before summarizing the scientific contributions
A somewhat more specific objective has been the
of Morse~s group at Brown University, as well as
study of super-conductivity, an effect known exdescribing the continuing rerearch in this fie'N ati
perime-ntally for over 50 years, but one where man's
Wayne State U~niversity and at the National Magundodrstanding of the phenomenon has progressed
net. Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of
rapidly only in the last 10 years. Truly systematic
Technology, both sponsored by AFOSR, a brief
studies of superconducting properties have been
r~summm of the people involved will perhaps give
possible only since the development of the firset
some indication of the manner in which sustained
adequate theory of superoonductirit) by Bardeen,
university research support can influence the
Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) in 1957 (2). Since
growth of one particular area of scientific investithen, theoretical and experimental progress has
gation. The first Ph. D. from Morse's group at
been rapid, and as superconsductivity has become
better understood there have been advances of iBrown U7niversity was H. V. Bohme, who subsequently formed his own research group at Wayne
applied nature as well. Chief among these has been
State University, also with AFOSH sponsorship.
the development of extremely high critical field suThere followed an additional six Ph. D.'s fromn
perconducting alloys (type 1II) from which haie
Brown University (J. D. Gavenda, 34. T. Walker.
been fabricated wires used in the construction of
L. T. Claiborae, J. U. Le*ibowitz, M. S. Said, and
high field (100 kilogauss) solenoids for laboratory
R.
L. Thomas) and all but one has continued reinclude
such
applications
Other
potential
use (2).
search irvestipations of ultrasonic attenuation in
things as high-speed switching circuits and memoMetals at other laboratories. R. L. Thomas is curflea for computers, perfect diamagnetic shields. d.c
transmission of '--nry large electronic power, sac.rntyasctewihheW
neStegop
There were, in addition, three visiting research
d~c.wweconertrs
ith upeconuctig rcti
associates (T. Olsen, A. Myers, and B. Peverley)
tiers, very sensititive magnetometers, and frictionatBonUiesyfrmoegncure.Al
less bearings, gyroscopes, and accelerometers
of these scientists are currently working in this
An important colon izing role has been played by
area of research.
AFOSH iii stimulating the rapid growth of techThe early work of the Morse group stimulated
niques and utilitization of ultra-sonic attenuation
much activity; mnany other ultrasonic groups were
in research on thebeha iqirand properties of solids.
established and mnuch theoretical and aspeniShortly after the.first obbervations of electronic atmental work was started in this country and
tentuation of ul'rtsound in metals by Bomnmel (3)
abroad (6). Among the new grou;.s supported by
and by M-eAinnon (4), R. W. Morse initiated a
AFOSH was one at the Polytechnic Institute of
MAX SwF~tmnAw
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under the direction of T. Kjeldaas, ,Jr.,
who iii concerntr with the theory of the interactions of high-frequency sound waves and electrons.
Another group in this country is at the National
Magnet Laboratory at MIT working under the direction of B. Lax are. Y. Shapira (who received
his Ph. D. under B. Lax) and I,. J. Neuringer. It
is, perhaps, of interest that the NML group and
the Wayne State University group have recently
been collaborating on a study of antiferromagnietic
chrominum (7).
The Wayne State group has produced four
Ph. D.'s (V. J_ Easterling, G. Kamm, and 'N. H.
Horowitz). Norman Tepley joined this group in
1963 after receiving his Ph. D. from MIT and is
currently coprincipal investigator with H. V.
Bohm. L. Mackinnon of the University of Essex,
England, joined the Wayne State group under
an NSF senior foreign scientist fellowship in
1963-64.
A fundamental aspect in the study of electrons

sampes of high purity. In metals at very low ternperatures, the attenuation of ultrasonic-frequency
sound waves is very large. The interesting feature
is that the attenuation is caused by interaction of
the sound wave and the conduction electrons. Because of this, the attenuation has a strong dependence on the magnitude of an applied external
magnetic field. Variations of the attenuation as a
function of applied magnetic field and/ar temperatuire, ran be interpreted to give information about
the Fermi surface of a metal und/or about the
superconducting properties of a metal or alloy.
The dynamics of the conduction electron system
are generally visualized in terms of an abstract
constant-energy surface in momentum space called
the Fermi surface. This concept derives from the
fact that electrons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics,
which require that the allowed energy corresponding to a given momentum vector gives rise to only
two quantum states. If one fills the allowed (quantized) energy states in order of increasing energy

in metals is the role of the periodic atomic lattice
strueture. The interaction between the conduction
electrons and the spectrum of thermal, elastic ribration of this ionic lattice ("phonon spectrum")
are the keys to an understanding of the basic properties and behavior of metallic conductors. In any
attempt to study these interactions through macroscopic transport phenomena (e.g. thermal and electrical conductivity), the entire vibrational spectrum, as well as the entire conduction electron
distribution must be taken into account. The experimental technique of ultrahigh frequency sound
propagation (or attenuation) and detection prorides the physicist witih a nondestructive, powerful probe for studying electron interactions with
monoenergetic lattice vibrations. U-nder certain
conditions, it is possible to insure that the ultrasonic wave interacts with a spatially selective
group of conduction electrons,
The selective electron-phonon interaction can be
studied as a function of several experimental parameters such as temperature, external magnetic
field strength, lattice impurity, etc. The experimerits which will be summarized in this article
utilized frequencies ranging from 10 megacycles
per second (Me/s) to 10 gigacycles per second
(1 Gc/s= 10,00) mc/s). In all cases the measured
physical quantity was the ultrasonic attenuation
coefficient. In order that sound scattering be con.
fined primarily to conduction electrons, most experiments were performed at 4.20 K. or below on

until all of the electrons per unit volume occupy an
energy state, to a first approximation, all the states
up to the Fermi energy
"lled, all those above
the Fermi level are empty ,v . ,*rons. Thermal
excitations smear this clean distribution of electrons demarked by the Fermi surface. In fact, those
electrons which are within the thermal energy
range of the Fermi surface are the only ones which
take part in transport processes, other transitions
within the filled "sphere" being forbidden by the
Pauli exclusion principle. In many real metals the
effect of the periodic atomic lattice structure is to
replace the simple Fermi sphere approximation by
multiply connected surfaces; for metals with more
than one valence electron per atom, there exist
several separate pieces of Fermi surface.
When Bragg reflection of X-rays by electrons
takes place in a periodic lattice structure, it is
visualized in momentum space by means of Brillouin zone boundaries. The Brillouin zone is an
abstract concept pictured in the same momentum
space as the Fermi surface. It is represented by a
polyhedron which can often be constructed in
"k-space" from considerations of the wave vectors
of ths various electronic states characteristic of the
erergy band theory of solids, the crystal lattice and
its symmetry. In the qtudy of complex metals and
alloys, where there may be several overlapping
energy bands, the geometry of the zones plays an
important role. If one considers the set of planes
in momentum space corresponding to the lowest.
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order Bragg reflections, there results a closed
polyhedron characteristic of the particular crystal
structure of the metal. Wherever the Fermi sphere
interacts with the first Brillouin zone, some boundary portions of the Fermi surface lie in higher
order zones and often one attempts to map the
extra segments into the first zone in the so-called
reduced zone scheme. Without going into the intricate details of fermiology here. it may be noted
that even though such a model is helpful, and much
progress has been made in recent years with machine theoretical calculation of the topology of
such surfaces, the true structure of the Fermi surface must still be determined experimentally. The
ultrasonic technique is a powerful, but not the
only means of measuring the Fermi surface. Other
experimental techniques which yield both overlapping and complementary information include
the de Haas-van Alphen effect (extremel cross seetional areas), cyclotron resonance (surface curvature and effective mass), magnetoresistance (areas
of contact with Brillouin zone boundaries), anomalous -kin effect (surface curvature and area),
positron annihilation (number of electron in a
given cross section), and Gantmakher effect (extremal linear dimensions) (8).
Historically, the first metals which were studied
by ultrasonic techniques were superconductors.
After Bommel's (3) work first demonstrated a
sharp decrease in the attenuation coefficient at the
superconducting "transition temperature, T,, in
lead, Morse and Bohm (9) showed that the falloff in attenuation below the transition in tin and
indium was in agreement with the behavior predicted by the BCS theory of superconductivity
(1). According to the BCS theory, it is energetically favorable for electrons to exist in bound pairs
below T,. The bound electron pairs (in Cooper
S pairs, the constituent, electrons have opposite mo,and spin and hence are paired in momentum
take
mentatherspin indchenate paed n
-space rather than in coordinate space) do not tke
part in sound scattering, leaving only the unpaired
("normal") electrons to interact with the sound
waves (phonons). For weak interacti6n between
electrons and phonons, the limiting c;,ergy gap is
given as 3.5 KT. (where K is Boltzmann's constant and T,. the critical temperature) by the BCS
theory for superconductors. The first experimental evidence obtained by Morse and Bohm (,9) was
in good agreement with the energy gap, predicted
by BCS theory ,,nd thus confirmed a fundamental

physical parameter in the theory of superconductors.
The ultrasonic attenuation in a pure metal at
liquid helium temperature has been shown to vary
periodically as the reciprocal of an applied magnete:- field. There are three distinct types of such
oscillations which may be related to separate, yet
complementary features of the Fermi surface.
These oscillations, referred to as geometric resonances, quantum oscillations, and ultrasonic cyclotron resonances, yield linear dimersions, cros sectional areas, and curvatur-s of the Fermi surface
respectively. In addition, a fourth, non2eriodic
magnetoacoustic effect, the so-called Kjeldaas effect (10,11), yields values for the extremal Fermi
velocity in the direction of the magnetic field.
AFOSR currently sponsors a theoretical study of
the interaction of high-frequency sound waves and
electrons at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
under the direction of Terje Kjeldsas, Jr. In the
summers of 1960 and 1961, Kjeldaas worked-with
H. E. Bommel at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Prior to that time, while at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, he collaborated with T. Holstein, and F. Keffer, at the University of Pittsburgh where he earned his Ph. D. It was out of this
joint interest in the theory of solids supported by
AFOSR at the University of Pittsburgh that his
theory of ultrasonic cyclotron resonance in metals
(10) and the theory of the oscillatory magnetoacoustic effect in metals (11), that the Kjeldaas
effect was predicted.
Geometric resonances occur when a magnetic
field is applied in a direction perpendicular to the
direction of ultrasonic propagation. Since the yelocity of an electron at the Fermi surface is roughly
500 times that of the sound wave, the electron in its
helical path about the magnetic field "sees" a spatially periodic electric field due to the lattice wave
which is effectively stationary for many orbits of
the electron. Extrema in the ultrasonic attenuation
m when the electron orbit dimeter just matches
occur
an integral number of acoustic half wavelengths.
Thus, geometricresonancesprovideacaliperofthe
linear dimensions of the Fermi surface. Applying
this technique, Easterling and Bohm (12) experimentally confirmed and refined the model of the
Fermi surface of silver which had been suggested
by Pippard (13) on the basis of anomalous skin
effect measurements. Fermi surface investigations
by acoustic geometric resonance have been reported
for a large number of metals.
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The phenomeno, of quantum oscillations is
sorne%hat a more difficult corcept to visualize than
geometric resonance. Because a rather high magnetic field is needed generally, this effect has been
studied for only a limited number of metals by
Shapira, Lax, and Neuringer at the National
Magnet Laboratory (14, 15). Acoustic quantum
oscillations have much in common with the
de Haws-van Alphen effect and as such provide
measurements of extremal crose section&] areas of
the Fermi surface. When the rules of quantum
mechanics are applied to electron orbits on the
Fermi surface in the presence of a magnetic field,
one consequence is that the position of the Fermi
surface coincides with an allowed (quantized)
energy level only for a discrete set of magnetic
field values. As the magnetic field is increased,
successive energy levels pass through the Fermi
surface. In the presence of a sound wave, the
laws of conservation of momentum and ene,-gy
yield the values of magnetic fiald for which the
electron-acoustic phonon scattering process can
take place; i.e. where the ultrasonic attenuation
is maximized. Thermal broadening of the energy
levels leads to symmetrical oscillations, but the detailed theory indicates that under certain circumstances the oscillations become very large and
spike-like. These are called giant quantum oscillations. The importance of this effect lies in the
fact that it provides information about the nonextremal as well as the extremal Fermi surface
crom sectional areas, and also about the carrier
cyclotron mass, Me, and magnetic g-factor.
For an ultrahigh purity metal, microwave ultrasonic frequencies can satisfy the very stringent
requirement for acoustic cyclotron resonance absorption. When this condition is satisfied, the
sound wave can be made to stay in resonance with
the electron for its entire helical trajectory between
collisions. The relevant physical parameter obtained from acoustic cyclotron resonance is mn,
the extremal value of the cyclotron mass. So far,
only gallium crystals have been gi-c-oa of sufficient
purity for acoustic cyclotron re; jnance observations. In pure gallium, usually all three of the
oscillatory magnetoacoustic effects are observed in
a single experiment. Much of the curoent experimental work of isolating these effects and relating
them to the gallium Fermi surfa-e is being carried
out by N. Tepley of the Waysmre State group. Giant
quantum oscillations in gallium have been reported

by the National Magnet LAboratory group utilizing high magnetic fields. Because of the relatively low driving frequencies employed; theme
oscillations; were of the type which correspond to
extremal orbits. At 9 Gc/sec it should be possible
to induce transitions which give information about
nonextremal orbits. Through the use of ultrasonic
waves of frequencies from 10 Mc/s to 10 Ge/s (a
range believed wider and higher than that available at present in any other laboratory) the
Wayne State University group hope to observe
interactions of the electrons in nonextremal orbits.
In addition to earlier work on zinc by Bohm r'nd
Mackinnon and the gallium work by Tepley, quanturn oscillations have been sem and are curmently
being investigated in clhomium and mercury by
the Wayne State group. Wallace, Tepley, Bohm in
collaboration with Shapira at the National Magnet Laboratory have reported preliminary results
on chromium obtained with a 1 10-kilogauss solenoid. Chromium, an antiferrunivmset, was studied
ultrasonically after being cooled from its N6el
temperature (3125 K.) both in dhe presence of a
large 60--8-kg magnetic field and with zero external magnetic field. Although chromium has
cubic crystal symmetry, after being "field-cooled,"
the periods of quantum oscillation were found to
exhibit tetragonal symmetry of the crystal lattice,
a fact which can be used to gain further informstion about the spin density wave character of the
electronic ground state of this metal. Such studies
promise to shed Ught on the physical origins of
antiferrimagnetism in metals--- present-day mystery in solid-state physics.
A recent set of experiments by Shapira and
Neuringer on the effects of high-magnetic fields on
the , 1 trasonic velocity and attenuations in niobiurm-zirconium alloys, demonstrate that the ultrasonic technique also gives information about very
impure metals and indeed alloys and sheds much
light upon the behavior of high-field superconductor& These experiments may very well lead to
a coherent theory of impure metals or alloys at low
and high temperatures as well as niolten metask
Only several highlights have been cited of the
great progress that has been made in the last
decade, toward a better understanding of the fundamental properties of metals. Ultrasonics is by
no means the only technique that has been used to
obtain present knowledge, but it is a powerful
probe and versatile tool for experimental research,
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It is noteworthy that a large fraction of the ultrasonic tmearch in metals during this decade has
been accomplished under the sponsorship of the
AFOSR. The applied uses of the fundamental
knowledge obtained are rarely, if ever, clearly
traemble; but it is clear that there exists a strong
coupling between the enormous variety of new
metallic alloys synthesized in the last decade for
a h=., -•,s •.ar~zt appliea.ions and the incrmfýingly detailed understanding of the transport

The National Magnt
Laboratory

properties of sone of the constituent metals comprising thew alloys. The phenomena of superconductivity in alloys has already been harnessed for
the generation of very-high magnetic fields; other
possible uses in the area of communications, comnputer technology, and aerospace applications are
presently beginning to be exploited. Perhaps more
easily discernable are the aerospace adaptations of
various cryogenic iechniques first developed in the
research laboratory, some in connection with the
work described above.

review article by K. W. Mone. Prup-. Crvo. I
4Heywood &Co., Ltd. Lomdon 195,).

very high magnetic fields. ecognizing that tomorrowi, Air Force operational and technological cipabilities depend directly upon the new knowledge
and concepts gained from today's research,
AFOSR awarded a contract to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Ma., to
construct a high magnetic field fa.ility and to
establish a basic research laboratory on a scale
much larger than any in existence.
On 1 July 1960 Francis Bitter and Benjamin
Lax, who conceived the original idea, undertook
the unprecedented task of designing and constructing a 10-megawatt facility capable of generating
imagnetin fields of a quarter-million gauss, and
condw,ctir. -. Oeversified research program to investigate Zie pjmperties of matter in very intense
magnetic ie'ol' On 30 April 1963, the research facility was formally dedicated by the former Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research,
Development, and Engineering, Dr. Brockway
McMillan. It was officially designated as the Nation. Magnet I4boratory, to serve as a national

(6) For a review of investigations ot the eletmnicce
structure of metals uniug ultruawte teenlques
we N. Tepley, Proc. IEEE. S& p. 585 (1965).

center for the scientific rearch community and
the permanent staff at the Laboratory. At present,
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In 1960, a need existed in physics to fully and
promplatly exploit the significant scientific and
important technological potentials of the special
prolerties and the unique behavior of materials in

the NML is the only research facility of its kind in
the world. It is a vital national and world center
for research in the generation and utilization of
contipuous magnetic fields in excess of a

and M. I.

Webb (John Wtley & I:a. N.Y. 190).
(9) IL W. Morse and H. V. Bobm. PAt•e. Rer. I,
(1957).

quarterof a million gauss.
to. 1004

An intense magnetic field is a most powerful tool
for research because it can nondestruclively pene-

(10) T. KJeldaas Jr., Phya. Re•. 112, p. 1473 (195).
(11) T. Kieidaas Jr., and T. ollstein. Phy.. Rer. Letters
( ,)p.340 (19a9m
() 91.
V. t1e
n).

trate and interact with the electrons and magnetic
nuclei that are key contituents of matter. The need
tremes in environments for research is shared by

AM.
p. 165 (19•0.
(U4) Y. Shapira and B. lA.. Phyat. Lefterat 1387. p.in
(196).
115) Y. Shaplra and L J. Neurinaer. Pipe. Rev. 14S,

almost all the major divisions of physics: solidstate physics, high-energy physics, plasma physics,
geophysics, and even biophysics. In many ways the
need for more higher magnetic fields is akin to the
need for higher resolving power in microscopes

(18) A. B. Pipprd. P'-oc. Roy. sue. (London

p. AlM

(19M); Phpa. Rtev. L.otfer& 151,p. 24

(1065): Phye. Rev. Letters if, pi 81 (1966) : PArt.
Sev. 14. pz.21 (1M).

for more intense magnetic fields to serve as ex-

and telescopes. In its ability to advance any one of
several fields of physics, as well as other arom of
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science ar, .1 technology and in terms of operation,
magnitude, irnherent capability, flexibility, and as
a research par. ,meter; the National Magnet Laboratory may be iomIpared to modern high-energy

power up to 16,000 kva is purchased from the Cambridge Electric Light Co. The pulse power of 32
megawatts for as long as 2 seconds is supplied by
the rotational energy in the pair of 84-ton

acelerator, reactor, or large computer installations. If emulation is any mark of success, it can

flywheels.

be pointed out that several other countries are
following our lead in estabh;,hing their own highmagnetic field reeartch facilitivi. The Soviet Union
mabuilding a 18-megawatt laboratory, Great Britsin is planning a 16-megawatt power supply, and
Franm is planning a 14-megawatt faciity (them
is alreadyia 3.4-megawatt laboratory at Grenoble.
T'h-- is talk of a high-magnetic 6,7d facility il
Canada and West Germany.
irh NMIL Facilty

WOW-CO01d MAOWD'Et
The 16 high-power water-cooled magnets now in
use in the N1ML facility represent a wide range of
field characteristics, working volumes, and orientations. Because of the wide variety of expeiriments
and the ever-changing role that the magnets are
called upon to play, the ,itgnets require both flexible design and made of installation to serve differant experiments. Magnets in use fall into t wo broad
categories, straight bore solenoids, varying in dimensions and field strengths, and solenoids with
a.ecess not only along the field direction but at right
angles to the field direction. The bore sizes range
from 0.01-inch diameter fur the 255 kilogauss magnitude requiring 10 megaw; tts of d.c. power to the
14-inch bore diameter for ehe 50-kg magnet requiring only 2.5 megawatts of electric power. The
quarter-million gauss magnet is particularly
worthy of note here; not only because it achieved
the world's highest continuous magnetic field, but
because it illustrates several important points about
a high field facility. The magnet is designed as a
composite of three nested coils mainly to allow the
current density and the resultant streses to be
controlled. With a 2¼-inch bore it can develop
fields of 205 kg using 10 megawatts of power. By
inserting conical iron pole pieces fields of 255 kg
are generated in a cylindrical space of 0.01 inches
in diameter and 0.010 inches high. When in operation the magnet monopolizes the entire power supply and water-cooling system of the facility. No
other magnet may be used simultaneously. Therefore it is necessary that only the most important

The facility is housed in a converted bakery
building at 1T0 Albany Street in Cambridge, Mass.,
adjoining the campus at MIT and adjacent to the
MIT nuclear reactor. It was built on the early experience gained in the 2-megawatt magnet laboratory built by Bitter at MIT in 19"36. The power for
the NMl magnets is a 10-megawatt continuous d.c.
supply with various overload capacities up to 32
megawatts for 2-second pilses. The power supply
was planned on a block concept so that it could be
conveniently divided and controlled to supply four
simultaneous experiments at the 100-kilogauss
level, two simultaneous experiments at the 150175-kg region, or with all four blocks coupled in
parallel to supply the very highest field magnets.
Power from each of the four independent generators is deliverable to 10 experimental stations.
Eight of these can accommodate two magnets and
two larger stations can accommodate up to four
experiments simultaneously. All routing of power
and water to various experimental stations is contrOlled from a central location to allow rapid and

effective time-sharing of the power generators by
the %ariousoperating magnets. Cooling water for
tio mignets is s.•pplied from a closed system of
clean, do-ionized water which is heat exchanged
with water taken from the nearby Charles River
via a 4-foot diameter conduit. The cooling system
is capable of delivering water at the rate of 4,000
gallons per minute at a pressure of 2.00 pounds per
square inch. The power supply consists of two
motor generator sets each consisting of a pair of
generators, synchronous motor, and flywheel; s.c.
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experiments he done with this magnet and that
preliminary experiments be done in lower field
magnets first. The 250-kg magnet has become a
useful dfvice for pointing the way to even higher
field magnets of the future.
t
Maimer
The 250-kg water-cooled magnet has already
made unique contributions in permitting, for the
first time, actual measurements on very high field
superconductor.. The upper critical field of nia.

bium-tin, niobium-zirconium, and nijobium-titanium have been a matter of theoretical speculation
before magnetic fields above 200 kg were available,
These measurements indicate that a superconducting
agnt of175kg is technically feasible, but
Atil! r-ther expensive in cost of materials ($100,000
for a 1-inch solenoid).
These high field studies have played an important part in understanding how superconducting
wire behaves at very low temperatures and at high
critical fields and current densities. The NMfL is
building a I-inch hore 100-kg superconducting
magnet utilizing several unique and promi-ing innovations. Combination water-cooled and superconducting magnets for special uses are being designed. Contemplated is a large external copper
magnet surrounding a smaller superconducting
magnet to form a composite magnet of high field
capability (180 kg), but of lower cost than all superconducting magnets of 1-inch bore.
Pulse Magnets
Pulsed magnetic fields up to 750 kilogauss are
available using the INML 100-kilojoule capacitor
bank and a variety of pulsed coils. Recently, fields
up to 500 kilogauss for milliseconds; have been pro
duced in a new type of beryllium-kopper solenoid
34-ich orkng vlum. Anow
witha
dameer
nghvolm.Anews
work
proindiam reettivr
wisthmao
systm fo rpetiive
prvidig
synhronus)
field pulses of this magnitude in larger volumes;
will greatly facilitate the acquisition of data in
types of experiments that require longer pulse
times coupled with higher repetition rates. The
magnets will be driver, with a half cycle of 60 cycle
a.c. power and pulse once every second. This half
cycle alternating current can be supplied by allowing the flywheels to drive the synchronous motors
as synchronous generators. The magnet itself will
be constructed as a flux concentrator which is a
specialized single turn transformer type of wind,
ing developed at the IML. It will represent a versatile test facility and experimental aid for investigatinig higher field d.c. magnets in the future.
f
S~gRN~ete
Resam Acomplshmntsriers
SD~nceac
SSO~th eE
AeelsIlah..hacterized
The generation of high-magnetic fields isain in triguing research and development area of science
in its own right. However, the motivation for
achieving higher fields is mainly to provide a
means for investigating physical phenomena in

matter. Consequently, the availability of noadskRtructive high continuous magnetic fields of the
order of several hundred thousand gauss and
pulsed fields of one-half million gaus' or more in
workable volumes have been schieve4i Such fields
have made it possible to perform a larpo variety of
new experiments in solid-state physics, low-ternperature physics, plasma, physics, qut~ntum electrohics, and applications including electron beam
devices. The most extensive and most active research area in the utilization of high-magnetic
fields hag been solid-state physics. The totnl numnher of solid-state research investigations conducted
at the XML since it began full-time operation is too
large to describe in detail in this report. The following, therefore, is only a selected but representstive sample of some of the more recent and current
work.
The areas of solid-state physics tha have beew
investigated at the XML include transport phenomena, such as the galvanomagnetic and theamomagnetic effects, susceptibility of metals and
semiconductors which exhibit oscillatory phenoinena, such as the de Haas-van Alphen effect.
Thesw oscillatory transport techniques have now
been extended to include ultrasonic propagation,
the use of magnetoplama, waves in the limit, and
the optical de Haas-Shubnikor effect at the magnetoplasma edge. The ultrasonic techniques as
well as d.c. conductivity and susceptibility mensurements have been the principal techniques for
studying the behavior of high field, type 11 super.
conductors. These experiments were aimed at
characterizing the critical high-field parameters
as well as exploring the physical phenomena which
limit the high-field properties irk the region of
200,000 gauss or more. Oine of the most extensively
explored areas has been that of the more recently
discovered magnetooptical phenomena in semiconductors and seanimetals. With the availability
of good single crystals for research low temperatture and high-magnetic fields, the quantum phenomena of Bloch electrons in a crystal have shed
considerable light on the behavior of current carin these solids. The phenonmen can be charas imntrabnd in which cyclotron resonance and prqj~agation of inagnetoplasmsa waves
are two of the more striking aspects. The phenomena may also be characterized as initerba in
which magnetoabsooption and magnetorefiection
in the presence of qumntized levels have provided
'45

quantitative information on energy band parametere, Fermi surface, and exciton levels in solids.
Mat recently the combined use of high-magnetic

ing need of the unique high-magnetic field facilities at the NML is further emphasized by the
steadily increasing number of requests for magnet

fields and lasers in the far and near infrared are

time. The waiting list for new experiments is now

extending thesm investigations into the submilli-

3 months and can be expected to lengthen. Many

meter region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

of the visiting scientists' programs involve re-

Th-e- ;tudies have suggested a new area of research which is called nonlinear magnetooptics.
J b. other areas of high-magnetic field research

search on the electronic properties of solidstate
materials. Quite irrespective of the investigators'
4ffitiation, a considerable amount of new informs-

which are of increasing importance for the future

Jon has been obtained and reported on metals,

.re thoe involving ultra low temperature in which

semimetals. semiconductors, superconductors, and

adiabatic deman~etizat ion techniques can take full

magnetic materials& All of which is of consider-

advantage of intense magnetic fields. With superconducting magnets and waterscooled magnets providing fields in excess of 100,000 gauss.

able importance to the AFOSR program of research in the solidstato sciences. In the 6-year
period 1 July 1960 to 1 July 1966, the average

N16ssbauer measurements to study nuclear Zeeman

number of full-time g~aff members at the NML

effect and as a delicate probe for the study of
hyperfine interset-ons in solids; quantitive investi-

has grown to 41. Although full-time operation of
the facility did not. actually begin until November

gations of the fundamtental mechanism involved

196. the NAMI, staff have published or submitted

in magnetism may be undertaken.
Plasma physics, both in solids and in ionized
gases, may be studied with the aid of high mag-

for publication (as ofl .July 1966) approximately
227 papers in scientific journals and books, and
have given approximately 285 talks at scientific

netic field. Investigations of helicon and Alfv6n

meetings.

waves in multicarrier systems can be undertaken.
Interactions of electrons and ions in both states of

Potential Applications and Technological

matter in which the coupling of electromagnetic

ImP&k@tinf

s

waves and phonons can be explored. High inten-

Although applications and practical devices

sity, coherent, narrow beam scurces from lasers

which might result from basic research in high-

combined with intense magnetic fields makes poesible a new region for high-resolution spectroecopy
of solids. The behavior of lasers and masers in
high-magnetic fields can utilize, advantageously,
fields in excess of 100 kilogaus. This is not restricted to solidstate lasers or gaprus lasers but is
readily extended to electron beam devices as well.
The national character of the NML is well illustrated by the fact that more than 100 visiting
scientists and a similar number of students have

magnetic fields at the NML are not the principle
mission of the laboratory, potential technological
implications are not overlooked. Basic research
into the special properties of matter in intense
magnetic fields can be expected to discover new
lhenomena which can lead to new ideas for embodiment into practical devices. Better understanding of the structure and behavior of solids
could lead to new or improved electronic solid
state electronic devices such as transistors, diodes,

conducted parts of their research programs at the

computer mnemory elements, lasers, masers, etW.

facilities of the NML, Many of them from universities, governmental laboratories, and DOD cont.actors. Although many of these came from the
WBston area because of the high density%' of scientists in the region, many others came from distant
parts of this country as well as from abroad. They
have used anilds
continuing to use the unique
facilities of the VML to perform experiments that
c-an be done nowhere else.
The visiting scierntists aceount for about half of
the total "magnet. time'" in the present 16-hour
day, 5-day week operating schedule. The continu-

I)indes and masers have already been investigated
in high-magnetic fields and have demonstrated
unique properties which could extend or open new
applications. The tuning of maser frequencies by
variable magnetic fields is an example. The possibility of developing new maser devices, such as
cyclotron resonr.nce and magnetooptical masers is
dependent upon the use of high-magnetic fields.
The use of high-magnetic fields in nuclear and
magnetic resonance permits greater sensitivtiy of
detection of these phenomena and therefore enhances the possibilities of more sensitive inertial

guidance systems which utilize atoimic or electronnuclear resonance.
H1igh fields can be exploited for th( development

ofhigh-intensity millimeter and stubmill ireter
wave generation. YBecauste of their short wavelengths.- these radintions permit the development
of a new radar and conmmunicat~ion tedinologies in
a pat o th elctroagnticspetrumnotye~cxplardlilI n a priaetieal way by 4cientists and
engineers
The se asmicowae
f fmte
cmpoent is
The se af frrits
mirowve cmpoent is
already widespread. Further studies, of the properties of ferrites and antiferromagnetic materials
in hgh-agneic
ield ma proidenew nd ore
efficient microwave components,
Another now area of rsewarrh in which highmagnetic fields play an inmportant role is that of
ultrasonic propagation and attenuation in solids,.
In particular, it has been shG"-ni theoreticnlly that
highmageticfieds
ermi th poibilty hatFor
vices can be built with semnimetals and senticonductors which will amiplify ultrasound and alter the
veloity
n tese
f sundohidtat matrias. ievices based on these two physical phienonmena may
be important for delay lines used in present radar
and cmninunciation systems.
Basic studies of the properties of superconductars in high-magnetic fields, av-ailable only at the
NbiL4 , have resulted in the development and fabrication of new superconducting alloys. These new
materials which can be used to produce high-muagneti
arg fildsin
voumes shw pomie fr alelic tields with imprtan teholusogroisealo
ipicplictios
mpolatt
wth tehnoogial mplcations. For example, the confinenient of plasinag in it
thermonuclear reactor and the direct conversion
of heat into electric power by it nagnetohydrodynamnic genterator both require. inhierntely intense
muagneric fields in large volunme,,..
Potential space applications of superconducting
magnets include- the inductive storage. of elecric
energy in sulpereondticting coils (to replace starage batteries) and the shielding of space travelers
by the magnetic deflection off high-energy charged
pairticles (to replace imisiamve shielding wvalls.). Inertial-guidance navig-ation systems may ultimately
make use of magnetically suspended frictionless
a-roo~ope emkploying currents in at superconductor. The lows-free genemaion, Iritnsfoamation (d.c.axs.) and transmission of electric power by suiperconductors tmay someday revoluitionize the entire
power indusry

Stru~ctural Materials for Hfigh
Temperatures and Reactive
Evrn et
DR. .1. TfiOXAS RATC111YO

When solid objects mo-.e in and through the
atmoysphere at high speeds, a serious problem may
arlse fromt the high temperatures engendered by
the frictional lcos*-, involved- This is it boundary
conditioni whic-h miust be faced by the designer of
thsperetr
-icsncsriutobl
may be caused by frictional heating in supersonic
and subsonic aircraft as well. For both cases it is
'fairly obvious that there is a wide selection of
mehdaaiblfoprttng
enndeuet
gis
h
ihtmeaue
eutn
fomlgehainuxsncntrd
subsonic and supersonic aircraft and lifting
boiscaeuardymidsgn
anrue
frictiojial losses. Not only is this desirable to reuce the heat influx, but it is desirable for other
reasons such as weight and range consideratilonls.
With reentry vehicles. the problems are vastly
miore formidable and their solution may require
iuyothtcnqeshil
aeaaabeTe
us oSf ablative voathing4 is well known. where the
lptent. heat of evaiporationl (or sublimation) is
usdtdiipethunaedet.HroerI
tdiipetieiwae
ht.Hroerquires anl ablative mnatterial which goes through the
proper ciatige of phase nt a suitable temnperature
unider operational conditions.
The heat capacity of the vechicle itself maiy lic
increased, thus reducing the temperature rise for
a given heat input. The obvious waly to do this is
t o thicken the outter skin, but the penalty resulting
froii the increased w-eight of the outer skin. insulation, and cooling equipment is high.
Internal coolants which regulate the internal
temiperature can he useful. For exr-niple, a sub%tantwe can be made to undergo a change of phase.
while vonastrainied between thip inner and outer
walls, A serious limitation is the rate at wvhich heat.
eanl he transferred to thep coolant frmn the outer
skin.
Perhaips; lie mimos attract ive ahteriiat ive for most
applications is insulation of the outer skin surface, If the Itigh-teniperatutre material used for
this is also suitable for structural members the ad
vantages become even more pronounced. Sueh a

rmaterial increases the efficiency of radiative transfer immensely, since radiative energy losses vary
as the fourth power of the absolute temperature.
At the same time the influx of heat to the inner
wall is greatly reduced, making the internal cooling problem much simpler.
It is appropriate to mention a concomitant probles which must be faced in practical situations.
This is the fact that in an oxidizing environment
metals rapidly corrode. Thus it would be advantageous if a material that is already an oxide could
be used for high-temperature structural applications.
AFOSR has recognized the importance of prot'cting men and equipment from high temperatuers, and has actively supported a basic research
program in this area from the very beginning of
its existance as an organization. The complex nature of the problem was evident from a perusal of
the engineering data available. Various options in
solving the problem were available, and the solution has been sought from basic studies which
might be described as interdisciplinary in nature.
The following discussion will emphasize two appreaches in finding high-temperature structural
materials. First we consider way- of protecting
currently used materials from the deleterious effects of high temperatures. Then the possibilities
of developing completely new structural materials
ame discussed in regard to basic research which
holds high promise.
The biggest problem one faces with most structural materials at high temperature is oxidation.
This is basically a chemical reaction. However, the
current status of knowledge concerning the chemistry of materials at very high temperatures is in a
very crude state. Scientifically we lack basic data in
the form of equilibrium diagral is, crystallographic data, and mechanisms
f reactions.
Without such basic information on, cannot even
"properly and quantitatively describt the problem
of high-temperature oxidation; tht refore pre-

this study is attacking the basic scientific problems
involved. Furthermore, efforts to obtain strong
materials for such applications as jet engine rotors
are leading to carbides, borides, and oxides. The
interreaction of solids is frequently used to prepare these materials, rather than reactions using
a melt or liquid.
Reactions between solids are determined to a
large extent by the nature and concentration t.f
point defects in the system, because diffusiur, of
ions is dependent upon point defects. The influenos of the crystal structure on solid-state reactions
is also very important, and must be understood in
order to be able to predict reaction properties. Roy
has made significant contributions in explaining
these high-temperature solid phase rcactions, and
use of his results by those involved in design and
producton of useful high-temperature materials
should be extensive.
The basic research on diffusion in crystals by
C. E. Birchenall exemplifies another approach to
the same fundamental problem of high-temperature materials.
Oxidation of metals and alloys not only offers
protection against structural degradation in high
temperatures and more reactive environments, but
is also a logical outgrowth of research on the nature of atomic and ionic transport processes in
crystals. AFOSR has supported this research since
1953, during Birchenall's tenures first at Princeton
and later at the University of Delaware.
This research includes detailed investigations of
some of the component parts of the oxidation
process. At elevated temperatures metals and alloys form solid oxides at rates controlled by the
diffusion of ions in the oxides as noted above.
In order for this diffusion to occur, point defects
must• exist. However these defects and their behavior are not the same in all types of crystals. To
understand their differences and derive general
methods for describing their behavior, many examples with different kinds of binding forces must

scribing a solution is very difficult, A problem of
such magnitude does not lend itself easily to

be studied, such as metals oxides, and covalent
semiconductors. Of particular importance is sur-

empirical solution as other more simple ones have
done in the past.
Rustum Roy of the Pennsylvania State Univer.
sity has )wen studying basic reaction mechanisms
and kinelits in solid phase reactions at very high
temperatures with AFOSR support since 1981.
Since a metal with an oxide protective coating is an
example of two solid phases in equilibrium,

face diffusion on metals. A mechanism for self diffusion (diffusion by atoms of the same kind chemically as the crystal itbalf) on iron crystals was developed in some detail, and has been valuable in the
explanation of diffusion on certain inetallic crystal
surfaces. This "vacancy model" uses the propert is
of missing atoms (vacancies) on the surface to
show how diffusion occurs. The weight of expori-
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mental evidence supports this model, and it has
been a necesary step in the progressive unders;tanding of the phenomenon.
This investigation of diffusion is still underway.
with moire and niore complex questions asked. For
instance, the effect of a ,;ration magnetic fields on
volume self-diffusion in ferromagnetic iron is
heing checked. and cheiniial interdiffusion is e)ing
exasinied in certain alloys. Answers to these problems will fill in still further the matrix of information necessary to produce optimum materials with
-urfacs exhibiting the neces-ary prper i-.e.
Surprisingly or not, an explanation of the nature of scaling processes would help in design of
high-temperature components as well as in the
more commonly thought of marine applications. It
is a very onomplex kinetic reaction of great technological importance, and the research resuits of
both Roy and Birchenall have made and are making contributions to its ultimate solution.
Perhaps the most attractive avenue open for
developing high-temperature structural materials
is to find ways to strengthen the well-known ceramices, which already have many of the desired
high-temperature characteristics. As we know
from their uses in industrial furnaces (firebrick).
bathroom fixtires and floors and ancient art masterpieces, ceramics have attractive physical properties. Contrast the results in dropping ceramic
and metal flower vases however, aiad one realizes
"ome of their seeniingly inherent disadvantages.
Effective methods for strengthening ceramics are
needed in order for their use to flourish as a structural material -n the space age.
Since 19.55, AFOSR has sponsored one of the
pioneering efforts in this field at N'orthwestern
University. Here, Morris E Fine has translated
his extensive k,.owledge of strengthening niechani!Ams in metals to this unexploited area of ceramics.
It is now known that hardened fine steels, some
known since the days of antiquity, depend for
their strenrth on the fact that very fine particles
are dispersmd in a matrix of iron, This is known as
"'precipitation hardening." stnce the tiny particles
are precipitated during the manufacture of the
material. This basic phenomenon has quite wide
application, since we find that bones in vertebrate
animals, ineluditig man, also are hardened by a disper-ion of tiny precipitates. Clearly more "knowledge is needeed concerning the phenomenon and its
application to ceramic systems,
Fine has undertaken to understand better the

important factorb involved in precipitation hardening in metals, and their application to ceramics.
His first work in this almost completely unexploited field was with sodium chloride crystals,
ordinnry table -alt. Hardening by precipitation
of potassium chloride increased its strength by a
factor of 10. It was shown that instead of the usual
smooth cleavage faces found in sodium chloride.
the material with precipitates cleaved with very
rough fares. The precipitates had interfered with
the cleavage. proess and increased the strength of
the material tropoitionately. Although table salt
probably will not have extensive technological uses
as a structural material, these experiments did establish a basic principle and yield useful quantitative data.
Experiments with magnesium oxide and iron
precipitates yielded much basic and useful informat ion. The iron was diffused into the samples a.
high temperatures and variation in oxygen pressure was found to vary the proportion of trivalent
to divalent iron. This turns out to be quite important, since wustite (Fee) is completely soluble in
magnesium oxide but hematite (Fe2O,) is not.
Thus with proper tieatment one finds the trivalent
iron precipitating, as magnesioferrite (MgFesO.),
resulting in significant strengthening. Divalent
iron on the other hand does not strengthen, indicat.
ing the reason hehind the importance of the oxygen
pressure during the manufacturing process.
One knows that metals are strengthened by dissolving one metal in another. An example is zinc
dissolved in copper to produce brass, which is
stronger than either component. In ionic crystals
the alloying element must have a differtnt valence
from the ion in ordertoincr isethe strength of the
crystal. One can see in the accompanying graph
that trivalent iron (here maintained in solution by
very rapid cooling) increases the strength of the
magnesiuni oxide, sixfold. Thus we find there are
two ways to strengthen ceramics: alloying and precipitation. In precipitation strengthening there is
another variable to consider, the number and size of
the particles. In a typical sample in Fine's studies,
there are a hundred thousand trillion particles per
cubic inch, and the number and size may be controlled by processing conditions. These precipitates
alse impart another interesting property to the
magnesiumn oxide. The magnesioferrite precipitate
is ferrimagnetic, with many potential uses such as
high-frequenvy transformers and memory cores
for computers. This tecluological "fallout" in the
i49
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form of inter-sting magnetic properties is b5 "'
considered as a broad-band radar absorber for poteutial application to Air Force systems.
These important basic research studies are continuing with other oxide systems, such as aluminum oxide with titanium precipitates. Here preliminary results show a significant increase in
strength for the aluminum oxide containing precipitates. The overall results to date show that
Fin frile research on the strength of ceramics

has been and vill continue to be productive and of
great importance to the Air Force in the years
ahead.
A broad spectrum of basic knowledge is needed

to meet requirements for structural materials useful in high temperature, reactive environments.
As these basic scientific questions are answered, the
rand design specialist will have a greater
engineer
choice of materials to aid him in overcoming tlhe

increasiagly complex demands of aerospace tech0olo0y.
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AApplication of Erittame

division of Avco Corp. from June 1962 through

Mexaurements in Ablation Test

October 1964. This support materially asisted
Lamlo's group in obtaining high-temperature
emittance data.
Prior to Lanzlo's work (1), emittuance data for

Lt. Col.

RANDAL

A. Houmuxm

materials at temperatures above 2,000' C. were
r

The emergence of hypersonic aircraft and space
flight has created a need for materials which are
suited to extreme environments. One important
environmental factor is high teiiperstur. Since
S

were no really satisfactory
very scarce
methods for obtaining such data. The methods for
obtaining emittance data in general usage relied
on the comparison of the emittance of the sample

environinelting
these points
the
temperatures
of
exceed tLe ra
occasionally encountered
ments
in
g ints an
exced
monventiocconalmaterals
conventional materials and in most instances ver
in regions where romaterial strength be,.omes very

dfutute to
ditficult
thods bco
ir me ng
th
become increasingly
methods
These
apply as the temperature approaches 2,000' C, As
the temperature is increased problems connected
wihfrcemtiasrnghndraiobwith furnace material strength and reaction between the sample and its holder become very difficult. Conventional furnaces are limited to an op-

envionmntalfacor
i hih teipeatur.

Snce

low, it has become necessary either to reduce
tor
to find new materials which are
capable of withstanding these temperatures. A
development which grew out of this necessity was
application of the ablation principle. In general,
this principle is considered to be that by which
material is sacrificed for protection of some underlying structure. In other words, mass is traded
for heat.
For a typical organic ablator, during the initial
phase of heating the body acts as a heat sink (i.e.
the lihat transferred to the body simply increases
the surface temperature). Then, at the material
decomposition temperature gases are evolved and a
char layer forms. As the process continues the
boundary between the char and the virgin material moves inward and decomposition gases flow
outward thr'ough the porous char. These gases act
as a transpiration coolant for the surface. As the
char thickens, the rate at which beat reaches the

*

interface decreases; the rate of inward movement
of the char boundary decreases; and the transpiration cooling effect decreases. Thus, the surface
temperature rises and. in a stable system, a steadyste eature
h rthisness a intance
state char thickness is mnaintained,
For charring ablator systems operated at high
temperatures and for purely radiative thermal proadifor purely
temperates
tection systems, the anediation controlled pocesses
are of major importance. Thus, ia thorough knowledge of emittance of materials is a necessity. The
surface temperatures of such systems will
e
approach,
000ay
and in some instances,
2,000° C.
In recognition of the need for high-temperature
emittance data, the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research suplprted the investigations of Tabor S.
Laszlo at the research and advanced development

with that of a blarkbody at the same temperature.

erating temperature of about 1,800eC. Induction
furnaces are capable of producing very high ter peratures in the tample, but. there are problems
in connection with the use of these furnaces. These
problems are mainly connected with contamination
of the sample. Usually, a susceptor or a crucible
must be in contact with the sample. In such cases
reaction between the sample and the material of
the crucible and/or susceptor are almost impossible to avoid.
In 1957, Laszlo (2) proposed an approach for
measuring the emittance of materials above
2,000° C., through the use of a solar furnace.
Later, Blau (3) and Comstock (4) attempted to
use solar and carbon are-image furnaces for emittance mneasurements based on this approach, but
until Laszlo's work, success of this method was
rather limited. The AFOSR sponsored investigation was concerned with the development of the
necessary mathematical equations, instrumentstion, and techniques for high-temperature emitmeasurements with a calibrated solar furnae.
The basic approaches generally used in the
measurement of emittance may be classified as
direct and indirect methods. In the direct method,
the radiant energy emitted by the sample is cornpared with that emitted by a blackbody at the
same temperature as the sample. Whereas, in the
indirect method, the reflectance of the sample ;s
measured and the emittance is calculated from
Kirchoffs law. This method is applicable only to
opaque bodies or lodies of known transmittance.
Both of these methods present considerable experimental difficulties. Measurement of surface
151

temOperatare is one of the greatest problems. Above
the operating range of themocouples, optical or
radiation pyrometers are generally used. However,

continuously with the flux increase. In contrast to
this behavior the magnesia and alumina behaved in
an unexpected and interesting mannir. At the be-

use of theme instruments requires a prior knowl-

ginning of the heating process, the temperature of

edge of the surface emittance.
There also exist problems connected with reference blacitbodies. Since reference blackbody radiators are available only for temperatures below
1,500° C., an even lower temperature limit is set.
The use of a reference blackbody cavity in the
specimen also presents dimcultiee. The most serious of which is the requirement of maintaining the
same terwterature on thespecimen suoface as in the
cavity. T7h" is particularly true when the specimen

these materials rose very slowly or not at all with
a large increase of the incident flux. Suddenly, it
rose very rapidly with only a slight increase in
flux.
From the large temperature increase it appears
that a much larger fraction of the incident flux was
absorbed by the magnesia and alumina slightly
above their melting points than slightly below it.
Emittance data supply confirmation of this statement. The emittance of alumina increased from

is heated by radiation.

0.6 to 1.0. However, the emittance of zirconia, &I-

Further difficulties are encountered in connection
with the controlled heating of a sample to high
temperatures. ]Beyond the range of electric resistance furnaces, induction heating can be used if the
specimen is a susceptor. If it is not, an auxiliary
susceptor can be used. However, reactions between
the sample and the susceptor may occur and distort the diata.
In an image furnace, any sample, regardless of
its magnetic susceptibility, can be heated to high
temperatures without contamination from its surroundings. In a solar furnace, heat fluxes correspending to a blackbody temperature of approximately 4,500° C. can be reached (5). The special
characteristics of a calibrated solar furnace also
make it possible to measure the surface temperature with an optical pyrometer without previous
knowledge of the emissivity.
The use of an image furnace does, however, impose some difficulties. There are such thing as: The
need to separate the radiation emitted by the surface from that reflected by the surface, the small
size of the radiating area, and the nonuniformity
of the heat flux impinging on the specimen. These
difficuides have been overcome by Laszlo and his
group and emittance measurements have been performed in the solar furnace.
Emittance data for a number of different materials including heat shield materials were obtained.
Of specific interest were the unexpected data obtained during the high-temperature emittance
measurement of oxides (6). Rods of alumina, magnesia and zirconia were heated in the solar furnace.
The incident flux was known from calibration
data; the temperature of the samples and the
emitted flux were measured for each incident flux
leve!. The temperature of the zirconia roe steeply,

though it rose from 0.52 to 0.92 before melting,
dropped to 0.82 after melting.
The flux emitted by the samples showed the same
sudden increase when the melting point of the alumina and magnesia was reached, but no such phenomenon was observed with zirconia. The flux
emitted by the zirconia samples varied in the expected manner.
These observations indicate a simultaneous increase in emittance and temperature. An explanation for these sudden changes in temperature and
emittance at the melting point is not readily apparent. However, Laszlo (6) proposes the following mechanism:
The abrupt changes in the magnitude of observed temperature can be explained by the low
solar absorptance of the white alumina and
magnesia samples. Since only a very small fraction,
approximately 10 percent of the concentrated solar
radiation is absorbed, a large increase in the
incident flux causes only a small increase in absorbed energy and thus, a small increase in temperature increase is not easily detected by this method
since, in such a caae, the magnitude rf the reflected
energy component is much larger than the emitted
component. Thus, the specimen temperature mcasurement is insensitive to small changes in emitted
radiation. When melting occurs, these conditions
are suddenly reversed if the solar absorptance of
the sample increases considerably. Thus, not only
will the increase of incident flux cause a large temperature increase, but the method becomes very
sensitive to small increases in the incident concentrated solar radiation since the emitted and
reflected flux are of the same order of magnitude.
He alqo proposes several pcssible causes for the
sudden increase in apparent solar absorptance are
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given. These include" The formation of a liquid
lens; emission from both the surface and the
volume; the failure of the ass'tption that transmittance is zero; and s. difference in thermal conductivity.
Emittance measurements on alumina, magnesia,

definition of experimental conditions, or poor
instrumentation.
Knowledge of the high-temperature emittance
characteristics of materials will play an important
role in the selection of materials for hypersonic
aircraft surfaces which will be exposed to high

and zirconia are of particular importance in view
of possible use of these ceramics as heat shields.
Investigation of the characteristics of porous
alumina and zirconia impregnated with resins has
been performed (7) and these materials have been
found valuable because they !oombine the low
thermal conductivity, high specific heat and mass
transfer effects of the plastics with the heat
resistance and th,. mal stability of the ceramics.
The results of emittance measurnments on specific ceramics constitute only one examplh of the
utility of this emittance measurement method. The
immediate application of this method to developmental problems is in the area of heat shield ablation measurements,
The importance of emittance measurements was
pointed out in the introduction to a paper (8)
presented at the symposium on thermal radiation

temperatures. There are indications that the "hot
structure" concept (i.e., the structure is not cooled,
insulated or ablated) must be used for hypersonic
aircraft (9). If such a concept is used surface temperatures on some areas of the aircraft will be
above 1,700 C. For these ares tantalum and
tungsten alloys are being considered. The emittance of these alloys can be determined by the
Laszlo approach.
Much of the testing of ablative and other heatshield materials has been performed in plasma-arc
facilities, (10, 11). In them facilities convective
and radiative effects occur simultaneously and
independent regulation of the magnitude of the
components is difficult. This is particularly true
for test conditions which require a high-radiant
component (i.e., high surface temperatures). In
view of this difficulty, Lasalo and his coworkers

of solids in March of 1964.
The design and performance of future space
systems will depend to a great extent upon
radiant heat transfer characteristics of surfaces exposed to high-energy and high-temperature environment.
Reentry systems
following a wide range of trajectories will
encounter high heat flux environments and
when operating at high temperatures will
dissipate large amounts of energy through
radiation transport. In addition, heat transfer
from leading edges and rocket nozzles will be
a function of the radiation characteristics of
their surfaces In these and other cases the
overall system temperature may often be
established by surface emittance values. For
example, space radiator size and weight is

decided to determine the effects of each procas
separately. They then proceeded to study the
radiant heating effects by use of solar image
furnace (12). In this study the methods previously
developed (1) for emittanoe measurements were
used. Ablation testing was performed with a. 60inch solar furnace as a radiant energy source. The
concentrated flux was adjustable to any value in
the range from 59 to 1000 -'/cm'sec.
The experimental arrmngement is shown. The
solar radiation, concentrated by the paraboloidal
mirror [17] is adjusted to the desired level by the
flux control screen [1]. The sample [4] is mounted
on an arm controlled by a rotary solenoid [3]. In
the normal position the sample is out of the focal
plane. When the solenoid is energized, the arm is
rotated and the front surface of the sample is

generally universally

related

to

surface

brought into the focal plane. At the end of the

emittance.
In many cases, reported emittance data is
contradictory or, as with many new coating
systems of interest to the Air Force, this data
is entirely unavailable. Currently, data ohtained by different investigators on the same
material have varied by more than 50 percent
in some instances. These differences may have
bean due to poor experimental techniques,
improper preparation of samples, inadequate

exposure, the solenoid is deenergized and the sampIe is removed. The exposure time is controlled by
an electrical timer in the solenoid energizing circuit A single-frtme movie camera [24] is used to
make photographs during the test. A 12-foot fledihie fiber-optics light pipe [11] is used to transfer
the image of the sample profile, as reflected by the
450 plane mirror [25], through the proper lens
systems [13, 12] into the camera. The emitted and
reflected radiation is separated by use of rotatiug
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Fxoriux 5.--Eperinmental setup foi ablation tests.
radiation shield [15]. When the shield is in front of:

second stage, the instrumentation was the same

the sample, no solar radiation impinges. Thus, only
the radiation emitted by the sample passes through
the fired collimator tube [16]. Thus, both emitted
and reflected radiation pass through the fixed
collimator tube toLards the radiation sensors.
The samples were ¼A-inch diameter rods, 1.5
inches long. These were mounted in a graphite
cylinder which was attached to the rotary solenoid.
After the entite assembly was precisely aligned,
the furance was focused an the sun and the guidance system started. The desired flux level was
t-Aablished by adjusting the flux control screen [ 1
and the solenoid was activated for a specific time,
Because of the high rate of ablation, each of
the three neasurements (i.e the emitted radiation.
the sum of emitted and reflected radition, and the
total emitted ,ediation) were performed on new,
but identical samples. For the first measurement
the two-position mirror [7] was placed in posilion 1, thus reflecting the radiation emitted by the
s•mple into monochromatic radiation sensor [6].
The generated signal was amplified by amplifier
[9] was was displayed on recorder [101. In the

except that the spring loaded disc [19] was retarded and a fresh sample was used. Thus, the
sum of emitted and reflected radiation was
recorded on [i0]. In the third stage, the
two-position mirror [7] was moved into position
2. The radiation emitted by the sample was then
received by total radiation sensor [21], amplified
by amplifier [22] and recorded on a high-speed
Sanborn recorder [2:j. This value represented the
t-tal radiation emitted by the sample. During
these exposures, the radiant flux was held constant. The shape of the ablating surface, the
length of the sample and the thickness of the hot
front layer versus time were determined fronm
the photographic record. An alumina radiation
shield was used to protect the stainless-steel sample holder [2] and the front surface of this shield
was used as the reference in the measurement of
the change in length of the sample.
Various ablating materials were tested by this
method. Among these materials were heat-shield
materirls and prospective heat-shield materials.
The data obtained from these tests were material
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thick, tess decreases, surfae-e temperatures and mdi&led fluxes for specific incident fluxes. From theme
data the dependence of recemlion rates, surface.
temnpera~tures and emitted fluxisi upon incident flur~
wuts obtained,
These results of ablation tests indicate that the
radiative properties of the ablator ame very im
portant parameters in the evaluation of its perfoemance. Since these properties can be altered

within ciertain limits to change the reflected and

emitted radiant flux, a thorough knowledge of
them is a necemasay step in the design of highly
effective hieat shields.

Desgn requirements for heat shields under hypersonic flight and reentry conditions stimulated
interest in the high-temperature thermal characteristics of materials. Results of early invesigations indicated that some. of the fundamental
radiant properties were not known at the requisite
temperatures and fluxes. Thus, methods3 for the
determination of them parameters we~re sought.
One of the. most. important of these parameters
the emittance, was almost completely unknown
above temperatures of Pnpproximately 1,500 0C.
Emittance data in this temperature region had
not been3, obtained becani- t, reliable measurement

technique was not developeid.
With the impetus of need for high-temperature
data, Laszlo and his coworkers developed techniques applicable to solar f-ornn,,, measurements.
These techniques produced reliable emittance data

which, in turn, facilitated the development of testing methods for heat-shield materials. Thus, investigations of a fundamental nature in the determination of high-temperature emittance characteristics have led to techniques and mcetho-is which
mtterially amist the engineer who is assigned the
task of heat-shield design.
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Liquid
Structure
:

mation to the Air Force for understanding and
perfecting heat transfer liquids, hydrmulic fluids,
Dmew W. Ewuor
fluid flow, and lubricants cannot be overstreme&
With this in mind a project was supported with
Dr. Andrews in which he constructed a new type
rtadn of calorimeter that embodied an automatic recorda longin li e quidestructure
ofAeir
Air FrceandeOfic
of Scientific isResearch
support
prof gam
inmliquid saructure isna longstand
ing and computing system which made measuremerits of the high accuracy required for theoretical
sting
Ai wFrettingrend in
ingro
suhprocesse astsmm
calculatioi i. It has been used for the study of heat
di
ttinomena.
liuidprowese and oteweldgastigwed
liquidcapacities
and heats of fusion of a num
of
A lack of good wr;-ring theory for the behavior
colpoitis ad heasifousonon
umber of
e
ytm
cmonsadmliopnn
Of liquids has its frustrating and expensive conconcepts were developed which aided in setting up
practicalo level.
The modern-day
sequences
at tke
engineers
and
scetss
l
fterkolde
systems
and
permitted
the
simplification
of
the
senginees andtcenpratis
raleel.ofther knowedger
y
more suitable generalized coordinates for liquid
of atoms and molecules, cannot. make a straightprediction of the elementary properties
forward
ofo even
evnhpthe simplest
ledi
stliquids.
of
Such things as den
liquids.earyprops
denfor
points, needed
and boiling
viscosities,
sities,
design and intelligent operation of chemical
nthe
d oil
esign inel
e-and
l iquigentupero rofchem
l
plants. oil refineries, and liquid-fueled rockets,
cannot be reliably estimated from theory and must
be measured in the laboratory and pilot plant.
It is apparent that continued lkck of full understanding of the behavior of liquids in general and
solutions in particular will stand as &barrner to
full insight of many other basic problems. Chemical kinetics in the liquid phase is currently at a
standstill, in contrast to the significant gains in
gas-phase kinetics in the past 10 years.
Among the participants in the early part of the
AFOSR program were Dr. Howard Ritter of
Miami University of Ohio and Dr. Donald Andrews of Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Ritter
succeeded in assembling a special X-cay diffrunction
apparatus for studying special liquids (barium
iodide in water) and developed a computer progTam to fit his liquid structure problems.
At that time there were no mathematical equations to express the theoretical relations comparable to what we had for crystals and gases. For this
reason there existed a real need to obtain more data
on pure liquids and binary and ternary problems,
In order to develop a theory for the liquid state
there is a need to know about the spatial order of
molecules, their thermal motions, and the forces
acting between them, both in pure liquids and in
solutions. The importance of this type of infor156
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caultos
J. Pings,
associate
professorAtofCaltech,
chemicalCornelius
engineering,
has been
studying
the
liquids for the past 8
fundamental behavior offlqisfrteps
fnaetlbhvo
years with support by the Air Force Office of
~,,'cientifc Research.
Pings and his group are attempting to learn
more and his group are mpting tearn
more about how atoms and molecubs behave in
the liquid state ati various temperatures and pressures
how
mricroscopic
forces
them togetherand
in the
informnal,
shifting
way lace
characteristic
th inhing
a
"Although the molecules of solids are arranged
in orderly rows anu those in gases in perfect disorder, the molecules in liquids comprise a moving
interlocked mess, a sort of ordered chaos," Dr.
Pings explains. -In liquids, each atom is affected
by thousands of surrounding atoms whose positions in relation to each other are constantly
changing,"
This is an example of a many-body problem, a
name given to a number of problems involving the
simultaneous interaction of a large number of
particles, atoms, or molecules. The biggest digital
computers are not powerful enough to solve these
problems by brute-force arithmetic. Although
they are currently the forus of much activity by
theoretical physicists and chemists, progress is
slow, and a general solution to these many-body
problems is not yet in sight. Pings and his coworkers are interested in determining the behavior
of very simple liquids at a wide variety of temnperatures and pressures. The group hopes to obtain

enough data to provide a sound framework for a
comprehensive, overall theory. The team is making
observations of molecules and their forces in
liquids with several techniques.
The first such technique is X-ray diffraction,
which enables investigators to measure the average
number of neighboring atoms and the distance
they sit from each other. A beam of X-rays is dire.ted at the liquid being studied and the atoms in
the fluid diffract the X-rays. The diffracted radiation is detected by scintillation counters. Mathematical analysis of the diffraction data yields direct information about the average configurations
in the system of moving liquid molecules.
One set of completed experiments on liquid
nitrogen has revealed that each nitrogen molecule
on the average is surrounded by a "shell" of 15
neighboring molecules at a distance about 5 percent greater than the shell of nearst neighbors in
the crystal lattice.
The second experimental technique is a study
of the refractive index of the fluids. This is the
measurement of how much a beam of light is bent
as it goes through a liquid. The amount of bending is indicative of the electrical environment in
the immediate vicinity of a molecule in the liquid.
These measurements have been made on methane,
carbon tetrafluoride, and argon. Argon measuremnents have been mainly of the liquid up to 100
atmospheres, but have also included some studies
of both gaseous and solid argon. Of particular interest in this study is the Lorentz-Lorenz theory,
which postulates a quite simple relationship between the dielectric constant (or refractive index)
and the density of a substance. The experimental
work has indicated that the theory seems to be
quite good for nonpolar gases, liquids, and solids,
This may be of some significance, since very few
properties can be predicted for all three states of
matter by a single theory or model.
The third experimental technique is ultrasonic
ab.-,orption. Ultrasound Ipulses disturb the liquid
slightly, causing its structure to change. The rate
at which the liquid's forces pull its molecules back
to their original position could provide information that may lead to a theory of predicting viscosity and other transport properties.
Much of the investigattion is concentrated at the
critical region of a liquid, the borderline region
between liquid and gas. Theoreticians still have
no satisfactory explanation for the very strange
behavior of a fluid at its critical state. It is known

that very large clumps form in liquids in this region. The clumps often are so large that they cause
light to scatter. In some instances an otherwise
colorless liquid looks brown from the scattering.
There is considerable theoretical and practical
interest in this region. Practically, there is much
interest in the fact that heat capacity and thermal
conductivity increase as much as ten times. The
thermal conductivity properties suggest that liquids in the critical state may provide a very effective heat transfer medium for boilers and chemical
processing equipment, and the heat capacity properties may be useful for heat control, as a sort of
heat buffer.
On the theoretical side, the critical region seems
to be sort of a promised land for the theoretician
interested in many-body problems. A key to the
critical region might very well also turn the lock
of the whole liquid-state problem.
The use of advanced mathematical theories in
explaining the properties of matter is a valuable
supplement to the traditional chemical approaches.
Interesting work in this field has been accomplished by Bernard D. Coleman at the Mellon
Institute under an AFOSR contract.
Coleman used mathematical treatments of the
mechanical behavior fluids, including such complications as sheer-dependent viscosity and gradual
stress relaxation. His general theory of "simple
fluids with fading memory," developed in collaboration with Dr. Walter Noll, is based on mathematical definitions of these concepts.
Translated into ordinary language, a simple
fluid is one which has no intrinsic preference for
a particular configuration out of a class of configurations of equal volume: that is, it takes the
shape of the confining vessel. Similarly, the principle of fading memory states that deformations
which occurred in the distant past should have
less effect on the present value of the stress than
deformations which occurred in the recent past.
The theory obtained by mathematical reasoning
from these concepts was found to be broadly applicable to fluids. Even complex systems such as
molten polymers or polymers in solution were
found by the theory to show ideal or "Newtonian"
behavior in the limit of very slow flow, and linear
viscoelastic behavior in the limit of infinitesimal
deformations.
In developing the theoretical aspects of liquid
structure none has been more productive under
AFOSR support than Stuart A. Rice at the Uni157
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versity of Chimago. From his studies of the etatistical theory of transport phenomena, he haa
published "Statistical Mechanics of Simple
Liquids" (John Wiley & Sons%Inc., N.Y. 1965).

is the form of the general dispersion cnrve describing the momentum-energy relationship for a
quasi-free electron in a liquid? (2) What are the
conditions which lead to the localization of an

: this kook he. slitinarizes his approach to the
In
theory of transpori in liquids with an extensive
tcmparison of theory and experiment,
Rice has puhlished sveral papers on the kinetic
theory of dense fluids. One paper deals with the
shear viscosity of liquid argon. The theory of Rice
and Ailnat leads to predictions of the temperature
dependence of the shear viscosity wider conditions
of constant volume. These predictions are in good
agreement with experimental results,
In another paper a formula forthe bulk viacosity of a simple liquid has been obtained from
the solutions of the kinetic equations proposed by
Rice and Allnat. The theory unambiguously prediits that the ratio of hulk to sheer viscosity for
liquid argon, at a density of 1.12 g/cm' and temperatures between l25J and 1850 K, should be
approximately 1.3.
Dr. Rice's experimental and theoretical studies
of the electronic structures of disorganized systems
were published as -Electron Mobilities in Liquid
Argon and Krypton'". Measuirements were reported on the drift velocity of electrons in liquid
arfkon and krypton as a function of temperature,
pressure, and electric-field srength. It was demonstrated that an elementary scattering theory
provides a reasonable zeroth order deseriptiin of
the mobility in the low-field region. The theory
incorporates the effects of coherence in the eletron
iwattering from nearby atoms into the cross wotion
of a moAified 3oltzmann equation. The magnitude
of the mobility and the pressure and temperature
dependence of the miobility are all reproduced Qo
better than a factor of two. it is found that the
electron velocity distribution is not thermal and
that the mean electron energy may be as large as
0.5 electron volt even when the electric-field
strength is as low as 100 volts/em. Under them
londitions- a dilemma for zero field calculation
is posed by the fact that the nonthenmalirad dectron distribution leads to nonlinearity of the drift
velocity with respect to the electric-field strength.
In "'heoretical Studies of Solvrsed Electrons".
published in "Advances in Chemistry Seriesk,
Rice and Jortner considered the metastabl excess
electron states in polar and nonpolar liquids.
Thcy discussed the general questions: (1) What

excess electron in a liquid? (3) What is the nature
of the transiti(Ai to the metallic state in a liquid
containing high density of excess electrons? (4)
What information can be extracted from studies
of the behavior of exces electrons in liquids about
the dynamical and statistical geometry of the
liquid state?
A neglected area of research, but one which
could play a major role in the liquid structure pieture, is that of liquid crystals. These form a curiously neglected state of matter, intermediate
bettwren crystalline solids and "normal" isotropic
liquids&They are formed by certain compounds
with elongated, relatively polar molecules whose
mutual attraction tends to orient them with their
long axes parallel. Such materials first melt to
an aniso&_opic liquid in which the molecules are
free to move about only so long as they remain
parallel to one another. At a higher temperature
the melt undergoes a sharp trarsition to a normal
liquid. Certain substances exist in not one but two
distinct liquid crystalline phases. These on fusion
give first a Fimectic phase in which the molecules
are not only constrained to be parallel, hut are
also arranged in layers: at a higher temperature
they undergo transition to the nematic phase when
this extra constraint is lost; and then at a still
higher temperature the nematic phase changes to
a normal liquid. Certain substances are even
claimed to exist in two or more distinct. smectic
phases.
Liquid crystals therefore behave mechanically
as liquids, but they preserve some of the order of
crystalline solids. If a material whose molecules
are rod-shaped is dissolved in a liquid cry-stal, we
may expect the solute molecules to be oriented parallel to the molecules of the solvent. The rmsulting
geometrical constraint should have obvious and
interesting physkal and che nieal consequences.
and so liquid crystals should show i-ery unusual
solvent properties.
A general type of liquid crystal is composed of
certain cholesterol eser deric-ttives with eccentric
molecular structure. This subsanuce flows like
water but has the optical properties of rigid crystals. Through their chameleon-like color changes,
liquid crystals portray gradation of meehanical
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stress, electromagnetic radiation, and chemical
composition, as well as temperaturte. For this ritson they have found a variety of industrial uses,
partiularly in the testing of delicate space
instruments.
In the area of medicine, liquid cryswals are also
offering unexpected, exciting., and imaginative &pplicatioi. Bizarre substances
are beinir tesied
experimentally and clinically for cantcr detection and analysis, for monitoring the status of

newborn infants, and for checking on the jatency
of vascular grafts.
Asaresearch toolthe prospectsof liquid crystals
areeven more sweeping. They may yield important
information on the diseases that cause peripheral
vasamotor disabilities. They could greatly wagnify the efficiency of entire diagnostic procedures.
litimately, they may shed light on the basic
mechanics of sight and other senses,
As liquid crystals are sensitive to response of
external electrical magnetic fields, in addition to
having unique thermal and optical properties, they
have direct relevance to Air Force problcms in the
area of detection devices. For this reason, AFOSR
supported the first International Liquid Crystal
Conference, held at Kent State University,
Kent, Ohio, 15-20 August 1965. This conference
was attended by more than a huqdred scientists
with varied backgrounds from the United States
and a dozen foreign countries to exchange views
on the present knowledge of the liquid crystalline
state.
Another structure problem that is intertwined
with the liquid stnucture dilemma is that of glassy
materials. This subject has created as much
controversy as that of ordinary liquids. This
is no doubt due to the unique character of a material in the glassy state, in that it possesses many of
the mechanical properties of erstalline solids
and yet structurally resembles a liquid in its randorm distribution of molecule&
Since the liquid and glassy structure behaviors
appear to have the potential of throwing light an
each other and because any information on these
im;ortant materials may he of Air Force significane,. AFOSR has included in its overall program
sme investigations on the fundamental prop.
erties of the glassy or vitreous state.
.1. 17- Mackenzie of Rensselaer Polytechnic is

j
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studying the relationship between flow properties

and structure of glass-forming oxide melts. lie is
measuring tihe vis-osity and conmpressibility of
BRO and binary metal oxide-boron oxide mells,
as well -s (lie solid glanies at high pressurei
and
temperioures. These measurenents permit one
to evaluate viscosity values at constant volume.
These data are extremely valuable, since the contribution of thermal expansion to the flow" prol'4-4's
('an then be separated.

John Mackey and his group at Mellon Institute
are doing a study of loalized defect Apes in oxide
glasses. They are concentrating on the relationship
of gluss structure to the structure of crystalline
compounds in the same region of the p)hase diagr-am, using defect studies as a tool. In addition.
they are studying the role of structural ,hanges
in defect behavior due to annealing and thermal
and chemical factors and the existence of phase
or composition boundaries in glass sy-stems and
their effect upon eectronic properties.
Chemical reactions, whedh -r adding to knowledge in the laboratory, to pro.it in flie chemical
industries, orto life and growtIi t lthe human Isidy.
most often take place in soluton. %hIot of theSe
solutions contain water as their prinw solvent.
Wateroccupiesa unique llace as a -oltett, becau.e
it is cheap, available, dissolves ýo many •-uh.k-tances.
and exists as a liquid over our usual temnlraliri
range.
In spite of being the most familiar and the most
abundant, liquid water is an atypical liquid and

its structure has presented a challenge to thereto i
cians for decades. There is a Irits.ing n44ed for a
structure model of liquid water adeoluate for ,laiititative interpretation of its anomalous lripertie's,
such as maximum density at 4'

C.. thf

high-

dielectric constant, heat capacity. visco.iy, hermal conductivity, critical temperature. and thie
differences from deuterium oxide.
Archimedes in his day was aware that there are
only four strictly re-,-ular polyhedra, the tetra.
hedron, cube, octahedrn and icosahedron. All
other polyhedra. sw-h as the 12-sided dodecahedron. are. not striedly regular. At ai internationel conferenee held appropriatelr etiough at
Athens. Greece. G. A. Jettary of the I'nivt'-ilv

of Pittsburgh reportled n the i-Importance of this
ancient observae ion to a perential problem of great

military and civilian imtportance: an adequate
supply of drinkable water.

.--

Dwmenu of clathrate hydrates are known. Some
inwrlve the ine-rt gases such as 6Ar.46H 2 0;
other examples ane:

-

S8

C,H.136I. 12O %nd 6 C1,-46 HlO.

Such compounds are generally crystalline, can be
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Fiu~m 6.--A repmaentation of claiArte hydrate
obtained by X-ray diffraetion.
Water forms a very interesting series of molecular compounds called clathrate hydrates, in
which a cage structure made of water molecules is
found to trap or enclose a different species of molecule. The association between host. and guest
molecules eoes not require primary chemical bind-

ing, so that the two types can be separated at little
cost in energy. In research supported by AFOSR.
Dr. Jeffrey has demonstrated that the basic qtruetural unit for some .30 quartenary alkyl ammonium
and phosphonium salt hydrates is the H.,O, regular dodecahedron, made up of 20 water molecules
linked together by hydrogen bonds. These results
tie in with current work on the structural theory
of liquids by J. D. Bernal of the University of
London, who h

sugestd
iT.
onsugested that structures of five-

easily recrystallized, and have possible application
in purification processes. lit fact, ,he propane hydrate is thebasisof a water desalination procedure.
Consequently, this projwet was transferred to the
Office of Saline Waters.
In conclusion it can be said that the scientilic
understanding of liquid structure is trailing far
behind the knowledge of the gaseous and solid
states. The apparent reason for this lag is found
in the fact that liquids do not have either the
geometrical regularity of solids or the complete
randomness of gases. Theoretical and experimental
developments have recvntly shown encouraging
progress toward some understanding of the problem. But it is only through persistent, continuous
effort on the part of the investigators and those
who are supporting the research, that there, will
be any positive far-reaching progress made on
understanding the complexities of liquid structure.
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fold symmetry are quite important in nonperiodic
arrays, and dodecahedra with axes of fivefold sym metry may be significant units in liquids.
The (11,O)1. dodecahedron also occurs in the
natural gas hydrates, clathrate compounds containing lower hydrocarbons as guest compounds.
Becaute it is a noncrystallographic solid with regular pentagon faces on the unit structure, it does
not form a close-packed crystalline array. Structures with this basic unit must therefore contain
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which are themselves poly-

hedrm with hexagonal as well as pentagonal faces.
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Erurp-MatterInteractions
D)R. ALrMDe

WEISSLFR

Research on the problems of energy-matter interactions is the key to solving a whole host of vital
Air Force problems. They include atmospheric
reentry of aerospace vehiclhm, navigation by lasers,
maMinction of systems and personnel due to in
tense sound and vibration, deterioration of structural and circuitry materials under unscreened
solar radiation in the upper atmosphere, the hope
of squeezing some precious extra thrust out of the
hot exhaust gases of a jet engine, and many others.
Partly for this reason, many of the chemists in
the world devote their lives to this pivotal chemical research problem. S ometimes the aim is to contro1 undesirable breakdown processes. Other times,
it is to create a new plastic or rocket fuel or cause
another desirable process to occur.
In the past, thermal energy was just about the
only type available for changing one form of matter into another: The chemist would mix his starting materials, apply heat for a period of time,
and fish the wondrous new stuff out of the brew,
But recently chemists have diversified their annamentarium, and now can bring about specific
chemical transformations by injecting into molecules other forms of energy such as ultraviolet,
gammarays, and ultrasonic waves.
A large fraction of the AFOSR chemistry program is devoted to the rapidly growing field of
energy-matter interactions. A few examples are
discussed below, using the researcher's own Ianguage in some places. The purpose is not only to
show the military relevance, but also to convey the
excitement of life on the scientific frontier,
Expeswe in the Uhrariakt
Fortunately for us, the most destructive component of the sun's rays (the far ultraviolet) is
screened out by the protective layers of the atmosphere. In the aerospace environment, however,
materials are subjected to merciless bombardment
by high-energy short-wave ultraviolet. Many of
theme-especially the organic substances--undergo
deterioration,
One important effect of far ultraviolet irradiation has been discovered by G. Oster of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Plastics such as
mylar and saran lose their insulating properties

and become photoconductors. Inasmuch as mylar
is nsed as a dielectric, control systems in aerspa.rý.

vehicles may thereby be compromise]l. During this
work, Oster found that the tdtraviolet rays elso
cause discoloration of saran, due to a molecular
change of splitting out chlorine.
A related study by P. leMayo of the University
of Western Ontario has shown that exposure to
ultraviolet causes deep-seated changes in the molecules of many organic materials. In some cases a
ring structure is broken as in the elegant synthesis
of maleimide from pyrrole. In other cases, such as
a mixture of cyclohexene and acetylacetone, a new
precursor is formed photochemically.
Photochenistry vs. Radiation eheomisy•
Twenty years ago there was a flurry of activity
in which both radiation chemists and photochemists sought correlations among the chemical
results of the two kinds of excitation. The initial
observations led to such confusion that the attempts at correlation were abandoned in most laboratories. During the past year G. S. Hammond
at Caltech and coworkers have obtained results
that seems to provide the basis for a much more
optimistic outlook. Essentially simultaneously,
similar reports have come from a number of other
laboratories although. at least momentarily, the
Caltech team seems to have the most extensive
results.
Their approach has been the use of energy
transfer as a monitor of the kind of electronic
excitation appearing in a sample exposed to
gamma-irradiation. They have gamma-irradiated
solutions of various photochemnically reactive substrates in aromatic solvents such as benzene and
toluene. The choice of solvent is important, because efficient cascade to nondissociative excited
states must occur if the excitation delivered is to
re. . the same state as is obtained by absorption
of ultraviolet light. When the reactive substrates are isomerizable olefins such as stilbenes,
a-methylstilbenes, a, p-dimiethylstilbenes, or piperylenes, the same pattern of response is observed
as is seen in photosensitized cis-trans isomerization. This similarity in behavior suggests that
excited sol-ent molecules decay to their lowest
triplet states and then transfer tmiplet excitation
to solute molecules.
The use of radiat ion-indued isonierization as a
meawn• of counting triplet excitations immediately
comes to mind. In fact. othcrs have used this
161
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method, with the 2-butenes as triplet counters.
However Hammond finds that the G values (yield
of molecules per 100 electron volts of energy absorbed) for isomerization are much higher
13) than previously reported. The high
(aroundoccur
values
at high-solute concentrations. The
upturn in G values for isomerization at highsubstrate concentrations resembles closely the rise
in G values of scavengeable radicals at highscavenger concentrations in the radiolysis of
aqueous solutions. The results are probably due to
bimole.ular destruction of triplets in the region
of high-excitation density within radiation spurs.
The radiation-induced dimerization of 1,3-cyclohexadiene shows an additional startling feature.
Dimeric products are formed with high G values.
However, two sets of dimers are produced, those
formed in photosensitized reactions and those produced by thermal dimerization at high temperatures. The Caltech workers have demonstrated that
the two sets have different precursors. Addition of
isopropyl alcohol selectively inhibits formation of
the "thermal" dimers and addition of azulene (a
good triplet scavenger) reduces the yields of both
sets but represses the formation of the "photo"
dimers most strongly. Clearly, one type of excitation that is conveyed to the solute molecules is
triplet in character. Cross-comparison with experiments in which cyclohexadiene is irradiated directly indicates that the thermal dimers are not
formed from singlet excitations. The only other
attractive alternatives are positive ions and negative ions. Since carbon tetrachloride, a good electron scavenger, has only a mild repressive effect on
dimerization, they infer that the active intermediates are not anion radicals derived from the
substrate, and by elimination are led to prefer a
mechanism in which cation radicals are intermediates. This is consistent with the inhibitory
eft
Increasing the concentration of cyclohexadiene
Increasingtheyi
po
tration
of di
clhemorne
increas~s the yield nel
of photo dimerss much
more
than the yield of thermal dimers; this suggests
that the precursors to the thermal dimers are not
destroyed by diffusion-controlled bimolecular reactions within spurs. Because the G values for
dimerization are rather high, it seems that the
thermal products mnust he produced by a chain reaction. Tentatively, the following overall mechanism has been formulated.
These studies and their interpretation lead to
tl,e hypothesis that the step, in excitation (legrada162
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tion, following production of Compton electrons,
do not occur in a definite sequence. In the region
of high-excitation density, bimolecular reactions
between excitations may lead to production of
high-energy excitations from those of lower
energy.
Hammond is enthusiastic about the prospect of
using chemical monitoring as a means of dissecting the mechanism of excitation decay in radiation
chemistry. The work may have a number of attractive applications, including development of
new and effective methods for the protection of
materials against, radiation damage. It is also entirely possible that chemical means of characterization of different kinds of radiation can be based
upon linear energy transfer effects, which may
have major influences on the course of induced
ch m alr ctes
chemical reactions.
Sound Chemistry
Sound chemistry or "sonochemistry" is the
name given to the study of molecular disintegrations caused by exposure to intense sound or ultrasound waves. AFOSR is supporting the research
of one of the leaders in this esoteric field, Michael
Anuair at the Wei•nmnn Institute of Science in
Rehlovoth, Israkl.

For over 30 years, it has been known that when
water is exposed to intense mechanical vibrations
it breaks down to give hydrogen, hydrogen
peroxide, and eventually oxygen. Volatile cornpounds dissolved in water may be broken down,
too, under these. conditions: and nonvolatile substances, although not broken down, may react
with the decomposit ion products of water, namely
hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl (01-) radicals.
Decomposition of water in this way was known to
depend on two things-the presence of a permanent gas or somenother highly volatile component
ldisolved in the system, and the occurrence of
cavitation,
Cavitation is the formation and collapse of
imicro.scopic bubbles in a liquid when it is subjected to transie-tt tensile stresses. These bubbles,
or cavities, can be seen in daily life around the
propellers of speed boats or ocean liners, as well
as in hydroelectric turbines and pumps. Very intense cavitation can be generated in liquids by
ultrasonic generators, of the kind used in ultrasonic cleaners and cell disintegrators, at frequencies up into the megacycle range. ('avitation, as
we shall see, is a cliarteristic feature of any
sonochemical re•action.
Recently it was shown by a team consisting of
Anbar, Israel Peeht, and Alfred Weissler of
AFOSR that the phenomenon of sonolysis can
be demonstrated in a variety of liquids other than
water. In nonaqueous systems, sound waves not
only deecomlse the solvent itself but bring about
chemical reactions with dissolved gas, as well as
secondary reactionts with nonvolatile substances
in solution,
What, then is the mnechanism of sonochemical
reaction? How, in other words, is the mechanical
energy of sound waves converted into chemical
energy?
Energy may be transferred to a molecule by
three pathways. First, mechanical energy may be
acquired by collision with another. fast-moving
molecule. If energetic enough, this process may
eventually transfer enough kinetic energy into the
molecule to produce vibrational excitation, leading
to cleavage of chemical bonds, As the available
Nmechanical energy of molecules depends on ternperature, this is the classical, thermal method of
inducing chemical mactions.
Secandly. electromagnetic energy (in the form
of photons of an energy that is characteristically
absorbed bý a given meclecule) can serve to excite

the molecule and, in certain cases, to disrupt it,
in which case we speak of the reaction as photolysis and the molecules as photosensitive.
In a third proces, the energy of fast-moving
charged particles, such as electrons or protons,
may be trangferred by electrical interaction with
the electroms of molecules, causing excitation and
inization. Ionization, which implies the release
of an electron, is itself a chemical reaction; in a
suitable solvent the electron itself will dissolve as
a hydrated or solvated electron. The electronic
excitation may then be transformed into vibrational excitation, leading to the breaking of
chemical bonds. This third process, then, is the
mechanism of radiolysis of molecules by fast electrons or other charged particles.
Anbar has shown that in the sonolysis of aqueous solutions there is an absence of hydrated
electrons, while photosensitive materials in solution show no particular instability. These results
seem to exclude both the photolytic and the radiolytic pathways in the.sonoehemical process, leaving
us with the first, the classical thermal pathway,
to explain the reactions caused by sound.
It still remains to explain how the mechanical
energy of an ultrasonic wave (which, when expressed in terms of pressure. amounts merely to
a few atmospheres) can accelerate individual
molecules to velocities so high that a collision will
break a strong chemical bo)nd like the O-H bond
in water. Kinetic energy of this order corresponds
to temperattures of several thousand degrees, or
pressures of many thousands of atmospheres.
The clue can be found in cavitation-in the
microscopic cavities forned throughout a liquid
by the action of sound waves. As noted earlier, no
sonolysis is observed unless cavitation is also present. If a bubble containing some gas or vapor is
formed in the liquid and is then compressed very
rapidly, the gas within it will be heated to an
instantaneous tempe,-itture of thousands of degrees. The hot gas, which will also contain any
volatile comiponents in the system, may now
undergo rapid chemical reactions. Thus we can
see why volatile substances in solution undergo
extensive sonolytic decomposition, while nonvolatile ones (which will not be present in the cavities)
are involved only in secondary reactions with some
of the reactive products formed within the cavities.
We may now describe the sonochemical behaviour of water in greater detail. Water is chosen
as sin example because it is the liquid which has
163

been studied most thoroughly, but analogous behaviour is to be expected from any other liquid
undergoing sonolysis. let us first consider pure
water containing argon, a chemically inert gas, in
solution. Once cavitation has been initiated by
mechanical vibrations, bubbles begin to form and
collapse. The lifetime of each bubble is equal to
the duration of a single cycle--10 microseconds in
the case of an ultrasonic wave of 100 kilocycle/wec.
frequency.
If we follow the life cycle of one of these hubbles, we find that it grows from an initial diameter
of a fraction of a micron to a final size a hundred
times larger. During this period argon. together
with some water vapor, diffuses into the bubble,
which initially was a vacuum. By the time the
expansion half-cycle is over, the bubble has grown
to its maximum size while building up some internal pressure of gas.
During the second half-cycle compression takes
place, and as the time interval is so short the
buildup of pressure. which may amount to
thousands of atmospheres, is accompanied by a
precipitous ri.& in temlperature. The time of compression is much too brief to allow dissipation of
the excess heat.
At such high temperatures the water vapor inside the bubble heats Uptto such an extent that it
partially decomposes to hydrogen and oxygen
atoms, as well as to Oi radicals. Most of these
fragments recombine rapidly to give water, molecular hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide and molecular
oxygen. •Sm, of the hydrogen and OH fragments
do not manage to recomhine before the cavity
reaches the point of collapse and are therefore
released into the bulk of the liquid,
These fragments are extremely reactive, and
they will react rapidly with any substance in solution, organic or inorganic, that is capable of
oxidat;on. Thus one may oxidize formate ions
(H(OO-) to carbon dioxide, ferrous to ferric iron,
or cuprous to cupric copper: or one may disrupt
amino acids or hydroxylatte aromatic comp•nds.
If now the water is first saturated with a reactive gas or volatile compound, before sonolysis,
this will participate in the high-temperature reactions taking place with the cavities. Thus oxygen
"will troduce 11O. radicals and ozone molecules:
nitrogen will yield NO, NO- and NOII radicals,
which lead in turn to nitrogen fixation in the form
of nitrites and nitrates: carbon dioxide will yield
formate ions: and so on. Volatile organic cown1M4

pounds undergo complete fragmentation under
the same conditions: thus methanol may yield hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, as
well as methane and ethane.
We way thus picture a sonolysed liquid as a
heterageneous system whervin small centers of
very high temperature exist in transient gtis bubbles dispersed in a liquid medium. Ordinarily, the
primary chemical pro-essa, :.ike place only in the
gas, and are therefore of a transient nature;
whereas slower secondarv reactions may eventually follow in the liquid.
There is, however, a specific case where sonochemical processes take place directly in the bulk
of the liquid. It is in the degradation of high
polymers, which are split up into polymers of
lower molecular weight by ultrasonic actionmost probably by the direct mechanical stresses
of the violent imploions that occur "lhen the
cavities eventually collapse.
When sonolvsis is carried out on a small laboratory scale, with an ultrasonic power input in the
range of 100 watts into a volume of roughly 100
ml.. the chemical yield of the various products is
rather sinall, of the order of millinmoles per liter
per minute. Thus, the efficiency of conversion from
mechanical to chemical energy is quite low. Although this poor efficiency may be discouraging
from a practical standpoint as a means of synthesis, sonochemistry nevertheless has far-reaching
implications.
The outstanding feature of sonochemieal processes is the occurrence of chemical reactions at
extremely high temperature in a gas phase that
remains within a liquid environment at ordinary
temperatures. The combination of high-temperature shock waves with free radical chemistry in
solution-each a method of synthesis in its own
right--has noequivalent in the world of chemistry.
Moreover, the extremely short interval between
the sharp rie, Iii temperature inside the cavity and
it,; total collapse provides a remarkably effective
means of trapping or "freezing" a substantial part
of the transient products of the hot gas in the much
colder liquid.
These conditions%, which are not available to the
chemist in ordinary circumstances, lead to unusual results. The oxidation of molecular nitrogen
by water is an outstanding example of a reaction
which is a feasible sonochemical process but which
has never been demonstrated under ordinary
thermal or even radialytic process conditions. This
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is, in fact, a case of a reaction that is thermodynamically impossible at room temperature, but is
made possible by the rapid freezing of a system
that is at equilibrium at a temperature around
6,0000 C. Sonochemistry is by no means just a
chemical process in a system heated by a transducer instead of a bunsen burner,
What, then, is the importance of the current research on sonochemi.Ftry? It might well be, said
that an understanding of sonochemistry is the
key to the understanding of numerous chemical
changes which takc place around us in everyday
life. Sonochemistry is indeed a common phenomenon, not a laboratory curiosity. The conversion
of mechanical into chemical energy, although
rather inefficient, is much more commonplace than
are, say, radiolytic processes.
There are many instances where mechanical agitation of a medium induces cavitation. Outstanding examples are provided by sea waves and
naterfalls which, it has recently been suggested,
are responsihle for nitrogen fixation-a matter of
great significance for life in the oceans and rivers,
It appears that a sub.tantial fraction of atmospheric nitrogen undergoes fixation by sonochemical processes in addition to the classical methods
of bacterial fixation. A significant portion of the
hydrogen peroxide found in natural waters may
also be oi sonochemical origin.
Another commonplace example of sonoehemistry at work can be found in the intense corrosion
and erosion caused by cavitation on the propellers
of ships. Furthernmore, the sonolysis of pure organic liquids indicates that hydraulic and lubricating fluids which are subjected to intense mechanical vibration, may he broken down. Indeed,
sometimes sonolysis may be the major factor in
the deterioration of these fluids, a subject of considerable importance to the Air Force. Although
conversion efficiency is low,
the
mechanochemical
enornmous
amounts of mechanical energy are in-

Most of the examples given above tend to show
sonolysis in destructive roles. But it has interesting
possibilities as a means of synthesis. For example,
sonolytically induced polymerization may, in certain cases, compete with chemically induced
processes. A second exau.ple is the production of
halogen atoms from pure.halocarbons and their use
in inorganic synthesisof special anhydrous halides.
It seems very lik~ly, too, that sonochemistry will
provide us with means of making hitherto unknown inorganic compounds.
We have seen that mechanically induced chemical reactions may take place in liquids under conditions which have never been suspected. Who
would expect nitric acid to be formed in airsaturated tap water when flowing rapidly through
a pipe system? Although the concentrations of
nitric acid formed in such a continuously flowing
system are generally far below the sensitivity of
existing analytical methods, we can be confident
that nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide will indeed
be produced whenever cavitation takes place in airsaturated water. Sonochemistry is in fact as old as
the waves of the ocean and it is hard to understand
why so little attention has been paid to this extraordinary chemical effect.

volved over the long period of service of such
fluids.
In the case of fluids which are inherently highly
unstable, such as liquid explosives, sonolysis indieed by mechanical agitation may contribute substantial amounts of free radicals, which in turn
may act as chain initiators and thus lead to emplosion. The invention of dynamite by Alfred
Nobel was a way of avoiding the disastrous consequences of sonolysis in nitroglycerin, by absorbing it in asolid medium.

I95 initiated intense research activity in transition metal organic chemistry. Extensive worldwide
efforts in the area of catalytic applications of
organometallic compounds followed the discovcries by Karl Ziegler in Germany and Giulio Natta
in Italy that olefins could be polymerized in a

OrganometallicChemijtry
Ms. Arriiony .1. MATrsZKO

The upsurge of interest in organometallic chemistry in the past 10 to 15 years has attracted many
of the leading young research chemists in this
country and abroad. The discovery of the highly
stable ferrocene system (an iron atom "sandwiched" between two cyclopentadiene rings) in

stereospecific manner using organonetallic cattlysts. These developments together with the eontinued interest in the versatility of organosilicon
cOmlpounds stimulated much of the inquiry by
research scientists into the chemical character,
1fl

structure and renetivity of the organometalli4'

system of compound.,.
The Air Force has a stake in this increased research into organometallic chemistry. Compounds
with metal to carbon bonds are important not only
as reaction intermediates in the synthesis of new
polymeric materials, which will withstand the
extremes of temperature. pressure andi radiation
of the aerospace environment, but also as laser
materials, lubricants, semiiconductor-,, and highenergy propellant ingredients. Improved the.ori .
of carbon tonmeal bonding'are vital totte-selection
of stronger adhiesives; for nietal-to-nietal bonding
in the building of r~upersonic aircraft and minisile-s,
There are many other perhaps less obvious, but
still significantly important Air Force applicat ions
to which basic research in organometallic ehemistry is highly pertinent. Recogniu6ing the need for
and significance of research in this area, AFOSR
has encouraged and supported research by a nuinher of organic, itiorvanic and phy;sical chemists
who have sought to uncover the mysteries of this
rapidily emerging field of chemistry.
Historically speaking, com11pounds with metal -tocarbon bonds have been kntown for more than it
een~i.rv. In 1849, Edward Frankland set out to
prepare the free ethyl radical], C~.using ziAnc to
renmove iodine front ethyl iodidp, hut obtained insteadl diethylzinc iii the first recorded synthesis of
mitorganometallie compound. A few years later, in
1I63, Friedel and Crafts repoorted the preparation
of tetraethylsilane. the first organosilicon coinpound. By the turn of the century at few more
organomet itcis were synthesized. in 1038, in his
first volume of "Organic C'hemistry. An Advanced
Treatise.' thenry Giilmnmu stunmarizeci the then
existing knowledlge about organonuetallie chemistry- in less than 90) pages:. In contrast, it took W~
pages to cov-er sownw (if the highliights; of rerearh
published in 1964, in, volume I of "Annual Surveys
of Org-anomietallie Chemistry" written by Dietinar
Seyfetih of NITT and R. Biruce King of Mfellon
Institute, (both aire currently AF()SR researchi
invest igators). Seyferth is ailso editor of "The
JTournal ruf Organomnettillic ('hemiistry," a motnthly
publication of c'arreiut resent-h results. ris-o other
AFOSR investigators, F. Cy. A. Stoze of Bristoi
University and Robert West of University of
Wisconsin, are coeditors of "Advances in Orgaaino
metallic Chemistry- of which the first two volumnes
were publishied in 1964. These emerging puiblications, together wvith the severai international synyiI"

1" during Lim I"~ year devoted to this area of
chemistry, are an indication of the research interest in organonietallie cheniistr~y.
A great deatl of effort has gone into the chemistry
of organosilicoti com;)outils . Although silicon
is a metalloid (inieiniciwliate between it tietal
and nonmetal) ,!o
flrosilt'fi
on
ipottiimnil
are
usitally included in diswii-,ioius of organoutetallie chenmistrv. Silicon sulactajices have achieved
comnnterviuul inuportainee as liolysi-laxane flu~c&.
lubricants. rulbbers n
eis I~uigtep
few years. with AFOSR support. Robert Wesit
at. the U-niversity of Wis;consin has imade noteworthy conftribtlIionls to this aires of chemistry.
Ore of his research accomp1 lishmfents was tile
synthesis and characterizaution of the remarkably stable azidotriphienylsilatie, (CMH,L.3MiN.,.
Although azide. compounds, p~articularly those
used as initiators and explosives, are generally
sensitive to heat andl~ slicwk. this azide derivative
only partially decomipos~ed when heated to over
:?i) C. Wes-t attributes this staibility to a pariciu('
lar type oflxboding dative pi bionding) between
the nitrogen and silicon atanis. tiiade l.iheby
contributions of electronsj iii the if orbitals of
silicon. Suihscjumently. WVest, a, well as anmothier
AFOSR investigator, Gniawt U'rry at Purduv
U-niversitv, prepa-ed the azimlot rimetlyI lsitane
(ClI.).,SiN_ and uther rest-ar-lhers have since
reported the spoiei
lxvizidosilaines. Azide
conzpouridg. which vonitain highi jercentagt% of
nm!rogen and can lie handled safely, are. of interest
aii gas gvnerators zince they produce nitrogen gas
out decomposition.
W~est andl his coworkers at the Universityo
Wisconsin have p~repared and characterized
CTLi.. the first organic perlitlitann com! ntauzd which
:hiey have naimed -perlithiopropyne". The. cornpouniid, a red-brown solid, is prepared front rauetbylacetylene and] ni-ut 'ilithiurn. C3,Li. has pote~ktial
APPlication aS it iatalyst fo- polymierizationi of
uliolehins to nimke svnthiitic rubbeiN and as an
;nterutitediatte in the synthesisof a variety.kf Organic
compuli~zds thirouigh

Suibstituition of the. litliilut

001ithi

Ont tlikC molecule, One react iou which 1!-S.
beeni suvetisofuhlv carried uOutis the io~Hewing:
(H)111\
SCM
-&L14 +~

4cCH,)Act

C--.

cubfl
Ss(4
It is hoped that (\Li. is the first of it family of
completely lithiated hydrocarlboins. Further work
in this area of research ip aetively being ptirsued.

iV

In -.iill another jihase. of the AFOSR-sponsomrd
research at the University of Wisconsin, the finst
pentacoordinate spelies of silicon (five groups
of atoms bonded to each silicon atomn) bonded to
three organie groupm was prelmrw;. The triphenyl
(bipyridy))siliconium ion formed (see fig. 8)
might be considered as being analogous to the
important carbonium. RC" in organm, ,heminrv.
This pentacoordinate ailiconium species should be
useful in the synthesis of rovel organosilicon
In another AFOSR-sponsored peoject on organosilicon chemistry, Malcolm Kenney at Case
Institute of Technology discovered a new series
of phi halocyaninosiloxane polymers in which
there are six chemical bonds to the silicon atom.
These hexacoordinate compounds have silicon
bonded to four planar ring nitrogens in the center
of a phtalocyanino ring, and two oxygens. one on
either side and perpendicular to the ring.
The Si-O-Si backbone is buried in the center of
the phthalocyanino ringand is well protected from
attack thus accounting for the high stability of
this unique polymeric material. It is not attacked.
when treated with concentrated sulfuric acid and
it doesn't decompose at 509° C. in a vacuum. Dr.
Kenney has prepared similar compounds in which
alumiiiini as well as silicon are both incorporated
intothesame polymerict ructtiure. U•e is now heing
made of this research by the Aerospace Group of
General Precision. Inc.., in an effort directed toward
the development of practical high-temperature
polymers for the Bureau of Ships under a i1.S.
NXavy contract.
Organometallic chemical research by I)ietmar
Seyferth at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
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nology has resulted in the generation of diflurocarbene, CF2 , under the mildest condit ions reported
thus far. The generated CF2 reacts in the presence
of olefins to form gert,-difluorocyclopropanes in
very good yield. (The gem-difluoro refers to the attachment of both fluorines to the same carbon
atom). MIT researchers are studyingthe chemistry
of the "extrusion reaction" which involves the decomposition of organometallic compounds containing halogenated organic substituents in which the
organic portion separating a nietal atomi and a
halogen is extruded either thermally or photochemically. For example, in the format ion of CF:,
triiethyl(trifluoromethyl) tin (I) decomposes at
8O° (. and CF2 reacts wi.i the olefin in the reaction
mixture to form a qem-difluorocyclopropane.
\
/
N
/
/

,,

e. "

/

Fofymer.

(CHI)ISnCF3 + NOl + C=C

"

/

N

r'HSnl + C-

/N

C +
Cpsa / \

NaF

Sodium iodide serves to release CF, in the reaction.
The yields of product exceeded 70 percent with the
olefins tried. Sinmilar reactions tried with orgaio"mercurinls,such as CHHqCIl
2 , and olefins at 3j0
C. gave dichlorocyclopropane derivatives in yields
of more than 90 percent.
'rThe reactions carried out by the MIT group
were done in a nonbasic medium. This is particularly significant since basic conditions (or higher

temperatures) are generally used in the generation

FIGUP

8.-TripAety1(bipyridyl),iiowium ion.

of halocarbenes. However, many organic
organic reactants and reaction products
stable to basic conditions. Hence the
metallic de'omposaition leading to these

and inare not
organoreactive
167
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species have important advantages and should
prove valuable in the synthesis of new materials,
especially in the preparation of gem-difluoro
derivoatives. The mild conditions for reaction
could find useful Air Force application in the
dihalomethylation of residual olefinic bonds in
polymers to increase their thermal stability,
At Pennsylvania State University Philip Skell
and his coworkers have devised methods of selectively producing monoatomic and triatomic car-

example of a h.¢drofluorosilicate which is surprisingly stable thermally.
These. are only a few examples of the many
accomplishments under the organometallic research program sponsored by the directorate of
chemical sciences. In a broader coverage of the
subject one would include the research and accomplishments of Bruce King, formerly at the Mellon
Institute and now at the University of Georgia,
who has developed an international reputation as

bon, C1 and C(, .n fl.c ground and excited states
and reacted theme various forms of carbon with
organic molecules such as olefins and alcohols,

a researcher who can synthesize novel complex
organometallic systems when othershave tried and
failed. Larry Dahl at the University of Wiscon-

This research has suggested to Skell that other
molecular and atomic metastable states could be
produced by low-energy electron bombardment
and that the chemical properties of these substances could be studied by the techniques employed for carbon. In the carbon research the
carbon was vaporized into an arc plasma in high
vacuum and the labile species of carbon were
trapped on the walls of the reaction vessel at
liquid nitrogen temperatures. The C, or C, generated in this manner was then reacted with an
olefin (or alcohol), and the stereochemical character of the products indicated the triplet or sinelet state of the reactant carbon. Experiments with
nickel and silicon indicate the feasibility of extending to other atomic species the experimental
techniques which were successful in studying carbon vapor. Atomic silicon has been treated with
tri nethylsilane to give a preliminary indication
that the expected hexamethyltrisilane, (CH 3 ),SiSiH 2 -Si(CH,),, is one of the reaction products.
The reactions with atomic nickel appear equally
encouraging. The research is continuing and Skell
hopes to study the chemical character and reactivity of the atomic sptecies of several other metallic elements.
At the UYniversity of Pennsylvania Alan MacDiarmid is applying high pressures to the synthesis of new organometallic and inorganic
compounds. Among his recent. developments h~s
ween a new noncatalytic method for the preparation of IlSiF,, a useful intermediate for the
synthesis of organometallies. Using pressures in
the 45 atmosphere range, a purer and stabler
HSiF, can now be prepared, since the product is
no longer contaminated by SbCl, catalyst, which
was used in a previous synthesis. The HSiF, has
been used by Macriarmid to synthesize the first

sin has done extensive work on structure identification of organometallic systems. Glenn Crosby's
researches at the ITniversity of New Mexico on
rare earth and transition metal chelates have been
referenced on numerous occasions by scientists
working on lasers: scientists at the Air Force
Rome Air Development Center are interested in
Crosby's work and have contributed to AFOSWs
support of his research program. Also, the Air
Force Avionics Laboratory has worked out an
agreement with Crosby to test some of his laser
materials which are of interest to the Avionics
Laboratory. Norman Greenwood at the University
of Newcastle and F. G. A. Stone at the University
of Bristol are contributing significantly in their
synthesis and mechanism qtudies of organometallic
compounds. Several others, too numerous to mention in this report, are doing important and useful
organometallic research in solution coordination
chemistry, organoboron chemistry, etc. Concurrently with the AFOSR-supported research
program in organometallic chemistry, it seem; appropriate to mention that significant research on
metal chelates and organosilicon chemistry is being
carried on at the OAR Aerospace Research IAboratories at Wright-Patterson AFB.
The Air Force with its encouragement of highly
knowledgeable research investigators has played
an important role in the rapidly increasing store
of knowledge about the chemistry of organometallic compounds. The benefits to the Air Force are
many. Some of the research is already playing its
proper role in technological developments. But
even more important the AFOSR-supported research will have an important hearing on the solution of Air Force problems of the future. For it is
from the systematic basic approach to the understanding of chemical systems, such as the organo-
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metallics, that important technological breakthroughs evolve.

Rapid Scan Infrared Spectroscopy
DR. WTLLIAm L. Rvrmio

l

AFOSR has from its inception supported wor
in the area of chemical spectroscopy, one of the
most powerful tools available to elucidate the
structure of molecules. Very soon after the formation of the directorate of chemical sciences, support was given to such investigators as Kasha and
Crosby at the University of Florida; Simpson,
Cross, and Eggers at the University of Washington; Hexter at the Mellon Institute; Dows at
UCLA, and Pimentel of the University of California at Berkeley. Pinentel wished to study the
spectra of molecules, particularly those which
could be dissociated by ultraviolet flash photolysis
to give ionized or excited atoms. Pimentel was one
of the first investigators to use the technique of
"matrix isolation." In this technique the active
molecules were frozen out in a matrix of intensely
cold, solid, rare gas such as x-non.
Even using the technique of matrix isolation
many reactive species decayed before an infrared
spectrum could be obtained. The "free radicals"
isolated on the matrix were of interest to the Air
Force which at that time was supporting a large
"free radical" project hoping to get more active
species for propulsion.
To study better the infrared spec~tra of these
species, Pimentel began to investigate the possibility of a "rapid scan" infrared spectroscope.
After several years he achieved a breakthrough in
this area by nltilizing the principal of a rotating
ILittrow mirror. This enabled Pitnentel to study
not only the comparatively slow reactions in the
matrix but also the infrared spectra of explosive
reactions,
Pimente], studying the flash photoysis of methyl
iodide, noticed "spikes" in the infrared spectra.
These he reasoned were due to the formation of a
population of active iodine atomis from the dissociation of methyl iodide. Thus in an article on
"Atomic Photo-Dissociation Laser," by Kasper
and Pimentel, "Applied Physics Letters," 5, 231
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(1984), they explain the lasing affect by shlowing
that the energy fromn the reaction came from an
intense high-energy xenon Rlash. The excited
methyl-iodide molecules dimsociated4 with bond
rupture, and the resulting excited atomic iodine
at~oms in the 2P1 , state were produced in sufficient
exes ovrtoeinte'
ground state to pertnut stimulated emission or actual coherent laser
light when reacte in a suitable laser rarity.
Plinentel and his associates have uncovered
evidence of laser emission in the photolysis of six
other alkyl iodides. The priciple of a "photodissociai~ion .lager" is that stimulated emission occurs
as the result of bond rupture, although the initial
energy fronm the photoflas;h is utilized to supply
the energy for the excited inverted population and
the resulting burst of coherent stimulated emission. In other words, the excited molecule of
methyl iodide acts as a temporary reserv-oir for the
flash energy, and the dynamics of bond rupture
determine the population inversion.
The methyl iodide photolvsis was then made to
actually lase in a convention-al laser cavity.
The explosii e reaction of hydrogen and chlorine
to form HCO was also found capable of lasing. In
the case of the hydrogen-chlorine reaction, the
energy is essentially derived from the heat of the
chmalrctoisefndothels.
The two chemical lasers discovered by Pimewatel
reslted from the use of a new ioel or instrument
he and his colleague, K. (C. Herr, developed. This
instrument is the rapid-scanning infrared spectre.
photometer constructed by Pimentel with AFOSR
fulnds. The heart of the instrument is an extremely
sensitive, ultrafast-response. zinc-doped, geru;niurn detector and a highspeed (10,000 r.p.m.)
rotasting Littrow mirror. These elements. combined
with a conventional Perkin-Elmer spectrogrph
and an oscilloscope display tube have achieved scan
rates%of iLoo cm-' per 100 microseconds through
the regaion 5.0"050 emu'.
The .spectropliotometer makes possible for the
first time infrared studies of extremely fast reactions occurring after flash photolysis. hitherto
studied only in the ultraviolet, visible, and nearinfrared due to limitations of the photographic
plate. The fastest previously described infrared
spectrometers either scanned an equivalent region
at a rate 100 times slower, of a narrow region of
30 to 40 cm-' in a comparable time.
This instrument has successfully demonstrated
its applicability to rapid-scan infrared spectros.
144
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copy in studies of transient phenomena. Both the
identification of short-lived chemical intermediates, produced photolytically, and the kinetic study
of syotem% reaceting on a microsecond time scale
hawP been studied. Preliminary emnisejon spectra
give promnie of ehemiluminescenice scenm prior to
equilibruti.m of vibrational degrees of freedom.
A varie4y of othor joPsebifities suggest themsgelves,
such an the investigation of transient species produced by the fa~st mixing of reactants, by shock
waves and by f[lah heating techniques, Currently,
important problems of intermolecular energy
and intramnolecular energy transfer can also be
attacked by this new technique.
The most spectacular effort to which the rapidscanning infrared spectrophotometer has been applied is the discovery of the chemical lasers already
discussed. The use of this tool in surveying chemincal reactions for their laser potentialities depends
upon suddenly dev-eloping a peak under certain
conditions where coherent light emission occurs.
JR1

After stimulated emission its indicated. the reaction can be made to take place in a suitable laser
cavity, and true coherent laser emission obtained.
The advantage of an efficient chemical laser to
the Air Forr* is obviousi It frees the~ airborne or
spaceborne from the tremendous weight penalty
necessary to utilize ordinary flash-aetivated laswrs.
Electrical flash-ope rated lasrs need ponderous
banks of condensers and heavy electrical generatiztg syvstem% nece~e*4rv to supply the flash energy.
Now that the che-mical laser is a reality, it remains
for further applied research to find either more
powerful laser-producing reactions. or to discover
chemical reactions whieh can give multiple flashes
for other practical applications of Air Force
interest.
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Life Sciences
Simulation as a Social Science

Research Tool
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4I- I N a noeatig

mewdel of IKs4Jle &Wd comtiptee programns designed to represent the interactions between a
worldl of five or motre fit-titioust nations. In the
itilaion. "tof
"naion isreate-d by setting up
"iinilton
Simaulat ion as it social sc-ience research tool for
progrnined -TharnoeterIti-~ and r".nPurevs plis a
a lboraory
oraniztion
omplx
studing
settding c omplexit oraizaions
t
ine tH lalrte
y
number of dlefined roho- and peopple to fill them.
s sngilatiomeis modew
t it
ndsiiiav the
l
hte fD50Three suich rables are eentral deci-sionniaker (chief
state). Pxternal deci'ionnisker ( foreign minisativiy
siene
sekig tocret(if
as asocal
as asociiiafl scee actvit
fekig
o4ret rep
r). andl internal 4decisionniaker fcongressional
rpWlfliIOf Ctiome S'el%
Isfreampxe
leadfer). The (i)R. is the'leader of tlop nation, but
an international or so'ial svstefl.hemyb
piawifi!Lolcsanpeiv
d
oice n ratcsd
hem3b rpae f
A model may represnt a systemt or pr~s
not satisfy a validating index Supplied bY it cortorallv. as by a: diagranm. flow, or organizational
trpognu.trrciptrprrasjoid
chart: verbally. through a system of interrelated
constraints and lev-els of technological
aeconiomi
J~rojJ~itins
prpsitiof
s mathenmatically. through asniholic
detvelopmnent for each nation. IT) each run of a
sefrelations4hips: and through simulation (I)
simuilationi. thip people who occupy* the roles of the
The siznulati ion modlel differs int that it i%an opervariousm devisionniakers are allove'd to operate with
sting modlel. Once the variablels have beeni selected
rciisideriible freedomn and carrv out plants and
for representation, anti flip relations between theni
strategiesi over a wide range of al1ternative'.. They
rai
a om alanesfuditrntoa
are specvified, the model is put into ope-ration. 1
may operate by having people play rules and inter-omin"len
aggn-esive or conciliatory as they
act with each other, by means of a computer. or a
wish. Thev are able, within realistic co)nstraints,
to determinlie their own fate and that of their
combination of bo0th.
nation In the international arena.
are
electoral
subjects
known
Some of the better
ginlikilation run operate-. oin conompressed time
sytm.simtulation of somall group; air units in
1&

iIE~A~Ilive

organizations or
training o einsiuaonof
aniamgeor crisis
sutirganizationq under sr
mnent, and simulation of international systems.
Simuiilationi is more thani an instructional method:
it is proving useful in helping build at haws of
knowledge- of vatcial and international systems aim
proes.,ws. It is helping social scientists to formitlate theories that explain and prediict gmitiup bend
o prmi
havir.

stdy

f a

oteraing

havir.
lriiitituto tud of n oeraing
systemn whose connepts cannot be tetedft experimentally, as for example, tnational organization.
Two types of highly useful simulation have been
pioeeedwih
FOH upor.
hee retb
Inter-Nation Simulation (INS) at Nothwestern
I'niversity under the direction of Harold (luetakow and his amsoiates, and now called Simulated
International Proceres:s the other is work under

I

Eugene Haas at Ohio State for laboiratory study

oif rorginiratiflns tunder erisis stremau.

r s
fl.,Ten
in whieh day., may rersn
titllishedi rules. set up by- t lie e'xperimenter in each
natiorl fair tile relat ioniship Itetween tile ,atisfftu
tion of its potpulation and the pos~ilmility for the
decisioinnakers to stay in offite. hIT there are no
fixed rules as to when international suispicion andA
tension will lead to war. The relations between
niecd13eitra
eii
nto-aetu
iakes ay trv
slates' of tile nat ions. ~%4mie lhtei~iiit i~tl
tot increase tile wealth of Their itat ion byvtrade.
Othe'rs anti, emphasize liatiuuiial In~e andi jirestige throlugh military tee bnologieal build-up and
aid. Byv exchlanlging n;otesatil h. aldimkig voniferences.
thle states develop alliances and treaties. Through at
-world iew-spaj-r- the hiead'. of state make pronofuneernents, favorable tor denunciatory, about the
actions (if father nations.
Thle sprisie of rraisnt pmrovidedl by This type rif
simutlatioan has bepen affirmned by many types of
pArtit-ijiamts, Over thip y-ears of its operation and

development under AFOSB suplxort. and more recently under ARPA support, INS has conducted
experimental runs in which college students, for-

llothese~s generated by IN'S runs at Northwestern
Uietywith
similar hypotheses utilizing the
Stanford World War I data. Correspondence was

invetigtor,
tles, prticpans hve eneall
become intenselv involv-ed and concerned with the
outcome of each run.
During the developmnent and improvement of
this simulation method, various efforts have been
made to use it and validate its use in a predictive
way. This has been done by controlling certain
input~s such as nuclear capability, or by replaying
the events with actual historical inputs which
resulted in a crisis,
Richard Blrody adapted INS to simulate the
effec-ts of the spread of at nuclear weapons capability (.1). lie differentiated between nucler aind
conventional weapons, whereas the standard runs
had not done so. The number of participating nations was increased to seven, divided into two
alliances, each dominated by a major nuclear
power. During the course of the simulation the
spread of nuclear capability was given to the
s4maller nations in each alliance by experimental
interventioni. 1lis study found that after the spread
of nuclear weapon-, thle vohes;iwn of tile alliances
was niarkedly reduce(]. Natior~s formerly partners
in one alliance increased their transactions with
nation-, in thle opposing alliance. and the influence
of the leading nation in the alliance %vasreduced.
The parallels bet ween these and %%hat tr-Anspired
between F'rancepand thle U nited States and1 bet weeti
China and thle Soviet U nion after the dittw-ion of
nuc-leair ca pability into France and Chdoin are
striking. Thie paraillels ark, even more imnpressive
when account is taken of the relative 4implicityv
of~efelv
trii,
lienqu
tho na irefth
portile eperimtendthfact
sthatin thes eI(peilrieof tle
wer i'oiyintlantd th fatta
hs

tile T.ater-N-itioii Simulation in a contemporary
t'. %cIltsproject to test tile predlictiv e power of the
model, Tho grencrad 'traetrgy of the '.tudy nole
-setting" tile model of I\S to correspond to the
real world situation at a concut-rent polint in time,
and then r-unning the simtulated ,ystcmu ahead on
a telescoped time dinien ion01.
Since late M9*4, CGuetzkow and his associates at
N'orthwesternt have been conducting a further developrtfu'it of simulation reseatrch tinder ARPAk
support.
These studies are attempting to relate and comnpare the effectivenesmsof tile INS model with other,
more computerized simulations and with verbal
foreign policy theories. This will include further
efforts toward validation oif simulation methods
with the use of historical dlata and such techniques
as hanve been developed by Olaf fielmer at the
Hand Corp. on the use. of experts for the prediction
of future ev-ent-;.
As (uetzkov and Jensen have indicated in a
recent article: 'Wherther or not we go to a new
generaition of simulation models, our understandIng (if the coherence and validitv of existing
models wmut he much improved. The Simulaed
Intlernational Processes project. at Northwestern
hopes that It can contribute at least in some small
measure. ito thle unending need of tying togrether
*islands of thieory' generated by verbal and .sininlaiiil r -seaivh. " (6),
INS is receiving increasing attention a-s anl
etv
riigtcnqefrtoewopr
forititia
titutsen
ticp
ab decision~makers for the interac-ting nallruns
ionis, both inside andi outside the federal
governmient. InI major educational inst itut ions, the
itnulat ionl m~ethod 1, beiing used inl thle tencl ingt
of internatijonal relat iotns and the graduate inleultuiooforgns-vctane,.S
tary service academies and war college., are
experimenting with adaptat ions of it for thle trainitig of senlior cadlet, and statf officers. A seilkit
has recently beeni published which was designed
for high sc hool tint' ollege undergradluate instruclionl -.1 mtternational relations (1)

Another variant of IN'S was used by Charles F.
and~ilirgre
(.hfeiniinto
hec te mdels
outpu anditu
corres~piondeni-e to thle real wvorld bV
using itawses of historical data oi tlike period prior
to World War I. and sitnulat ing the events prior
to the outbreak of thle War (4). A related sludv
was perfortued liv D~ina A. Zinnles of Ind(iani U.11iversit ' from the historical data assenabled bi.
Robert North andt his associates at Stanford U-niversity. YZinnets conpar'd the results of 13 byIn2

Thusttie early .%FOSR sustained support of the
progr-ani ai Northwvestern 11nvrivhsmde
1"Asbll
he
velo}mient of at man-coinputer social
science reseAarchi techfli(Jiie which will have widle
application in education and research as it Is
fui-ther latpted an . developed in the y-ear-, to
('011.
Initial support wits givt-n in l.W)4 to Eugene

tern were markedly changed through a simulated
report of the "crash of a large aircraft into an
apartmn hIIIIou-se cope.
Th
Fermne
trained a spcciiial group of oitmstoakpstion-s of cruiser uperators and telephone callers
using languagre identical to that to which p~olice
offivers in a headquarters wer% CCUwLUnVd. EXact
replient ion of the rcharacteristics of input calls,

E. Draiwk and E. L.

skill in the use of polie.- radlio jargon. and the

Quiirantelhi) at Ohio Srate IUniversity for ý.ftidy
of orfLraiizat ions under crisis stresý. Traditionally,
t; 14 st ilies had been the major research device
i-~ed bt x:' jal scientists for analyzing complex
Ileganizat ions, whether these were operating under
normal conditions or under the demand of a disaster situatlote. Such field studies (supported by
{)('t-Array) are also conduceted by the Ohio State
D~isaster Riesearch (Center. Eme'rgency research
teams were assembled and trained in 11163. Thiese
have moved into disaster atreas as soon after the
event as possible to interview organizational
leaders.
The early postdisaster field studies indicated
that the stre.ss on organizat ions in a community
immediately afteria disaster is due to the fact that
increasing (demands upon certain organizations
such ats the fire. police, or public wrorks depaS'rtrnent8, will exceed their capability to meet the
demands. As organizat ions attempted to cope with
sudden. change in dlemands and capability brouight
about by disaster, if wits noted that there were certamn changes< in performance structure. For example, following the Alaskan earthquake in INA~- the
decisionniaking pattern in the Anchtorage Public
Works Department was signifi*maintly modified.
Many decisions were made at mutch lower levels
than they would norimally have be-en. Lines of
vuhrt
were -breached" as upper echelon officials wenit (hime4tly to speciali.4ts or foremnen for
cuirrent infop'inat on and advice,
lIn order to test experimientally hiow certain
organizations respond to various levels of demand

phy:A;ical hayout of the laboramtory, created at sirnulato whielh behaved Pxactly as its real counterpart.
Thut priticipal in~vestigator reported personally to
the writer that the police grroup) found the stres
situation --x real that they coald think of nothing
else for several hours after the simulation session.
Although this w'as the first attempt at this typ-e,
of simulation by the Ohio State UniversitY I)RC
or, for that matter, hi- any 4ther research organization, the resulits are considered quite encouraging. The laboratory simulation method used was
found to be' feasible and the experimental setting
was surprisingly realistic, Substantively, the
major hypothesis was supported: If there is orgalnizat ional stress, then there wvill be change in organizational 1wrformanace structure. Futithaimore,
thle foukr types of chiange in: rate of task perform~V.110P, priority order of task -selection. rate of
decisionnmakiuug and frequency of interpersonal
contact, were found to correspond roughly to
the~ predictions miade from isst~disanter field
observattions.
Theoretical refinement of this type of simulatiii and] analysis of orgamiiizational Yrxspnse to
Vrisis s-trests wi-ih-oittinta' under kFOSR suapport.
It. is anticipated th'at hY conitinual testing of thle
results, of future experituents againist the real
world: further rev-ising, refining, and retesting. a
tlieoreti-al iuodel will enierge that mia r~erniit an
increasingly better prediction of organizational
responses to various foruin of stressful situations.

in) a crisis situation. aind how their perforniaw-e

REEtNE

H~all.

and his

asoovate-s

IT.

pattern changes, lIiatst and his associates contriv-ed an instrumental laboratory setting for the
.sintulatioti
of n c-risis situation in which all factor
cloUld hw under control. obs-erved, and recorded.
The c'ommtnication1 system of it ractropolitan
police department was selected as thle svstem to be
simulated. All three shifts of personnel from the
police radio room participated in three normal
laboratory sessiions. in which demands on the sys-
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When walking, man is provided with information through a number of sensors about how
fast he is moving, whether he is speeding up, slowing down, going uphill or downhili, how rapidly
he is appro:uwI;ng q, lbject, or how fast he is
Aoiosg with a moving objeat, estimation of relative size and distance of objects, appreciating
which direction is up and which direction i3 down,
as well as identifying many other features of his
environment. With mechanical transport., some of
the sensory inputs previously available are rcndered ineffectuaL He can no longer make effective
use of the sensory organs of the muscles, joints,
and skin. LTnduer conditions of weightlessness, the
utility of the vestibular input is greatly lesse.ned.
In an automobile, airplane, or spaceship, man
must depend largely upon vision, audition, or upon
electronic or mechanical sensors for knowledge
about his movement through space and about his
relatior.ship to objects.
Until recently very .'.tio work had been done
on studying perception in moving observer-. One
reason for this is that apparatus required to do
controlled studies and to obtain objective data is
quite elaborate and complex, Basic knowledge
about man's capabilities of perceiving objects
while moving, compensat.ing for distortions, making judgments about size, speed, time, velocity,
and acceleration is most important in designing
equipment for efficient hum tn operation. Highspeed aviation and aerospace t ravel impose on the
human operator perceptual ,oquirements of a different order than those encountered when man
moves at slower speeds. A man-machine transportation system should be designed so that man's
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per,-eptual inadequacies can be compensated for
with mechbnical-electrcnic devires and optimnl
us.s made of his perceptual-motor capabilities. It
is only by study -f perceptual functions in dymd with reduced or distorted
namic situation
plrceptual cues iat important human capabilities and limitations can be identified. Engineers,
if supplied with specific information about man's
capabilities and limitations, can develop devicis
that can enable man to function effectively under
extreme co.ditions. One danger that, ha,, to be
avoided is the providing of the operntor with
unneeded information, information that the operator cannot process, and to which he cannot react.
The behavioral sciences division of AFOSR
has supported a number of related research projects in the area of perception. Six of these will
be described:
(1) Richard Gregory, ('ambridge University,
is doing research on the perceptual efficiency of
man under movement conditions.
,
2) Sanford J. Freedman, Tufts 1711i
doing research on the effects of prolonged and unutsual stimulus conditions on human performance.
(3) Joseph M. Notterman, Princeton University, is studying the effects of spatial and temporal
cues on the dete,'t ion of differences in velocity and
rates of accelt
(4) Gosta h Lail of the University of Stockholm. is attemptiig to derive the relations between
subjective estimates of space, time, and velocity.
(5) Franz .tiurner, University of nnmsbruck.
is stud)ing artificially disturbed sensory coordination in man.
(6) Edward Taub, Isaac Albert. Research Institute, is studying the effects of surgically eliminating body, muscle, and joint sensitivity in Rhesus
monkeys.
Gregory has constructed an electrically driven
carriage running on rails in a dark tunnel. Subjects can be moved on this carriage at a constant
speed. He also uses a Iar.,neparallelogram swing
which can introduce horizontal acceleration forces
Mt).
The research so far has involved the measurement of visual size constancy during movement
(2). A simple shape, such as a circle, which can
be continuously adjusted in size, is presented to
the subject. its size is varied as the observer is
carried on the swing or railway away or toward
it, and it is changed so as to appear to him constant
in sizc. If there were no size constancy operating,

the display would have to be increased in size,
with increasing observer distance, so that the
retinal image would remain constant in size. This
,.ould rcquire a reciprocal function. If the size
constancy were perfect, no change in the display
size would be required for it to appear constant.
Any kind of added information about his movement increuses the subject's constancy index and
reduces variability of the measures. In the case of
complete darkness and no acceleration, there is
no evidence of any constancy and the variability
is ,igh. Under these conditions, observers are unreliable--and these are essentially the conditions
prevailing for the astronaut. Very slight increase
in information (proprioceptive or visual) of ohserver movement improves constancy dramatically.
Size constancy is greater for forward than for
backward movement. Constancy is affected by the
subject's perception of what is moving-the viewed
objects or the observer. Largest objects are usually
perceived as stationary. In space conditions, the
apparently largest objects may be surrounding
equipment or other astronauts. Ii they are perceived as stationary, it may be anticipated that
considerable errors in judgment of size and distance may occur,
A person's perception may be misleading if the
cues are contradictory. Under such conditions, impossible geometric figures may appear as real
objects. As an example, a cube made of wire,
painted with luminous paint, suspended on a cord,
and viewed in total darkness, will be perceived in
various ways that do not correspond to the true
physical stimulus. The front and back faces of the
cube will seem to alternate in position; sometimes
the nearer face will seem to be farther away and the
farther one will seem nearer. The same sort of
spatial distortion is likely to happen to astronauts
viewing the structural elements of their space
station. They would receive no more cues to the
distance of different parts than one receives from
the luminous wire cubes,
Depth perception can become reversed when cues
are limited. When this occurs, objects become distorted. For example, a cube might be perceived
as a truncated pyramid. Conditions of limited
stimuli may lead to the perceiving of optical
illusions and impossible geometrical figures.
Freedman has conducted studies that show that
adaptive compensation for misleading information
transmitted through one sense modality way lead
to temporarily maladaptive behavior mediated by

another (3). This suggesta that spatial orientation
is a function rf the central nervous system. Manipulation of one channel of information mny so
disrupt the orientation function that effects occur
in behavior control led by another sensory channel.
Ioadiig the visual inputs with rearranged information, and forcing compensation, may produce a
visual-motor shift by disturbing the orientation
function as a whole; therefore, effects appear in
auditory direction finding as well.
Notterman has worked for the last 8 years on
a program of research on the perception of dynamic stimuli. The major objectives of this research
have been to provide some understanding of the
capability of organisms to perceive stimulus magnitudes that vary aw a function of time. The basic
datum is the precision of discrimination of timederivative changes in stimulus magnitudes. Of
primary concern is whether any generalizations
may be made regarding these processes across
various stimulus modalities and dimensions.
The specific objectives of Nottertnais research
revolve around several basic questions. The first is
concerned with a comparison of the levels of precision in the perception of time variant changes
for two major classes of stimuli: Topographic and
kinetic.
Second, the research is not restricted to examination of discriminative acuity for first *:me-derivative stimulus changes (velocity). Intormation is
also being collected on how difference thresholds
are affected at higher time-derivatives of stimulus
magnitudes (acceleration). Rate discrimination
depends upon rate of change, duration, and total
stimulus change. Information is also being collected on the influence of cultural variables.
Ekmnan's research focuses on psychophysical
relations in adaptation processes (5). His research
has resulted in numerous published research reports which are widely recognized as important
contributions to the body of scientific material in
the fields of perception. His work has dealt with
dark adaption (6), olfactory adaptation (7), perceptual dimensionality (8), subjective distance and
emotionality (9),subjectivescalesof number (10),
discrimination of roughness and smoothness (11),
psychophysical scaling (12), and discrimination
and preferences of saltiness and sweetness (13).
Thurner. a young psychologist working in the
Institute for Experimental Psychology at the Univarsity of Innsbruck, Austria, received his Ph. D.
at Innsbruck but is also American trained (A.M.,
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University of Georgia). The Innsbruck Institute

(I1) G. Ekman, J. Honman. B. Uadytrom. J. Erier.

PsychoI, (in press).

ia recognized as one of the most productive Euro-

pean psychological research institutes. Its director
is the distinguished psychologist, Ivo Kohler.
Thurner is collecting data on difference-thresholds
for visual-motor coincidences, orientation learning of displaced perceptual systems, and ability as
related to adjustments to disturbances of the visual
y•Yst
Taub (14), experimenting with monkeys as subjects, has collected data that call into question

many of the theories about the significance of
bodily sensory input (from skin, muscles, joints,
and internal body). Dr. Taub has demonstrated

that monkeys can be retrained, after being
deprived of these sensory channels, to walk, climb,
pick up small pellets, and even to compensate in
reaching
foodimage
whenofhisthehands
masked and
when the for
visual
food are
is displaced
by
his looking through prisms,
"
Taubs reset. '. •oay lead to important applica-

tions in the retraining of persons who have undergone spinal and other nerve injury, and in the
goeelopmenal afnew physiotherperve
uy, andinhes
development of new physical therapy techniques.
Perhaps more important, this research is leading to
a better understanding of the way in which the
components of the total sensory system interact,
The :)rogami of research on perception that is

(12) G. Ekman (in W. A. Romenbtith. Ed.., Nenson Commpoitiction, p. ,3. New York: Wiley (19 §5)).
(13) G. Ekman and C. Akeneon, Scand. J. Pychol- (in

press)

(1# ).

Taub, S. J. Ellman, A. J. Berman. Xviewcc 151,

p. 03
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InstTuctional Technology
MAJ. LARNCE G. GOEDEL

In the
pnne
personnel
the years

indoctrination and training of military
intinu
sf ing
militar
aforcontinuing
search
been tezhniques
ni que
over
better and more has
efficient

of instruction. Unquestionably, our existing
meth-ds :nvd ai.at rial :uvdt 1wen effective in producing well-trained airmen and officers; however,
we have always been aware that through research
we might be able to exploit a great deal more of the
military man's potential performance capability,
while at the same time reducing the amount of time
whired to br
ing
therfoount Intim
required to bring him to peak performance. In the
Air Force, where more than 500,000 people are

being trained in about 2,000 eourses annually, responsored by AFOSR is leading to the discovery
of many principles and new data that are imporduction of training time by as little as a week
tanttof
n
thnp
esiand nfAirForewedatapon
tater
incould provide a tremendous additional pooi of
tant to the design of Air Force weapon systems in
available, contributing manpower without increase
which the operators' perceptual capabilities and n
personnei strength. (1).
limitations must be correctly assessed in order to
The foundations of Air Force research on imachieve an optimal integration of man and
proved instructional technology were laid during
machine.
World War II in the Army aviation psychology
research program when the critical needs for
111ME
trained officers and airmen stimulated rapid devel-

opment of instructional devices such as training

(1) IL L. Gregory. Nature 207, p. 16 (1W).
(M) X L

Gregory and H. E BkPerceptual

and

MotorSkilw' 19, p. 3 (19N4).
(8) B. Held and S. J. Freedman, Science 142, p. 455

(1963).

(4) F. J. Mandriota, D. E. Mintz. I. M. Notterman.
Scioece 1938&p. 437 (1962).
(5)

G. Ekman. Vi$os Researeh (to be published. 19M).

(6) G. Ekman. J. Hopman, B. Berglund, Rep. PsycAho.
Lab.. U. Stockholm !in prees, 19M6).
(7) G. Ekman, B. Berglund, U. Berglund, T. Lindvall,
Rep. PasIool. Lab., U. Stomkholm (in preparation.

19m6).
(8) G. Ekman, A FFOA R 62-h76 Fina Report oIM5).
()p.
430 (1 q.d).
(10) 0. Ekmn. Jr. Pjcwhol, 45., . 287 (19N8).
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films, film strips, simulators, mock-ups, models,

and abbreviated training manuals. Although certainly significant, much of this development was
more opportunistic than s-ientific--deig
m
ned to
meet the needs of the moment and, essentially,
based only on modifications of the existing k-nowp
technology. Following World War 1I, opportunity

was provided to initiate and apply a more systematic research approach to military education
and training problems. An extensive basic im"earch

program in learning, together with a well-planned
applied roseareh effort on training devices
gradually evolved.

During the period 1950 to 1957 the Training
Research Laboratory of the Air Force Personnel
and Training Research Center was a fountainhead
of creative research and technical development in
the areas of learning and instructional technology.
Scicatiss such as A. A. Lumsdaine, R. Gagne,
S
N. Crowder. L. Briggs. R. French. and others
developed a whole series of instructional devices,
including the "subject-matter trainer," which is
often cited as one of the first teaching machines
(2). During this period, while studying the problems of training for eltctronic troubleshooting,
N. Crowder dcveloped his system of instructional
programing called "intrinsic programing," one of
the two fundamental techniques now used in programed instruction materials. The productivity of
this training research laboratory is attested to by
the professional reports which were issued. Of the
2"24 papers listed by Lumsdaine and Glaser in their
1960 compilation of reports on teaching machines
and programed instruction, 28 percent were products of the Air Force laboratory (3).
When the Air Force Personnel and Training
Research Center was discontinued in 1957, responsibility for applied research in training was assigned to Wright-Patterson AFB. The Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, Directorate of Life
Sciences. asumed responsibility for supporting the
more fundamental studies of learning and related
processes in human performance.
AFOSR developed a discriminating approach
to its selection of contract and grant proposals
which would insure that the studies supported
would not only contribute significantly to a scientific development of military education and
training techniques, but would also promise early
payoffs. One of the most outstanding actions was
AFOSR sponsorship of a symposium on the art
and science of teaching verbal and symbolic skills
which was held at the University of Peunsylvat.;
in December 1958.
Prior to the University of Pennsylvania symposium very little attention had been given outside
of the applied research and development on military training devices to an instructional technology approach in education and training research.
A majority of the research being conducted was
oriented to studies withiti the framework of existing learning theory. Until 1958 only about 15
"articleshad appeared in professional journals discussing the possibility of restructuring the instructional situation through technological innovation

to exploit known principles of learning. Moat of
these articles had been written by S. Presey and
his students at Ohio State, and two of them were
discussions by B. F. Skinner of Harvard.
At the September 1958 meeting of the American
Psychological Association in Washington, D.C.,
a conference was held on research on teaching
machines. Papers were read by Pressey, Skinner,
Crowder. Lumsdaine, and others. These papers
and the discussions which followed provoked the
idea that this instructional technology approach
in research might prove to be a most fruitful
avenue to morn efficient education and training.
The AFOSR decided to sponsor a symposium
which might serve as a soundingboard for these
new ideas.
Funded by AFOSR, the symposium was held
on 8 and 9 December 1958 at the University of
Pennsylvania. with Eugene Galanter acting as
chairman. Among the participants were S. L.
Pressey of Ohio State, B. F. Skinner, J. G. Holland, D. Porter, and S. R. Meyer of Harvard;
R. M. Gagne of Princeton: I. Homine and R.
Glaser of the University of Pittsburgh, A. A.
Lumsdaine of the American Institute for Research, and many others. Galanter edited the
papers which issued from this symposium and
published them in book form.
Galanters book, "Automatic Teaching: The
State of the Art," (4) was the first major publication dealing with research on teaching machines
and programed instruction. It proved to be a bestseller, stimulating a tremendous activity among
educators and research workers. The papers ineluded ser-ed as a catalyst to new thinking on the
problems of improving educ4L..un and training.
Interest was generated in all the military services,
Federal agencies, industry, and academic institutions. Research studies increased from a handful
to hundreds of individual projects throughout the
country.
Following the success of this symposium
AFOSR continued to support selected research
efforts which showed promise of contributing to
advances in military training. Among these was
a contract with the American Institute for Research for studies on cueing and prompting
techniques. This contract alone produced 14 professional papers and reports by Angell, Lumsdaine, and Guthrie. Gagne and Belles, under
another AFOSR contract, made an intensive study
of the factors influencing the efficiency of learning
F77

and developed three major reports which have been

tions, and vast numbers of man-hours devoted to

extensively referenced in the professional literature. Knowledge of re-volts, which is a primary

repair.

feature of the concepts anderlying teaching machines and programed learning, was studied by
W. I. Smith and J. W. Moore under an AFOSR
grant. The results of this research formed the
basis of a chapter in their book, "Programed
Learning", (6) in addition to being reporte in
the professional literature,

(11) C. W. t!ead, in Niitioxal Soiety fef Pr0#rnqm•nM In

()

L" A Junedulne.
a. 7 (191.

(2) A. A- Lumadulne and R. Gla-wr, Tevrh4ng9 Machitnp

sad Prorummmsed Leon-'g (N.E.A.. Washington.
D.C.. 19M).
13) S. V. Martorana, r'ke Air Focve-OAR Coshabtioa
to Phgvrma d Ieatrdio.n (OAR. 19N).
(4) S. Oalanter, Automatic Teuachx: LosThe Wtate of
the Art (John Wiley & Son& Inc., New York, 1950).
(5) W. I. Smith and J. W. Moore. Proraomnmed Lewazrwi

(Van

ooe~randL Princeton, 1i9)

8rd Strike Chhwe.cuterics
Air Force collisions with birds must Le reported
to the directorate of nerospace safety when damage
is sufficient to classify the occurrence as an aircraft
accident. The number was 53 in 19(12, 70 in 1963,
and 145 in 1964. In 1965, and for that year only,
all bird strikes were made reportable re4 rdless of
whether damage resulted. The total was 839,

nearly mix times the number for the previous year.

The change in the reporting procedure was made

to providIm a more representative history, and to
obtain statistical information of value in current
research programs directed at reducing the
hazard. (1).

The preliminary total for 1966 is 291 bird
strikes classified as accidents, following the upward

trend and bearing out the grim fact that

bird-aircraft collisions are increasing in frequency

and cost. While separate cost accounting is not

presently being performed, there are ample indi-

Bi rd-Aircraft Collisions
DAN TAYLOR

The conflict between man and his environment
can be a lethal affair for an Air Force pilot,
On 13 October 1966 a T-37B aircraft operating
from Reese Air Force Base, Tex., performed a
local weather check en route to &n auxiliary field.
Flying at 1,200 feet and 220 knots, the aircraft
struck a large bird, which penetrated the windscreen and struck one of the pilots in the head,
killing him instantly,
In March last year a fully loaded C-130
en route to Vietnam lifted off at McClellan Air
Force Base, Calif. A -_cond later it passed through
a flock of starlings crossing the runway. Two of
the prop-jet engines ingested birds, lost power, and
shut down although the pilot managed to land
safely.
These incidents highlight the growing menace
of bird-aircraft collisions, which are esting the
Air Force well in excess of $10 million each year,
injuries and loss of lives, interruptions of opera178

cations to support the $10 million estimate.
Seventy-five engines were replaced in 1965 because of bird ingestion. Damage reports cite a
constant toll of windscreens, canopies, air intakes,
radomes, wing and fuselage panels, flaps and landing gear, and particularly jet engines. The number
of man-hours required to repair a duck impact on
a B-52 wing leading edge, for example, can run as
high as 100, indicating severe damage to electrical
and other systems. A single bird can reduce a jet
engine, costing several hundred thousand dollars,
to a pile of scrap in an instant, if compressor
blades are broken off and further ingested.
Using data for 1965, these patterns in bird-strike
incidents are observed: (1) The birds were infrequently observed prior to impact and in almost
half the incidents the kind of bird involved was not
known. Small birds such as blackbirds, starlings,
sparrows, and doves were most frequently encountered near airfields. Seagulls, starlings, and
blackbirds were the most frequently identified
species, (2) more strikes involved transports than
any other type aircraft, with trainers second, (3)
most encounters occurred below 1,000 feet, with a
quarter of these being on the airfield itself, (4)
of 839 strike incidents, 1.38 were on the airfield,

1
and 243 were w'thin 1 mile. Of the remainder,
149 were during low-level training missions, ineluding radar-evasion, gunnery, and navigation
practice runs, (5) 109 engine ingestions were reported, requiring 26 shutdownrs and 75 replacenments; windgcreens and canopies were involved in
178 incidents, with eight penetrations and four
"saes of minor injuries, (6) 694 incidentit occurred
within the continental United States, with 70 percent in the southern half of the country. The highestt 2-month period was September-October, with
March-April next highest. These periods coincide
with bird migratory activity, (7) increasing
numbers of windscreen penetrations in the especially vulnerable T-_37 and T--38 aircraft reflect
increased pilot training schedules and are receiving special attention,
While the Air Force has a mandatory reporting
system, commercial and private aircraft. operators
may, but are not compelled. to report bird strikes.
During 1W6, the Federal Aviation Agency was
notified of about 650 such hits. In recent years,
an airliner was downed with the loss of 17 persons
when it hit * swan causing a stabilizer to fail.
Another airliner's engines ingested starlings on
takeoff and crashed, killing 6W. U.S, airlines in
past years have reported an average of about 300
bird collisions a year. In 191W5, as a result of FAA
stress on these reports, about 65P were filed by
U.S. airlines. One Canadian airline has reported
that virtually every jet engine in its fleet has
ingested birds (2).
Bird-aircraft collisions are definitely increasing
as aircraft get larger and faster, and fly more miles
each year. The problem portends even graver consequences with extremely large aircraft such as the
C-5A transport entering the inventory. Supersonic
aircraft add another dimension to the quetion,
particularly the F-I 11, which will fly considerable
portions of its mission "on the deck".
Countermoesum
There are many approaches to the problem. The
brute force method provides birdproof windshields for aircraft ranging from the C-47 to the
C-141. These will protect the pilot from hits of 4pound birds at 500 knots. The supersomic strike is
still largely an unresolved question, hut there is no
question about what happens when a large bird
hits a small aircraft, and as yet no way has been

found to birdproof a jet engine without paying
a stiff penalty in aerodynamic efficiency.
Another approach is "If you don't see them
they aren't 'here." This may take several forms.
There exists a puzzling reluctance. on the part of
many who fly to admit the magnitude and some.
times existence of the bird-aircraft. ollision problen. Pilots dislike having to make detailed birdstrike reports. Airlines dislike alarming the public.
Bame commanders dislike having to curtail flying
schedules. Traffic c-ntrollers dislike having their
screens obscured by clouds of migrating birds.
Morm than one airport control radar has been reengineered to reduce the return from birds when
these unwanted "angels" were found to interfere
with aircraft. control. And in an age when a barefooted rifleman can bring down a multimillion.
dollar aircraft with a single shot, it is sometimes
difficult to be concerned about seemingly nonurgent problems,
At one training base, T-37's regularly flew
through flocks of blackbirds. These birds occupy a
winter roost with a population estimated at 5 milIn view of extremely tight training schedules, the
toll of engines, windscreens. landing lights, and
wing and tail surfaces was accepted for a time, but
flying at. that base has since been curtailed during
the birds' travel to and from the roost at. dawn and
dusk. However. a more important lesson to be
learned from this example is that the base was
built adjoining the roost, which has existed as long
as the oldest residents of the area can remember.
In the New York City area, one of the sites being
evaluated for a possible new jetport is located in
a major waterfowl refuge.
Since most incidents occur on or near airfields,
an effective approach is habitat manipulation to
make airfields less attractive for birds. Standard
measures, advocate by the FAA and the Air
Force, include harassment from liquid propanefueled noisemakers, shotgun shell explosive crackera, and recorded distress calls of birds; draining
marshes, using herbicides and insecticides, cutting
trees and grass: trapping crows and owls; and
eliminating dumps and other refuse. But these are
all only partially effective in view of the fact that
most airfields arr located in areas naturally attractive to birds, such as filled areas near water, agricultural land, and woods and forest.
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Consequently, the biest hope of workable, effective solutions lies in acquiring better knowledge
of the bird, themselves. Bird.aireaft collistions
COS
can never be prevented entirely as long as aircraft
u the
hepprobad~~~tae
i the air together, but
arnd birds ae innrg
collisions can be reduced markedly.
of -wich
!
S_:__=•
bilitv-radiate
man's
moot hist
coaiificts
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cans relacoeitshpwith
-with
eonvicsroarising
ent, afromersm
tionship with his environment, aswers can come
only from better understanding oa. the nature of
the problem, and from new knowledge provided
neach
eleanfroh
byscientifpr
The life sciences progam of the Air Force
Scientific Research has included many
Office
studOfice of
of birdmentaboific
andsuch
h a ctin
des many
-studies of bird metabolism and such activities
breeding and nesting, feeding, migratory and
other movements, and navigation. Other research
has been sponsored on species interactions and
distributions. This long-standing program provides an interesting example of the relevance of
basic research to Air Force operations, and particularly of the role of scientific resenrch in support
of a technology-dependent and oriented crganization such as the Air Force. While bird research
has been at relatively modest program levels, the
scope has been broad, and has established the Air
Force as a pivotal point of support in scientific
research related to the collision problem. This
support also has provided AFOSH, through its
"researchers and membership in interagency comnmittees, with access to the best of current research
being carried on-by other Federal and -tate agencies, universities, and private groups. (lose coordination is effected with other elements of the
Air Force through the Special Assistant for Natural Resources Conservation, Deputy, The Inspector General, who provides scientific liaison for Air
Force wildlife management problems.
The
•_
m.orAir Force Office of Scientific Research
III
Dr. William J. Hamilton
research by"nvriyo
supports
r
tDvs
aiori
a th
at the University of California at Davis. Dr.
Hamilton generally is studying the basic biology
of the starling, and specifically the highly organized social and group activity of its flocking,
travel, roosting. feeding, and other activities. Understanding the entire ecosystem of a given species
makes it possible to learn how to manipulate it
and other species more successfully. It may be
said that the problem of bird-aircraft collisions
is ultimately one of bird ecology,
130e

'The starling's particular refuging and dispersal activity offers insights into some of the
basic mechanisms determining the movements of
dispersal
radiative
The daily
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birds
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coneena
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to nef, rby feedting areais. !4-cause starlings
raittonrbyfengres
not. aggressiveflock to mutual advantage, they doeaestlng
lv defend space, but concentrate on feeding. The
individual does not go to the same lace
sameinvduloenogotthsaeytte
day., but. varies the location on the basis of
past successes and dietary need.
Starling populations were traced by Dr. Hamilton and his graduate students to a giant roost
in the Sacramento River, from which the birds
radiated each day as far as .50 miles, affecting
Travis Air Force Bas as well is McClellan, near
Sacramento. This 50-acre roost sheltered 2 million
starlings and about the same number of blackbirds. Checkpoints at 10-mile intervals revealed
that concentrations of passing starlings declined
to51 miles and then tailed off sharply.
gradually
The starlings were found to adopt deployment
sTrategies designed to us and gain energty ellan hour
go :me an in
dsich
and 4ty minues each way, must obtain more energy
in the form of feod than thois which go only 5
miles. However, the further the bird diserms,
the less the compl-etition from other stauuling.ý, and
it is able to gain available food at a greater rate.
This balances the extra energy cost of the greater
distance traveled. At a certain dkitance, coimpet;tion ceases, and there is no reason for birds to go
further. Basic understanding of the core as a very
stable, radiative system is a major tep in being
able to predict the biosysteni problems that may
arise in connection with hirt dispersal, and may
make it possible to cope with problems such as
fashion,
in a more
collision before
bird-aircraft
they effective
arise. (3)
to avoid problems
heat
the
id theajo difere
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Coloration is the major difference in the heat
absorption ability of all animals. Recent research
by Dr. Hamilton and Frank Heppner indicates
that an animal's black color may function primarily to promote the ahsorption of solar energy.
reducing the energy "cost" of maintaining body
temperature, and thus be an important advantage
to an animal such as the starling which must work
hard by day, but can seek shelter by night.
In an experiment to test this view, white zebra
finches' energy expenditure was measured with and
uw,

without artificial sunlight. Then the same birds
w!ere dyed black andl again compared. The dvedl
birds uinder light were found to use ain average of
21) percent less energy. by mueasuremvent (if their
toxygeni consumption. than when they were white,
or when they were rithepr color and Iarked artificatl sunlight. 'rte! sanie evidlence is app~licable to
man. Dark skin coloration may increase thp tibsorption of solar radiation in situations where energy
mtust bx? expended1, as at dawn and dusk in otherwise hot climates. 4)
D~r. Hamilton~s work tl-.~o indicates that certairt
aspectsi of bird piopulation d-namics miay hewap* proalche,? by computer simuulation. These arnelyses
"Mould I*- bused oni aIvailablel exien~dve lbanding and
recovery data. Such inivectigations may lead to
inadiem~atic~el inodels that can deal with thle cornplexity of ecologic.-I systems andi suggest the relativo wisdom of var~oims control strategies. By thi7
rechniqite control programis (.ail be evaluated in
advance and their possible effect upon the eco
s.ystem as a whole ealiiie piiedicted. Better under.
standing has been o.rttaiined of factors that myoitribute to explosive pojpulation growthi of a single
,species, particularly among aniniels that have
been introduced into already establiihed ecosysterns, as was the starling in )890. The research
I.rograin also indicates that there are. other introdmiv-ed species that could create greater probh0sns
for aviation and agriculture than the starling, and
bietter knowledge is needed to evaluate these species
and ddeteri-oinp fiictors that could triggftr-th-3ii
population vrowth.
The first working conference held by ecologists
on resear'ch relatedl to the bird..aircraft nollision
problemt was sponsored by AFOSR, and conducted by Dr. Hiamilton at Davis 31 May to 3 June
1%d.K Aitendees; included administrators and reserhscientists viewing the question from the
standpoint of the interlocking web of phenomena.
and processes common to most animals. They
agreed that b)eyond the immediate scope of tactical

il5

lI

and charaelerisýtics of bird migration. Radar
studies cart provide one basis for analysis of bird
movements. Modern data acquiisition and reduction systents tire required to permit monitoring
bird moviements on a wontinental basis. Oy dliallenging the problern with weather data, perhaps
front satellites, by radar data, and information
from hirds that can be monitored di~r ]ty. it
,hnuld In-porssible to interpret and predict periods
of maxinial aircraft hazard and the location sand
altitude where they are most likely to occur- (5)
Work also has been supported by A FOSR on
t he e~ferts of sound on bi rd flocks. Th is in vestigation has been carried out by G. Wi. Boudreau of
Santa Rita Technology, Inc., using blackbird
flocks. Birds have been noticed to beco-ne severely
disoriented by the sounds of jet enginies. Tests
were performed using both jet engines and sounds
created rinthe laboratory froni satistical analysis
of recorded jet engine sounds. Thiese were observed
to divert flocks of blackbirds, causing siring-like
flocks to break and swirl in a characteristic whirlpool action. Some birds are know~n to be sensitive
to radar emissions as well, and both these- techniques offer bird control potential.
TO stimiulitte scientific interest in the bird-aircraft collision problem, fiF well as public understanding, A FOSR held an extensive display on the
topic at, the annual meeting of the American Associat ion for the Advancement of Science. held
2C-SO December 1966, in Washington, D.C. The
exhibit. was seen by a major share of the 8,(N~) university, government, and industrial scientists and
engineers attending. !znd conaiderable pre&,:, radio.
and TV coverage resulted. Included ;~nthe exhibit
were, a number of aircraft parts damaged by bý*ids.
together with numerous photograph-, Subseq-jently, this display was shown to Air Force Systerns Command (RIeD) lab directors at. a special
briefirig held for them on the APOSR research
programs, and the U-niver-ity of California at
IDavis has requested it for use during its annual

alterations of environment and birds miust come &~ open house.
vigorous and sastained etrort involving long-range
analyses of complete ecological systemrs, systems
analysis, including the interpret-ition of the role
and trends of ent-iromental nianipl'lition by man,
should be conisidered,ý with special einphasis on the
trends of bird populations that may interact with
poiential air-travel operations.
Tito conference also advised that a forecast eppability Ix, developed based on trtudies of thle timing

A brochure, "Bird/Aircraft (Collisions" tO). has
been provided both with the exhibit anid on request
to a number of organizations. These *nclude the
Air Training f ornmand, which iv, distributing
them to each of its basea. the Assistant Surgeon
General for Vetarinarv Services, which is sending
themi to each base medcal and publicý heatlhh unitthroughout the Air Force. the APSC F-1i I Sy,teans Office; the National Research Council of

'

1

i

Canada, and a number of foreign nation air

courses to avoid disturbances and unfavorable

ataches.
There is no complete solution to the bird-airrraft
collision problem. All that can be achieved is a
sttistikal solution, a reduced probability that such
-ollisions will occur. In all approaches to this comphx question we have in fact reached the limits of
our knowledge. Before further progress can be
achieved, detailed studies must be made of the
biology of species which have become pests and
hazards, and of the economics of controls suggested
by biological research. What mobt research thus

winds. Thus migratory bird flight patlerns may
well be olpn to prediction with sufficient biological
and weather information.
These are the various facets of it erious and
growing Air Force and general aviation operating
difficulty that today is only beginning to yield to
fcientifi- investigstion, and lf' r,-eive. ihe iopbli,'
concern it deserves.

far has shown is that man can learn to live with
the problem if be can minimize it as far as

Non.
Birds",ofStudy
OolMisionn
(1) "USAIF
14-46. Air,(aft
1+-W. 2"1t.
21-6k3, with
Dirre'erate,
Aerrwpoev

practicable.

(2) Bird, W. H.. -Bird Strike Haaardm Can Be Reduced".

The big question mark is the birds themselves,
and much more data is required, particularly of
bird migration. For example, the 1960 Maryland
I airliner crash was caused by a whistling swan. Yet,
according to one researcher, virtually nothing was
known before the crash of this bird's migration to
the Chesapeake Bay area, and very little has been
learned since. Formerly, it was believed that birds
follow rather well-defined migratory pathways.
"w
Now !,here is increasing evidence that birds in
general, like aircraft, fly the weather, taking advantage of :inds and pressure fronts, and shifting
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() Hainliton. W. J., and Frank lleppner. "Radiant
Solar Energy and the Fanetion of lBlack liomeotherm Pigmentation: An flypothesis." rsdence,
13 January 1M7.
(S) "Proceedings of the A'FOR Conference on Ecological ,tudltes in Sulqpprt of the Bird-Airt.raft Colniarea Problem" 31 May to 3 June 19M l)avr.i, Calif.
(61 "!rd/AIrcraft v',ilialohna." AFOSR ISR(Wb. Deeeumber 19e6.

Engineering Sciences
Study of the
A Whistler
S~sphere.
Magetosphere

the magnetoand exited
the whistler
is iraw~essihhe by
As theentered
magnatasphere-

Whistler, reslt from the disp iva prope,
tion over very long paths of very-low frequency
electromagnetic waves radiated by lightning impulseo. The signals follow approximately the

conventional sounding techniques, the whistler
become a powerful tool for investigating various aspects of this enormous region of spare. It
is suspected that the magnetosphere plays a vital
role in the development of magnetic storms and
aurors, the (Weails of which still remain among
the outstanding mysteries of the atmospherem
Whistlers were first reported in 1919 by Barkhausen who observed them while eavesdropping on

horu.-shoe-shaped paths of the earth's magnetic

Allied telephone conversations during World War

field lines. Whistlers echo from one hem;sphere
to the other via the outer ionosphere extending
from about 100 kilometers to roughly 14) earth
radii in the geomagnetic equatorial plane.
When detected, amplified, and monitored aurally, a whistler is heard as a gliding tone, usually
descending in frequency and lasting about a second. The peculiar frequency versus time behavior
of whistlers is the result of dispersion produ c ed
along the whistler path by the effect of free electrons acting in the preseneof the earth's magnetic
field.
The originating flash that produces a whistler
also radiates an impulsive signal that travels without dispersion between the earth and the lower
boundary of the ionosphere. Since this signal, the
causative atmospheric, propagates at the speed of
light and appears on the spectrographic records
along with the resultant whietler, it serves as anr
indication, accurate to within several milliseconds,
of the time of origin of the whistler. Whistlers are
detected and recorded both in the hemisphere of
the originating flash and in the oppolite hemisphere. In the latter case the causative atmospheric
signal travels thousands of miles and appears
weakly defined but still indicates the time of
whistler origin accurately.
Several aspects of whistler spectrographa are
extremely important to geophysicists. The time
delay, that time between the causative atmospheric
signal and the leading edge of the whistler signal,
is a measure of both the magnetospheric path
electron density and the strength of the earth's
magnetic field encountered. The leading edge of
the whistler, that tone initially recorded, serves as
an indicator of the geomagnetic latitudes at which

I. They may actually have been observed as early
as lg88 by J. Fuchs of the Sonnblick High Altitude Observatory in Austria. The association of
whistlers with various atmospheric phenomena
and a ýositive correlation between their rate of
occurrence an4 solar activity were reported by
Eckersley of the Marconi Co. in 19"2S. Eckersley
also reported an observation by Tremellen indieating an asmn istion of whistlers with visible
lightning. The first quantitative measurement of
the frequency-time relationship in a whistler was
made and reported in 1933 by Burton and
Boardman from a whistler recorded in Ireland.
Eckersley, in 1935, derived a dispersion law which
explained the variation of whistler frequency with
time and demonstrated that Burton and Boardman's published analysis agreed closely with the
new theory.
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Interest in whistlers then lagged for about 15
years until Storey began his doctoral studies at
Cambridge in 1951. He made a detailed experimental study of whistlers and related atmospheric
signalls, and identified short whistlers which were
not associated with loud clicks (causative atmospherics) and long whistlers which were always
preceded by a loud click. From spectrum analysis,
Storey showed the difference between multiflash
whistlers, each of which resulted from separate
causative atmosplierics, and multiple-path whistiers which resu-,d resulted from a single causative atmospheric but traversed separate paths of
propagation. Front a theoretical study of ray
paths, Storey discovered that whistler energy
should be guided approximately by the lines of
force of the earths magnetic field. This led him
13
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to postulate that theme were indeed the paths of
propagation,
The simultaneous observations of whistlers at
spaced stations was begun by R. A. Helliwell in
1951 at Stanford and Seattle. About '25 percent of
the whistlers observed were roincident at the two
stations, whose separation of 1120 kilometers corresponded to the area coverage predicted by
StL' y. Is predict'd relat;on.hip between cauS&-

spheric explosions, This meant that the source of
the electromagnetic impulse was in fact between
the earth and t he ionosphere and not at. the location
of the bomb i#self.
In 1959 a theory wus developed by R. L Smith,
Helliwell, and I. Yabr)ff regarding the trapping
of whistlers, "rhi, important work postulated that
a slight 45 to 10 percent) increase in the density
of electrons in columns alined with the earth's

tive atmospherics in the Southern Hemisphere and
short whistlers in the Northern Hemisphere was
confirmed by Helliwell in 1954. Simultaneous observations of whistler echo trains at Unalaska and
at Wellington and Dunedin. New Zealand, near
its geomagnetic conjugate point, were made in 1955
by Morpan and Allcock. Their results fully confirm the predicted behavior. The predicted absence
of whistlers on the geomagnetic equator was confirmed by Koster and Storey in 1955.
AFOSR began support of Helliwell at Stanford
in 1956. The numerous results are of continuing
importance to both the scientific and military
communities. With a theory of propagation developed by J1. J1. Brandstatter and a set. of calculations of whistler ray paths formulated by Irving
Yabroff (both of the Stanford Research Institute).
a basis was provided for explaining the absence
(nondetection) of whistlers which propagate into
the ionosphere along paths which are not alined
with the earth's magnetic field. The new theory
predicted that such signals may deviate appreciably from preferred directions and be unfavorably oriented for repenetration of the
subionospheric region. Such whistlers would not
be expected to be observed at ground stations. This
theory is well supported by observations of artificially triggered whistler signals.
A study of whistler sources was based on the
impulses produced by nuclear explosions. From
1953 to 1962 Stanford made broadband very low
frequency recordings during detonations of a large
mmber of nuclear devices. In five cases a bombexcited whistler was recorded at one or more receiving stations. It was found that nuclear sources
produce whistlers similar in all measurable respeets to those produced by natural lightning and
that. a whistler can be excited by a nuclear explosion located in the hemisphere opposite to that of
the entrance to the whistler path. It was also discovered that nuclear explosions which take place
above the lower edge of the ionosphere produce
signals similar to thise arising from subiono-

magnetic field was s5fficient to trap ,-ompletely the
waves entering the ionosphere from the middle
geomagnetic latitudes, hence under certain conditions whistlers would travel in preferred or discrete paths. The concept of the discrete path led
to a reexamination of data recorded during the
IGY. A search was conducted for "lhybrid" whistlers, those which had been excited from both ends
of one of the ipstulated paths. Several examples
of hybrid whistlers were found. The theory was
further confirmed by the relatively precise data
obtained from two of the nuclear explosions.
The analysis of whistler spectra themselves presented many problems. The most difficult was the
identification of the atmosp~heric source. Methods,
based on the use of multiple records and multiple
stations were developed whereupon it became possible to achieve a relatively high degree of reliability in the identification of the source. Further,
this correlation of data led to the remarkable discovery that each whistler trace prov-ided sufficient
information to define the latitude of the magnetospheric path and one parameter destcribing the distribution of ions and electrons along the path.
Many such measurements taken at different latitudes provided a basis for constructing a model of
the nuagnetospheric electron density distribution.
A major accomplishment by Angerami and
Carpenter, under AFOSR support, was the first
description of the detailed variation of electron
density and total tube (field alined column)
electron content near the "knee", a region where
the electron density drops from relatively high to
extremely low values. For the first time it was
realized that the knee involves an extremely abrupt
decrease in electron density and that this decrease
is essentially field alined at about four earth radii.
This implies the existence of a three-dimensional
boundary or "plasmapause" in the magnetosphere,
a doughnut-like shell extending around the earth
and separating a dense inner region front a tenuous outer region. The presence of such an abrupt
three-dimensional boundary came as a total sur-
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prisie to scientists since no previous theory had
predicte'd its existence. Recently there has been
confirmation of the plasznapause. from satellite experiments. Measurements show that on the nightside of the equatorial plane the plasmapause
electron density changes by a factor of 20 to 100
within the relatively short di.stane* of ti.1.5 earth
radii. Further analysis shows that this abrupt
profile is normally unchanged for about 18 hours
per da ' , there being a 6i-hour period of rapid radial
variation and less precise definition.
The more precise description of the plasmapause now makes it possible to identify major
regions of geophysical activity in the magnetosphere, i.e., the plasmapause is also a boundary
defining certain regions of noise generation both
in the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. Passage
through the plasmapause involves drastic variation in the noise detected by certain types of spacecraft antennas recording at very low frequencies
and also affects the interpretation of certain onboard sensors. The improved knowledge of the
plasmapause provides a new viewpoint on the
coupling between the ionosphere. and the region
above,
Of no less significance is the discovery that

:

whistlers can be used to detect magnetospheric
moit ions. There. exists no experimental method
other than whistlers to map magnet..-spherie motions on a large scale. The vhistler technique has
provided the first direct experimental evidence
that the inner magnetosphere approximately corotates with the earth. Recent studies have also
shown that, as predicted by theory, there are radial
the outer magnetosphere, driven by
otionsin
motion

i

large-scale electric fields. A number of measurements have been made of these motions, revealing
inward motion of plasria on the nightside of the
earth, "-1outward motion on the dayside. A continuation of these studies should make it possible
to establish an important link between the solar
wind, the corpuscular flow from the sun, and the
inner magnetosphere.
One of the most spectacular areas of growth in
whistler research concerns the general theory of
electromagnetic signal propagation in a medium
such as the ionosphere, containing electrons, pro-

i
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tans, and other species of charged particles. From
a beginning in 1964 on a number of individual
topics, llelliwell has developed an overall theoretit
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cal understanding that makes it possible for him
to explain a wide range of phenomena, including
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proton whistlers, the low frequency cutoff of cornmon whistlers, an(i -o;ne anomalous behaviors of
whistlers. The success of the overall theory in explaining new phenomena has led to active programs of study at the Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment in Ottawa, Carlton
University tabe, Ottawa), and the State University of Iowa.
An important extension of previous groundba-sed observations was th1w'recent experiment of
Stanford Universit? on the O(O-1 satellite which
provided measurements of whistler mode. signals
in the outer ionosphere at altitudes greater than
1,000 kilometers. These new data yield information
on total path attenuation rates. It is believed that
this research will be of value in determining the
usefulness of whistler mode propagation as a
means of communication.
seeks to fly higher and communicate
As man
farther, the scientist strives to gain a better understanding of the magnetospheric medium-its physical composition, its predictable time variations,
and its anomalous behaviors. The whistler provides a means for attaining this goal.
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New Dimension in Hypersonic
Aineed

though this direct approach, circumventing the

Laboratory Simulation -The

for simulation, is costly in time and money,
much flight research and development was suc-

WVave SuperheaterHypersonic
T Tunnel
netelemetry

acecnplished.
cessfully
With increased
velocities of atmospheric flight

M=xvoi" RooES
As children we learn that shooting stars are
actually small meteorites burning and evaporating
as they fall at hypersonic velocities into the earth's
dense atmosphere. Today, the problems of hypersonic flight through the atmosphere present great
challenges toman's ingenuity.
.A- intercontinental ballistic missile, for example, enters the atmosphere at the end of its flight
path with sufficient kinetic energy to vaporize 10
times its weight in water. If such a body is to survive atmospheric reentry, most of its energy must
be tranferred to the surrounding air. Successful
reentry depends upon a delicate balance between
heat absorption and dissipation (1).
The history of applied science and engineering
is really a history of simulation-searching for
methods of observing a priori the behavior of engineering systems and of varying the parameters
of such systems in order to seek optimum results.
The approach of the pure scientist seeking to explain observable phenomena likewise leans heavily
on simulation and analogs (2). Thus from the days
of Kitty Hawk to the mid-1950's man's explorations and conquests in flight were normally
preceded by extensive ground test evaluation of
the flight vehicle. Aerodynamic stability, performance, structural and material strength were among
the many factors realistically simulated on the
ground (3). However, when jet propulsion,
through its ability to provide great power in a
small package, exploded the power barrier to high
velocities it was found that the available ground
test fae;lities proved inadequate to realisitically
'nulate the hyperthermal environment characteristic of very high speed passage of a body through
the atmosphere (4).
It is obvious that the most direct way of testing
a machine, particularly a missile or an aircraft, is
to build a prototype, fly it and observe its behavior
by techniques involving telemetry and recovery
after each test. This is, however, a tedious, costly
and frequently frustrating procedure, and al186
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testing came a host
concommitant problems:
blackout from the ionized plasma
sheathing the vehicle, heating of structural materials, degration of stability and control by
ablation, and loss of visual contact with vehicles
because of the radiance of the boundry layer and
wake. Moreover, mistakes of procedure usually
destroyed the effectiveness of the test or the vehicle
itself. If the conditions of hypersonic flight could
be brought into the laboratory, scientists and engineers would have instruments to study the problems directly.

Simul Ion
The chief tool of the aeronautical engineer for
the study of flight is the wind tunnel. By use of
the converging-diverging nozzle, expansion of a
test gas to supersonic velocities in the laboratory
can be readily achieved. However, great cooling
occurs in expanding gases to the very high
velocities required for simulation of hypersonic
flight. Cooling is so severe that actual condensation of the air to a fog of liquid air may occur. To
delay this condensation, the air must be heated
before it is expanded. However, the amount of
heating for the expansion necessary to reach these
extreme velocities without liquifaction produces
gas temperatures higher in the plenum than the
melting point of practical materials.
Further, temperatures required to simulate true
free flight approach those of the sun surface. At
mach 16 at 60,000 feet, temperatures of about
6,000° K. exist at the nose of a missile. A cornpletely new concept of wind tunnel was required
to study hypersonic flight.
The question might be asked why such high
temperatures must be simulated. Does the temperature of tha, gas itself affect the proposed design?
The answer is yes: at the temperatures encountred, near the body of a missile, air is no
longer an ideal gas. It breaks down from a relatively simple mixture of nitrogen and oxygen
molecules to nitrogen and oxygen atoms and molecules, oxides of nitrogen, ions. and electrons These
eonstituents directly affect the aerodynamics and
raise many new problems in the proposed design.
Hypersonic
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Since true hyvpersonic flighii is to Ie studied, it has
been ne essary to find techniques to simulate these
conditions in the laboratorv. In recent years the
researcher has been offered a relatively simple tool
which creates these conditions in the laboratory
for a brief inst4int. This dev;ce is the shock tube.
Like many lhiuig• which we regard as the latet
innovation, it is actually quite an old discovery
datingr Iack to 1899. However, its potentialities
for heating gases to extrenmly high temperatures
halve been exploited only re'ent.lv. It ltis been estaldished by several scientific research groups that
temperatures ovin iigher than three times that of
thle surface of the sun mnay be achieved in the
shck tube.
Essentially thl shock tube consists of a relatively longu pipe divided into two parts, the lowpressure and high-pressure chamber. Whea the
experiment is ready to proceed, a thin diaphragim
which separates tie high -pressure and low-pressure regions is destroyed. Driver gas' in the
high-pressure chamnber hlien explosively rushes
into tlhe low-pressure chamber forcing the gas in
the low-pressure chamber to compress suddenly,
:and it shock wave develops in this gas.
This shock wave slpeeds down the tube ahead of
ltht onrushing driver gas, compressing and acVelerating the gats in the low-pressure tube. If
high enoughl pressure is used in tile driver gas,
an extremely stireng shock wave can l-e generated.
If thei tube canl be made long enough (in somne
practical applications tubes of over 50 feet in
length hIave ben employed), a "pocket" of gas
which increases in size with the.length of the sihock
tuba develops ahe-ad of the rushing driver gas.
Tempenitures far in excess of those needed for
hypersonio flight testing may be generated in this
pocket. The temperature, pressure and velocity of
the gases in the shock tube may be known to considenrble acuraicy. This point is important in precise physical measurenient. However, the gas is
still not usefuli ttas'
for
for l while
ia hypersonic
n u mb e itesing,
s l o i s,usa
yde
it is very lhnt its nth nunmber is low, usually between two and three, since the sIPed of sound
increa.ses with increasing temperature.
An expanditg nozzle at Ohw end o* the shock
tube allows thW,gas to expand to tile proper mac,
number. Expansion cools the test section to the
desirel level as the gas acerlerates. Thus the gas
in the test section may simiuate the conditions of
free hypersonic flight in tihi upper atmosphere.
This device is called a shock tunnel.

Temperature, because of the aerophysics inv .'ed, ik by no means the only iniportant siniulat I parameters in hypersonic research. In most
in-,ln(eeq, pressure and density simulatin are
iIitlldl important. In these respects too the shoek
11014el is outstanding, since after expansion of the
sh,.wk-heatyd. shock- compressed gas through a
hivpersoni,, nozzle to a test section, it has sufficient
rc-ssure ai.d densitv to simulate correctly many
hypersonic flight ,ondit ions.
The chief drawback to the shock ti,nnel, as with
"hot-shot" tunnels. is the brief testing time. available (of the order of milliseconds).
Hypersonc Tes# FacillH&S
Not only is the hypersonic reginme miore difficult
to simulate than the subsonic and supersorlc
regimes, but there is also an essential differeace
in the application of test results to the actual
vehicle, In the subsonic and supersonic flight
regimes, ext rapolation of the results of scale-model
wind tunnel testing to an aiwtual vehicle has been
accomplished very successfully by means of
aerodl ynamnic scaling laws. In the hypersonic
regimle, however, the aerodynamic scaling laws tire
more complex and often secondary to other aerophysical effects.
To complicate matters, these effects cannot be
scaled in the same manner. Thus the theorists must
learn how to evaluate correctly the aerophysical
effects int which they are interested, using one oe
several lest facilities. Then they must predict
('oniiposi'e effects on it vehicle under actual trajectory conditions.
Until the development of the wave-superheater
facihity at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
(CAL) the aerodynamic and aerostructural problems of very high speed vehicles had been investigated in bit-s and pieces. No single test facility had
been able to simulate completely a hypersonic airstream
large-scale
si
n so that
t tea t aaorelatively
t \'
r e -s a l model could
be studied in detail at close range for relatively
long times under precisely controlled conditions.
Researchers had to laboriously piece together bits
of isolated data to form it "grossly correct" picture
of hypersonic flight. The wave superheater now
provides a nmeans of gvtting much more detailed
information.
Ilypersonic test facilities currently in operation
fall into four general classes ()
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"Cold" hypersonic shock tunnels, in which a
high-pressure gas drives a shock wave through a
monatowic gas such as helium, create a hypersonic
flow condition over a model for a few thousandths
of a -second. Mach numbers of 20 to '25 can be
achieved in these tunnels. They are valuable in
fundamental studies involving phenomena such as
the interactions between the boundary layer and
the shock waves on :ý.vehicle. Their great limitation
is that they do not produce the proper "real gas"
effects, because their atmosphere is monatomic,
with only one atom per molecule. Air, the gas in
which we are practically interested, is diatomic,
with its molecule shaped like a dumbell. When it
is heated, the air molecule not only moves about
rapidly, but also absorbs considerable energy by
spinning. At some point enough energy is absorbed
to break up the molecule into separate atoms.
Finally the atoms become ionized when an electron
is broken away. These "real gas" effects, which
alter the heat transfer characteristics of the airflow
and cause chemical reactions (erosion) between the
air and a vehicle's surface, are the primary difference betweon ht, ersonic and the slower-speed
flows.
Heated nitrogen tunnels, simulate the flow of

transfer characteristils, or otherwise disturbing
the flow around a vehicle.
Arc-jet tunnels produce a very high energy,
high-temperature flow for many seconds at a time.
They are widely used to study structural ablation.
heating effects in large segments of actual structure, and the properties of materials in high-temperature air streams. These facilities will accomnmodate large models and will reproduce the
temperature and he-it transfer conditions which
will he encountered by many typos of reentry
vehicles over a large portion of their rt ntry flight
paths. The limitation of the arc-jet tunnels is that
their gas streams are contaminated when their
electrodes burn away. The exact chelmistry of their
flow is not known at any given point at any given
time, Therefore, there is always a question as to
whether the "real gas" chemistry is being simulated accurately.
Each of these devices has a serious test inadequacy in either time, pressure, or medium when
compared to hypersonic ground simulation requirements.

air more closely than does the helium tunnel. These
facilities operate with a stagnation gas temperature of around 4,000' F.
"Hot" hypersonic. shock tunnels use air as the
working atmosphere and "real gas" effects are
produced. The niaxinsum test mach number of moost
of these facilities is 10 to 12, but some reach mach
17 or so. Testing time in this type of tunnel is

The idea of using the wave engine, the so-called
COMPREX (6, 7) originally proposed by the
Brown-Bovari Co., as the hot gas source of a wind
tunnel (8) was born at the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory in. the late 1950's. The potential capability of this device for producing large flow rates
of high energy, high pressure, pure air en a continuous basis was realized from the beginning and

measured in thousandths of a second, as it is in the
"cold" tunnels, but this is long enough to record
very accurate force and moment data, dynamic
stability information, and heat-transfer measurements. Fast response pressure transducers, thermocouples, and other sophisticated instrumentation have been in operation long enough to build lip
an unassailable performance record. The larger
"hot" shock tunnels have test. sections around 6 feet
in diameter, and they will accommodate fairly
large models. The stagnation temperature of the
air in these tunnels is 9,000* F. or more. The great
limitation of these facilities is their short test time,
which does not allow a study of air chemistry,
structurn I ablation, and the effect these have on
thickeniiig the boundary layer, altering the heat-

was the intent of the program.
Thu uarly calculations, performed as an internal
research effort at CAL, showed such lpromise that
the AFOSR sponsored a program (Fibruary
1956-October 1958) to build and evaluate a small
prototype device. A pilot wave superheater, dubbed
Little Rollo and designed to heat air to 3,(X)0° R.
(or argon to 5,500' R.), was built and tested (9).
It is interesting to note that the first run with
Little Rollo yielded more shock tube flow time
than had been obtained with all the shock tubes in
the world up to that time.
The success of Little Rollo prompted the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research to initiate a
full-sized wave superheater program (November
1956-May i958). The wave superheater was de-
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Wave Superheater Development

"signed to

heat air to 9,000° R. using supply air
and driver helium preheaters. The AFOSH contract funded the cycle design, the rotor design and
the design and purchase of the pebble bed supply
gas preheaters. These programs validated t 1w basic
principles and resulted in the decision in 1959 by
tho Advancedt Research Projects Agency to sponsor (using AEDC as the responsible agency)
design and construction of the full-scale wave
superheater hypersonic tunnel at the ('ornell
Aeronautical Laboratory (10, 11). This facility
was operational in 1962 and at present is operated
by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory on a usecharge basis.
Today, the wave superheater delivers a 270
megawattsecond stream of pure air at pressures
up to 100 atmospheres for test periods of 15 seconds
three times a day, to a hypersonic tunnels system.
Tests in the tunnels can be conducted with wind
speeds up to 7,500 mile-s per hour (11,000 ft../sec.)
over a density altitude range from 50,000 to 200,000 feet using models from 1.5 to 15 inches in
diameter. The value in a ground test facility of
this kind is that the gasdynamic, thermal, plasma,
and optical mechanisms active in hypersonic
flight situations are recreated on the ground for
experimental examination, for sufficient duration
to establish the conditions of equilibrium needed
to 'check aerodynamics, aerophysical, and ,erostructural interactions,
The wave engine as conceived by the BrownBovari Co. of Switzerland in its COMPREX
pressure exchanger is basically a compressor. The
wave superheater is also a compressor wherein
modem shock tzbe technology has been applied
to a large number of shock tuhes mounted on a
rotating drrm, The essential feature of a shock
tube is that a very high speed gas piston doeacceleration and compressive work on a working
gas. In a shock tube, this event happens once,
initiated by the rupturing of a diaphragm hence
releasing the high pressure piston or driver gas,
and the flow time of a shock tunnel is in the microto millisecond range. The energy pressures, flow
rates, and gas purity ,,re ideally suited however
for simulating hypersonic flight, but the test duration is extremely short. The problem is then to
extend the duration while maintaining the realized
gas condition. The COMPREX concept introduces
the idea of rapidly inserting, between the driver

gas supply and the hypersonic nozzle, the shock
tube driven section. In the wave superheater, this
is achieved by replacing the driven tube with a
rotor which transports 288 driven tubes. At a high
rotational speed. the rotor replaces the driven
tube, preloaded with air. at a rate of 6,000 to 10,000
per second. As it turns (Put, about 10 shock tubes
atre functioning simultaneously, with each shock
wave about 6 inches behind rho one adjacent to it.
Each shock heated parcel of air is longer than 12
inches so that the parcels, as they emerge from
the rotor, lay along side each other (fig. 10). Since
the only disturbance in the flow is the tube boundary layer, the flow is steady and rapidly becomes
smooth as the flow expands in the nozzle (fig. 11).
The fore and aft ends of the individual parcels
are, of course, appropriately disposed of and are
not included in the nozzle flow. After a tube has
discharged its contents, it receives a coolant followed by another charge of air as it returns to
the shock event. The cycle currently employed in
the wave superheater is capable of continuous
operation. However, the tremendous consumption
of preheated, pressurized gas (50 pounds per seeond of helium and 12 poundls per second of air)
restricts the maximum duration to 15.econds. Four
hours are, then required to reactivate the system.
The wave superheater can process any gas and
deliver the processed gas pure and in chemicalphysical equilibrium.
When operating with air, the effective reservoir,
as generated, is shown in figire 12 by the solid
line. A pressure loss up to 30 percent is inherent
in the gas, collection of the rotor discharge. The
resultant effective reservoir for the tunnel systems
is shown by the broken line. A gas supply flow
chart is given in figure 13. To demonstrate its
flight simulation capability, the free stream
Reynolds number and itagnation point heat trmnsfor to a sphere are shown in figure 14. The "flight
corridor" is included to provide a base for cornparisor.. To be sure, certain aspects of flight, require the duplication of that flight condition in
the facility. However, these .pplica.tjons require
detail not. possible in this brief review.
Measurements on models at test conditions have
been made of forces, tnoments, surface pressures,
surface temperatures and heat transfer, static and
dynamic stability, boundary layer and wake radiation, electron concentrations, and flow structure
16
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and material ablation rate and distribution. The
following table indicates measurement ranges:
Reservoir tempprature ------- 3,000 to 7,000"*.
Reservoir enthalpy ----------. 0 to 2.300 B.t.u./lb.
Model stagnation pressure --- 10" to 85 atm.
Free stream mach number-....
1.5 to 14.
Free stream velocity--------- 3,500 to 11,000 ft./se..
Model nose radius ----------- 0.1 to 6.0 inches.
Model nose heat transferct10 to ,00
,.ttest.
Aerodynamic shear stress.... 0.5 to 300 lb./nt.'
The test programs have been conducted both on
customer funds and customer prime contracts with
the Air Force, the Navy, and the Army. Among
the many users of the wave superheater hypersonic
tunnel have been: AVCO Rad, Boeing Aircraft
Co., Conduction Co., Douglas Aircraft Co., General Electric Co., Lincoln Laboratories of M.I.T.,
Lockheed Missile and Space Co., Martin Co.,
McDonnel Aircraft Co., NASA, Sandia Corp.,
Union Carbide Corp., and the Whitaker Corp.
More than a dozen differunt, weapon systems and
190

research applications have, been chocked in the
wave superheater.
While this list of experiments, customers, and
programs is impressive, it does not show the progressive dependency of the technical community
on this particular facility.
Tu date, the wave superheater has logged approximately 1,400 rtans and since the first conin November of 1962, 920 contract runs
for a total test time of 4,500 seconds have been
obtained in it. This averages out to a typical run
tinme of 5 seconds per run and represents a total
accumulated stream power of about 22 megawatthours. It is interesting to note that in developing
and enlarging its proficiency in the use of the
facility, CAL has performed one test of shakedown-calibration type (paid for with CAL funds)
for every two contract tests.
Of the 920 contract. runs, 820 (about 90 percent)
have been material ablation tests. About 3,700 seconds of test time were utilized in this effort,
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Approximately V9 percent of af ablation tests
have been concerned with graphitic matarials and
15 percent with refractories. The remaining 20
percent were devoted to the teilfons, reiisl
quartx, etc. BSD, through its various aontractors,
has supported about 50 percent. of the ablation
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Due to its cyclic operation, no single material
element of the iacility is required to be consistently
expoed
suerhatedtes
o th
medum.TheTunnel Sixth and Final Semi-Annual Report"
nominal exposure time of any element is about
( a.1Jl
92 D14--)
2W( microseconds. All other devices conceived for

hyperthermally heating air have components
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which are directly and continuously exposed to the
heated medium. On this basis, it is clear that the
arathg
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tmeatr
ad-tir
wave
type of adpesue
test facility is wt
unique
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its inherent growth potential.
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Its suitability has been proven for the ground
testing of all the aspects of flight within its pres-
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ent capabilities. Experiments have been conducted
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in all of the major flight sciences: aero..dynamics,
material ablation, dynamic and static stability (ineluding the effects of ablation), boundary layer
and wake plasma, and turbulent flow,
At present, in the operation of the wavre suer-e
heater hypersonic tunnel, two new major experimental program areas have been entered. One is
thts measurement and study of wake structure and
chemistry of ablating models, and the other is the
mload
sion systesns. The power, size, and duration available in the facility make ityan ideal test bed for
wake probe experimentation and scravjet whole-
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Since the middle of the 10th century the failure
of metals by fatigue has been recognized as an
a lr
to
ure
s be
gct l prof lem.truc
tiguoris technofr
ecen if
otire
re oe a peri
st
a
lternatings
the maximum stress is well below the maximum
capability of the structure under static conditions. Failures in practically all moving parts
it.
be said unequivocally
are so prevalent that .may
that more mniey and effort hasTeenn expended in

engine testing. To be sure, no facility on earth is
suitably large and powerful to make possible full

an effort. to overc.mie amd understand fatigue than
any other single p.roblere in solid mechanics.
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Failures by fatigue were realized as early as
1858 by A. Wohler (1) who sugg-stai that the
metal changed from a fibrous texture to a crystalline structure. Although larer work wts to prove
this concept, to be incorrect, the failure of metals
by fatigue is still not understood. The designer
and eriginees' is therefore faced with a situation
wherein he cannot accurately predict the fatigue
life and thrrefore nust resmit• to the concept of
"ovcrnesign." It is not uncommon tb.enfore to have
"apart 300i-41M) pjrveitt stronger dnan required by
static considerations. This "overdesig-n" concept
leads to a large increase in weight, which is espeeially critical in aircraft constnrition where
weight is importait.
During the past ,3years a new approach to the
fatigue problem was undertaken by I. R. Kramer
at the Martin Co. under the sponsorship of both
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the
Air Force Systems Command. In approachbng the
fatigue problem a research team was formed
wherein both the practical and basic research aspects of the problem area were considered. The
research team decided for the most part to abandon
the earlier and more conventional concepts used
to explain fatigue failure and embark upon a new
approach, Whereas previously it was generally
considered that fatigue failure was due to damage
in the bulk of the metal, the Martin team found
that fatigue wIs associated with metallurgical
changes which took place in a narrow region at the
surface (2, 3). This surface region which extends
to a depth of about 0.003 inch is foremed whenever
a metal is plastically deformed and (ontains many
crystal
imperfections known as dislocations. It is
the reaction
of these dislocations in the surface regoenr which govern the fatigue behavior of metals.
It whichasgeerk n thatfatigue d~a agei ofta
s
It has been known that fatigue damnage is not
merely a stress phenomenon: it is strongly influenced by the environment in which the fatigue
process is taking place. Studies of environmental
effects were therefore undertaken for two reasmns.
Because of the practicality of high altitude missions under conditions where the amount of oxygen, water vapor and other chemical reactive
species are greatly reduced, it is important to know
how the fatigue life would be affected. Secondly,
it was considered that the results from these
studies would be very helpful in elucidating the
fatigue phenomena. The Martin research team
under Kramer was indeed able to uncover impor-

tant pawanmeters afiecting the improvement in
fatigue life in a vacuum (4, b).
Attempts had been made to explain the increase
in fatigue life in vacuum solely it term. of the
reduction in the rate of formnation of the oxide
film. It had been proposed (6. 7) that the freshly
forned, .a,.M surface in the crack rngion is able
tVi heal wore easily during the c•mnression or reverse nailf cycle as the oxidatibn rate is decreased.
Such a m,-chanisr would predict that the fatigue
life in vacuim ssovuhi inc-rease with the frequency
of the stress amplitude because the time availatle
per cycle for the formation of an oxide layer at
the crack is decreased with increasing frequency.
Test3 conducted by Kramer on the fatigue life as
a function of frequency at a constIant s-resa showved
Otat the opposiie of this prediction was true (8).
The number of cies to failure (fatigue life) was
deternined for fntquencies of 49 and 76 c.i•s. over
a range ef pressures from 760 tsrr (one atinosphere) to 10- torr. AN this wsw Frst perfor-mt
at a inaximuni stress of 9,70) p.s.i. and then repeated at 11.7%0 p.s.i. I, was found that: (1) the
fatigue fife at both 'rezjlenues rtmains more or
less constant as zhe pressure is dcreased until the
pressure is reduced to a valu:, in the neighborhood
torr: ',2) thi fatigue life then begins
of 3:1X
to increase rapidly as the pressure is decreased
further: (3) the implwvement ;u fatigue life appears to reach a limiting value at pressures le-s
than 10-' tor':: (4) the ,verage vacuum fatigue life
for slpeimens tested at 49 e p.s. is greater than that
of speciimens teste:i at 76 c.p.s.-.-the difference increasing with decreasing prelsure; and (5) the
number of cycles to failure was dovreased at all
pressure levels as the stress was incrased from
9700 to 11,70X ns.i, lhowever, if the vacuum effect
is expressed in terms of the ratio between tCe
fatigue life at any vaccuum presure and the fatigae
life at the atmospheric pmressure, then the vacuum
effect. is actually greater at the higher stress.
Aside from the above experimental evidence
against, cxplaining the fatigue life in vaculm
solely in terms of the reduction in the rate of
formation of the oxide film, it is known that the
healing or rewelding can he impaired by the ;urface distortion resulting from a rtdistribution of
stress at the surface as well as by an oxide tihn.
Moreover, the probability of healing is farther
reduced by the continuous shear action which occurs in the ('rack region during the test. It therefore appears that the increase in fatigue life in
195
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vacuum or int an inert atmosphere cannot be entirely due to tir reduction in the rate of oxide
formation,
In tCe courn of his investigations ouf the effect
of surfaces on the meeilnical behavior of metals,
Kramer showed, that the surface exerts a marked
influence on the plastki behavior of metali (B,
.9-11). Alo•, a specimen with an oxide film is more
resistAnt to plastic flow (19-16). And furthermore,

J

r-ekiulta obtained from surface removal experimentn
(2, 9.-11' have shown that besides the effect from
the oxide surface film, the mechanical properties
of metals are also influenced by a so-clled "dobris" layer, which contains a higher concentration
of dislocations, formed at the surface of the specimen during plastic deformation. After remo)ving
this surface layer by eiectropolishing, it was found
that the workhardenirg coefficient was decreased
during plastic deformation (less actual stress was
needed to produce a given strain). These effects
may be explained in terms of the rate, of esc-tpe
of dislocations through the surface. The rite of
formation of this "debris" layer depends upon the
easb with which the dislocation can escape through
the surface. Strong obstacles, such as oxide films,
impede the egress of dislocations and enhance the
rate of formation of this layer. Kramer proposed
that the "debris" layer plays an important role
in the fatWiae process (17) anl later showed that
the concept of a debris layer is useful in explaining
the results of the investigation into the fatigue
life of an aluminum specimen in vacuum given
above in the fourth paragraph. He was thus abFe
to uncover two important featires of fatigue.; the
surface layer effect and the environment effect. Although the research effort is not completed, it
appears that these two effects are not comnpleýtoly
independent and the environmental conditions affeeds the build up of the imperfections in the
sarface layer.
As in many cases when both the practical and
the fundamental aspects of a natural phenomenon
are understood, solution to other important prohlems are found also. Such was the case in these
studies. It was found that the surface layer con-

cept not only helped in elucidating the fatigue
problem, but was vert helpful in the understanding of the creep, stress-rupture and brittle fracture
behavior of metals. For the first tirme, it was dem-

onstruted in many cases that this surf(e layer
controls the creep and stress-rapture behavior of
metals and it was possible to improve these

i1

characteristics. The improvement was aceomplished 1y the very simple expedient of alloying
the surface of the metal to modify the surface
layer (18). The surePce treatment improved the
strejss~rpture liffe by 100 percent and decretsed
the -ree. rate ý,y 6M percent.
Closely coupled with this work was the Martin
(leveloprnent of a pro'ess for the improvement of
the fatigue, corrosion, and stlress-corr6sion behavior of aluminum alloys ( 19). Again bv a very
simple surface .r6Zment, the fatigue life was isoproved manifold. For exom ple, at a stress level
of 25,000 p.si. %normally treated aluminum alloy
(7075) has a fetigue life of about 500,000 cycleos:
the "Martin process improved the life such that no
failures occurred in 10 million cycles. The endurance limit, that is the stress level below which nor
fatigue failure is supposed to occur, was also increased by abont 30 percent by the Martin process.
Not only was the fatigue life improved but the
corrosion and stress-corrosion resistance was nnhanced. Whereas stnwtural aluminum alloys
failed from corrosion it. about 5,(00 hiours in a salt
spray test, the specimeas treated by the Martin
Co. proces•s withstood over 20,000 hours with any
corrosion whatsoever. This same type of improvement was experienced wheii specimens wcre subjected •o other corrosion tests, including outdoor
tests at an ocean site. A similar improvement in
behavior was also experienced in the stress-eorrosion life qf structural aluminum alloys. Often the
stress-corrosion life was improved by a factor of
10. Specimens exposed at an ocean site (Kire
Beach) did not fail after 1 year exposure when the
imposed stress level was SO percent of the yield
stress. Normally treated specimens usually failed
in a much sicirter time and experience sho;ws that
never before have speiimens lasted this long in
this test environment.
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terials and vehicles, is the result of relatively
recent efforts of the last 15 years.
Thermal equilibrium is virtually impossible at
h
hypersonic speeds due to the relatively low melt-

ing temperatures of all materials. Energy trans-

mitted from the airstream to the vehicle must be
either absorbed or reemitted in some fashion.
Mechanisms allowing absorption, for instance, are
a change of phase, an endothermic chemical re-

action, or most simply, an allowed temperature
rise through a large mass of material. Reemission

mechanisms are radiation or the passage of a

coolant from the vehicle to the stream through
which it is passing. A combination of techniques is
possible, and occurs naturally. Most important is
an understanding of the role of each mechanism,

and especially of those over which there is some
measure of control and which may
reduce the magnitude of the problem.

beneficially

ryble r
a
Since tortion
of theb
Since distortion of the boundary layer so as to

decrease heat transfer was foreseen from some
earlier work done by NACA (1), an intensive

Mass Transfer Cooling
LT. COL. GEORGE STALK

Recognition of the thermal problem in highspeed flight, whether for reentry conditions or sustained hypersonic flight in the atmosphere, has
long been realized, and its scope is quite apparent
from the simplest concepts of gas dynamics. In
the early 1950's the immediate problem centered
about structural weakening at temperatures on the
order of only a few hundred degrees. Since then
attainable speeds have increased by more than an
order of magnitude. The gas temperature adjacent
to vehicles operating
athethese
can be of
the
wich
isa vhice
esul speeds
orde of50,000R.
order of 50,0000 R. The result is a vehicle which
may be thermally somewhat akin to a meteorite,
with both the temperature and energy input rate
to the surface now of interest. Moreover, the engineering solution to control and prediction of the
surface, thermal and geometric history, in many
cases, has a marked resemblance to meteorite behavior-namely, the acceptance of a mass loss
from the vehicle to achieve an optimum and practical design. The present state-of-the-art, which is
still undergoing improvement for advanced ma-

study of mass effiux into the boundary layer (fig.
15) was initiated during the mid 1950's under
support of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. The research organizations included the
Massachusetts

Institute of Technology,

under

the guidance of J. R. Baron, and the University
of Minnesota, under the guidance of E. R. G.
Eckert. It should be recalled that at that time the
aerodynamicist was primarily concerned with the
perfect gas dynamics of a fictitious medium known
as "air," and that widespread use of digital comnputing machinery was not yet applied to boundary
layer problems. Analysis of a mass transfer situation required a (then) complex description of a
flowing mixture, and fundamental physical properties were not readily available for he kinds of
coolants envisioned as being useful. Quantitative
information was sought for the effects of Mach
number, geometry, and type of injected coolant.
It was not clear that suitable porous surfaces were
to be found for transpiration schemes. Most important, virtually no experimental evidence was
available, and special techniques, such as concentration probing in a thin boundary layer, required
development simply to evaluate the theoretical
concepts.
Injection of a chemically inert coolant into a
supersonic boundary layer revealed analytically a
possible strong control over both heating rate and
the ultimate equilibrium t!mperature of a system
197
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(2, 3? . (Cutimirrat iin of various eorwant s ledj to a
stinripi yin,7 rule for t.he cifft. of cocolant mioliwhtlr
weight on the energy trarner rate. h~ow u-sed to
somep cxtent. in abilationi work with asoiated
vaporization (fig. 1m). Certain classes of gaseý (if
hairge thermal capacity proved quite efficient as
simultaneous absorbers of energy while reducing
thu heating load. Thie cApiiievtire that injection
Would induce a turbulent condit ion into thje boundary layer and thus uieg ite any possible cooling

t Ibough thIeia vailIahle ana Ivýis
ga1t or- (fij- 17). E'
I isagred 5foiinewhat Willi emicii 40! hr. no)1W van,"p
close to agreeing with the experimental drto. The
disere pnneyv rxsted !vcspite t he jeCVWupIjIL'It of
11achinle comiputation progranis capable of "exact"
sohit ions for mass transfer, mixture p~roblemis. The
final resolvnient of 'lie question was of special
interest, A hitherto neglected phenomena in aertodynamics, namely at coupling bet ween mass and
energy transfer on a microscopic scale of inter-

benefits by affecting tit, stability of the lamninar

actions;, proved responsible for the

boundary layer proved ill founded (4).
The related experimental efforts required precise simulation of mass transfer under windh tunnel
conditions. However. sintered (porous) material.,
technology proved to be far from adequate. Even
if data were corrected for off-design conditions,
which would be quite difficult, thle practical need
for hypersonic flight required a large improvemnett
in quality control of the product. A byproduct of
wind t unnel mnodel specifications, and demands was
improved metallurgical eont rol. (lose uni for-mity
was achieved where required. and specific perineability distributions were obtained withi both uniform and variable thickness materials, Still
further, new base materials such as stainless steel
and nickel were introduced with the capability of
withstanding high and prolonged temperatures.
Some serious discrepancies bet ween theory and
experiment were in evidence. holveve,', hilt show~ed
a consistencyv amongst. the work of several investm-

(5, 6).
A mass transfer approach somewhat differentthan those described above was also studied. This
involved a point injection into thle staignation
region so as to produce at relatively thick innfer"
layer of gais between the body and the hot shock
layer (fig. 18). With proper' contouring of the
injection orifice, it proved possible to simulate anl
"ieffective" hemispherical initerfa'e is seen by the
incoming flow resuilting iiý greatlY reduiced surface
temperatures (7, 8).
For time miost part the above brief review slenis
froni research efforts comnducted for the Air ForceOffice of Sclontific Ueseiilchi byv groups at thin
Mfassachusetts Institute of Techiuiologv uinder J.1
R. Baron and tflie [miiversit ' of Miinnesota uinderP
E. R. G. Fekert. 31was m nusfer stud~ies were alist)
conducted hi~ NAXSA, withI empmhasis oin tuirbiilent
condfitions~ (9), by- the Naval Orilnatice I'l~l~aho

disA crpan ies

tor~y -with emiphasis on stability and experimenetal

'/1/'Experiment

E

onatting Thermodhynamic
Coupling
El

Mass Transfer Rate
Fwtom 1T.-7'hernwdynami#' coupling ejfect for helium. i ji-et ion thirough Porous1- Plate (-..6< M<4.3).

.... . .. ..."
....

vrniatinn, ad tax iidu-trv AAV{'0. {rm, a?
Ellectricl in cfri~inn-tiofn with "q' yphqtzP ~~c
of
ablation products 1O, 11.
Extensions of the initial studies, in the 1901*s.
considered multicamponent, reAvti•g, Inmdsry
layers which arise due to various surface chemistry
reactions and simply the high temperature
behavior ,tharacteristics of a real gas (dissociation, etc.) (1I, 13). Utpon inclusion of surface
chemistry the mass transfer process becomes
coy pled to the diffusion and reaction rates in comhbnation. In fact, distinct regimes (reaction,
diffusion, sublimation) of control are now found
in the case of a graphite surface and presumably
are present with other materials. At present such
surface coupling is under consideration for a varnety of new refractory materials (beoides, zeronium,
and hafnium carbides, etc.). This recent effort
underseooes the need for fundamental physical
properties of "new" gaseous compnnents, in close
correspondence to the original difficulties in the
earlier binary, inert gas studies. In a fashion very
much like closing the circle, the refractory materials now can involve mass deposition due to solid
oxide formations with or without simultaneous
injection of other surface reaction products into
the airstream.

.fas•

trInsfer ,'.ling techniques arc requiired
ts,
si~sei
hc
h
tail lhy•,rsonie or reentry velwities. Likewie,
the-, tech-niques are used in the NASA Man in
Slpace Effort (Ueniini. Apillo) and are well publicized.. Internal aerodynamics has also made use
of the concept in the form of rocket engine liners
and cOin)ressor blade cooling for sapersonic and
advanced VSTOL jet engines. Sustained operation
for long periods of time of supersonic and/or
hypersonic vehicles, such as a space plane, suggest
either exceptionally good ablators or a transpiration technique to hold to geometric specifications
(fig. 19) (14). For flight times of the order of an
hour (such as might be associated with a hypersonic transport) one would expect that transpira
tion cooling techniques would be the logical choice
for reduced heat transfer rates.
One further cutgrowth of the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research program is somewhat aside
from any direct contributions to knowledge of
mass transfer behavir and aerodynamic pheno:ýmena. r'The research investigators have instilled in
their graduate students interest in high speed
thermal problems. AFOSR support is necessary
both to at'ract able students in the field of hypersonic research and to turnish the rc!uvant knowi'Ind !1d hy 121l~A.,
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plasma then interacts with the magnetic field
caused by the arc current and the external applied
.migletic field B

to accelerate the plasma. The
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interaction of the various components of such a
discharge has been the subject of widespread attention and the present discussion is oriented at
elucidating the contributions that have been made
to date. Several of the basic problem areas have
been supported by the AFOSR and in fact the
significant developments which have followed are
directly attributable to this early work. This review covers not only .FOSR sponsored research,
but work at other Air Force laboratories and at
other government agencies as well, including the
Aerospace Research Laboratories and the Aerospace Propulsion Laboratory.
The great deal of attention that has been focused
in the past years on the development of MPD arcs
is due mainly to the application of this class of
accelerator for use as an electric thruster for space
flight. Investigators who have been involved in
these studies are a group at Electro Optical Systems (EOS), directed by G. Cann; a group at
Plasmadyne (now Giannini Scientific) directed
by Ducati; a group at NASA Langley, directed
by R. V. Hess; a group at Avco-RAD, directed by
R. John; and a group at Avco-Everett, directed
by R. M. Patrick. This is a summary of the results
obtained by these groups in the period 1959 to
the present.
The MPD arc today is an outgrowth of the work
done on conventional arc jets and the work done
on very low density plasma accelerators which was
sponsored by AFOSR. In 1958 many of the investigators were working with conventional arc jets.
Ducati, R. John, and others approached the MPD
are jet by lowering the plasma density in their
accelerators and applying an external bias field,
On the other hand, some of the other investiga-
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tors, Cann, and Hess, et a., were studying devices
where the plasma density was very low. These
investigators approached the MPD arc by raising
the plasma density in their accelerators to the density of interest. The work at Avco-Everett was
divided into two parts, the first directed by G. S.
Janes, investigating the low density plasma regime with a goal of containing and accelerating
the plasma by confining the electrons in the plasma
and accelerating the ions by an electric field
which maintains charge neutrality in the plasma.
A parallel effort at Avco-Everett was carried out
by ?atrick, who investigated a magnetic annular
arc (MAARC) which operated with a plasma at
an intermediate density (the same as present MPD
arcs). Hall effects were present in this device and
the goal was to try to minimize heat transfer to
the side walls due to hot electrons, and also to use
Hall currents to produce containment and
acceleration.
In early 1958 there were three classes of plasma
accelerators being investigated. The first and oldest were the conventional arc jets. The primary
work directed towards space propulsion was carried on independently by Ducati and R. John.
This type of an accelerator depends on viscous containment to retain the energy in the plasma and
achieve low wall losses. These requirements led
to the development of very small devices with
high densities. Reasonable thrust efficiencies were
obtained by employing hydrogen as a working
fluid to velocities which corresponded to specific
impulses equal to 1,100 seconds.
The second class of accelerators which were
developed in the beginning of this period consisted of the rectangular E x 11 accelerator and the
MAARC. Intermediate plasma densities were used
and w.t. (electron gyro frequency collision time)
in most cases was the order of unity. The conventional E x H accelerator depended on the j x B
SFOELOLCacceleration of a relatively low temperature
"/,,C•.•••44.S•- plasma to achieve high thrust efficiency. It was
found by several investigators during this period
4E that the side walls of such accelerators (parallel to
the direction of the applied field) act as a short
REG* ..
circuit for the applied electric field. This became
•known
as the i[artmann boundary layer effect,
where the gas near the wall has an insufficient

FGorR. 020.--%hemalic cross section of the magneto-pla¢vna-dynamic arc.
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velocity to trenerate a large enough v x 13 voltage
to prevent large currents from flowing in this
region. This resulted in large wall losses. At this
time the MAARC experimental studies were

started in an effort to eliminate these wall losses
and to try to achieve j x B acceleration with a
coaxial geometry. Although the original E x H
accelerator d,--s not look very attractive for propulsion applica•ions, extensive research is now
under way to use this device as a wind tunnel
driver where heat transfer and electrode erosion

to cause currents to flow in an expanded region in
it nozzle with a hope that Hall currents flowing in
the expanded portion of the nozzle would produce
containment and acceleration in a stable manner.
Concurrently, a radiation-cooled arc jet was
developedi at Avco-RAD which could operate continuloulsly wi h power levels tip to 50 kw. This

do not limit the concept.
The third class of accelerators being investigated in this period were the low-density accelerators, a typical example of which is the traveling
wave accelerator of ,Janes, et al. A large accelerator using a magnetic field configuration with
stationary cusps was also studied by Cann at
EOS. The plasma conditions in these accelerators
corresponded to very low densities under sufliciently strong magnetic fields so that large Hall
currents could flow, i.e., w.t.>>l. The hope for
containment and elimination of wall losses was
based on pure magnetohydrodynamic containment of the plasma. Concurrently, Hess at NASA
Langley was investigating a device with a geometrv very similar to the present MPD arc configuration in this very low-density regime. This
configuration using Hall currents to contain the
plasma, is probably the first publication of the
MPD arc concept. During this period the groups
working with the low-density plasma accelerators
began to discover that one could not predict the
current distribution in these plasmas, assuming
classical diffusion for the electrons and ions. This
led to decreased interest in utilizing this type of
accelerator as a propulsion device because of the
high wall losses,
The group at Avco-Everett investigated a coaxial arc discharge with an axial magnetic field
(MAARC). The effect of tensor conductivity on
the properties of a coaxial arc was studied. It. was
found that this type of discharge possessed unique
voltage characteristics and the voltage was
strongly dependent on the magnetic field intensitv. The Pxistence of Hall currents in this geometry caused the radial currents to flow in a more
extended region downstream from the electrodes
than that obtained in conventional arcs. It was
further shown that this type of discharge in a
partially ionized plasma was stable, which elimi-

advance in technology greatly enhanced the development of MPD arcs since the geometry of both
devices is very similar.
During the period from 1960 to 1964 it was
shown by Janes and Iless that plasnht turbulence
was generated in the low density accelerator. This
impaired the use of Iall currents in these devices
for containment and acceleration, and severely
limited the ability of one to predict their performance. At, the same time the group at EOS under
Cann changed from using a low-density plasma
to a higher density plasma and began to study
only the exit portion of their accelerator. The
group at. EOS discovered that when the plasma
density was increased in a single cusp magnietic
field, a large increase in the apparent thrusts and
efficiencies was obtained with a dramatic decrease
in wall losses. This was the beginning of the MPI)
arc development at EOS.
Meanwhile, at Plasmadyne, Ducati had performed experiments indicating that a specific
impulse of up to 10,000 seconds could be obtained
at low mass flow. This achievement attracted a
great deal of attention, since the "arc jet" could
now compete with the much more complicated ion
engine. Ducati investigated various conventional
arc jet configurations and studied a large range of
mass flows and configurat ions and dis(overed when
the ma.ss flow was reduced the apparent, exit
velocities (specific iinsulses) increased to velocities
much higher than had Imeen obtained before with
conventional arc jets. These results were ohtained
by measuring file thrust and input. power and mass
flow. At this time the bias magnetic field was applied by wrapping the leads to the arc jet around
the device. These modifications improved the
electrode performance. with the apparent attainment of higher specific impulses. These results
focused at great deal of attention on the development of arc jets with an axial bias fiehl. Since
results were obtained with a thrust stand a great
deal of enthusiasms was generated because the restilts showed that a simple extrapolmion of arc jet
technology might furnish a simple, accelerator
which could be very useful for space propulsion.

nated many of the difficulties encountered in high
density arc jets. This early study led to the development of the present MAARC geometry, where
the extension of the currents from the electrodes
in the flow and magnetic field direction was used
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During this period, the Avco-Everett group
studied the flow in a MAARC nozzle, reporting
thrust efficiency rs high as 35 percent. and showed
the role of Hall currents in rexucing wall looses.
Conventional continuum diagnostics were used
(pitot tubes, etc.) which limited the study only to
mass flows sufficiently high to insure the validity
of using these cont inuum diagnostic tools. This
plarxd a limit on the energy per particle and thrust
velocity obtained in this research to velocities corresponding to specific impulses below 600 seconds.
This forced this group to develop simple diagnoctics othee than a thrust stand which would give
local properties and be useful for free molecule
flow conditions in the exhaust.
After Ducati reported his achievement of High
specific impulse, other groups investigated low
mass flows to evaluate their devices with the possible use of MPD arcs for electric propulsion at
lxwer levels between 20 and 50 kw. The group at
EOS developed a MPD arc which used an eondensable metal vapor as propellant. The argument for
this choice of propellant is that it can be easily
pumped by condensirg the exhaust in a vacuum
chamber. This allows the best simulation of the
very low back pressure encountered in space. The
EOS group obtained results which indicated that
very high thrust efficiency with lithium as a
propellant auld be attained. Later the group at
Avoo-RAP. (John. et al.) tested MPD arcs using
metal vapor propellants. The result of their work
showed that the construction and operation of
MPD arcs with lithium used as a propellant was
very difficult. Because of the complicated design
features this group w:ýs forced to abandon many
of the simple features of the conventional arcs and
MPD arms which have made this cams of accelerator so attractive. The introduction of insulating
surfaces close to the discharge region eliminated
one of the most attracti,'e .fatuir.v1of the.MAARC
an.d MPD geometries. These restrictions have
limited the development of MPD arcs using condensable metal vapors as propellants.
As a separate effort the group at Avco-RAD
studied geometries very similar to those used by
D)ucati and investigated the effect of a bias magnetic field on the nozzle flow and electrode performance with the main effort directed toward increasing thrust efficiency. It was di.sovered by Ducati
about this time that his MPD arc could be run with
no mass flow throughput with very litle thrust
change. This fact tuade his earlier results appear
204

ques'ionable, since he had obtained high specific
impulses by dividing the thrust obtained with his
thrust stand by the we*-ured nass flow throughput. When R. John of Avco-RAD confirmed these
results in his own experiments the situation be.
came very confused. It was felt that either the
background gas in the vacuum systern was being
recirculated through the arc jet (back pressure in
the vacuum system not low enough) or that stray
magnetic or electric fields to the tank walls (a conductor) were responsible for the phenomenon. The
back pressure in the vacuum, system has been reduced as low as possible without noticeable effect
on the thrust level. A spectroscopic analysis of the
products in the tank and various regions of the arc
was conducted at TRW and indicated no recirculation of background gas. This was a cursory examination over a limited range of variables and it is
felt that it was not conclusive. It has been proposed
to use nonconducting tank walls for the vacuum
system to eliminate stray magnetic effects. Electrostatic or sheath effects would still remain. No
results of these experiments have been reported. It
was concluded that the simple measurement of
thrust on a thrust stand is an incomplete diagnostic
to be used in the development of plasma
accelerators.
During this time, He-, at NASA Langley had
increased the mass flow in his early device. Since
he used mostly argon as propellant, with a relatively large atomic weight, the plasma densities
were characteristically lower than those studied by
the other investigators. Ile frequently r-eported
unstable arc chararteriztics and noise produced by
the discharge.
The group at Avco-Everett studied the characteristics of their MAARC, using a small thrust
plate developed to measur, the low thrust density
in the collision-free exhaust and also carried out an
extensive study of the voltage characteristics of
the device. The results of this study showed that
the voltage was proportional to the magnetic field,
the cathode, anode spacing, and the Alfven ionization velocity of the propellant. The effect of varying the magnetic field shape and intensity on the
thrust profile was obtained. These measurements
indicated the effect of the [fall currents forcing
the flow neearer the axis of the accelerator. This
result verilie .someof the earlier speculations that
Hall currents could act to contain the plasma and
reduce the heat loss of the high Pnthalpy plasma
to the anode.

3,L

The group, at N A!"-A LTewi4 ii%!tsl a vi rv large
vacuum f:an! itYv to mlyv !t
no.velerai ,'rs.Th
fac.ilitv wai ,apalde of producing back presurms
twý%ot three orders of magnitude lower. The early
results obtained with a conventional IMPI) ar.
usinw eiri-,r hydrogen or almionia an propellanin
showed that the ineasured thrust effirienty with n
thrust stand was greater than 100 percent. This
focused more attention on the validity of thrust
stand imeasurements and also focused the attention
of the iinvestigators on the position of the arc currents in these devices, and the question was asked
whether they were confined to flow in the immedi,
ate vicinity of the nozzle or could they flow out
into a large volume in the tank. This would account
for large thrust with no nmas flow throughput.
The current distribution in the nozzle region of
this class of accelerator wats investigated by the
groupi at EOS, Avco-RAD, and Avco-Everett and
it was shown that the major portions of the arc
currents flo ed well upstream in the nozzle. Later
it was discovered at NASA that an error had been
made in measuring the mass throughput, giving
an erroneous value for the thrust efficiency. The
present status of this development is that themost
attractive propellant i,. aniunonia. It. is very easy to
store for space miissions and produces a reasonably
high operating voltage because the energy required
to ionize and dis.*'iate ammonia is large. A high
voitage in the plasma minimizes wall losses, and
miost important, there are strong indications from
all of the data accumulated by all of the groups
investigating MPI) arcs that the thrust efficiency
is limited only by wall losses. An accelerator very
similar to the MAARC geon•mtry is being developed at Aveo-RAI) which is to use ammonia as
tween 10 and 50 kw. At the present time the group
at NASA Lewis is studying an EOS engine which

uses
a lithium metal vapor propellant, but. because
of
the
extreme difficulty in operating this type of
ofthe

extree diui ultae ieenopeatained ths
dtpe of
engine n10 ISUt4 have been obtained to (late.
The determination of the thrust efficiency of
these devices hits been made diffieuhlt by the aforementioned effects, but one thing appears to he
clear, that this type of device will transfer electrical energy into plasmia energy with a very high
efficiency, i.e.: very low wall loss.
Much tnore rp,4ýaroh remains to be done to
clearly understaud the transfer process by which
electrical ene.,-v is cjnverted to kinetic energy.
Moreover, new dirgnfk.., n-s must be developed to

A.

relate expvri-nentAl reuhl.
It has already
le ~onn.rnv'd ;!at relhance on a singl
niethtd of nwasurement can not only produce the
%rong answer. ,ut can confuse the issue regarding
tlhe basic phenoinena under investigation. To this
end the AFOSR will continue support of the energyv c-nversion process and associted diagnostics.
Although the MPD arc looks very attractive
for .pa"c pr"Ilsion, other applications are now
being considered. Some of these are: As a plasma
w:nd tunnel driver producing a stream of highvelocity collision-free plasma for example, used
in solar wind simulation. Another applicatioa
which has been suggested is in high-speed shock
tulm-, as a driver. As a facility for ablation testing
it will permit the identification of the filure
it.wi permi
t
i
n
oigh-speed re
I
free-s reenioySuch a facility will duplicate free-stream condiions which ar- far in the future because con
siderable advances are required in present testing
facilities even on a pulsed basis.
In ,onlhitsioi it can ble seen that an early interesi by A.FOSR in arc jet phenomena has ,srved
as !I st inltunt to then scientific conmmnity in
imidersrtmding rte plienomnena and has led the
technologist to develop these devices as important
C'aindidaltes for future deep-slpace miissions. The extent. to which the Air Force will participate in
(hep-slpae missions is not yet knovn. However,
lnt<i on tIe rcord such an iiilportant ctttribii
hould nothe overlooked.
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Oxygen Atom Attack of Refractory

Materials
LiT. C0- CORN F1.11-9..

Th)0-OV.%

Whi~le coitienintiioal sultzonie Itir-ik'.ft p~roduce
neglipible chiemiicail changes itt the air- throuigh
which they move. the kinetic eniergy of a hypexrsonic vehlicle, as for example, a reentering spacecraft is comiparable to the dissociation energy of
intheearhs
iral~-lars~
ox~n ot
nole-uls
atltnosllitre. As a result, near sucwh vehicles laqres
oxygen atom oonceittrations are produced. ev-en
thouigh Elisstociat ion levels in widisturix-d air are
negligible in thp alt it ude r-ange of greatest ntero4vl-arnia- interest tiols'lw, s~ay, _I(NIiW) ft.). On
t lieriluodmiantit c grondnns onle mlight expect that
thle--* 0) mtonis. produced where flhp gras tenkilteratiltoes Iv Iiicillv
I1Y xee
t
K. ( 4 ,14 11' F.), wouild
mn-onibine to fortii stable 0,~ molecules in the gras
welling the cooler vehicle surfaces,. Hlowever, retakes fiaaae ji.e., many atomic colliconibinati~ia
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of the meager expoeriniental data on high-temiperottilrc, surface reii'tiolls, even for1 Mitble gas Inojetiiles. it is necessary it)oquetion whether existing
materials design an'd testf jrocedumsae tlitl
ta-ke these recently encotinte~vd atout attack p~rope~sses, into account..
With thesie tloestlorv; in mind, in 1962 Daniel F.
Rosner of AeroChem Research l"aboratories prooedt

FS

th.absirsachpgame

erhpormb
hta ai
FS
psdt
estahiish.d to investigate the oxidation behanvior of
refractory materials in well-defined. dissoc ated
gas environments. Previously, Rosner (1, 2) and
others (3. 4) had developed prediction techtniques.
which accounted for the important aerodynamic
heating consequences of atom recombination oil
surfaces. But when an 0 atom strikes, at high-tentlwe-ature surface the probability of oxidation (arid
cos-etmteills
rdegradation) may
greatly exceed~ the prohability of Fturfaice-catalvzed
atom rec'ombination. To guide future advancesi
si

thieattaiinniientof hypersonic flighit, an understihnding of the rates and consequence-g of such chemical
attack was therefore needed. This can be obtained
most accurately. and, incidentally, econotmically,
by carrying out reaction rate experinents in thie
hilratory at 0) atomi bombardment rates comtparable to those attained during atmospherere
entry, under conditions such that the oxidation
probability per collision (,an be determined without ambiguity. This chemical kinetic information
can then be combined with an aerodyniamic analy' of the airi-.react ion proihict boundary layer to
enable rational predictions of oxidation rate.,
under the diverse condition-; encountered locally
drigenty
Stich a programn was initiated at AeroChem by
A FOSR in November (if 1962. By mo1 dl izing-sevPral experi mental methods wied in recent corrosion
and physical heministrv research. Rosner and his
collaboratorr If. Ui~oald Alle-ndorf, suiccessfully
dlcieloped a unlique ttIplllfltl.S anld miethod
wvhich satisfied the aloove requireiiienis and, moreover, allowed dir-ect coliparisin of the 0 atom
1-eactioli pIrlntbilitices with those of the correspond.
ing 0, react ions. The metlhod combhines t he conditioin of low total lpresstltt, high gas velocity, and
small spec-imien size and uses, it microwatve (uscharge cavity to dt-ocociate oxygen,

Aý depi'-ed (fig. 21I), noble gas/O, mixturia
are jiasý-.d t hrough the flinrowtave 4li5s ':tgoC-av il * , dow astreami of Wh ich the par iiall% d is.
sociatedl gais

encourntezni the siveciungt-~an electri-

cally heated filamnent. For surface reactions
forming valatile,(
~-ie
prtducts. the
voltage dr.op across the central portion of the
spem.-Itlmeu is conitiniuously mnonitored wsmig sprin)lonfitd contac-ts leading to u recurdia~g jimentjoninPier. Thiring an expleritnent the filament is
mnaintainied at eonsiant temperature by altering
the nmeasuared heating current in accord .vith an
optical pyroineter or flhernnoc-ouple output, thereby
allowing the decrease in filament diameter caused
by the reaction to be related to the increase in
electrical re-sistanice. The abcolute value of the filament temperature is determined either from its
rrsistivity or froma the eorrected pyrometer reading and 0 atom concentrations at ~lie specimen
location are obtained using a lumineseent titrationj
technique. By-conmbini ng the observ-ed rate of material loss at each tempewrature with the prevailing
o atomi concentration, one can then calculate the
pronbability, . that an incident 0 atom will lead
to mnaterial remov-al (i.e., c=1 would mean every
incident atom is sdccessful in removing a substrate

N lln) . I

1111
lN C&- . wq'e
il~de
(tilit to,
lix-al oxyrell dej~rt ion as. -ell )i the difrerence
let wopr tile inc dell gat, I aton~ or mrokwlc'i e) tenllrature and the stirfave tePineratlre. art ruled
onil, experi rocttnll y oi the bwtis of the ah';ence of
gas flow i-ate-and carrier gas identhv----efteets oil
thle ol".rVed reaction rates. ('onmpflicatirinq due to
flpt~winsible presence of exvited atom.nti
mn.-o320k
i'llies ii tile electrical discharge prfxlur-s hatve also
been experimentadlly shown to fie negligible (9)).
The mnethod hiksI1onmiderable range-azid
-~xlii
r.
Thus far, it has been used to study a large class of
0 atozin/solid reai-tions (5-9) at surface tempe-ratures between 30V~rK. and 3,0(- K. and 0 atom
pa:rtiail presures from -.X1()' to 5X10-2 Torr
(I Torr = Il:.I'< I0-' atm). It' substituting microscope size measurements t im~-lapse photographs
for determining the diameter change of thle specimen, the niethodl has IKeen extended to elect ricaliv.
noticonducting materials (e.g.. boron nitride) fly
despositing them onl ronducting stabstrites (eq.g.
tungsten). BV adlding at 'zcv'nd nllicru'tave discharge cavit, and feedlino. the uumethod has also
been generaulized to s;tu1Y tilie reartiviti- of dissociated gass amixtuir*-s su-h ;is umixitures- of 0 and
1K atonis.
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Capabilities of the approach and method are
perhaps best illustrated by considering recent
experimental re-sults on two refractory materials
of major interest to the Air Force: molybdenum
(5..9) and graphite (6, 7, 10).
Fig. 22 shows the temperature dependence of
the oxidation probability of molybdenum subjected
to atomic or molecular oxygen at a partial pressure
representative of those encous-ered by vehicles
with aerodynamic lift entering the Earth's atmosphere. The quantity, t, which measures the probability that a molybder.um atom will be removed
from the solid for each oxidizer collision is seen
to be considerably different, depending upon
whether the oxidizer is atowic or diatomic oxygen.
For example, at about 1,200' K. the reaction
probability for 0 atoms is greater than that for
02 by a hundredfold. Aside from their large absolute values and relatively weak temperature
dependence, another interesting aspect of the 0
atom reaction probabilities is their rmarkable
invariance under a 500-fold change in 0 ,,tom
pressure. The simplicity of the 0 atom reaction
kinetics, attributed (5, 9) to the fact that many
gas-phase 0 atoms collide directly with absorbed
oxygen (on the surface) leading directly to
oxidation, makes it possible to extrapolate these
data with greater confidence to the wide range of
conditions of aerospace interest,
In contrast to the 0-atom data shown, corresponding experiments (9) covering a 10,000-fold
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pressure range reveal that when diatomic oxygen strikes hig-h-temperature molybdenum the
reaction probability (already lower than that for
0 atoms) decreases markedly as the 02 pressure
is increased. Th.- complex behavior revealed for
thep0 react ion is a reflection of the less direct route
to oxidation (in which oxygen dissociation must
first occur on the surface) when the oxidizer is
diatorni.
These are the first data available comparing the
rates of 0-atom and 02 attack of molybdenum at
elevated temperatures. They indicate that the
presence of 0 atoms in the reentry environment
would greatly increase the rate of oxidation of
exposed molybdenum surfaces.
As a second example, data have been obtained
on the 0 atom attack of several kinds of graphite
(q, 7, 10) since graphite and graphite composites
have been used as leading edge materials for lifting hypersonic reentry vehicles (11); moreover,
many ablation heat shield materials form carbonaceous outer char layers. In particular, pyrolytic
(high density, anistropic) graphite has been
viewed as a leading edge/nose cap material with
considerable aerospace promise, partly because it
is more oxidation-resistant than more porous
grades of graphite. Whie this is true, Rosner and
Allendorf have recently fomud that differences
between the two grades of graphite are not so
striking when the oxygen is dissociated.
Shown (fig. 23) are data for pyrolytic (dark
circles) and a commercially available graphite
(open circles) in both atomic and diatomic oxygen
corrected to an oxygen pressure of 3 x 16-2 Torr.
It is seen that the improvement in oxidation resistaLnce offered by pyrolytic graphite diminishes
considerably when it is exposed to atomic oxygen.
Moreover, the 0 atom oxidation probability near
2,0000 K. is quite high (sl/k) compared to the
02

corresponding value (less than Aoo for 02
attack of the same pyrolytic graphite surface. In
both the United States(19, 13) and Russian(f4)
aerospace literature these impressive differences in
oxidation rate have until now been neglected, the
common assumption being that 0 atoms and
02 will oxidize graphite with comparable effectiveness at high temperatures. In many cases the
experimental results obtained in the present
program on graphites and refractory metals will
strongly influence future designs for both unprotected graphite and graphite coated with refractory noble metals (15).
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which the conditions of aerodynamic heating are
most severe. This figure, a more detailed version
of which is discussed from the point of view of
aerodynamic heating in (1), displays the trajectories of two ballistic (without aerodynamic lift)
vehicles, earth satellite (S) and intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM), and two lifting vehicles,
glide (GV) and lunar lifting (LLV), differing

widely in initial entry speed.
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temperature regions of the flow undergo a
sufficient number of molecular encounters in the
cooler gas regions near the surface to recombine
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In the odd-shaped

shaded region to the left (low velocity) the vehicle
kinetic energy is insufficent to thermodynamically
appreciable oxygen atom concentrations
at the prevailing pressures. In the upper (high
altitude) shaded region the vehicle energies are
sufficient, but the rates of 02 dissociation are inadefor vehicles in the size range of aerospace
interest. In the lower (low altitude-high density)
shaded region, 0 atoms produced in the high

T, ..
0.6

Much remains to be done before a comprehensive

(reforming 0,) in the gas phase. Note that for
the vehicles shown, all but the ICBM experience
heating rates under conditions such that high
nonequilibrium oxygen atom concentrations will
be present near the vehicle surfaces.
In particular, for hypersonic glide vehicles in
the region of peak heating, there is sufficient time
for the dissociation of diatomic oxygen behind the
bow shock and in the high-temperature regions of
the gas boundary layer, yet the density levels are

understanding of the effects of atomic oxygen
on reentry matrials is obtained, and on
7ation

k*,,

Ip

probabilities can be reliably extrapolated or pre-

j
t

dicted. As already indicated, it is also necessary
to combine, in a self-consistent manner, this -zhemical kinetic information with a knowledge of
transport phenomena in the gaseous boundary
layer which envelops reentry vehicles. Thus, owing
to the establishment of steep concentration and
temperature gradients in the boundary layer, due
account must be taken of the fact that actual 0
atom partial pressures experienced at vehicle surfaces will depend strongly on the altitude-velocity
"trajectory" of a particular vehicle, its overall
size, art. its heat-protection scheme. Typical trajectories for several classes of reentry vehicles are
shown (fig. 24) together with (a) regions (shaded)
in which one can rule out appreciable 0 atom concent rations at the surface for various reasons, and
(b) p-oints (open circles) on each trajectory at
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FiovaK 24.--Oygrn atom minequilibrium regimes
during reentry.
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inadequate to allow complete oxygen atom recombination to occur in the cooler portions of the flow
adjacent to the surface. For a lifting reentry yehice with a wing loading of, say, 80 psf, the
oxygen atom mole fraction at the time of lpak
heating can reach about 30 percent at stagnation
pres•.ure levels somewhat lems than 10-' atm.
Moreover, peak surface. temperatures will be close%
to 2,0000 K. Under these conditions, Rosner and

Allendorf have experimentally found that the effective rate r.nstrnt for graphite attack by 0
atoms is more than ten times larger than the corresponding rate constant for 0 attack. Based on

(8) D. E. Rosner and I1. D. Allendorf, J. Chcm. Phys.
0, P. 429o (19M5).

(9) D. E. Rosner and H, 1). Allendorf. Acro C',"hm. TIP140 i1911"). Also. .1. Elertroencmt 'Zoc. iin press).
(10? 1). E. Ito,'ner and H. I Alhendorf, "Kiiwtica. ot the
O-Atum Attack of Pyrolytic Gralkbite at High
Tempkrature" (in pre&'prntion).
H. E. Bartlett. ASSET 2 (Air F'orce Flight Py2. All 4-2 420. April 100r,).
Zi•-3.
namic Lab.
Ma12)S. 1. Scala and L. M. ulitert, "Au'rotberznov4emical ln'havior of Graphite at Elevated Tempera(11)
U)

tur-"' (General Electric Co. Rqport RIISD-G. No-

vewlbr 11w).
(13) J. A. Moore and M. Zlotniek. ARS J. 31, p. 1388
(1)
B leB).

(&B.V. Alekseyev, "Laminar Boundary Latyer ona
Subtiwable Surface" (APISC, bTI), 3MT 6,-145.
AT) 6:4 A&2,IT Jan. 11").

these data, estimates of the prevailing 0 atom
concentrations and available predictions of the
total weight of graphite heat shield material ablated due to 0. oxidation during reentry, Rosner
estimates that neglect of the dissociation effect
could lead to errors as large as 50 percent. Because of the sensitivity of payload and booster size
predictions to predicted heat shield weight, effects
of this magnitude will bear careful reexamination
and inclusion in future designs.
In current extensions of this work at AeroChem,
data are being obtained on the 0 atom attack of
tungsten, tungsten alloys, rhenium, boron, boron
nitride, and related refractory materials to establish patterns and infer the reaction mec-,inism,
both in the presence and abseqcc of additional
gaseous constituents (e.g.. N atoms). While the
translation of these basic studies into aerospace
engineering practice via improved test and design
procedures will require additional effort on the
part of appliedI research agencies and Government
contractors, the present program provides an excelient illust ration of the basic research supported
by AFOSR and the Air Force mission in the field
of hypevsonic aerodynsanics.

.,OOKIS

(15)

J. M. V'riwc.one. H. I. Volk, and A. W. Smith.
AIAA J. 4, p. 1791 (19M).

Electron Bp'im Fluorescence ,•s a
T.
T
Densiy
in Low
Diagnostic
Gas Dynamics
PAUL A. Tntrms'rrox

Low-density aerodynamics, or rarefied gasdynamics, is roughly speaking the study of the
flow of gases containing les than one onethousandth the numher of molecules per unit volunme as ordinary air at sea level. The 1960's are
5seeing a rapid advance in this area which until
now has lagged several decades behind the coinparable advance in continuum aerodynamics. This
current burst of new knowledge in low-density
"aerodynamics is undoubtedly due in part to the
fact that. man's activities in space and the upper
atmosphere have occasioned an urgent need for

(1) D. E. Rosner, ARS J. 29, p. 215 (1909). Also, AIAA
J. 1,p. 1550 (Clo3).
(t) D. E. Rosner, "Proceedings of Symimsium on Sueersonlc Flow. Chemical Processes and Radiative

this knowledge; but for a need to be filled, it must
coincide wit h a suitable opport unity for its filling.
This article describes how an important opportunity for p)rogres.s in the experimental aspects of

Iltme.
A737 (19Mt-).
AR- J. 2, London
J. Goulard.(Pergamon,
(3) R,Transter"
(4) R. J. Goulard, ARS J.i 2&p. 7t7 (1i148).

low density aerodynamics has been provided
through a decade of research hy scientists in three

(5)

I), F. Romner and D. A, Allendorf. J. Chem. Phys.

4,p.8441 (1984).
(6) D. H, Rosner and B. 1). Alleadort, A41A

J. 3, p. 15=

different c(uinitrlis. AFOSR financial support. has
aided substantially in Lringing this work to
fruition.

(1965).
(7) P. K. Rosner and H. D). Allendorf. TA.VSO 3, 1. 153

(19)210

Wind tunnel experiments in low density aeer-

dynamics are impleded by the very small size of

the forces and pressures involved in the flow of ai
gas so light that. a pound of it. would occupy at
least the volume of 'r ordinary dwelling hous.
Any inarrowcopic mnea-ring instrument insertd
i..÷'... ch a flow radicall," disturbs the quantity
.,, measured. A further .srious difficulty is that
at the densities of interest the various modes of

2
Ci

2

8

/

energy storage in the gas arp often not in thermodynamic equilibrium. For this as well as other
reasons, the properties of the gas from one point
to another in the flow are not. nearly as simply
related as in the case of the inviscid flow of an
equilibrium gas. For a detailed and accurate interpretation of experimental results, it is necessary
that the state of the gas can be determined at any
point in the flow. independently of upstream conditions. The solution to this problem in a large
variety of experiments is the electron beam fluorescenc~e technique.
A well-collimated beam of electrons about the
diameter of the lend of a pencil is passed through
the gas flow. In the gas density range being dis.ussed, a he-PIUof 4t) kilovolt electrons is not significantly attenuated over a distance of a few
inches. If the gas is air, the beam is visible as a
thin line of fluorescence. By optical means, any
place along tihe beam length can be selected for
observation, and a "point" measurement of the
heanm emission can be accomplished. The emission
can be used to measure directly the local state of
the gas. Electron beam fluorescence has a spectrum
peculiar to the composition and temperature of the
gas being observed. It resembles the emission from
a low density gas discharge tube for a gas of similar composition. A gas species density is obtained
from the intensity of light emitted at it selected
wavelength characteristic of the species. The
emitted intensity is linearly proportional to tie
density in the density range of interest here.
Figure 25 shows the dependence of intensity upon
density found by Gadamer (1) in preliminary experinients with electron beam fluorescence. The
linear region is cloce to the origin on the scale of
figure 25.
If tile gas used is nitrogen, the molecular emission bands can be used to obtain vibrational and
rotational temperatures. This is done by ineasuring the relative intensities in the vibrational and
rotational fine structure of the nitrogen N,
negative system emission band. The measurements
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FiovRE 25.-Light output vs. pireqstre for an elertron beam th rouqh air at roomn temperature.
represent a dirvct s•atic temperature determination which is an extremely difficult quantity to
obtain in 1,1y flow sittiotntI.
Figure 26 shows
tile excitatioli-eniission paths which have been
used for nitrogen tempera.ture measurements (2).
It is imlpoltam to the accuracy of the temperatufr nie'surements that the 18-electron volt ionizing excitation o.,urs without disturbing the
rotational or vibrational stateof the original nitrogent molecule.
Besides these ca-pabliliies, the technique call be
used to mieasure flow velocity and translational
temperatures h) mv iaking use of the Doppler shift
and broadening of a suitable spectral line. The
%-ersatility(if lie technique has been a spur to time
recent rapid .,owtlh of its use in experimental gasdynamic-s. Figure -27 shows a schematic drawing
of an electron beam fluorescence density and ternperat•re measuring system in a :.-personic shock
tunnel (3).
Early interest in the fluorescence excited in a gas
by a beam of energetic electrons derived froin a
desire to investigiate t111 applicability of wave
mechanics to collision phenomena (Q-6).The application of electron beam excitation to the measurement of gas density was suggested in 1955 by
B. W. Sehumhmerand A. E. Gmtn 17) in the form
of a G(ernian patent application which was has•ed
on work performed at tie ileehingj.n High Voltage Lahouratozy of the Mai-Planck Institute for
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pensive design supplied earlier by Schumacher.

Afuntz later became a&,w•ciated with the Valley
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Ficina 26.- Excitationand emission paths for the
N; ffitt negativesystem ezeited by fast electro,.
Physics of the Stratoaphare. At about this time
Schumacher became associated with the Ontario
Research Foundation, Toronto, Ontario, and at
the same time AFOSR initiated a contract with
GrUn and colleagues at the Hechingen laboratory
for further research into the mechanism by which
gas molecules absorb energy from a beam of electrons. The results of this work were published in
1957 (8).
Meanwhile, in 1956 Gordon Patterson, Director
of the University of Toronto Institute of Aerophysics, decided to undertake the development of
the electron beam as a density and temperature
diagnostic device. Acting for Patterson, I. 1. Glass
and J. G. Hall of UTIA carried out disussions
with Schumacher and the Ontario Research Foundation. From that time on, a series of AFOSR
contracts and grants have supplemented the support of the Defence Research Board of Canada for
the group under Patterson in its research on the
electron beam fluorescence technique

"E.

0. Gadamer (1), working with Schumacher's

design fOr ta er
elet

worngun,
sowihb

implehsers

Sdesign for the elect ron gn, showed by a simple set.

Forge Space Technology' Center of the General
ric Company, where he extended the electron
beam technique to the measurement of the
velocity distribution function (9).
I'mse of the electron t*eam fluort.zcence technique
is -ipidly growing. It is being used, refined, and
extended to new uses in many laboratories in the
United States, both for basic research in rarefied
gasdynamics and for applied research. The first
research use was by Zempel and Muntz (3)
under contract to the Air Force Ballistic Systems
Division.
future applications of electrons beam fluorin both applied research and in basic fluid
physics will no doubt continue to proliferate. As
the requirements of defense systems become more
sophisticated, more details of the flow fields must
be know. The fluorescence technique is an excellent
device for gatheritg thisi information. It is expected that with consideab"y more technique development, it will be applied lo chemical nonequilibrium flows. Fwuidameniai fluid physics, particularly in basic kineti-z theory of nonequilibrium
flows with rotational, vibrational, and translational
degrees of freedom, should be advanced. Flows
of gas mixtures will also be studied extensively.
Two items of great interest to applied research
projects will be quantitative flow visualization
and velocity measurements using the Doppler
shift method. Upper atmosphere research will also
benefit from electron beam fluorescence. Rocket
payloads 'ring prepared at the present writing
contain electron beam packages for measuring density and rotational temperature at satellite
altitudes.

(1) B. W. Schumanche

and r. 0. Gadamer,

Yax. J.

PhA. 36, p. O69 (1968).

.)

E. P. Munta, "Measurement of Rotational Tempera-

of experiments the feasibility of obtaining local

ture. Vibrational Temperature, and Molecular
Concentration in Non-Radiating Flows of Low

density measurements anywhere in a flow field

Density Nitroget" (UTIA report 71, AFOSR 60-

without disturbing the flow. E. P. Muntz (2) ex-

490. A•r•l 1961).
"Blender Body Near

tended the technique to thie measurement of vibra-

t() R.Zempel and &. P. Mun

tional and rotational temperatures in nitrogen and
airflows. Muntz took the important step of introducing the use of electron guns commercially
available at low cost frm the television industry
in place of the spphisticated, cumbersome, and ex-

and 1W" (GE R68SD5 1963).
(4) . J. Thomson, "Conduction of Electricity Throngh
University Press, London
(Cambridge
GasesNewII1"York
And
19NS).
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N. P. Mott and H. S. W. Masmey, fThe Theory of
Atomic Collisions" (Oxtord Univelrity Preas 1962).
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(6) EL S. W. Massey and K. H. Eurhop, "Electronic and

Ionic Impact Phenomena" (Oxford University
Pres, 1952).
07) B. W. Schumaeher and A. E. GrOn, "Apparatur ffir
die Messung der ortliehen easdlehten Innerhalb
eines ausgedehnten Beobachtungsraumes, Deutsche
Patentanmeldung" (Bch. 18144 IX 142-1 June
1%65).
(8) A. E. Grin. "Measurement of Air Density by Electron
Absorption," AFOSR 57-58, AD 136515 (1957).
Also. "Zeitschrift filr Naturforschg." 12 (1967).
(9) E. P. Munta, "Direct Measurement of Velocity Distribution Functions" (GE R6D59, 1964).
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A long-standing program of fundamental
research has been supported by AFOSR directed
at Air Force technical problems concerned with

Tu Beam Curren~t
minaheson
sec
Instrumentation

okaunel

mea/••-,:,
suring sys~tem in a W~ersonic ahock tunnel.

combustion dynamics. Many of these supporting
type studies are basic to the eventual attainment
of supersonic combusting ranjets that will be
required for flight in the Mach S and faster ratng",.
The program provides iew knowledge leading to
solution of problems in ignition and extincti-an,
steady-stat3 cnbustion, control of combustion

stadysdetomution
controlvofycombustion
instability, detonation and sensitivity, and supersonic combustion. These research efforts directly
involve air-breathing, liquid and solid rocket cornLrastion and propulsion. The work will eventually

influence advanced development in hypersonic
ramjets, aerospace aircraft, recoverable boosters,
advanced air-breathing cycle engines, ignitors, airaugmented and large chemical rockets, and advanced aircraft propulsion systems such as VTOL.

program has in the past and is now playing an important role in pioneering research in
the areas of supersonic combustion, both detonative
and diffusional type; of rocket combustion instability phenomena, and of ignition and extinction
of propellants and motors.
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In the broad area of homogeneous or gaseous
combustion, investigation- are supported in the
general area of supersonic combustion, both shock
initiated or detonative, and shock-free or diffusional supernonic combustion.
As late aor 1952 there were large unknowns in
4he chemical kinetics of combustioin and til|
theoretical limits of the amount of heat prodhced
ly combustion within a ramjet. Early design work
on supersonic combustion ramjets indicated that
the length of a combustion chamber necesiary it
produce the required -Ipace heating and re-ultent
thrust would he determined by the rate of vonibastion of the fuel-air mixture in a very high speed
airflow. In a Mach 5 airstream combustion must
take place in less than 1 millisecond if the burning
is t, occur within a 5-foot chamber. Reaction rates
for premixed fuel-air mixtures were rather well
known as functions of temperatures and presisures.
Interrelated effects were known for mixing and
reaction rates, but the extent of the effect for
hypersonic speed ranges was unknown. It was
reasoned that the reaction times for unmixed gases
were necessarily longer than for mixed gases, how-

which a supersonic flow of a hydrogen-air mixture
was ducted. Small wed(g" were placed oplpsite
one another in the flow to caus-. oblique shock
waves to 1w formed at either side. At the intersection of thesw shok waves a .smanll normal shock
wave fornld. producingaia area of heat suflicientl"
intense to prnduce spontaneous combustion. Although the low is reduced to subsoni, values over
a normal -hok,, the normial shn,'k area is relatively
small in this ease. By placing a divergent nozzle
just behind the shock wave the flow could be rea,'ve-lirait ti i•mupranie values. Photographs of
the standing normal shock showed the flame front
and the shock wave to be coincidental, indicating
no time delay for ignition. The implications were
very favoraflc to the shock ignition scheme of
design.
In 1955 AFOSR gave support to J. A. Nicholls,
working on detonation at the University of Michigan. Nicholls thought shock-induced combustion
could be applied to propulsion in an intermittant
shock wave within a pulse jet. He also considered
the possibility of sho,'k-induced combustion in a
ramjet if the shock coeld be made to stand still.

ever. so the shortest possible combustor would be
one in which premixed gases were burned,
Premixing was one of the conditions necessary
in the shock-initiated combustion ramjet engine
suggested by Leduc in 1946. A normal shock would
supply sufficient heat for combustion. A great deal
of the kinetic energy of a ducted flow of air is lost
over a normal shock wave in the form of heat
rather than pressure rise. This heat tends to dissociatv the molecules of the gas and thereby inhibit
reaction. In order t,, maintain supersonic flaw
throughout the engine and still utilize shockinitiated combustion. supersonic (or oblique)
rather than normal shock waves am. necessary.
Among the first to do extensive research into
shock-initiated combus.ion was Dr. Robert A.
Gross, then at Fairchild Airrrafi. He concluded
that in hypersonic ranges any air breather that
reduced airflow velocity to subsonic spteds before
udding fuel would have such high diffuser ternperatures that the fuel would dissociate and absorb heat rather than add heat to produce thrust,
Although the Air Force in general was not urgently interested in new air-breathing propulsion
scuhenes, AFOSR began to supliort Grows in 1955.
U'nder this support Gross demonstrated an ignition device applicable to supersonic flow combustion. This consisted of a cylindrical tube through

lie was able to prdtuee a standing detonation wave
in apparatus which consisted of a converging channel with a sinic throat followed by a diverging
snpwrsonic nozzle. The position of the standing
wave couhl be controlled by varying the pressure
of the fuel-air mixture.
At the same time Alexander Weir at Michigan
was working on gna• flow through sharp-edged orifices- at sulw'reritietal pressure ratios. He photographed the flow pattern vented into the atmosphere. and found a normal shock fornming at some
distance from the orifice. This phenonienon could
not be explained by existing theory and became
known as the -slhtwk bottle efTect." Nicholls and
Weir teamed and derived an explanatior. and a
method of calculating where the shock wave would
sit. Nicholls applied this to the flow patterns of
rocket exhausts, and was given AFOSR support
for further studies. Under Nicholls a student
named Roger Dunlap calculated the performance
of a ramjet rising the principle of a standing detonative wave, published in 1958, and subject of
much industry attention. The apparatus consisted
of a converging nozzle which brought the flow to
mach 1: fuel was added at the thromt and the
mixture accelerated to supersonic speeds in a
diverging duct: downstream a center wedge preduced a standing shock wave.
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The temperature rise' proiduced by the shock
warp ignited the mixture with an accompanying
rise in teniijierature. tnndp~res;sure. It was concluded
that thep 1wrforinaian of a detonative wave raimet
would he )loKt than that of a -onventional rnurijet
below mucvh ,tbut would pewik at npcli7 where rtie
vonvent jonal tIp
' i-wouJI be ineffeetive. The ideal
dletoniat ive wave co0111ept seemed to lie the %tanding
dletoanitive wave, vii ich tot-med withtyut zm~ecianical flow diverters andl eouli be made to stantd just
ahead of a diverging chaninel tio as to keep the subsonit- portion of the air flow at a innnnini m ngth,
Since tile position of this standing wave huad IX-en1
shown t-) he at function of the inlet piressure'. some
ineans of mnetering the inlet. pressutre would have
to lie incoirporated in the engine design. This eonsideration weemed to indicate a need for a variablegeomnetry inlet or exhaust or both.
In 1955 Marquardt Corp.. with Aero Propulsion
Laboratory (AFSC) support, demonstrated continuou-, autoignition of hydrogen in a shock-free,
mach 23airstream. Lack of immediate interest was
attributed by the investigators to the prevailing
opinion that any ramjet needed some flamie huoldin'T
device to maintain continuous combustion. With
APL support in part. Arthur Mager and Charles
Lindley began work in the newly foirned Astro
Division. They were convincedi that Eugene
Perch'Žnok. also at Ast~ro, had demonstrated shockfree supersonic combustion while at NACA in
1947. Mager and Lindley didi thermodynamic cycle
analysis on a hypothetical, shock-free, superommie
Clonibustion ramjet and concluded in 1958 that such
an engine wuould be efficient illp to orbital velocities.
Tindley is credited with coining "acrmijet."
L
Parallel and independent work was hbeing done
by Antonio Ferri of the (eneral Applied Science
lýRboratory (GYASL), in which he dlemonstrated at.
P olytechnic Institute of Brooklyn sleady combustion without strong shocks in a supersonic airstream. As eairly as 1958 be maid that he had
accomplished bhock-free diffusion controlled cornbustion in a macli 3 airstream, time diffusion process
being a means of control of mixing and reaction,
IFerri's resparch was supportedl by AFOSR in its
vtery early, fundamental stages in 19H6 and 1957.
and11later support for engine-r ented research
caime from APL. The proixiitl engine would incorporatte a shock-free supersonic intake to athroat
wvhere hydrogen fuel would be added tangent to
the flow and at approximately the- sane temperature andl velocity. Adding hydrogen under these

co'nditions would prevent thle genpration of shock
waves in thep throat. Time hydrogien gas would then
diffuise in the airstreamtt Iwitiri wouldh be above tile
teint jratuire litt which sponfatumicos igniition would
occur. The chatikiiii would be iiiergent to prevent
unwantimi tpinmjr~iture extrnicsiv which would
cause such (IiSzgxciltiotiM (if iaits
to absourb heat
and interfere with heagt rehr:sing, cheicnial reaction. In 194i4 1Jr. Fetrri -tafei ' that the det inatifin
wave engine likel -y wouaild rvluirr variable giionieryinlets, lit, preferred that hydrogen fuel be
hot.'td
it and at high spekinto the airflow
as Atenter,.thle voluihustion are-i of the enginp. This
e011iab1tist iN wOUld lip grailunul 3411I Stable- I*Walsie
fthe flow wouild rmiain 5iiJ)4'OsOtii His
I
Conctepits
differ frinn those of ntilny who fauvor thle detonation wave engine in that Ferri. unlike the others,
is designitng with goals of mach I" and upl in mind.
In these nunimlers lie, priqwinses to nullify the is
sible high conibustion chamber temperatures by
quenching with an excess of hydroagen over the,
stoichiometric ratio. Ferri maintains, that thle coolinig capacity of the hydlrogen fulel is morm than
sufftivient. tipl fto ach 2'4.
Low maeh supersonic speeds., withi diffur-ion eontrol also appear possible to Ferri. In answer to
criticisms base~d upion mnixing eonsidrlentions. hie
nmaintains that in conditions of high temperature
thie rewction rate is suffilcently high in comparison
to thle mixing rate that it can ble neglected and the
mixing process can lie -oiisidetredl, for tile purpose
of 1aal1 VSi., 10lto
lit
problem in equilibrium flow.
A silight difference in the velocities of inner and
outer jets will producre turlmtleur mixing rapid
enough it) finish the proce~ss in sufficiently short
distances to use,* tike diffusion proces's as the control
ineclianisna for supersonivcoembiust ion. Coinbuslion ean lie umaintaianed in simpersionie flow Weow
time flash point of h,-droen in air by admnitt ing a
corme of very hot gas, say hy'drogen, into the mixtiare behind the mnixing, jets. The reaction cit it-h
maiintained hy heatt convect ion frotm the chemical
reat Ions, associated onl the boundary of thak central
pilot jet. Thus thle range of operat ion of the supertonic voinbuat ion c-an lie extended into the lower
supersonic imiach regimies. Ile indicates, that comtbust ion is completed in HY,' seconds in ('otdit ions"
of initial static temtperatture f2(KifJ Rk1Iankin. The
lengilh of combhustiton area reluutted wouldl be oAt
thle tirdet (of mtfluatmmer taf lin inchi in atflow 44f210.4W)
feet pier sc4-onmL Ferri Mlso inldicates that tile Most
difficult problemi is mnot related totthe coiist ruct ionm
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of the engine but to the eontnaction of facilitiee
for ground testing the engine as a whole. GASL
has obtained contracts with NASA for a test engine, and with the Air Force Systems Command,
in conjunction with Marquardt, for a prototype
to be flown on a rocket booster. Greatest applicahility seeria at present to be for a recoverable
space launch iehicle {RqJA ),
Recent studies by Ferri and his, GASI, group
.,how that high altitude and low supersonic performaný* in a fixeI geomwt ry enginFe u-sing hydi ogen or selected hydr(carbon fuels can be exteaded
by use of external ignition sources and a special
means for inducing mixing. In addition they found
that the total length required for completion of
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rombusition cohld be substantially reduced below
that predicted by ,ztream tube alchulations by cornbining conveniently located ignition A-urces with
pressure gradients induced by the combustion
proce.s itself.
The theory and data obtained by this research
are of direct and immediate concern to the Air
Force tecause of the new in,,igin into" prediction
and control of gas flows in which finite rlte
chemical processes are important. Further, there is
drt-ct applicability to the design and operation of
a multitude of new Air Force concepts such as
high-speed manned observation and reconnaissance and missile systems, and first stage boost
systems for space.
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theory, programing .theory, thle theory of autoiabNle in gFame theory. Applied evheriwtics pertains to the solution of specitie piohletris
of control that arise in such widely divar-st fields
as .biology. lngujiqtics. socmiology. RA-l mi1litary
science. Trechnical cylernetics refers to reductions
to practice of (lesignsg anti devices such 'ýs the synth~esis of switching circuits, determiinations' of
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lnlthe densteuo
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chjn'me 41). and tbus brought inlto vogu~e an a
of re'search that has been difficult to define precisel
because of the diverse reaches of its pos~sille mnfiu,opnlent of interactive man-miachine commnunicaence. Wiener originally as~sociated the word with
tion networks. The links that unify these areas
the entire field of control and communication
Akehurini calls --the informat ion cor(.-Jpt" and gentheolry in machines and animals. After initially
alzdnoitemtclsrctes
Inrmcondemning the field as a tool of capitalists an',
tioiial data, by initial input ant! feedlback, deterthe bourgeoisie, -scientists; in tit UTSSR adopted
mn h ~iilpoalo
rulbhvoa
the term and began to ascribe to the field the
characteristics of elements of a systemi and overpower to revolutionize human activity through
el ytmsrcuead
efrnneMteai
tialtr structuresdeivd pefrac-Mtheotialorbasd o
the optimal use of men and machines. (2) Sensationalism presaging an age of robot control of
observation and experimentatilonl, pertain not only
man also became associated with the wont, cyberto complex systems of regulation and control but
netics, and introduced a period, particularly il l
otoasrcaimaitioshtepaiz
the nitd SttesandEnglnd.durig wich
approaches to optimization and economy (e.g.,
scientists were onatheto use it. This periodK steems to
codes, strategies) independent of ant hroponiorphi n
be gradually ending, but a prevalent view is that
implications.
an informative description of particular areas of
Tn the foregoing context, accomplishments of
inquiry would simultaneously 1* more meaningparticular inves-tigrations in the oited subject areaý
fill and obvi ate need for us-e of the word.
"
are meaningful as accornplishnuents
(if cybiernet ics.
From the vantage point of 196), tIke evherneties,
In this context, a large porlion of the' basic rebanner appears to have been productively useful,
search [,-(-grant of thel~irecNtorate of Information
prineipally, perhaps, because of its unifying influ~ecs'~Ii
yentc
retd
o
rind ted. Fior
a
is
Senapes. M. PR. hutyhrgieri
ences. It appears representative of a trend in modemi
'ýnee toward multidisciplinary approaches
of Institut Blatise Pascal are investdigating the use
to pi Ihlem solving. It bns stimulated teamn efforts
of algebraic mnethods in automnata theory for defor thle co-joint investigation of control, comitmscribing mnachines that are hoth fundamental and
nication, and the mechanisms and methods used by
ltebavioristieazll~~.ope A theory they formulated
man, that result in what is considered intelligent
frin-mlei
petidaoaahsyele
behavior. A beneficial byproduct is the broadenstbl iiion- -t- flie'sgeneral tprolilein of appro'xinnating by scientists of their individual pelslctives,
iizo, any event. by some regular one. They are
to admit. increasingly wider are-as beyond those of
eurnrutlNh extnmining sever-al bwasirc 4onjectumrs iI'
their original specislization.
vodling theor -y to gain a better understanding of
A recent analysis of cybernetics by 1. A. Akchu1combiinatokrial plroblemsl and thle mleaning of unique
tin in Vopro~y #Ioxofli indicatei; the cotnceptual
decipherability problems. F. B1. Cannonito of
and practical ranges of activity encmipassed by
H1ughes- Airt-raft ('o. has observed a relittioiiship
cybernetics (3I). His taxonoriy isolates three prinbe-tween basic alis~raet structural features of at
ciple areas: theoretical cybernietics, applied1 tyberlibtrary and the* struc~tures of soie -w inigrouip., that
it
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are finite seznilattices. Ile :s extending studies in
combinatorial algebra to the design and simulation
of a model combinatorial information retrieval
system. At the University of Hawaii, A. T. Ewald
hws been trying to disrover better differentiating descriptors to improve the identification
Spnat*w in pattern recognition. Employing priniarily linear techniques, his algorithm tested against
recorded data of nonlinear tsunami wave patterns
has been able to predict the maximum tsunawl
wave height in one locale from the wave record in
another, a first for this type of prediction. His resuits are aiso furnishing information (as well as
raising questions) on how class.es should be categorized. He plans to test the predictive capability
of the algorithm against other sets of data such
as magnetic anomaly data, earthquake wave transmissions, and radar patterns,
Foundational studies in mathematical logic are
relevant to cybernetics in that they are providing
answers to such questions as: what are the limits
on comn)utability, and how can computable procedures be explicitly described. 11. Putnam, for
example, culminated 5 years of research in hierarchy theory with the construction of a hbirarchy
of degrees of unsolvability that extends f'le Spector
hierarchy to all sets of integers that are "constructible" in the sense of CG6del. This result amplifies
knowledge on problems of relative recursiveness,
on constructive models for analysis, and on systems of notations for ordinal numbers. Putnam is
now examining new methods for proving theorems
for an infinitely axiomatized system of first-order
number theory. R. M. Smullyan at Yeshiva University is developing new and simplified methods
for translating proofs in one proof-procedure systern to proofs in another. He formulated a specific
unifying principle in set theory that is furnishing
fundamental insight into the relation between the
wll ordering theorem, the transfinite recursion
theo-ein, and several theorems on ordinal numbers,
Results include some new characterizations of the
ordinals, and a generalization of the notion of ordintl number. Smullyan has introduced a new
notion of nest structure and of an isomorphic tree
structure that simplify proof procedures. lie is
also investigating procedures that can construetively demonstrate the consistency of various
mathematical system3,
Logical representations, such as those being
devised for automatic theorem proving, are also
indicative of ways that machines can be instructed
2VS

to perform operations usually associated with
human intelligence. For example. B. Kallick at
Northwestern University is exploring the developniunt of efficient theorem-proving algorilhms via
the lIerbrand theorem through expresions of
denial of the theorem as a [renex formula of
predieate calculus and gtneration of an inconsisteat set of instances of this formula. HIism mipnrison
of a eneralization of a devision prtwedure of J.
Friedman witlh a primf proeeluire of .1. A. Robinson resulted in a reformulation of the generlizatinn procedure in terin, of conjunctive normal
form matrices ratherthan disjurnctive normnal forti
matrices. The reformulation provides economies
in computation. It eliminates the need of special
techniques fe-r matrix anplification and is most
amenable to proof procedure applications when
the conjunction of a set of axioms with a
theorem's negation yields a matrix that, in dis,tunctive form. is large and contains many nonrelevant terms.
A basic understanding of how to analyze and
represent various types of problems is an essential
first step to developing efficient and effective procedures for problem solving by machine. At RCAs
David Sarnoff Research Center. S. Amarel has
been examining theory formation proce.3.es.
heuristic prohlem solving procedures, in(d methods for realizing them, lie has developed a conceptual framework for ordering a variety of problem types for machine solution. In an analysis of
a specific problem of transportation scheduling,
thi "missionary and cannibals" problem. Amarel
evaluated #he effects of alternate formnulations to
the expected efficiency of mechanical procedures
for solving it. and the processes that are involved
in a transition from one formulation to a better
one. Integnrted. goal-oriented routines that scify
macrotransitions enabled a substantial v'eductio•i
in problem-solving effort: a macrotransition is vn
expression of knowledge about the probability of
realizing particular sequences of transitions.
Research on representational models such a.,
Amarels is relevant to industrial and mil~tary
problems concerned with reasoning about actions
as arise, for example, in logistics and operations
planning.
T'e word. cybernetics, thus, is not a descriptor
for a single discipline but is, rather, a term for
characterizing a conceptual orientation in various
fields of study. Theorientation isthat ofextracting
from exierimental data on biological, social, and
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The Computer and Its Languages
CAPT. ELIoT S'OIIMRR

What. is a computer and what can it do for me?
This is a question that is eommstaiitly being asked
by many people todlay, and it will continue to be
aske
yers.of
forman'
compterciemcesis
youg an dyamicart
that thjose oultside thle computer field view with
confusion and awe. Hleadlines, such as -Computer
Land.; Gremini Automat ically (Mi and popular
magazine article-, ascribing human characteristics
to computer programs (10) arm frequent. occurrences. These reports contribute to a popular
notion that the computer is a "giant brain" capable
of indefinite "intelligence." An almost equally
popular notion is that a computer is "a pile of
nutses
nuts botsandelecronc.
~ta tha isnoting
moretha amchie.'agement
astaddig
The coinpater is. in fact., revolutionizing our
lives and our society. In a memoicrandum issued
28.1une 1966 to heads of departments and agencies,
Pes~ident. Johnson expressed his concern thiat. the
eleetronic coniputer be properly utilized Find man&ge.d. lie stated: "Thle electronic computer is havitig a greater imiptct ~nr what. government. does; aind

how it does it than any other prrnduc~t of modern
techioiolgy. Thcn coImputer is making it po-,sible to
~nlet Mei all (Isatiel I tes inTto spariei: make sign ificant.
strides- int medical research : adld 5coverfil blhl owsS
of dlollars to our revinue. I rough lmprnvv I tax
wihninist ration: sidmninisler th1w iue and cor.pJ)ex
soc i r :ec uri t an nieltmdicale imi gniins: manage a
mu;ltibillion dollar dlefense lois;*ics .7ystem,: peed
the issuarice of (LI. Insurance dividends atL much
rescue
hosscost; save lie hog etrerhand
operations: hmitruess; atomkie energy for Iiwarefct
uss(a)

einlterbtec

vt
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ay

Ili sh14)ft. vomptil))ars are' evahling
uts to achlieve Progre-SS amill he'neits Which a1decadef
our grasp).
erewoid
igt
:cii.
"The techinol~ucry iF ava ilablue. Its potential for
goodl has been anlipiv denmonst rated. hut it retainsll
to ltapdilflermsu.Iandtriel
mnu'.Iam eernd
hetpdinflr
that we take adlvantageý of this techinology by using
it. imaginatively to accolimplish worthwhile
purposes.
"I therefore want. every agency head to give
thorough study to new ways in which the electronic computer Inight b,- usred to provide better
service to the public improve agencyv perfornianee,
anmd si run

tires.

az-hieve these benefits. I want these, activities managedl at the lowest posisible cost." (6)
Taier quo at least 2,0114) computers in use in the
Federal Government todlay and 71,00) peop!e
erto.TeIJamfntf
epledithr
Defense operate-- 2,tIlatof these and( emnployv:i.51.1000
the personnel. Since tile Air Force IQthe world's
largest user of computers from (lie viewpoint, of

number of machine,; in servihe, as well as in the
nunmber and variety- of applications (1), the Air
Force is committed to a leading role iln furthering
coptrehnlg.Iisaaetta.:edgtal computer is invading the realm of Air Force
operations and nimnagement. In tie near future
most. staff p~ersonnel will require a workilog faiartiliarity with comptraddt
rcsigtzi
nius
nmlulcmputer
an
cata biprocessi
have.capacilitic
havea.isnthn
Anoalosl, comutd
not become apparent to thle great majority of nmanan-d operations personnel. (3) Thle ctiuse
for the ano3maly, and hopefully thle cure. may lie
in accessibility of Idie computer to the noticomp~uter
trained user.
Hlow doe-, :a personl use a computer? Basically.
he must have the aityto
"speall" tot lhe macmhine.
However, thet nipans of commuiinmicat ioni miust he
such that thle computer will "uinder-stand" the ideas
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that the user wishes to convey The user would
have no difficulty if lie could speak to the computer
in a "nat.n-al" language (such as English) and be
understood. However, comnputer technolo., huits
not progrressed far enough to allow the free use
of a natural language as a means of communication?
Therefore, one of the primnry goals in computer
research is the development of coninputer languA-,e•
so that people who are relatively unfamiliar with
scientific terminolopy and methods can use the
compvter to .osdw'e problems in languages familiar
to themn TAi us briefly review computer language
development since the advent of the computer.
With the early machines, all communication was
accomplished using what is known as "machine
language." For most compaiters, these languages
consist of requences of zeros and ones and wore
undesirable, since they were slow and tedious for
a human to use and subject to many bothersome
human errors in coding. Their greatest faillt, however, is their complete unnaturalness forthe human
communication process•,
"Assembly langusge" was the next. development.
This type of language permitted the user to conimunicate with a machine through a mnemonictype. structure 2 that was translated by the computer itself into machine language. This development eased the communication problem but did
not remove the restriction of use of comipters to
scientifically oriented specialists.
The next major development in automatic programming languages was "one-to-many" translation. Whereas assembly language is basically !,
"one-to-one" translation (i.e., one sentence such as
"ADD 13" is translated into one inachine cornmand), "one-to-many" lamnuage.s permit the user
to shift the responsibility of tedious coding tasks to
the computer. For example,%a person fanili ar with
high school arithmetic would have the ability to
communicate with the computer by saying such
things as "5"(10+2)" and expect to receive the
answer 60. This development eased the task of expressing in assembly language each nf the necessary instructions to arrive at the same result. Thus,
one "sentence" could now be used to generate a
seriesof "machine sentences." One important limitI The "natural language problem" Is very mvmelex and I1 beilg
studied Intensively. It's scope Is not restrieted to computer
setences, but cuts across a wide spectrum of disciplines such as
llnuixsti-s, physiology, and matheiratiec.
*For example. a prongramer would have the ability to may "ADD
13' rather than "00ll0000001011,
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ing factor on all of these languages is that each inherently depends on the particular computer being
used. Thus, as computers advanced in speed and
capacity, new languages had to be written and old
languages had to be reprogrammed.
At this stage of computer langu1age development, an attempt was made to produce languages
that were independent of the particular machine
being uted. Fortran (FO(Iniula TIRANslation)
and Algol (ALCorithmic Oriented Language)
were developed toward this objective, and although they have eased the programming problem
considerably, they fall short of being truly Y-achine-independent,
The discussion thus far has centered around selentifically-oriented languages, developed by sxientists for themselves. What about the problems of
the manager and administrator? How could they
communicate with the computer when they had no
understanding of scientifically-oriented
]anguages? It was readily apparent that the great
speed of the computer could be well utilized for
tedious bookkeeping and administrative tasks.
These tasks contain features that are completely
different from thrse of seientific problems. Business-oriented langnaiges began to be developed for
these problems. For example, Cohol (COmmon
Businets Oriented Language) provides a language
familiar to the busines.s and management oriented
person. Snobol (a language developed for the
manilulation of strings of symbols) eases the
problems of text searching, making additions and
deletions, and other secretarial-type tasks. These
tasks could have been expressed in scientifically
oriented languages, but this would have been inefficient and costly, and, of greater irniirtance, this
would have been completely unnatural to the user.
Analogously "string-pr-wessing'" and busincssoriented languages are inefficient when used for
simple arithmetic computations.
Perhaps the most glamourously usd and least
understood of the languages that have been develol-,x are the "list-plrwessing" languages, which are
frequently employed in "problen-solving" tasks
such as game playing (8 9) and question-answering progranms t2). This area of application holds
great proinise for the future advancement of "machine intelligence.A person who wants to use one- of today's conmputters must lea rt a language understood by the
conlputer and .t nrittiurtl to hardle lie data format

of the proble

For example, a numerical analyst

would waste his time trying to solve his problems
using a string- processing rather titan a scientifi(ally oriented language. flow may this burden of
learning a compjuter language be. alleviated? How
may computer t;'chinology, he made available ton
more people with widely divergent interests?
These atre s;ome of the questions being investigated
by research presently being sponsored.
i~nder AFSOR sponsorship. Peter Ingerman
has developed a particular computer languagte
translator. Ingerman first dieveloped his tr-anslator
-is a graduate student at the University of Pennsvlvania's NMoore Schiool of Electrical Engineering in 19631 under an AFSOR contract. Hie was
later spc.nsored at. Westinglioust" Electric Corp.
The latter effort resulted in a recently p)ublished
monnograph entitled "A Synax.Oriented Translat-er" (4). A comuputer translator is at lnKessor
that accepts its input at niessage in one language
(the language used by the programmer) and outputs it message tin another language (thle comnl)uiter~s language) with thep reuirement that there
exist one common nivaning for thc two niessage~s.
The classical translator norinuilv is ireatvl
efficient structuire that can provide any desired
balance between fast tranuslation and fast machine
code. Hlowever, the( maintenance required for the
tranislator to inicorimbi-at. elhanges in this balance
is tit best tedious work and at wocst miay effect a
complete redevelopment of the translator. Also, the
p~roduictionl of a new translator for a new language
or for atdifferent computer canu at best make limnited use of the 'Old translator. On the other hand,
a syntaix -orient ed translator is complletely independent.of the propruinming language that is to be
translated, as long ats sufficient means, exist for
describing the properties of the programming
language. Ingermaui presents a method of producing various computer languages that depends only
on a system pt'ogramers abilit~y to specify the rules
of his own language. Ingermant, in effect, has devised a mnethod that minimizes the time (lelav hetween the conception of a new languiage and its
availability to users of a wide variety of computers.
Philip Bagley is investignating the possibility of
developing a, programming language that. essentially separates the task of programming into two
distinct phase. The first pha&% involves writing the
program in an algorithmic or logical language
that is completely independent, of thle chararteristics of a specific computer. The second phase. which
may be replaced by a mechianicaJl device involves

!vecifying in tan implementat~ion language the
mnanner in which the pmgi.rnm will be executed on
ILspecilic compiuter. 13agley is attempting to incorfsorste it vatriety of data strarturtes into his language to satisfy it variety of nieeds within the
structure of one languaige. The success of this research would 1e it step closer to an ab~ility to use
more natural languages in comn tin icat ions with
coili1puters.
Another contribution toward freeing users from
computer language restrictions has its origin$ in
AFOSII-sponsored research in information retrieval. Calvin Mooecs of tile, Rockford Research
institute had been explorinig ways of manipulating
natural language text, so that computers could aid,
and in part replace. catalogers and reference librarisins in storage. and retrieval operations.
Mooers and Peter D~eutsch developed the language
the.y called TIIAC (Text Reckonitig And Comnpiling) that is a general tool for text manipulat lol. (7) O~ne of TRA( "s outstanding features is
that. it gives, the uiser the power to formulate. a
large niiniher of well-definedl procedulres with a
sfinall repertoire of primitive functions. TRAC is
operational in a time-shared] computer environiiieiit.and is thus immuediately useful in thme thirdgeneral ion computer s'ysteins now being installed.
As tile Air Force continue% to incorporate conipliters into its operaitionls, anmd as compuiter-based
Air- Force svsteimis continue to grow in complexity.
research Sucth as that of Ingerman. liagley. and
Mooers becoje< mmn'reasmngl *vrelevant. Ingerman' s
c'ont ribut ion coulpled with the success of liagleybs
work, for example. many effect great savings in
t ime. effort. and cost through their use in modifying existing opeiertional programis and in conversions; front one computer system to another. This
research is only exemplary of that being sponsored
fir AFOSR. other Air Force laboratories, and
other agencies. It does indicate, however, areas in
which st mmdv was, and continues, to be, needed, to
most etrect ivelv integrate computer-., and allied
hardware into the miost efficient Air Force svstems
manl and machine can combine to create,
UME
RRI4I

11 A4ir Force Politry Letter for Coemmasnders. ((Mfice of
Air Fol-ke. Wt.shmington. D.C..
it ie
o
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(3) J. E. Hinghem, Air University Refiew. 17, p. 4 (19M6).
(4) P. Z. Ingerman. "A Synts.'-Orleznted Translator."
(Academic Pre%., 1966).
(5) H. IL Jiihnsou, Air UnIrcralirt Rcvicwr, 17. 1 (1966).
(6) L. B. Johnmon, *"Wbite Hou.%e Memonralndu"
to
Heads of DeIprtripntm and Agencies. Washington,
D.C.. 28 June 196&.
17) C. N. Mooers and L. P. Duet.,A,h. "TRAC, A Text
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Handling Ln magv'" ( Prw•-ding
0-(lh National
Conferpnre•.
Ix) A. Newell. .1. C'. Shaw. and II. A. Simon IJ11.1 J. Mrx.
hr''clp. 2. 4 I1!95SN).
•9, A. 1,. Mamnuei. I1tM3 J, Rc., Dcu•crh:p. 3, 3 i1.4i.
(10) T'iu llaja:illc, 8,, ]8, 14196).
4 1I1 W1a.ahin.m ( 1)D.. i P!t.41 (Friday. 141 Iept. 19X60).
(12) H. H. Zwbhirnt, Air UnircrrityRericiw, 16, 1 (1964).

The AFOSR Coupling Program

The importance which AFOSR places on coupling has been pointed out several times in this report. In fact, all AFOSR program managers have
coupling as a primary concern. In addition,
AFOSR has a taff o.ce, the Office of the Assistant Ex,'utive Director for Research Communications,- ýclh assists in these functions,
Choosing the appropriate areas of science, choosing the relptive emphasis to be given to each, and
insuring that the results of the research are of
benefit to the Air Force, requires that. the AFOSR
research program be carefully coupled to the Air
Force. Information must be obtained on what
needs and problems the Air Force has and is likely
to have in the future, and the results of research
must be made available quickly to Air Force
activities,
AFOSR coupling is also concerned with providingscientific advice and consultat ion to all parts
of the Air Force and in otherwise bringing about
constructive involvement of research scientists in
Air Force problems. This is a particularly fruitful activity because it serves to make scientists
wore knowledgeable of Air Force problems and
at tie"same time it serves to bring to the Air Force
knowledge and understanding from the much
broader a-ei of world science with which the
scientists supported by AFOSR are in intimate
contact.. This article summarizes briefly these
coupling act.ivitjs. More details can be found in
other published r pollts (1, 2,3).
Coupling the output of research to the research
user is all too frequently spoken of in terms of
"coupling science to te, hnology." Thk; is too narrow a viewpoint. Inherent in this viewpoint is the
assumption that there is a natural chain of progression from a sientific discovery, through a technological advance, to a major improvement in
weapon system capability. Tme overwhelming intpact of the transistor and nilv-ear weapons have
fostered this assumpt ion,. l(io 'er, when oneilok(s

the magnitude of their impact, the transistor and
the nuclear weapon are statistical anomnalies which
give a misleading impression of the relation between science Pnd technology. In fact, toost. technological advance is built on previous techkiology.
This is Tnot to sy that science does not contribute
to techmology. It is to say, rather, that. science may
contribute at any stage. It may contribute not only
at the point of technoigical a,'ivance, but during
manufacturing, operation, maintenrrnce, and operator training as well.
In the Air Force the customer of research is not
just the technological innovator. A FOSR research
can and should be of direct benefit to every organization and agency in the Air Force. With this
thought in mind, we will examine the means by
which AFOSR couples its research to the Air
Force.
Some of the means for coupling science to the
Air Forre are described below. Most important are
journals, lh)ks, and reports. Others, not necessarily in the order of importance, are sponsorship
of symposia, membership on interservice and interagency committees, attendance at meetings sponsored by other organizations to discuss their areas
of interest, and individual action by the AFOSR
project scientist.
During 1966, A FOSR sponsored the publication
of approximately 1,500 journal articles, 700 reports, and Several dozen books. These will receive
widespread distribution through tlz i')urnal publication system, through agencies such as DDC,
and through direct distribution to persons known
to be interested in the contents.
In the case of journal articles, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to verify that the material in them
has been used. Only if someone later makes reference to an article sponsored by AFOSR is it poesible to verify that the material in the article was
of value to someone. However, a secondary measure of the impact of these articles can be obtained.
The Office of Scientific and Technical Information, Headquarters Office of Aerospace Research,
conducted a sturvey to determine thr. extent to
which journals eontainingarticles reportingOARsponsored research are to be found in defenseoriented libraries. Since well over half of the total
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AFOSR, the results of this survey should provide
a good measure of the distribution of AFOSRsponsored articles. Using a weighted average
which took into account. the number of articles in
a journal during a 5 year period, and the number
of libraries out of the total sample which carried
a given journal, it was determined that on the
average, each library was exposed to nearly half
the total articles published. Thus it appears that in
fact AFOSR-spousored journal articles do reach
those who can make use of them.
In the case of reports, a more direct measure is
AFOSR obtained from DDC a report
showing which AFOSR-sponsored reports in DDC
had been requested during 1965, and by whom
had been requested. The total was too great
for full analysis, hut a manual analysis of a small
sample showed that AFOSR-sponsored reports
are requested by agencies which have an obvious
requirement for the information contained in the
reports. While again no proof of use can be obtaind, it is safe to assume that reports are not
requested unless someone has a need for them. since
making a request does take a certain amount of
effort. Thus based on the examination of requests
to DDC, it appears that reports generated under
AFOSR grants and contracts do reach impressive
numbers of ret arch users who can make use of
them.
There is no measure of the extent to which books
are effective in reaching those users of research
who need the infornation they contain. Books
produced under AFOSR sponsorship are eitheselected as representing a significant summary of
research in some field, presented in a manner suitable for the users of that research, or they are produced as a byproduct of some other effort, such as a
symposium. These books provide a valuable source
of information about some field of science at a partienlar time. Especially in the case of state-of-theart summaries, they provide a bench mnrk by which
future progress in a field of science can be judged.
and provide the research user with a consolidated
source of all important information currently
available in that field.
Symposia are a very important means for conpling research to users. Not only do the pap-ers
prr-uide information on the latest research results
in a field of science, but symposia are attended by
large numbers of both prmlucers and users of Yesearch in a particular field. This provides ample
opportunity for an exchange of information be224

tween those attending, with researchers being in
direct contact with the users of their research. In
1966, AFOSR sponsored a total of 53 symposia.
One important symposium was Simulation and
Simulators of Dynamical Systems. This meeting
brought together persons interested in mathematical, mechanical, and computer sýimulation of various dynamical physical or biological systems. Systems to be simulated ranged from astronauts
undergoing extravehicular activity to the human
circulation system under the action of an art ificial
heart. The intent of the meeting was to illustrate
the similarities behind simulations of all types of
dynamical systems.
Another important symposium was the International Symposium on Combustion, attended by sientists and engineers interested in all aspects of
combustion, a subject of major importance to the
design of jet and rocket engines. This symposium
provided American specialists in combustion with
an opportunity to meet with persons of similar interests from throughout the world. The Americans
present were thus able to tap the scientific knowledge of the entire world on the subject of
combustion.
The final symposium to be disussed here was the
Conference on Hazards of Birds to Aircraft. Specialists on all ecological phases tn the subject were
able to exchange information on various a•spects of
the problem, su-h as the location of airfields to itduce incidence of impacts.
Interservice and interagency committees of various types provide a very important mnrns for
transferring results of AFOSR-sponsored research
to users. The meetings of thise committees bring
together representatives of research-slpnsoring
agencies such as AFOSR. and represwntatives of
users of research, to di~scuss soiie particular problem, or problem area. Some of the groips m02
which
AFOSR is represented are:
Security Equipment Working Group, an Air
Force group responsible for advising A FSC on approaches to the problem of airfield security in remote areas, particularly against insurgent infiltration; Nuclear Weapons Effects Research Medical
Advisor Group of the Defense Atomic Support
Agency: and Foreign Area Research Committee,
which includes representatives of the Army, Navy.
Air Force, and State Department.
During the year various Air Force agencies
sponsor meetin gs at which their problems are discussed with representatives of research laboratories

and technology laboratories. A small sampling of
such meetings attended by AFOSR representatives during 1966 follows
Ballistic Systems Division-Reseerch and Technology Divisioij (AFSC) Coupling Meeting; Research and Technology Division-Electronic Systerns Division (AFSC) Coupling Meeting; Air
Force Tenth Technology Review, sponsored by
Research and Tiehnology Division, AFSC; AntiMissile Research Advisory Council meeting, sponsored by Advanced Research Projects Agency;
"anti Reseairch and Technology Division-Industry
Technology Reviews at several industrie_,
Individual actions by AFOSR project scientists
represent a significant portion of the total coupling
effort of the organization. The position description
of each professional staff member of AFOSR ineludes a statement of coupling as one of the major
responsibilities of the position. This is a reflection
of the very persewial interest in coupling demonstrated by AFOSR scientists, and the position of
the AFOSl, management that coupling is an
essential pirt of the AFOSR job.
AFOSR project scientists seek to establish communieation with persons throughout the Air Force
interested in the research activities for which they
are responsible. Tly initiate many such contacts
aand also welccme i:•quiries. The following are illustrative areas of l ch coupling.
In some of these cases specific research results
which make possible tihe rel.tion of a problem are
too new to have reached a -, ide audience through
normal channels of dissemi: nation. When these
proodems are identified and iocvled, information in
the form of available written iepo.-tsor special oral
are made availabie t- •Ie organization
"reports
re
ble for solving the pro'aeb In many eass
the important action is not lat A FOSR-sponthedimportantearctiis
nitedto
~rbut thatn
sored research is transmitted to omconsiderable
the very existence of the AFOSR program, with its
resultant wide array of contacts in the scientific
community, makes it possibie to hringr together a
specialist in some area and a technolog)-oriented
userof research. Thespecialist then isabletobring
the entire range of this knowledge to hear on a specific problem. A few of the examples of such
coupling actions are:
Arranging for a contractor to visit Air Force
Missile Development Center to provide technical
consulting in connection with the Air Iounched
Scramjet Orbital Bkooster Study.

•
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Arranging for several contractors to consult
with a Department of Defense panel studying the
military retirement system.
In response to a request. from Air Force Missile
Development Center, arranged to transmit to
AFMI)C information on filtering methods,
Arranging for contractors to help improve the
specifications for the engineering development of
a General Purpose Automatic Test Set for the
Middletown Air Materiel Area.
Arranging for contractor to advi* the Directorate of Armament Development, RTJ), AFSC, on
wing-flutter prediction for aircraft carrying external stores.
In a number of instances joint activities have
been instituted. For example, AFOSR's Propulsion Division and Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory personnel assist each other in evaluating proposals. Seventeen different Air Force organizations are represented on AFOSR -in house"
advisory groups. AFOSR arid Air Force Aeropropulsion Laboratory cosponsor resear-h in high
temperature- plasmna at Aerojet General Nucleonics
and there are many similar instances of common
contracting with other Air Force organizations.
AFOSR program managers participate widely
in IR&I) reviews of the aerospace industries. They
participate in ad hoc studies such as the scramjet
study. the special air warfare study. and the prisoner of war studies. They arrange for special stateof-the-art reviews such as the AFIT monthly leeture series. They make numerous visits to Air
Force instalhatiois either as indi iduals or in
.
inll
ce
Mheduleagroups.
More examples of the types given above could
be cited to illustrate that coupling is a very important function of AFOSR, and that it is exploited by the AFOSR staff. Furthermore, the
effort ineted in te activity brings
is
the actvt
intecouplin
nlee
aotsid
about a significant coupling of the AFOSR research to the Air Force as a whole. Through these
activities we are insuring that the AFOSR rsearch prograin is oriented to meet the needs (,f
Air lor,.
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Research Evaluation Through
(

tracing citations by manual means. As with so
many other functions of management, however,
the advent of the digital computer has completely
changed the picture. Tile digital computer now
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of the difficulty of examining the literature and
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makes it pcssible to %-arch through hundreds of
period, to
published
journals,
locate
citations
to over
one aorseveral-year
several previouslycialocommer
o
l one
paters t
bolite
papers. A least one commercial organization,
thesearch
Institute
for to
Scientific
Informatin provides
services•
its subscribers
on

f te iin
pob~es
m~agin
eserch
mainaging a research
problems
One of the One
program is that of evaluating the quality of the
researhdpublished
fororganizations
prtihuatrly
is is that f sue
organizations whose functin
function
sup
porting extramural research. While considerable
effort is made to telect quality researchers in the
first
place, it is desirable to have means for checking on
the quality of the research done under
supporth

a routine basis. ISI currently indexes the articles
in over a thousand scientific journals, and in particular, identifies the previous articles which each
article cited.
AFOSR entered into a contract with ISI, under
wihIIwst
eemn h ubro
i
which ISI was to determine the number of citations to article; published in 1964 and which resuited from research sponsored by AFOSR, Office
of Naval Research, and the Army Research Of1i.
The citation rate for these sponsored articles was
to he compared with the citation rate for the literature at large, and for a statistical sample of articles
matching the AFOSR-sponsored articles in journal and month of publication. A statistical soummary of the results obtained by ISI follows (se
table).

Previous research has indicated that one tinportant measure of the quality of a scientific paper,
published in the journal literature, is the number
of citations. i.e.. the number of times that later
authors make reference to the paper. While this
can be used only as an after-the-fact check on a
single researcher, it is of far more value in evalunting a program as a whole, since policies which
led to support of research papers which have high
(or low) citationr rates tend to persist overtime.
Unfortunately, the citation rate as a reasure of
rseearch quality has ýiot been widely used, because

TAmus.-Frequency of dtician in 1965 and first tArTE quarters in 1966 of
in 1964, cowpared wit

control

•!,05 A POSR-.sponsoed research papers published

mrn pe and with Science Citation Iunkz total file

Cited in 1905

Cited in 1906,

Cited in 16M,

Cited In 196I ,

Sat quarter

2d quarter

3d Quarter

AFOSR Control AFOSRI Control
1. Number of papers (unique authored
items) ----------------------------2.
3.
4.
5.

1, 535

Numberoftimespapersin(1) were cited-. %.370
Average number o(citations peri!kper_
2- 29
Number of papers cited at least once941
Average number of citations per paper
ited at lesat once -----------------3.59
6. Total numberof papers in SCI file cited'
at least once in 1965--1,617,000.
I
7. Average number of citations per paper
cited at least once, total SCI file,
196---1.05.

AFOS R Control AFOSR

iRControl

106

1,5,.5

106

1,535

106

173
1.63
63

921
0.60
509

39
0 37
29

851
0 55
487

54
0 51
36

881
0.57
502

49
0.46
32

2.72

1.80

LIS

1.75

1.50

1.76

1,53

1

06

1,.5

ISI found 1,535 articles sponsored by AFOSR,
33"2 sponsored by ARO, and 1,598 sponsored by
ONR. and published in 1964. In addition, a control
sample of 106 articles, matching the AFOSRsponsored articles in terms of month and journal of
publication, was selected at random. Citations to
these articles were located in articles published in
1965. and in each of the first three quarters of 1966.
The analysis shows that the average number of
citations (that is, total citations dividd by total
number of articles being citei) is higher for t-he
sponsored articles than for the control s.imple or
for the general run of the literature, as repregented
by the total Scienee Citation Indez (SCI) file. The

data in the ISI files were further examined, looking only at those artivies cited at least once. Here
again, those Slwnoid articles cited at least once
had a higher vitsiion rate than similar articles
among the contr,,l anmple or the general run of the
literature.
While addi.I ,nil analys; of thr data will be
performed. to gain as mu'eh additional knowledge
as possible on such things as patterns of citations
over time, the analysis presented here clearly indicates that scientifi, wclk sponsored by AFOSR.
AR) and ONR is definitely of higher-thanaverage quality.
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AFOSR-sponsored conferences and symposia, 1966
T1he following~ conferences and symposia werre
*

~

mid during 196)6 with funds provided in part or
wholly by A FOSH as a -neatis of furthering armas

of scientific research of particular interest to the
Air Force.
Lecture Serwes J& Differreuila Rqualtin... Joint Graduate,
Connortliimo arenia univeraitien 4Septemober 19Wxi to

July 1967, Washington, D.C.).
International grinpo*Ium an Animal To~rinu.

1.4"

Angeles

County Hospital (R-11 Apr. 1966, AL1natic City, N.J.).

Conference a. Current and Future Probleprix t,%(hemistrij
of High Temperature#. Nxitional Academy of Sciences
(26 Jan. 1966. Houston. Tex.).

Third Coral Oubles Conference on Symmnetry of Principles
at High Ranerog, University of Miami (20-=3 Jan. 19M1,
Coral Gables, Flx.).

Imternssional Synmposcium. on Information Theory. lnstl.

Go-dea i,'o frrntuc on Deprioping Inuformationz Ryxfrm.x
iNstionstl ea" Iternatlin.I Netivorks). AAAS (18-22
Jul 1966.NewHampton. N.H.).
Gordons Coafcrencc rn High Tcmpcrate-c Criiy
AAA8 =-29 July ILW6,New Hiampton, NH)
Systems Theory in Anthropotogy., Wenner-Gren Foundstion tor Anthropological Research (M231- July 1906.
Abimleustel'. Austria).

Symposium on the' Riota of the Amazon Basin, Agunwirition
of Tropical BloloZy (6-11 June 1966 Blelem,. Pars.
Brazil).

Second Rochester Conferncrie on Cohercmec and Quanfuter
Opticst. University
Rochester, N.Y.).

of Rochester

(=-24

June

19066.

The Elervnth Comnbustion Institute of the Internationaln
Rgmporiurn an Combustion, The Combustion Institute
(14-19 Aug. 1966. University of California. Berkeley.

Calif.).

tote for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (31 Jan.2 Feb. 1966 UCLA).

InternationalSy~mpos#iumn of Genetics. Brazilian Stciety of
genetics (25-31 July 1966. Sao Paulo. Brazil).

Gordon Research Conference apt The Formnulation of Researc Policies, AAA$ (31 Jan.-4 Feb. 1966, Sat

1966 Linguistic Inaltutte Coftf -crner an Linguistic Method.
University af California (1-3 Atig. 19M6, Lois Angeles.

Barbara. Calif.).

Calif.).

Williamsburg Conference ON Inferasediate hEnegpy Physics.
Gordon Research Con frrerire on Inorganic Chemistry,
College of William and Mary (10-12 Fleb. 196M. WiIAAA (&-12 Aug. 19(!6. New Hampton. N.H.).
lia~mxbnrg, Va.).
The Appliention of Gcnero!-'Zrd Funiction.. to NyxtriCn
International Conferenee on Isobaric Rpin in Nuclear
Theory. Society for Industrial and Applied Matbemnathcs
Phys~ics, Florida State University (17-19 Mar, 191%
( 2rý-2S Aug. 1960. Stony Bruol, \.Y.).
Tallahassee. Fla.).
Rlerenth Paeilfe Xvienec Conference. National Academy
Mfathemnatical Aspects. of ComPuter Priesee. .lmeriean
of Sciences 4 1 Aug.-1) Sepit. 19MO.Tokyo. Japan).
Mathemataical Society (.5--7 Apr. 1966. New Yurik. N.Y.).
'codItraiutRoh~jsCnrs.Ntoa
cd
oyc* Ntoa cd
ipyic
It,.nciatoa
Symspoedus on GencrawUzed Xetarorkt. 161h Ali;-rpowna'eAusrita).ttViena,
.ilgbri,4elsTheyo Mý
emyonferenceone
search Institute, Polytechnic Institut".opt ni Brooklyn
12-14 Apr. 191K. New York. N.Y.),.oieeieotAgbacThoyo
Symposium on Eiertrodr Processes. The Elfi.vrawhemical

Society (1-fl May 196,.Cleveland. Ohio).
sym~posiums on Nopmericat Apialyvis, Society for Industrial
City.
and Applied Mathematics (11-14 May 14536 lo
Iowa).
Fifth U.S. National Compress of Applied Mfechantws. 1Uni.
veralty of Minnesota (14-16 June 1966K MincseapoU&a
Minn.).
Coat erenee a. Air N.-ike Hazard to Atrernli . University of
California (7-9 June lIWO. Davis, Calif.).
Cold Sprint Harbor Sympostitim on Qunetdtatire Bliology.
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory of Quantitative Biology
(June 19616, Cold Spring Harbor, N.J.).
SYMPOwium On Simulation and Simulators of Dynsamic
Systemis, Westtinghouse 1)etees and Sl'aien Center
( June 1966. Batlatmore', Md. ).RaitoanMalrScey
TOPlCS in Crie.tlgl Mechanics and Aipplication. to Rtpae
Research. N`ATO (2? June.-15 July 1906. D~rlelergen,
Netherlands).
Fifth
Nmoie
oaratna
n Rarrflri Glas Dynamicis,
Oxford University I4-4 July 190(1 Oxford. England).
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ahnxtihAih
cations, University of California (12 Aug.-.4 Skelt. 110116.
Pacific Grove. Calif.).ý

Boundary Layers and Turbulence Including rcophyxieal
A~ppiacations.. National Academy of Science% (19-24
Sept. 1966. Klyoto. Japan).
Bionic Models of the Animal Sonar gystem. NATO (26
gepat-3 Oct. 1906 Villat ftleonleei. Frascati. Rome.
Italy).
C'onferencee on Sensitivity Synthesis. University of Illinois
(4 Oct. 1960. Urbana. llt.).
Confcrence an Learsting. Remembering ond Forgetting.
Stanford Vniversity (9-12 Oct. 19M8. Santa Ynez Iunn.
Pacific Pallade. alit)
Cnilaoqium on the Photographic Interactiton Ret ween
RdainedJe~,Sceyo
h~gshrSin
t1htgltvSim
lists anod Fugineerx 139-27 0. t. M(Kt1Washington. D.C.)I.
rropiratfti'-.l..p. Smnahsoulais IuNtitUtinn 411-9 Nor. 11518
Panatma City. Pantama).
FusP4amcutiva of fGas.Sevfece Int(eraction-. General

Atomic (IMw. IIMh San D)iego, CalifJ.

AFO1S2R Selected Publications List-Primary Sources
of Additional Data
4AI'OR 411thle Researc~h Administratio P.oe
The following AFOSR publivations; are listed to
0058).
indicate sources of in formation on the organization
LORE, List of OAR Rescerv* Bfforts by State and Cows.ran prmiues,
and
and~tscntrct
~ uncion,
~ ~nd
n ~tmtpoelrs
~ ~ ~ ~~ty
fuhancnrc*n Bati iting of OAR grants and contracts as well
research program, objectives and research results.
as inbouse efforts to facilitate coupling between research
activities and exploratory and spstsen-dereloujment prooNot included here are the volumes of proceeding
grams. 41966)
nd ymrom
50conerenes
bou
thatreslt
thatreslt
bout5(1confrenes
fom
ad sinOAR Promrs*, I9M. One of it series of reslews of ac)osiia held each year with AFOSR support, and
tivities, including AkVS91 rpmarch~o the Offce ofAerospace Research.
from the numerous AFOSR contractor meeting..
William G. Ashley, A StudyV of the Imspact of Air Forne
Research on Defense (AFOSR 06-29CJ). Examination
of the effect on technology of wseleted A F4 0.41 research.
rhe Active Research Progrs of APOSS byHietf
Area. A series of reports stummarizing at intervals the
entire AFOSHt research program.
APOUR Achievements, 1966. One of a seie atrpot
documetting seiectedl results ut AFOtIR resarch of Immediate significance to the Air Foce
.4FOSR Chemistry Program Review, 1966. Twelfth In a
serfes of annual reports of the research supported by
the directorate of tchemical sciences
AFORR Contracts for Bookc Research. A guide to the
preparation and administration of AFOORR cotacs
AFOSR Compling Activilties 1966. One of a series of re
ports on AFOSR activities it, make results of AFOSR
research available to Air Force actvitielt and their
contractors.
A FOSR Grants for Basic Reseanrc. A guide to the prpa
ration and administration of AkNMR grants.
AFOAR Progroess. A summary or tile organization, fIts
obJectives and the program areas in which AFtjSR sponson; scientific research,
APOSR 19th Scienm Seminsar OIIJ.tiT.s. abstracts and
program for the 1967 AFOSR summer semianar. Albuquerque. X. lex.
Air Force Re rearcoblectlvu (OAIR). Oons of a serie of
publicationo outlining the neoPe and objectives of the
OAR research program. Including That at AFOBI.
Air Force ReseAr
Rdeumews. (baplete listing with ad-.
entlifc AbstrActs Of the AFOSR research program. 1955
In press; 1964 and looter itst. complete OAR extramural
program. 1963; 1961-vj. 1960. anid 19.SD are entitled
"*ailei Research Resmais."
Air Force Scicintipo Research XUotmorphy. L, 1950-88
tibilli; IK 1957-SR (m06): 111. IND EI9wk): IV. low1
(1957 0.V. In privariation. Abstracts of publications produrted tarough A"OR rpwarcil suppurt,
Inforination Science INSJ. Third in a anrit of annual
rpn4-`1 (Of the rtweach suPPorted by the AF(Ktti N.i
rectorate of Information Sciences.
Maj. tart S. Jennings and William J. Mree. "vt.omputerg in

rjwofrssg
AFUB program.
ORReseatch Revuiew,
Atvt
prgasmnA. u
resltsa , Inclurice.g AF titi
nArVreAtvt
'pARa
.Me
ila
to Utilixe the Extramural BciencV4Orienled Oomznanity,"
Resealorc
Tenth Instirtutin d
pendeat trgai:tis
inTe
nFms
nttt
DpnetOpnzto.7rt
Administration. The American tnivrsmlty IAFOOR a&1)
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The organization, program and research accomplishments of the Air Force office of
Scientific Research, a unit of the Office of Aerospace Research, USAF. are desthe role of AIOSR in procuring and managing a
Emphasis Is placedinupon
cribed. of
the sciences, carried out at university, industrial
basic research
program
and non-profit research organizations worldwide, in response to current and long
range Air Force technological intereets and requirements. The research program
is presented to enable Air Force user organizations and DOD research ddfinistrators
and managers to gain immnediate access to on-going research of direct and related'
interest, and to gain more detailed understanding of all AFOSR activitiet,, and
particuilarly those designed to couple research and research applications.
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Air Force office of Scientific Research
Office of Aerospace Research, USAF
basic research
mathematical sciences
nuclear physics
solid state sciences
general physics
geophysics
chemical sciences
behavioral sciences
biological sciences
electronics
mechanicsI
research accomplishments
coupling
relevancy
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